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PREFACE, 

THE author of a new German grammar, in a community 

where so many are already in use, and with so much approval, 

may well feel called upon to explain and defend his undertaking 

— especially, when his work is almost entirely wanting in those 

practical exercises, for writing and speaking, which make the 

prineipal part of the other grammars now most in use. 

That system of instruction in modern languages of which the 

Ollendorff grammars are popularly regarded as the type, has its 

unquestionable advantages where learning to speak is the main 

object directly aimed at, and where the smallness of the classes, 

and the time spent with the instructor, render it possible for 

the latter to give each pupil that amount of personal attention 

and drilling which is needed in order to make the system yield 

its best results. 

But in our schools and colleges this is for the most part 

impracticable. Their circumstances and methods of instruction 

render translation and construction the means by which the 

most useful knowledge and the best discipline can be gained. 

To the very great majority of those who learn German, ability 

to speak is an object inferior in importance to ability to under- 

stand accurately and readily the language as written or printed: 

and the attainment of the former is properly to be made pos- 

terior to that of the latter. One who has mastered the prin- 

ciples of grammar, and acquired by reading a fair vocabulary 

and a feeling for the right use of it, will learn to speak and to 

write rapidly and well when circumstances require of him that 

ability. 
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Moreover, there is a large and increasing class of students, 

whose philological training has to be won chiefly or altogether 

in the study of the modern languages, instead of the classical— 

and who must win it by methods somewhat akin with those so 

long and so successfully followed in classical study. For the 

class referred to, German offers peculiar advantages, quite supe- 

rior to those presented by any other modern language. In 

words, forms, and constructions, it is enough unlike English to 

call forth and exercise all the pupil’s powers of discrimination, 

to sharpen his attention to the niceties of word and phrase, and 

train his philological insight: while, at the same time, the 

fundamental relation of German to the most central and in- 

timate part of English makes the study instinct with practical 

bearings on our own tongue, and equivalent to a historical and 

comparative study of English itself: and, both on the esthetic 

and the practical side, there is no other modern literature so 

rich in attraction and so liberal of reward to us as the German. 

It has appeared to me that, in these aspects of the study, hardly 

sufficient assistance was furnished the teacher and learner by 

the grammars hitherto accessible. Three subjects especially 

have called for more careful exposition: the derivation of Ger- 

man words from one another; the construction of sentences; 

and the correspondences between German and English. I have 

also desired to see in some respects a more acceptable arrange- 

ment of the ordinary subject-matter of a grammar—one having 

in view the history of words and forms, although not obtruding 

the details of that history unnecessarily upon pupils unprepared 
for their study. 

At the same time, I have endeavored to make a really com- 
pendious and simple grammar, according to the promise of the 
title-page, a grammar which might answer the needs even of 
young scholars, although containing some things which they 
would not fairly understand and appreciate until later. That 1 
shall have satisfied others’ ideal of a compendious grammar, by 
including all they may deem essential and omitting the unessen- 
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tial, I do not venture to hope: but only trust that I may have 

come pretty near to meeting the wants of many. 

A careful distinction of the contents of the book by variety 

of type, according to their degree of immediate importance, 

has been attempted throughout. Especially, I have meant to 

put into the largest type (sm. pica) just about so much as the 

scholar ought to learn carefully and thoroughly in his first 

course of grammar-lessons, preparatory to reading. This a class 

should acquire, according to the age and capacity and previous 

training of its members, in from twelve to twenty-five lessons ; 

and should then at once be put into reading, while the grammar 

is taken up again, and such part of what was before omitted is 

learned as the judgment of the intelligent teacher shall direct. 

It is solely as auxiliary to the first course of lessons that the 

Exercises are intended—to furnish, namely, to the teacher the 

opportunity of drilling his pupils in the practical application 

of the more important rules and principles while they are 

learning them, or gaining practice in parsing, subject by sub- 

ject, instead of leaving the whole work to be taken up at once 

when reading is begun, While believing that they will be 

found valuable in this way, I would not press their use, but 

would leave it to each one’s decision whether to employ or 

neglect them. 
Nothing has been put in the largest type after the subject of 

conjugation is finished, nor anything anywhere in syntax: the 

main principles of construction, and the use of particles, are 

sufliciently alike in English and German to allow the pupil 

to begin reading without having studied them especially in 

German. 

After enough reading to have given some familiarity with 

forms and constructions, I would have the writing of exercises 

begun; and I feel confident that a better result in reading ana 

writing together will be won thus, in a given time, than by any 

other method. I have myself been accustomed to prepare exer- 

cises for my classes, for turning into German, from whatever text 
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the class were reading; taking a sentence or paragraph, and 

putting its phrases into a different shape from that presented 

in the text, so that the student shall have his main vocabulary 

before him on the page, instead of having to hunt for proper 

expressions in the dictionary, with knowledge insufficient for 

the task. This method I would recommend to others; but, for 

the aid of those who may desire such aid, I purpose to prepare 

a series of practical and progressive exercises as a supplement 

to this grammar, and to have it ready by the time that those 

who begin their study of German with the grammar shall be 

ready for its use. 

Some of the subjects treated in the grammar (especially word- 

derivation, and the relation of English and German), need sup- 

port from the lexicon. Considering the general deficiency of 

information on these subjects in the accessible dictionaries, I 

am endeavoring to give the beginner help till he can make his 

analyses and comparisons for himself, in the Vocabulary to a 

German Reader, which is published as a companion-book to the 

present one.* From its pages have been drawn a large part of 

the examples given in the Grammar, and I have now and then 

taken the liberty to refer to it (by page and line), in illustration 

of some exceptional or anomalous point which was under treat- 
ment. 

Of course, I have consulted, and more or less used, a good 

many grammars while engaged in the preparation of this one, 

deriving more or less of valuable information or suggestion from 

each and all of them. But I do not feel that I need to make 

special acknowledgments save to one—the work of Heyse (in 
its two editions, the Schul- Grammatik and the Ausführliches 
Lchrbuch). To it my obligations have been more constant and 
various than I can well point out in detail: hence this geneval 
confession of indebtedness. Those familiar with Heyse will 
have no difficulty in tracing its influence in many parts (for 

* The text of the Reader is already published, and it is expected thi 
the Notes and Vocabulary will be ready by the end of 1869. 

N I! 
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example, in the classification of verbs of the Old conjugation, 
which I have taken almost without modification from that 
authority); while they will also find that I have nowhere fol- 
lowed it slavishly. 

It has everywhere been my intention so to set forth the facts 
of the language as to favor the recognition of language as a 
growth, as something which has been gradually converted into 
what it is, from a very different condition, by those who have 
used it—a recognition which is the first need, if one would 

really understand language, and which must lead the way to 

those deeper studies into the history of languages and of 

language, constituting so important a branch of modern science, 

The study of German is so rapidly increasing in prevalence 

that there is pressing need of raising it to a somewhat higher 

plane. I trust it will be found that this volume contributes its 

part, though a small one, to so desirable an end. 

W.D.W. 
YALE COLLEGE, New Haven, Aug. 1869. 

PREFACE TO THE FOURTH EDITION. 
Since the first publication of this work, the series of which 

it forms a part has been extended, as promised, by adding to 
the Reader a Vocabulary and Notes, and to the Grammar a set 
of Exercises for translating from English into German (both in 
September, 1870). The Grammar is now completed by a de- 
tailed Index, which, but for untoward circumstances, would 
have formed a part of it when originally issued. I have also 
made such slight alterations in the work itself, here and there, 
as seemed most called for, having been either found desirable 
by myself or suggested by others. And I have only further to 
direet attention here to one or two features in the plan of the 
work, which, although pointed out above, have been by some 
overlooked or misunderstood. 

In the first place, the Exercises scattered through the Gram- 
mar are simply and solely parsing exercises, helps along the 
way through a course that is meant to lead at the earliest pos- 
sible moment to the reading of German authors. If they had 
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been anything else, I should have expended much more labor 

upon tbem, and submitted them to thorough revision by a 

native German. For their intended purpose, they were as good 

as if every sentence had been an extract from Goethe or Schiller. 

In the second place, the Grammar was never meant to be 

learned in bulk, or studied through in the order in which it is 

written—unless perhaps by advanced scholars, who desire to 

systematize knowledge previously gained. With beginners, 
especially, it should be gone over briefly, in the manner in- 
dicated above (p. v.), with inclusion only of the parts in largest 
type, and of the paradigms; and the authoi’s design was to 
produce a work which, being so used, would carry a pupil pre- 
pared for it (such as compose the classes in our high schools 
and collegiate institutions of various kinds) through the essen- 
tials of German grammar, and enable him to begin to read easy 
German intelligently, in @ shorter time than was possible by any 
other text-book im use, putting distinctly before him what he 
ought first and most to know, and, at the same time, in such 
form as would fit well, without alteration, into the more com- 
plete knowledge which he should acquire later, As a fuller 
explanation of this design, I add below a sketch of a course of 
twenty lessons, preparing for reading :— 
1. lesson in prenunciation ; no recitation, 
2. chief mles of pron. (6, 7, 55); parts of speech (56); declension (57-60); articles (63). 
3. declension of nouns (68-71); first decl., first class (75-9). 
4. Tix. I.; second class (82-5). 
5. Ex. II.; third class (87-90), and Ex. III. 
6. second declension (91-4); Ex. V. 
7. adjective deelension (114-22); Ex. VT.. VII. (a sentence or two of each). 
8. Ex. VIIL ; adj. as noun and as adverb (129-30) ; Ex. IX. (part). 
9. comparison of adj. (134-6, 140); Ex. X, (part); pronouns, personal pron, (160-1), 

10, pronouns (153-5, 157, 159, 163-5, 172-4, 177); Ex. XL, XII. (parts of each). 
11. numerals (197, 203); Ex. XIII. 

12. conjugation (231) ; simple forms of verb (235) ; lieben, geben (236). 
13. anxiliaries (338-9) : haben, jein, werden (239). 
14. Ex. XIV. (part); complete conj. of haben and fein (244); Ex. XV. 
15. conjngations (245-6): New conjugation (247-8); Ex. XVL. 
16. Old conjnyation (261-2, 268-71, 273). 
7. sx. XVIIL; passive voice (274-7), 

18, reflexive und impersonal verbs (283-5, 291-2) ; Ex. XIX. 
19. compound verbs, separable (297-300). 

20. compound verbs, inseparable, etc. (302-4, 308-11); Ex. XX. 

This scheme is, of course, intended only as a suggestion, for 
each teacher to modify in accordance with his own judgment and 
the needs and capacities of his class. Some may prefer to ga 
move slowly over the ground, incliding the more important 
items of the second size of print; and, en the other hand, there 
are classes (as I have myself made experience) who can do the 
whole task well in froin twelve to fifteen lessons. 

W.D.W. 
July, 1871. = 
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GERMAN GRAMMAR. 

ALPHABET. 

1. Tue German language is usually printed in an al- 
phabet having the same origin as our own, and the same 
extent; but in the form of its characters nearly resembling 
what we call “ Old English,” or “ Black-letter.” 

This is one of the derivative forms of the old Latin alphabet, a product of the perverse 
ingenuity of monkish scribes in the Middle Ages. It was in general use throughout Eu- 
rope at the time of the invention of printing, but was abandoned by one nation after an- 
other for the simpler, neater, and more legible character which we call * Roman,” and 
which the Germans know us ‘ Latin” (lateinisch). For scientific literature, the latter is 
in more common use among the Germans themselves, and many of the best German 
scholars are in favor of the entire relinyuishment of the other. 

2. The letters of the ordinary German alphabet, with 
their “Roman” equivalents, and the names by which the 
Germans call them, are as follows: 

German Roman German German Roman German 
letters. equiv'ts. name. letters. equiv'ts. name. 

Wa a A (ah) I|N,n n én 
3, b ba (bay) |, 0 0 o 

Gc c tsä PP Popa 
‚D,d d dä og q kü (400) 
Ge e ä R,r r er 

uf f & GEs s 8% 
'&,g g ga Zt t tä 
.Sh h hä U, wu u ü (00) 

et i & (ee) gy, dv Vv fou (found) 

SS) j yöt Ww, ww wo 
St k ka Xx x ix 
wd 1 él %), y ipsilon 
wt, mM m ém Br Zz tsöt 
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3. Certain points concerning this alphabet require spe- 

cial notice on the part of the learner: 
1. Of the two forms of small s, the second, or short 8, is used 

. only at the end of a word; the other, or long f, in other situations: 

thus, las; but [efen, fo. 
If a word ending in 8 is followed by another in compvsition, it is still 

written with short 8: thus, losgehen (lo8 and gehen), deshalb (dc8 and halb), 

2. Some of the letters are modified in form by combination 

with one another: thus, d, ch; d, ck; , 82; 6, ta. 

3. Some letters resemble one another so much as to be easily 

confounded by the beginner: 

Thus, B, 6, and B, v; Gc, and Ge; G, g, and G, s; RK, &, 
N,n, andR, r; D,d, O, 0, and OQ, ¢; also, b, 6, d, d, and h, h; 
f, 4 andj, s; GA, and t, ¢; x, 7, and y, 2. 

4. There is a special written alphabet, as well as a printed, for the Ger 

man. The forms of its letters, and specimens of written texts, will be given 

at the end of this work. The beginner had better not concern himself with 

it, as he can make practical use of it to advantage only when he has already 

gained considerable familiarity with the language. 

When German is written or printed in the “ Latin ” character, each Ger- 
man letter is represented by its Latin equivalent, with the single exception 
that for the compound fi, sz, is usually and preferably substituted ss. 

5. The German uses capital initial letters 

1. As the English, at the beginning of sentences, of lines in 
poetry, and of direct quotations. 

2. For all nouns, common as well as proper, and for words used 
as nouns. 

Words used as nouns are especially adjectives (129) and infinitives(340). 
As no fixed line divides their ordinary from their substantive use, there are 
doubtful cases in each class, with regard to which usage is conflicting. 

3. For pronouns of the third person, when used in address, 
with the value of those of the second person (153). 

That is, especially, Sie, with its oblique cases, and its corresponding 
possessive Shr ; but not its reflexive, fic). 

Pronouns of the second person properly take capitals only when intended 
19 come under the eye of the person addressed (as in letters, ete.); in such 
a case, fir) also is written Sid), $ 

Respecting the indefinite prononns Sedermanu, ‘every one,’ Yemand, 
‘any one,’ Niemand, ‘no one,’ ete, and the pronominal adjectives used sub- 
stantively, such as alles, ‘everything,’ mander, ‘many a one,’ einige, ‘some, 
usage is very various. Some write ein with a capital when it is emphatic, 
or means ‘one.’ 
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4. For adjectives derived from names of persons or places, 
usually ; but not for adjectives of nationality, as englifch, ‘ Euglish,’ 
frangojifeh, ‘ French.’ 

Adjectives of title, or those used in respectful and complimentary ad- 
dress, also usually take capital initials: thus, Eure Stönigliche Hoheit, ‘your 
royal highness,’ Sie, Wohlgeborener Herr, ‘you, excellent sir.’ 

PRONUNCIATION. 

6. The precise mode of production of German articulated 
sounds, taken singly or in combination, as well as the general 
tone and style of utterance, can only be acquired through means 
of oral instruction, and by long practice. The following rules, 
however, will help the learner, with or without a teacher, to ap- 
proximate to the true pronunciation of German words. 

The subject is a comparatively easy one to deal with, because 

1. There are no silent letters, either vowels or con- 
sonants. 

Excepting sometimes h (28). 

2. As a rule, the same letter receives the same sound 
under all circumstances. 

Exceptions, b, c, d, g, |, v—see those letters, below. 

3. The German, however, like many other languages, 
writes certain simple sounds, vowel or consonant, with di- 
graphs and even trigraphs—i.e., with combinations of two 
and of three letters. 

VOWELS. 

7. Each simple vowel sound is either long or short, 
varying in quantity, or time of utterance, without at the 
same time varying, like our English vowels, to any notable 
extent in quality, or nature of sound. 

The distinction of long and short vowels must to a great extent 
be learned by practice ; but the following rules will be found of 
service : 

1. A vowel doubled, or followed by h, is long. 

2, A vowel is short before a donble consonant, and 
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more usually before a group of two consonants—uniless 

the latter of the pair or group belongs to an appended 

ending or suffix. 

8. U, a.—2 has always the sound of our open or Italian a, 

in far, father. 
It is long in Wal, Haar, Bahn, nah, Namen. 

It is short in Ball, Mann, hatte, Hand, feharf, Hat, bald. 

Particularly avoid the flattening of this vowel, or its reduction to a sound 

at all resembling that of our “short a” in hat, can. 

9. ©, ¢.— is pronounced nearly as our e in they, or our 

“long a” in fate, only without the distinct vanishing-sound of ee 
into which our @ passes at its close. Short e is nearly our “short 

e” in met, men. 
It is long in Heer, mehr, Reh. 
Tt is short in denn, fchnell, nett, Herr, Welt. 
In long syllables—and by some authorities also in short ones 

—is distinguished a closer and an opener utterance of the e, the 
latter inclining very slightly toward our “short @” (in hat, can). 
The difference is analogous with that between the French & and é. 
Thus, e is said to be close in mehr, Reh, jeder (first syllable), and 
open in (the first syllables of) Leben, geben, beten. No rules are to 
be given respecting the occurrence of this distinction; nor is it 
much to be insisted on. 

Unlike the other vowels, e is notably slighted and obscured in 
sound when unaccented. Especially before a consonant, in a 
syllable following the accent, it acquires nearly the tone of our 
“short u” (in but), and becomes very inconspicuous. 

Guard against giving to final e the sound of English e; it should have a 
very open utterance, and in parts of Germany even becomes like our “ short 
u” (in but, puff). 

10. 3%, i. has the sound of our z in pique, machine, or of 

our “long e,” or double ee, When short, it is more like our 
“short 2” (in pin), yet somewhat less removed than that is from 
our “long e.” 

It is long in ihn, thr, Igel, dir, Mine. 
It is short in billig, bitten, hinter, ift, Trift. 
3 is never written double, and it is followed by } only in the personas 

pronouns ibn, ihm, ihr, ihrer, ihnen, and the possessives ihr and ihrig. To 
indicate its long sound, an e is generally added, making the digraph, or 
compound vowel, ie (18). , 
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1. ©, 0,—© has always the tone of our “long 0,” except 
the distinct vanishing-sound of w (00) with which the latter ends. 

It is long in Moor, Bohne, Ton, Gebot, Moder. 
It is short in foll, Gott, offen, Molke, Topf. 

Never give to o the quality of our “short 0” in hot, on, ete.; this is no 
proper o-sound, but pretty nearly the German short a, 

12. WU, u.—l long is our u in rule, or 00 in boot ; u short is 

nearly our w in pul, or oo in book, Lut less removed from long u, 
It is long in Uhr, nun, gut, ruben. 
It is short in Bruft, Stunde, Ytull, 
U is never doubled. 

Be especially careful not to give to 1, under any circumstances, the pro- 
nunciation of English u in union, mute, cure; to do so is to puta y before it. 

13. 9, y.—) is found only in foreign words (except, accord- 
ing to the usage of some, in the digraphs ay, ey: see below, 

19.3), and is ordinarily pronounced as an t would be in the same 

situation, 

Examples: Syrup, Afyl, {yrifch, Mtyrte. 

Some require that in words from the Greek, of more learned and less 
popular use, it should have the sound of ü (17). 

Modified Vowels. 

14, 1. The modified vowels are, historically, products of the 
mixture with a, 0, u, of ane or i-sound, or of the phonetic assimila- 
tion of the former to the latter in a succeeding syllable. They 
were written Ne, Oe, le, ae, oe, ue, and are still usually so written 

when the vowel modified is a capital; but when small letters were 
used, the e came to be first written above the other vowel—thus, 

a, o, u—and then, for convenience, was reduced in common use 

to a couple of dots—as, ä, 6, it. 

2. They are never doubled; and hence, a noun containing in the singular 
a double vowel, if requiring modification in the plural, loses one vowel: thus, 
Gaal forms Säle, Aas forms Xefer. 

15. %e, i.—%e has the sound of an open e—that is to say, 
of an e very slightly approaching our “short a;” it is every. 
where hardly distinguishable from an e in the same situation. 

It is long in Slläger, prägen, Uefer, Späher, Mähre. 
It is short in Hände, Aepfel, hatte, Bäder, fällen. 
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16. Oe, 3.— De is really produced by a combination of that 
position of the tongue in which e (e in they) is uttered, and of 
that position of the lips in which o is uttered; but it is not easily 
given by a conscious effort so to dispose the organs. It is near- 
est in tone to our win Aurt, but is notably different from this, 
verging considerably toward the e of they. It is closely akin with 
the French eu-sounds. 

It is long in Ocfen, mögen, fchön, hören, Del. 
It is short in fönnte, öffnen, Hölle, Spötter, Dexter. 

To form ö, therefore, endeavor to hit an intermediate sound between the 
vowels of hurt and hate. 

The German poets frequently make 6 rhyme with the simple e, and in 
parts of Germany the two are hardly distinguished. But their real differ- 
euce, as properly pronounced, is quite marked, and should never be neg- 
lected. 

17. We, 1.—lUe is produced by a combination of that posi- 
tion of the tongue in which i (¢ in pique, pin) is uttered, and of 
that position of the lips in which u (wu in rule, pull) is uttered, 
It is the same sound with the French uw. To utter it, first round 

the lips to the u-position, and then, without moving them, fix the 
tongue to say i (ee)—or vice versd. 

It is long in Uebel, Sdhitler, mide, fühn, fühl, über. 
It is short in Glüd, Mtiitter, Ueppigfeit, fiillen, Hütte, din. 

The sounds of ö and it are, among the German vowels, much the hardest 
to acquire, and cannot be mastered without assiduous practice under a 
teacher. 

Diphthongs and Vowel Digraphs. 

18. For %e, De, Ue, see Modified Vowels, above (14-17), 
Se, as already noticed (10), is an t made long by the addi- 

tion of an e, instead of by doubling, or the addition of }. 

Historically, ie often represents an original combination of separate 
vowels. 

Examples: die, tief, fiegen, Frieden, Nienten. 
At the end of a few words (mostly coming from the Latin, and accented 

on the preceding syllable), the e of ie has its own proper sound, and the iis 
pronounced like y before it, or else forms an independent syllable: thus, 
Linien, Glorie, Familie, Tragödie ; also Sie (plural of Sinie, and sometimes 
spelt Kniee). 

19. 1. Mi.— Ai is a combination of letters representing a 
true diphthongal sound, which is composed of the two elements 
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a (a in far) and i (i in pique). It is pronounced nearly as the 
English aye (meaning * yes’) ; or like the “long i” of aisle, isle, 
but with the first constituent of that sound made very slightly 
opener and more conspicuous, a little dwelt on. It occurs in very 
few words, 

Examples: Hain, Waife, Mai. 
2. Gi.—Gi represents the same sound, and is of very much 

more frequent occurrence, being the ordinary German equivalent 
of our “long 7.” 

Examples: Bein, Beil, Eimer, fet, Ei, Eitelfeit. 

8. X and ey were formerly written in certain words instead of ai and 
ei: they are now gone nearly out of use, only a few authors retaining them. 

Examples: Way, jeyn, fey, Polizey. 

20. %1.—%Xu combines the two sounds a (in far) and u (in 

rule), and is pronounced almost precisely like the English ow, ow, 
in house, down, but with the first element, the a-sound, a shade 
more distinct. 

Examples: Haus, faufen, Auge, Sau, braun, Maul. 

21. 1. Eu.—Eu is most nearly like the English oi, oy, in 
boil, boy, differing chiefly in having the first element briefer and 
less conspicuous. Theoretically, its final element is the i-sound, 

Examples: heute, neu, Euter, Freunde, ever. 

2. Men, au.—Ueu is the modified diphthong corresponding 
to au, as i toa. It is pronounced in the same manner as eu. 

Examples: Weugler, Haute, bräunen, Träume, 

22. Wi.—li is found only in hut, pfui, and is pronounced 
like we. 

CONSONANTS. . 
23. %, 6.—S has the same sound as in English, when fol- 

lowed in the same syllable by a vowel or semivowel (tr, I), or when 

doubled. 

Examples: Biber, Bube, Haben, ober, Blei, brechen, Chbe. 
In other situations—i.e., when final, or followed by a consonant 

in general—it loses its sonant character, and is converted into the 

corresponding surd, p. 

Examples: Stab, gehabt, ob, hub, Habsburg. 
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24. 6, c.—G, in words properly German, is found only in 

the combinations ch, , fej, for which see below, 43, 44, 48. 

In words borrowed from other languages and not Germanized 

in spelling, it is, as in English, hard before a, o, u, {, n, r, but soft 

before e, i, y : in the former case, it is pronounced as f, in the lat. 

ter,as is (German 3: 42). 

Examples: Cato, Garcer, Concert, Cicero, Claudius, Ocean. 

25. , d.—®, like b, has its own proper sonant sound, that 

of English d, before a vowel, or any consonant that may inter. 
vene between it and a vowel, in the same syllable; also when 

doubled. 

Examples: Damm, did, Dorf, du, adel, drei, Divall, Troddel. 

At the end of a word, or of a syllable before another conso- 
nant, it is changed to the corresponding surd, t. 

Examples: Srod, Stadt, mild, Abend, tödten, 

26. %, f.—5 has always the same sound as in English. 

27. ©, g.—G, like the other sonant mutes, b and 6, has its 
proper hard sound (as English g in go, give, get) when doubled, 

or when followed in the same syllable by a vowel or liquid ({, n, 1), 
It is never softened before e or i—as it also is not in any English 
word of Germanic origin. 

Examples: Gans, gegen, Gier, gut, groß, Glas, Gnade, Dogge. 

In the same situations in which b and d become p and t, g is 
also changed to a surd; it does not, however, assume the value 

of £, but rather that of ch (43). 
Examples: Tag, 30g, Zug, Vogt, Magd, ruhig, täglich. 

There is much difference of usage among Germans, and of opinion among 
German orthoepists, as to the pronunciation of g. All, indeed, agree to 
give it the hard sound when initial. But in other situations, some always 
soften it to h—e. g., in Degen, Ziege. Others do not allow it anywhere 
the precise d)-sound, especially not after the hard vowels (a, 0, 11), but pro- 
nounce it nearly as f, or as something between a g and f, or between at 
and cj—and so on. 

28. 8, h.— has the sound of English & when it begins 
a word (or either of the snffixes heit, haft). Elsewhere it is silent, 
serving either to lengthen the preceding vowel, or to make a 
hiatus between two vowels, 
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Th (37) is pronounced as simple t, For dj and fc, see below 
(43, 48). 

Examples: hin, her, hat, Hof, Hut, Höher, ruhen, Kindheit, hab 
Haft, AHu, Ehre, eher, ihm, Dhr, thun, rather, roth. 

29. &%, j-—S is always pronounced like our y consonant. 
Examples: Jahr, jung, jeder, Sohann, bejahen. 

30. St, f£.—& has always the sound of English &. Instead 
of double f is written € (which, however, if separated in syllabi- 
cation, becomes Ef). 

Examples: fan, feinen, Reid, Kreide, Krrie, Ruabe, Gloce, drut: 
fen (but druden). 

3L 8%1;M, m.— These letters have the same sounds as 
their English correspondents. 

32. MN, nm. — N has usually the same sound as English n. 

Like the latter, it has before f the value of ng: thus, finfen, Danf. 

For the digraph ng, see below (45). 

33. ®, p.— is pronounced as in English. For the digraph 

ph, see below (46.2). 

34. ©, q.—Q, as in English, is always followed by u, and 
qu is pronounced as kv, but with the pure labial utterance of the 
v-sound, as explained below (under w, 39). 

Examples: Dual, quer, Duirl, quoll. 

35. N,r.—R has a decidedly more distinct and forcible ut- 
terance than in English, being more or less rolled or trilled, and 
so, of course, formed a little further forward in the mouth than our 
r. In every situation, it must be clearly heard. 

Examples: Rand, reden, Nitter, roth, rund, her, Herr, Arbeiter, 
Führer, vermerken, marmorner, erlernbarer. 

36. ©, f, 8.—G, after a manner analogous with 6, , and n, 
has its proper surd or hissing sound only when doubled, final, or 
standing before a consonant; before a vowel (not before a semi- 
vowel; nor when preceded by a surd consonant, as t, dj, or a liquid, 
Lin, n, t) it approaches a sonant or buzzing sound, that of our z, 

and in the usage of some localities, or of some classes, it is a full 
z,; according, however, to the better supported pronunciation, it 
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is a compromise between s and z, a kind of sz. Before t and p 

at the beginning of a word, the weight of authority is in favor of 

its utterance as sh (but less broadly and conspicuously than our 

common sh); but the pronunciation as written has also good 
usage (especially in Northern Germany) in its favor. 

Double $ (f8, ff) is always surd or hissing ; for ß, see 49. 

Examples: @la8, Haft, Bosheit, wiffen, Lootfe, emfig, alfo, Sohn, 
Geele, Befen, Gefang, fteif, Strang, Spur, fpringen. 

37. &,t.—T, in words properly German, has always the or- 
dinary sound of English 4 In certain termimations (especially 

tion) of words from the Latin or French, it is pronounced like ts 
(German 3). 
Th is pronounced like simple t; its has usually no historical, 

but only a phonetic ground, as sign of the long quantity of the 
neighboring vowel. For §, see 51. 

Examples: hat, haft, Tafel, tragen, thut, Muth, Thriine, Station. 

38. &, b.— is rarely found except at the beginning of a 
word, and there has the sound of English f. In the few cases 
where it occurs in the interior of words, before a vowel, it is pro- 

nounced as our v ; as also, in words taken from foreign languages 
which give it the latter sound. 

Examples: Vater, viel, Berfall, freveln, Sflave, Bacanz, Venedig. 

39. W, m.—®, when not preceded by a consonant in the 
same syllable, is commonly and correctly pronounced precisely as 
the English v, or between the edges of the upper tecth and lower 
lip. Another mode of its utterance, which is also supported by 
good authority, excludes the action of the teeth, and produces 

the sound between the edges of the lips alone. As thus made, 
it is still distinctly a v (not a w), though one of a different quali- 
ty from our v: the difference, however, is not conspicuous to an 
unpractised ear. All authorities agree in requiring this purely 
labial pronunciation after a consonant (which consonant is nearly 
always a sibilant, fc) or 3): and the same belongs, as above noticed 
(34), to the u of the combination qu. 

= on Welle, Wahn, Wuth, wollen, fdjwer, zwei, Twiel, 
wall. 
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40. %,1.—X is found in only an exceedingly small number 
of words originally German. It has the sound of English & (ks), 
whether as initial or elsewhere. 

Examples: Art, Hexe, Text, Xenophon, Xenien, Xylographie. 

41. 9,1.—) in German is a vowel only (13). 

42. 8, 3.—3 is always pronounced as ts, except in the com 
bination § (see below, 49): its two constituents should be 
sharply and distinctly uttered. Instead of double 3, is written § 
(51). 

Examples: Zinn, Boll, zu, zerziehen, zagen, heizen, Prinz, Hoß, 
Harz, Plaß, zwei. " 

Consonantal Digraphs and Trigraphs. 

43. 1. Ch, d.—Ch, in all situations, is a rough breathing, 
an h, rasped out with conspicuous force through as nearly as pos- 
sible the same position of the organs in which the preceding 
vowel was uttered. According, then, as the vowel is one pro- 
duced in the throat—namely, a, 0, u—or one which comes forth 

between the flat of the tongue and the palate—namely, e, i, y, ü, 
i, ü—or as it is a diphthong whose final constituent is of each 
class respectively—namely, au on the one hand; ai, ei, du, eu on 

the other—it has a different pronunciation, guttural or palatal. 
The guttural ch (after a, o, u, au) isthe throat-clearing or hawking 

sound; the palatal approaches our sh, but is notably different from 
it, being formed further back upon the roof of the mouth, and 

lacking the full sibilant quality (before a vowel, nearly as English 
hy). Gt after a consonant has the softer or palatal sound. 
As above noticed (27), g not followed by a vowel etc. has the 

sound which cj would have in the same situation. 

Examples—guttwal dj: Bach, doch, Buch, auch, Macher, Achtung, 
Tochter, Tag, 309, Bug ; 

palatal dh: Pech, recht, ich, nichts, ficher, Biicher, 
ächten, Fächer, Löcher, veich, euch, feucht, däuchte, durch, Dolch, man: 
cher, Weg, richtig, Mägde, beugte, Weuglein, Zwerg. 

The fault particularly to be avoided in practising the d}-sound is the clo- 
sure of the organs, forming a mute consonant, a kind of korg. If such a 
mispronunciation is once acquired. it cannot be unlearned without great 
trouble. Much better utter a mere breathing, an 7, at first, depending upon 
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further practice to enable one by degrees to roughen it to the desired point 

of distinctness. 

2. Ch before 8, when the 8 belongs to the theme of the word, 
and not to an added suffix or inflectional ending, loses its peculiar 
sound, and is uttered as f (i.e., j8 as r). 

Examples: Wachs, Odjfe, Fuchs, Vitdhfe. 
3. Ch in foreign words is usually pronounced as in the lan. 

guages from which the words are taken—in Greek words, as k; 
in French, as sh. As initial, before i or e, it is palatal. 

44. Gf, ¢.—Gf, as already explained (30), is the written 
equivalent of a double f. 

45. Mg, ng.—g is the guttural nasal, the equivalent of 
English ng, standing related to fand g as n to t and d, and m to 
p and b. Its g is not separately uttered, as g, before either a 
vowel or a consonant: thus, finger like sénger, not like finger ; 
Hungrig like hangrope, not like hungry. 

Examples: jung, fingen, Gang, Gänge, länger, dringlid). 

46. 1. By, pi.— Pf is often etymologically the equivalent 

of our p (Pfund, pound, Pfahl, pale), but is uttered as a combina- 
tion of p and f. 

2. Bh, ph.—Ph is found only in words of foreign origin, 
and has the sound of f, as in English. 

Examples: Pfeffer, Pferd, topf, rupfen, Phafc, Phosphor, Graphit, 

41. Qu, qu.—This combination has been already explained 
(34, 39). 

48. Sh, {h.—Gch is the equivalent of our sh. 
Examples: Schiff, fchön, fchen, Ufche, Fich, Schnur, Schwan, 

Schloß, Schmerz, fchreiben, findifch. 

49. ©, f.—G; is pronounced as a double 8 (fj, 36), the; 
losing its distinetive character in the combination. Double ff is 
not written at the end of a word, nor before a consonant (t), nor 
after along vowel or diphthong, being in such situations sub- 
stituted for it. 

Examples: {af, laßt (from Laffen), Schoß (but Schöffe), genießen, 
Strauß and Sträuße, Hak, Häßlich, Hafte (but Hafen). 

As was remarked above (4), when German is written or printed in 
the Roman character, should be represented by ss. 
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50. Zh, 15.— Th, as noticed above (37), is equivalent to t 
simply. 

5L 7}, %.—Z; is the written equivalent of a double 3, and 
is pronounced in the same manner as a single 3. 

Examples: Plas, Pläße, fiten, Müte, jest, plößlid). 

General Supplementary Rules. 

52. 1. Other combinations of letters than those treated of 
above, whether of vowels or of consonants, are pronounced as the 
single letters of which they are made up. 

2. Doubled consonants, however, are not pronounced double, 
but in the same manner as single ones, 

Double consonants, in general, have no etymological ground, but are an 
orthographical device for indicating the short quantity of the preceding 
vowel. 

53. But doubled consonants, or double vowels, or any of the foregoing 

combinations of vowels or consonants, if produced by the coming together 

of the final and initial letters of the parts making up a word—cither by 

composition or by the addition of prefixes or of suffixes of derivation be- 

ginning with a cousonant—are pronounced as in those parts taken separ- 

ately. Thus, 

beerdet (be-ertet) not as Deere ; geirrt (gestrrt) not as Geier ; 
beurtheilt je ete) “ Beute; Handdrudf (Handedrud) * Gota; 
Mittag (Neit- tag) “Mitte ; wegging (mey=ging) “Gage; 
Abbild bb) bbe 5 aufjallt (auf=fallt) “Affe; 
vielleicht (wielzleicht) “Melle ; dennoch (denznod)) “Henne; 
verreift (versveilt) oe ipenvens; dasfelbe (Das-jelbe) ee Eefjems 
wadhjam (rmad)-fam) se wachjen ; ungar (unzgar) me Ungar ; 
Häuschen (Haud-chen) “  hajeben ; Hausings (Hausszıns) “außer; 
Hutzuder (Hutszuder) Bike: Wegen (wegzejjen) “ gegefjen ; 
Ubart (Absart) “Abend ; Handeifen (Handzeifen) * handeln. 

54. 1. Respecting the pronunciation of foreign words occurring in 
German texts, no special rules can or need be given. The degree of their 
conformity with the rules of utterance of the language to which they prop- 
erly belong on the one hand, or of the German on the other, depends upon 
the less or greater completeness of their adoption into German. 

2. In pronouncing the classical languages, Latin and Greek, the Germans 
follow, in general, the rules of utterance of their own letters, both vowels 
and consonants. But, in reading Latin, g is always hard, and v has the 
sound of English v (German 1), not of German dv (English /). 

ACCENT. 

55. The accentuation of German words is so generally 

accordant in its prinviples with that of English words, that 
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it oecasions little difficulty, even to the beginner, and can 

be left to be learned by practice, without detailed exposi- 

tion and illustration. The following are its leading rules: 

1. The accent ordinarily rests, in words uncompounded, on the 
radical or chietly significant syllable—never on terminations of de- 
clension or conjugation, almost never on suffixes of derivation, 
and never on the inseparable prefixes of verbs (302), either in the 
forms of conjugation or in derivative words. 

Exceptions are: the suffix ei (408); the i or ie of verbs ending in the 
infinitive in iren or ieren (404); and a few wholly anomalous words, as 
Ieben’dig (from fe’'ben, fe’bend). 

2. In compound words, except compound particles, the accent 
rests, as in English, upon the first member. The separable pre- 
fixes of verbs are treated as forming compounds, and receive the 
accent, in the verbal forms and in most verbal derivatives, 

Exceptions are: many compounds with all, as allmädj'tig, ‘almighty,’ 
allein’, ‘alone,’ allererft', ‘first of all;’ compound words of direction, like: 
Gitdoft', ‘south-east ;’ and a number of others, as Sahrhun’dert, * century, 
leibei'gen, ‘ vassal,’ willfom’men, ‘ welcome.’ 

3. Compound particles usually accent the final member : thus, 
dahin’, ‘thither,’ obgleich‘, ‘although,’ zufol’ge, ‘according to,’ zuvor‘, 
‘previously.’ 

Exceptions are: many adverbs which are properly cases of compound 
nouns or adjectives; and some others: compare 425. 

4, The negative prefix un has the accent commonly, but not 
always (compare 416.40), 

5. Words from foreign languages regularly retain the accent belonging 
to them in those languages—yet with not a few, and irregular, exceptions. 
As the greater part of them are French, or Latin with the unaccented syl- 
lables at the end dropped off, they more usually accent the final syllable. 

PARTS OF SPEECH. 

56. The parts of speech are the same in German as in 
English. 

They are classified according to the fact and the mode of their 
grammatical variation, or inflection. 

1. Nouns, ADJEOIIVES, and pronouns are declined. 
Among these are here included ARTICLES, NUMERALS, and PARTFOIELES, 

which are sometimes reckoned as separate parts of specch, j 
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2. VERBS are conjugated. 
3. ADVERBS, PREPOSITIONS, and CONJUNCTIONS are unin- 

flected. 
4, [yrrriecrions are a class by themselves, not entering 

as members into the construction of the sentence. 

DECLENSION. 

57. Declension is the variation of nouns, adjectives, 
and pronouns for number, case, and gender. 

58. There are two numpers, singular and plural, of 
which the value and use are in general the same as in 
English. 

For special rules concerning the use of the numbers in German, see 211. 

59. There are four cases in German, as in the oldest 
known form of English (Anglo-Saxon). 

1. The nominative, answering to the English nomina- 
tive. 

The nominative case belongs to the subject of a sentence, to a 
word in apposition with it, or a predicate noun qualifying it; it 
is also used in address (as the Latin vocative). See 212-14, 

2. The genitive, answering nearly to the English posses- 
sive, or objective with of. 

It is therefore most often dependent upon a noun, but is also 
used as the object of certain adjectives, verbs, and prepositions ; 
and it stands not infrequently without a governing word, in an 
adverbial sense. See 215-20, 

3. The dative, corresponding to the Latin and Greek 
dative, or to the English objective with io or for. 

The dative stands as indirect object of many verbs, transitive or 
intransitive, and also follows certain adjectives, and prepositions. 
Sometimes it sustains an “ablative” relation, such as we express 
by from. See 221-5. 

4. The accusative, nearly the same with our objective 

This is especially the case of the direct object of a transitive 
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verb ; certain prepositions are followed by it; it is used to express 
measure (including duration of time and extent of space), also the 
time when anything is or is done; and it occasionally stands ab- 
solutely, as if governed by having understood. See 226-30. 

A noun in apposition with a noun standing in any of these rela. 
tions is put in the same case with it. 

60. There are three GENDERS, masculine, feminine, and 
neuter, 

Each noun is of one or the other of these genders, yet not 
wholly according to the natural sex of the object indicated by it. 
The names of most objects having conspicuous sex are, indeed, 
masculiue or feminine, according as those objects are male or 
female; but there are not infrequent exceptions; and the names 
of objects destitute of sex have a grammatical gender, as mascu- 
line, feminine, or neuter, according to rules of which the original 
ground i is in great part impossible to discover, and which do not 
admit of succinct statement. 

This system of artificial or grammatical gender was an original characteristic of all the 
languages with which the German is related; it belonged equally to the English in the 
Anglo-Saxon period, and was only lost in connection with the simplification of English 
grammar by the loss of the distinctive endings of words. See the author's * Language 
and the Study of Language,” p. 77. 

61. In the main, therefore, the gender of German 
words must be learned outright, by experience; but the 
following practical rules will be found of value: 

1. Exceptions to the natural gender of creatures having sex. 
a, All diminutives formed by the suffixes djen and {ein (410) 

are neuter: thus, dag Mädchen, ‘the girl,’ das Fräulein, ‘the young 
lady.’ 
b Besides the special names which designate the male and 

female of certain species, there is a neuter name for the young, or 
for the species, or for both: thus, der Eber, ‘the boar,’ die Sau, 
‘the sow,’ das Ferkel, ‘the pig,’ das Schwein, ‘the hog.’ Other 
species are called by the masculine or feminine name properly be- 
longing to one sex only: thus, der Hafe, ‘the hare,’ die Nadhtigall, 
‘the nightingale.’ 

c. Of anomalous exceptions, only da8 Weib, ‘woman,’ requires 
special notice. 

2. Attribution of gender to classes of inanimate objects. 
a, Names of the seasons, months, and days of the week, of the 

points of compass, and of stones, are masculine: thus, der Winter, 
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‘winter,’ der Mai, ‘May,’ der Montag, ‘ Monday,’ der Nord, ‘north, 
der Stiefel, ‘ flint,’ 

b. Most names of rivers, and of plants, fruits, and flowers (usu- 
ally ending in e), are feminine: thus, die Donau, ‘the Danube,’ 
die Fichte, ‘the pine,’ die Pflaume, ‘the plum,’ die Melfe, “the pink.’ 

c. Most names of countries and places, of metals, the names of 
the letters, and other parts of speech used as nouns, are neuter: 
thus: das Italien, ‘Italy,’ das Berlin, ‘Berlin,’ das Eifen, ‘ iron,’ 
das X, “the letter x,’ dag Sa und Nein, “the yes and no.’ 

3. Gender as determined by derivation or termination (for farther 
details, see 408-11). 

a. Masculine are the greater number of derivatives formed from 

roots without suffix, by change of vowel; also (though with 
numerous exceptions) of words in el, en, and er ; and all deriva- 

tives formed by ing and fing. 
Thus, der Gpruch, ‘the speech,’ der Nagel, ‘the nail,’ der legen, “the 

rain,’ der Finger, ‘the finger,’ der Dedel, ‘the cover,’ der Bohrer, ‘the gim- 
let,’ der Findling, ‘the foundling.’ 

b. Feminine are most derivatives in ¢ and t, and all those formed 

by the secondary suffixes ei, heit, feit, fchaft, ung, and in (or mn). 
Thus, die Sprache, ‘speech,’ die Madjt, ‘might,’ die Schmeichelet, ‘ tlat- 

tery,’ die Weisheit, ‘wisdom,’ die Citelfeit, ‘vanity,’ die Freundjchajt, ‘friend- 
ship,’ die Ordnung, ‘order,’ die Freundin, ‘the female friend.’ 

c. Neuter are all diminutives formed with chen and fein (as al- 
ready noticed), most nouns formed by the suffixes fel, fal, niß, aud 
thin, most collectives and abstracts formed by the prefix ge, and 
all infinitives used as nouns. 

Thus, das Wännden, ‘the mannikin,’ das Rndblet, ‘the little boy,’ das 
Näthjel, ‘the riddle,’ das Schidfal, ‘fate,’ das GleidnifR, ‘the likeness,’ das 
Königthum, ‘the kingdom,’ das Gefieder, ‘plumage,’ das Gejprad, ‘talk,’ 
das Stehen, ‘the act of stunding.’ 

4. Gender of compound nouns. 
Compound nouns regularly and usually take the gender of their 

final member. 
Exceptions are die Antwort, ‘answer’ (das Wort, ‘ word’), der Abichen, 

‘abhorrence’ (die Scheu, ‘fear’). several compounds of der Muth, ‘spirit,’ 
as, die Grofniuth, ‘magnanimity,’ Ganftmuth, ‘gentleness,’ and Demuth, 

‘humility,’ etc., some names of places, and a few others (421). 

5. Gender of nouns of foreign origin. 

Excepting a few words—which, having become thoroughly 
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Germanized, have had their original gen der altered by assimilation 

to analogous German words, or otherwise anomalously—nouns 
from other | anguages are masculine, feminine, or neuter, as in the 
tongues whence they come: ‘thus, der Titel, ‘the title’ (Lat. 
titulus, m.), die Krone, ‘the crown’ (Lat. corona, f.), das Bhino- 
men, “the pbenomenon ! (Gr. phainomenon, n.): but der Storper, 
‘the body’ (Lat. corpus, n.), das Fenfter, ‘the window’ (Lat, 

fenestra, f.), die Nummer, ‘the number’ (Lat. numerus, m.). 
6. Some nouns are used, commonly or occasionally, as of more 

than one gender: thus, der or dag Theil, ‘the part;’ bas or der 
Chor, ‘the chorus’ 
A considerable number of nouns are of more than one gender, 

dependent on differences of meaning—either nouns of identical 
derivation, as der Bund, ‘the covenant,’ and das 2 Bund, “the bun- 
dle,’ der Eee, ‘the lake,’ and die Gee, * the sea;’ or nouns of diverse 
origin, whose identity of form is accidental only, as ber Thor, “the 
fool,’ and das Thor, ‘the gate.’ 

For the details of this variation, as well as of the cases and exceptions 
under the foregoing rules, the pupil may be referred to his dictionary. 

62. Adjectives and most pronouns are inflected in the 
singular in all the three genders, in order to agree in gender 
with the nouns which they qualify or to which they relate. 
No such word makes a distinction of gender in the plural. 

ARTICLES. 

63. For the sake of convenience, the declension of the definite 
and indefinite articles is first given. 

The definite article is the same with the demonstrative pronoun, in its 
adjective use (164); the indefinite is the same with the numeral ein, ‘one 
(198). Our own articles are of like origin. 

Derinite ArrıcLE. 

Singular. Plural 
masc. fem. neut. m.f.n. 

Nom. der die das die ‘the’ 
Gen. de8 der des der ‘of the’ 

Dat. dem der dem dem) “to the’ 
Acc. det die dag Fe the? 
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Inperisite ARTICLE. 

Singular. 

N. em eine ein ig?’ 
G. eines einer eines ‘of a? 

D. einem einer einem ‘to a’ 
A. einen eine ein 642 

64. 1. The theme (base, stem) of the definite article is 4 
only; of the indefinite, ein : the rest is declensional ending. 

2. Notice that the declension of ein differs from that of der in 

that the former has no ending in the nom. masculine and the 

nom. and acc. neuter. 

65. The acc. neuter das, and the dat. masc. and neuter dem are 
very frequently appended to prepositions in the form of simple 8 
and m, being written as one word with the preposition; and, in 
‚such contracted forms, a preposition ending in n (an, in, von) 
loses its 1 before m. The dat. feminine der is in like manner cut 
down to r, but only after zu, forming zur. 

The commonest cases of this contraction and combination are am, im, 
bom, zum, beim (for an dem, im dem, bon dem, gu dem, bet dem), and ans, 
aufs, 18, fürs, voré (for an dag, ete.). Much less frequent are aufn, vorm, 
durchs, and, with dissyllabic prepositions, übers, iiberin, and the like. : 

Rarely, the acc. masculine den is similarly treated, forming übern, bins 
tern, and so on. 

Some writers mark the omission of part of the article in these contracted 
forms by an apostrophe: thus, auf’, iiber’m, hinter’n, ete. 

Very rarely, the same contraction is made after other words than pre« 
positions (e. g., R. 73.30; 149.24). 

Use of the Articles. 

66. In general, the articles are used in German nearly 
as in English. But there are also not a few differences, 
the more important of which are stated below. 

1. The definite artiele regularly stands in German before a noun 
used in its most comprehensive or universal sense, as indicating 
the whole substance, class, or kind of which it is the appellation : 
as, ba8 Gold ift gelb, ‘gold is yellow ;’ die Blätter der Pflanzen 
find grün, “leaves of plants are green.’ : 

2. By a like usage, it stands before abstract nouns, when taken 
without limitation: as, da8 Leben ift furz, die Kunft ift lang, ‘life is 
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short, art is long; ” der Glaube macht felig, ‘faith makes happy; 
ins Verderben loden, ‘to entice to destruction.’ 

3. It is often used where we use a possessive pronominal ad- 
jective (161), when the connection sufficiently points out the 
possessor, or when the latter is indicated by a noun or pronoun 
in the dative, dependent on the verb of the sentence: as, der Ba- 

ter jhüttelte den Kopf, ‘the father shook Ais head ;’ da ergreift’s 
ihm die Seele, ‘then it takes hold upon his soul.’ 

4. It is prefixed to words of certain classes which in English 
are used without it; as, 

a. To the names of seasons, months, and days of the week: as, 
im Winter, “in winter;’ in dem (or in) Meat, “im May;’ am tel 
tag, ‘on Friday.’ 

6. To names of streets and mountains, and to feminine names 
of countries: as, auf der Friedrichsftraße, ‘in Frederick Street;’ 
der Bejuv, ‘ Vesuvius ;’ in der Schweiz, “in Switzerland.’ 

ec. Often to proper names, especially when preceded by adjec- 
tives or titles: as, bem franfen Georg, ‘to sick George ;’ das fchöne 
Berlin, ‘ beautiful Berlin ;’—or, when the name of an author is 
used for his works: as, ich fefe den Schiller, ‘I am reading Schil- 
ler ;’—or, in a familiar or contemptuous way; as, rufe den Soham, 
‘call John ;’—or, to indicate more plainly the case of the noun: 

as, der Schatten der Maria, * Maria’s shadow ;’ den Argwohn des 
Andronifus, ‘the jealousy of Andronicus’ (compare 104). 

5. There are numerous phrases, in German as in English, in 
which the article is omitted, although called for by general ana- 
logies. These often correspond in the two languages: as, zu 

Bette, ‘to bed,’ bei Tifch, “at table,’ Anker werfen, ‘to cast anchor ;’ 
—in other cases, the German retains the article which is omitted 
in English : as, in die Schule, ‘to school,’ im Himmel und auf der 
Erde, ‘in heaven and on earth,’ am Abend, ‘ at evening ;’—or, less 
often, the article, retained in English, is omitted in the German: 
as, vor Anger, ‘ before the eyes,’ gen Often, ‘toward the East.’ 

6. The article is usually omitted in technical phraseology before 
words referring to persons or things as already mentioned or to 
be mentioned, as befagt, gedacht, genannt, ‘ the aforesaid,’ folgend, 
‘the following,’ erfter and leßter, ‘former’ and ‘latter,’ etc. ; also 
before certain nouns, as Subaber, * holder,’ Ucberbringer, ‘ bearer, 
ete. 

7. In place of our indefinite article with a distributive sense, : 
the German employs the definite article: as, fo viel das Pfund, - 
‘so much a pound;’ des Abends, ‘ of an evening;’ dreimal die 
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Woche, ‘three times a week.’ Also, in certain cases, the definite 
article in combination with a preposition stands where the inde- 
finite would be expected: as, Staat um Staat follte zur Provinz 
werden, “state after state was to be turned into @ province.’ 

8. The indefinite article is omitted before a predicate noun with 
fein and werden, and bef re a noun in apposition after als, “as: ’ 
thus, ev war Staufmanır, will aber jest Soldat werden, ‘he was a 
merchant, but now wants to become @ soldier;’ ich fann es als 
Mann nicht dulden, “I cannot, as @ man, endure it.’ 

The above are only the leading points that require notice in comparing 
the German and English use of the articles. The German allows, especially 
in poetry, considerable irregularity and freedom in their employment, and 
they are not rarely found introduced—and, much more often, omitted— 
where general analogies would favor a contrary treatment, 

67. In regard to their position—the definite article pre- 
cedes all other qualifying words (except all, ‘ all’) ; and the inde- 
finite suffers only fo or folch, ‘such,’ welch, ‘ what,’ and was für, 
‘what sort of, before it: thus, die beiden Ruaben, ‘both the boys ;’ 
der doppelte Preis, * double the price ;’ fol ein Mann (or ein fol 
cher tan), ‘such a man;’ weld) ein Held! ‘ what a hero’: but eine 
halbe Stunde, “half an hour,’ ein fo armer Dann, ‘so poor a man, 
eine ganz {chine Ausficht, ‘ quite a fine view.’ 

NOUNS. 

68. In order to decline a German noun, we necd to 
know how it forms its genitive singular and its nominative 
plural; and upon these two cases depends the classification 
of German declensions. 

69. 1. The great majority of masculine nouns, and all 
neuters, form their genitive singular by adding 8 or e8 to 
the nominative. These constitute the FIRST DECLENSION ; 
which is then divided into classes according to the mode 
of formation of the nominative plural. 

a. The first class takes no additional ending for the 
plural, but sometimes modifies the, vowel of the theme: 
thus, Spaten, ‘spade,’ Spaten, ‘spades ;’ but Vater, * father,’ 

Väter, * fathers.’ 
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b. The second class adds the ending ¢, sometimes alsc 
modifying the vowel: thus, Jahr, * year,’ Sabre, * years ;’ 

up, ‘foot,’ Füße, ‘ feet.’ 
c. The third class adds the ending er, and always modi- 

fies the vowel: thus, Mam, ‘man,’ Männer, ‘men ;’ Grob, 

‘ grave,’ Graber, ‘ graves.’ 

By modification of the vowel is meant the substitution of the modified 
vowels ä, ö, it (14), and äu (21.2), for the simpler a, 9, u, and au, in themes 
containing the latter. The change of vowelin English man and men, foot and 
feet, mouse and mice, and their like, is originally the same process. See the 
author’s “Language and the Study of Language,” p. 78. 

2. Some feminines form their plural after the first and 
second of these methods, and are therefore reckoned as be- 
longing to the first and second classes of the first declen- 
sion, although they do not now take 8 in the genitive 
singular. 

The German genitive ending of the first declension is historically identi- 
cal with the s which forms our English possessives. 

70. The rest of the masculine nouns add 1 or en to the 
theme to form the genitive singular, and take the same 
ending also in the nominative plural. Most feminines 
form their plural in the same way, and are therefore classi- 
fied with them, making up the sECOND DECLENSION. 

The feminines are classified by the form of their plurals only, because 
as is pointed out below, all feminine nouns are now invariable in the 
singular. 

71. The two cases above mentioned being known, the 
rest of the declension is found by the following general 
rules: 

1. Singular. a. Feminines are invariable in the singular. 
For exceptions, see below, 95. 

6. In the masculines and neuters of the first declension, 

the accusative singular is like the nominative. Nouns 

which add only 8 in the genitive have the dative also like 

the nominative; those which add ¢8 in the genitive regu- 
larly take ¢ in the dative, but may also omit it—it being 
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proper to form the dative of any noun of the first declen- 
sion like the nominative. 

c. Masculines of the second declension have all thei 
oblique cases like the genitive. 

2. Plural. a. The nominative, genitive, and accusative 
are always alike in the plural. 

b. The dative plural ends invariably in n: it is formed 
by adding n to the nominative plural, provided that case 
end in any other letter than 1 (namely, in ¢, l, or t, the only 
other finals that occur there); if it end in n, all the cases 
of the plural are alike. 

72. The following general rules, applying to all declension— 
that of nouns, adjectives, and pronouns—are worthy of notice: 

1. The ace. singular of the fem. and neuter is like the nominative. 

2. The dat. plural (except of personal pronouns) ends in n, 

73. It will be seen, on comparing the declension of nouns with 
that of the definite article (63), that the former is less full, dis- 
tinguishing fewer cases by appropriate terminations. Besides 
their plural ending— which, moreover, is wanting in a considerable 
class of words—nouns have distinct forms only for the genitive 
singular and the dative plural, with traces of a dative singular— 
and even these in by no means all words. 

What are here called the FIRST and SECOND declensions are often styled (after Grimm’s 
example) the strong and weak declensions. A historically suitable designation would ba 
**vowel-declension” and ‘‘7-declension,” since the first mode of declension properly be- 
longs to themes originally ending in a vowel (though the plural-ending er comes from 
themes in 8); the second, to those ending in n: other consonant-endings with their peculi- 
nrities of declension have disappeared. The whole German declensional system has un- 

-dergone such extensive corruption, mutilation, and transfer, that the old historical classi- 
fications are pretty thoroughly effaced, and to attempt to restore them, or make any account 
of them, would only confuse the learner. 

. 

First Dectension or Nouns. 

74. As already explained, the first declension contains 
all the neuter nouns in the language, all masculines which 
form their genitive singular by adding $ or ¢8 to the nomi- 
native, and such feminines as form their nominative plural 
either without an added ending, or else by appending e to 
the theme. 
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First Cass. 

75. The characteristic of the FIRST cLAss is that it adds 

no ending to form the plural: its nominatives are alike in 

both numbers—except that in a few words the vowel of 
the singular is modified for the plural. 

76. To this class belong 
1. Masculine and neuter nouns having the endings el, 

er, cit (including infinitives used as nouns, 340), and one 
or two in em; 

2. A few neuter nouns having the prefix ge and ending 
in ¢; also one masculine in e (Safe, ‘cheese’) ; 

3. All neuter diminutives formed with the suffixes den 

and [ein ; 
4. Two feminines ending in er (Mutter, ‘mother,’ and 

Zochter, ‘ daughter ’). 
No nouns of this class are monosyllabic (except the infinitives thun and 

fein). The endings el, er do not include iel, eel, ier, eer, but imply the 
simple vowel e as that of the termination. 

77. Nouns of the first class add only 8 (not e8) to form 
the genitive singular, and never take ¢ in the dative. 

Their only variation for case, therefore, is by the assumption of 8 in the 
gen. sing. (of masc. and neut. nouns), and of n in the dat. plural. 

78. About twenty masculines (Apfel, ‘apple,’ Bruder, 

‘brother,’ Garten, ‘garden,’ Vater, ‘father,’ Vogel, ‘bird,’ 
ete.), one neuter (Slofter, ‘convent’), and both feminines, 
modify in the plural the vowel of the principal syllable. 

79, Examples :— 

J. With vowel unchanged in the plural: 

Spaten, ‘spade,'m. Gebirge, ‘mountain range,’ n. Näfe, ‘cheese,’ m. 

Singular. 

N. der Spaten das Gebirge der Rife 
G. de8 Spatens de8 Gebirges des Miijes 
D. dem Spaten dem Gebirge dem Küfe 
A. den Spaten da8 Gebirge den Kafe 
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Plural. 

N. die Spaten die Gebirge die Rafe 
G. der Spaten der Gebirge der Rife 
D. den Spaten den Gebirgen den Küäfen 
A. die Spaten die Gebirge die Rife 

IJ. With vowel modified in the plural: 

Bruder, ‘brother,’ m. Klofter, ‘convent,’ n. Mutter, ‘ mother,’ & 
Singular. 

N. der Bruder das Klofter die Mutter 
G.' de8 Bruders des Klofters der Mutter 
D. dem Bruder dem Rlofter der Mutter 
A. den Bruder das Klofter die Mutter 

Plural. 

N. die Brüder die Klöfter die Mütter 
G. der Brüder der Klöfter der Mütter 
D. den Brüdern den KHöftern den Müttern 
A. die Briider die Klöfter die Mütter 

80. 1. A few nouns are of this class in the singular and of 
the second declension in the plural; a few others have lost an 
original ending n or en in the nom. (or nom. and acc.) singular, 
being otherwise regular. For all these, see Irregular Declension 
(97). 

2. Among the infinitives used as nouns, and belonging to this 
class, are a few of irregular ending: namely, thun, ‘to do,’ and 
fein, ‘to be,’ with their compounds, some of which are in common 
use as nouns—e. g., Dafein, ‘existence,’ Wohlfein, ‘ welfare’—; and 
others which end in eln and ern; thus, Wandeln, * walking,’ Wau 
dern, ‘ wandering.’ 

Exercise I. 

Nouns of the first declension, first class. 

For the words and forms in this and the following exercises, see the 

Glossary to the Exercises, at the end of the Grammar. 

1. Der Bruder meines Vaters ift mein Onfel. 2. Er hat Garten 
auf dem Gebirge. 3. In den Gärten find Aepfel auf den Baumehen. 
4. Sch gebe dem Schüler das Mejjer und dem Lehrer den Hammer. 
5. Des Müllers Kafe find auf den Tellern in meinem Zimmer. 6 

2 
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Wo find die Fräulein, die Töchter meiner Mutter? 7. Sie ftehen 
vor den Spiegeln, oder fejauen aus den Fenftern. 8. Die Adler 
find Vögel, und haben zwei Flügel und einen Schnabel. 

SECOND CLASS. 

81. The characteristic of the seconp crass is that it 
forms the plural by adding e to the singular; at the same 
time, the vowel of the prineipal syllable is usually modi- 
fied in the plural: but to this there are many exceptions. 

82. To this class belong 
1. The greater number of masculine nouns; 
2. Many neuters ; 
3. About thirty-five monosyllabic feminines (with their 

compounds, and including the compounds of fimft, not in 

use as an independent word), with the feminines formed by 
the suffixes niß (about a dozen in number) and fal (two or 
three). 

83. Masculines and neuters form their genitive singular 
by adding either 8 or e8 ; the dative is like the nominative, 
or adds e. 

The ending e§ is more usually taken by monosyllables, 8 by 
polysyllables ; but most words may assume either, according to 
the choice of the writer or speaker, depending partly on euphony, 
and partly on the style he is employing—eg belonging to a more 
serious or elaborate style, and 8 being more colloquial. Excepted 
are words which end in a sibilant, and which therefore require an 
interposed e to make the genitive ending perceptible to the car. 
Thus, Tages is more usual than Tags, Königs than Königes, while 
SGdhmetterlinges would hardly be tolerated; but always Flofes, 
Luchfes, Sabes. 

The use or omission of e in the dative 1s nearly parallel with 
the use of e8 or 8 in the genitive; but it may be left off from 
every noun without exception. 

84, Of the masculines, the great majority take the 
modified vowel in the plural, there being only about fifty 
exceptions (including some very common words, as Tag, 
‘ day,’ rm, ‘arm,’ Hund, ‘dog,’ Schuh, ‘shoe,’ Zoll, ‘inch I 
of the neuters, only two, &loß, ‘raft,’ and Chor, ‘ choir,’ re 
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quire the modification, and two others, Boot, ‘boat, and 
Mohr, ‘reed,’ may take it or not; of the feminines, all ex 
cept those ending in niß and fal modify the vowel. 

85. Examples:— 

I. With vowel modified in the plural : 

Sohn, ‘gon,’ m. Sloß, ‘raft,’ n. Hand, ‘hand,’ f 

Singular. 

N. der Sohn das Flof die Hand 
G. des Sohnes des Floßes der Hand 
D. dem Sohne dem Flofe dev Hand 
A. den Sohn das Floß die Hand 

Plural. 

N. die Söhne die Ylöße die Hände 
G. der Söhne der Tlöße der Hände 
D. den Söhnen den Flößen den Händen 
A. die Söhne die Flife die Hände 

II. With vowel unchanged in the plural: 

Monat, ‘month,’ m. Sabr, ‘year,’ n. Erfparnif, ‘saving,’ 6 

Singular. 

N. der Monat das Jahr die Exfparniß 
G. des Monats des Jahres der Exfparnif 
D. dem Monat dem Jahre der Erfparniß 
A. den Monat das Jahr die Erfparniß 

Plural. 

N. die Monate die Jahre die Erfparniffe 
G. der Monate der Jahre der Erfparniffe 
D. den Monaten den Jahren den Erfparniffer 
A. die Monate die Jahre die Erfparniffe 

86. Most nouns of foreign origin belong to this class. For 
some irregularities in their declension, as well as in that of other 
mewbers of the class, see below, 97 etc. 

Exercise II. 

Nouns of the first declension, second class. 

1. Sn einem Jahre find zwölf Monate, und in einem Monate find 
dreißig Tage. 2. Mein Sohn hat zwei Arme, und an jeden Arme 
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eine Hand. 3. Gr hat Schuhe an den Fiifen, und auf dem Kop 

einen Hut. 4. Die Stühle und Biinke ftchen um die Tifdhe. i 

Meine Freunde machen Flöße von Bäumen, und Ihiden fie mir a 
dem Fluffe 6. Die Stiveje finden Frofdje in den Düchen vor de 
Thoren der Stadt. 

Turmp CLASS. 

87. The characteristic of this class is the assumptio: 
of the ending er to form the nominative plural, along wit) 
modification of the vowel of the theme. 

88. The class is composed chiefly of neuter nouns, wit] 
‘a few masculines, but no feminines. 

Besides the nouns formed by the suffix thum (which are, witl 
two or three exceptions, neuter, and which modify the vowel o 
the suffix, not that of the radical syllable), there are not far fron 
fifty neuters, and about a dozen masculines, belonging to th 
class; also, three or four words of foreign origin. 

Among the neuters of most frequent occurrence are Bild, Blatt, Bud 
Feld, Grab, Haus, Kind, Kleid, Licht, Lied, Thal, Bolt, Weib, Wort, Gefidh! 

The masculines are Geift, Gott, Leib, Dann, Ort, Nand, Wald, Wurır 
Bormund, Böfewicdt, and sometimes Dorn. 

89. Respecting the form of the genitive singular end 
ing, whether 8 or c$, and respecting the dative, whethe 
like the nominative or adding ¢, the same rules apply asi 
the second class (83). 

90. Examples :— 

Haus, Weib, Srrthum, Mann, 
‘house,’ n. -' woman,'n. ‘error,’ m. ‘man,'m. 

Singular. 

N. da8 Haus Weib der Srrthum Mann 
G. de8 Haufes Weibes de3 Srrthuns Mannes 
D. dem Haufe Weibe dem Srrthum Manne 
A. das Haus Weib den Srrthun Mann 

Plural. 

N. die Häufer Weiber die Srrthitmer Männer 
G. der Hänfer Weiber der Srrthinmer Mirmer 
D. den Häufern Weibern den Srethiimern Minnen 
A. die Hänfer Weiber die Srrthinmer Männer 
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Exercise III. 

Nouns of the first declension, third class, 

1. Das erfte Weib machte em Kleid aus Blättern. 2. Bringe mir 
ein Bud) und ein Licht aus dem Haufe. 3. Im den Büchern der Kine 
der find viele Bilder und viele Wörter. 4. Der Leib des Mannes geht 
in das Grab, fein Geift geht zu Gott. 5. Das Bolf fingt Lieder im 
Haufe, im Feld, im Wald, und in den Thalern. 

Second DecLEnsion or Nouns. 

91. To the second declension belong only masculine 
and feminine nouns. They form all the cases of the plural 
by adding n or en to the theme, and masculines take the 
same ending in the oblique cases of the singular. 

92. 1, Nearly all the feminine nouns in the language 
are of this declension: namely . 

a, All feminines of more than one syllable, whether primitive 
words, as Seite, ‘side,’ Kugel, ‘ ball,’ Feder, ‘feather ;’ or primary 
derivatives, as Gabe, ‘gift,’ Sprache, ‘speech ;’ words formed with 
prefixes, as Gefahr, ‘danger,’ or with suffixes, as Tugend, ‘ virtue,’ 
Wahrheit, ‘truth,’ Fürftin, ‘ princess,’ Ladung, ‘loading.’ 

Exceptions: those having the suffixes nif or fal (see 82.3). 

6. About thirty monosyllables, as Art, ‘manner,’ Frau, ‘ woman,’ 
Pflicht, * duty,’ That, ‘deed,’ Welt, ‘ world,’ Beit, ‘time.’ 

c. All feminines derived from other languages, as Minute, 
‘minute,’ Melodie, ‘melody,’ Nation, ‘nation,’ Univerfität, ‘ uni- 
versity.’ 

2. Masculines of the second declension are 

a, Words of more than one syllable in e, as Bote, ‘ messenger,’ 
Gatte, ‘spouse,’ Kırabe, ‘boy ’—including those that have the pre- 
fix ge, as Gefiihrte, ‘companion,’ Gefelle, ‘fellow,’ and some nouns 
of nationality, as Preuße, ‘Prussian,’ *ranzofe, ‘Frenchman ;’ 
also a few in er and ar, as Baier, ‘ Bavarian,’ Ungar, ‘ Hungarian.’ 

b. About twenty monosyllabic root-words, as Bär, ‘ bear,’ Graf, 
‘count,’ Held, ‘hero,’ Herr, ‘master,’ Menfch, ‘man (human being),’ 
Os, 0x, They, ‘ fool.’ 

c. Many foreign words, as Student, ‘student,’ Monard), ‘mo- 
uarch,’ Barbar, * barbarian.’ 
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93. Nouns ending in e, el, er, and ar unaccented, add nu 

only to the theme; others add en. ~ 

Before this ending, the n of the suffix in is doubled: thus, 

Hürftin, Fürftinnen. 

Serr, in modern usage, ordinarily adds n in the singular, and en in the 

plural, being the only masculine whose forms differ in the two numbers. 

No noun of this declension modifies its vowel in the 

plural. 

94. Examples :— 

I. Feminines: 

Seite, That, Wahrheit, Nation, 
‘side.’ ‘deed.’ ‘truth.’ ‘nation.’ 

Singular. 

N. die Seite That Wahrheit Nation 
G. der Seite That Wahrheit Nation 
D. der Seite That Wahrheit Nation 
A. die Seite That Wahrheit Nation 

Plural. 

N. die Seiten Thaten Wahrheiten Nationen 
G. der Seiten Thaten Wahrheiten Nationen 
D. den Seiten Thaten Wahrheiten Nationen 
A. die Seiten Thaten Wahrheiten Nationen 

II. Maseulines: 
Kuabe, Baier, Menjch, Student, 
‘boy.’ ‘Bavarian.’ ‘man.’ ‘student’ 

Singular. 

N. der Knabe Baier Menich Student 
G.D.A. Kuaben Baiern Menjchen Studenten 

Plural. 

N.G.D.A. Rnaben Baiern Menfchen Studenten 

95. Formerly, many feminine nouns of this declension, like © 
the masculines, took the ‘declensional ending in the genitive and 
dative singular; and this ending is still commonly retained m 
certain phrases: e. g., auf Erden, ‘on earth ;” zu Ehren, ‘im honor 
of];’ mit Freuden, ‘with pleasure ;’ von Geiten, ‘on the part 
of |” Occasionally, also, it appears in a gen. feminine preceding 
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the governing noun, as um feiner Seelen Heil, ‘for the welfare of 
his soul ;’ and yet more rarely, by poetic license, in other situa- 
tions (e. g., R. 100.23). 

Exercise IV. 

Nouns of the second declension. 

1. Der Herr diefes Knaben ift ein Preufe, oder ein Ungar, 2. 
Grafen find nur Menfchen, und nicht immer Helden. 3. Die Etu- 
denten der Chemie waren meine Gefährten auf der Univerfität. 4. 
Die Frau fah den Ochfen und die Ziege ihres Gatten in Gefahr. 
5. Die Erde ift eine Kugel, und auf ihrer Släche leben die Nationen 
der Menfchen mit ihren Monarchen. 6. Wahrheit ift die Tugend eines 
Doten. 7. Diefer Pole ift Advofat ; fein Neffe ijt Soldat. 

Exercise V. 

Nouns of all declensions. 

1. Diefe Familie befteht aus fedjs Perfonen : die Fran ift die Mut- 
ter; der Mann ift thr Gatte, und Vater der vier Slinder ; die zivet 
Knaben find ihre Söhne ; die zwei Deädchen find ihre Töchter, 2. 
Der Student fieht an dem Pulte in feinem Zimmer ; er ftüßt den 
Kopf auf feinen rm; er hat eine Feder in der anderen Hand, und 
Schreibt in einem Buche. 3. Mein Freund gab mir einen Apfel, den er 
fand unter einen Baume in feinem Garten. 4. Des Müllers Bruder 
hat das Meffer meines Neffen. 5. Ic fehe Lichter in den Fenftern 
aller Häufer der Stadt. 

IrRreGULAR DecLEnsıon or Nouns. 

96. Irregularities in the declension of nouns of foreign origin, 
and of proper names, will be considered below, under those titles 
respectively (see 101-8). 

97. Mixed Declension. 

1. A very small number (six or eight) of masculine and neuter 
nouns are declined in the singular according to the first declen- 
sion, and in the plural according to the second: as, Staat, ‘state,’ 

gen. sing. Staates, pl. Staaten. 

3. A somewhat larger number (about twenty), form their plural 

according either to the first or the second declension: as, Vetter, 

‘cousin,’ pl. Better or Vettern ; Bett, ‘bed,’ pl. Bette or Betten. 
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Authorities are considerably at variance respecting the limits of these 
two classes, some rejecting as incorrect the one or the other of the two 
plurals. 

3. Certain nouns of foreign origin are of the first declension in 
the singular, and the second in the plural, as Suject, ‘insect,’ gen, 
sing. Sufectes; pl. Snfecten :—especially those ending in unae- 
cented or (which, however, throw the accent forward, upon the 

or, in the plural), as Doe’tor, gen. sing. Doc’ tors, pl. Docto’ven, 

4, Examples :— 

Staat, Better, Doctor, Auge, 
‘state,’ m. ‘cousin,’ m. ‘doctor,’ m. eye,’ n. 

Singular. 

N. der Staat Getter Doctor das Wage 
G. des Staates Vetters Doctors des Auges 
D. den Staate Vetter Doctor dem Auge 
A. den Staat Better Doctor das Arge 

Plural. 

N., ete. Staaten Bettern Doctoren Augen 

or Better, etc. 

983. Declension with defective theme. 

1. A few masculines (six or eight), properly belonging to the first 
declension, first class, and having themes ending in en, more usu- 
ally drop the n in the nom. sing., being otherwise regular. 

2. One masculine, Schmerz, ‘ pain,’ and one neuter, Herz, “heart, 
have lost the en of their original themes in the nom. and ace 
sing. (Schmerz follows also the mixed declension). 

3. Examples :— 

Namen, ‘name,’ m. Frieden, * peace,’ m. Herz, ‘heart,’ n. 

Singular. 

N. ber Name (or anen) Friede (or -den) das Herz 
G. des Namens Frieden des Herzend 
D. den Namen Orieden dem Herzert 
A. den Namıen Orieden das Herz 

Plural. 

N. etc. Namen Frieden Herzen 

99. Redundant Deelension. 

1. A considerable number of nouns of infrequent occurrence, 
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with some even that are in familiar use, are declined after more 
ae one model, especially in the plural, less often in the singular 
also. 

2. A less number (twenty to twenty-five) have two well-estab- 
lished forms of the plural, belonging to two different significations 
of their theme: thus, Sand, n., ‘bond’ and ‘ribbon;’ Bande, 
‘bonds,’ but Bänder, ‘ribbons:’ Wort, * word ;? Worte, * words’ 
(implying their significance), but Wörter, enumerated vocables. 

See also 97.2. 

3. Sporn, ‘spur,’ besides its regular plurals Gpornen and Gporne, has 
the wholly irregular Sporen, 

100. Defective Declension. 

1. In German, as in English, there are classes of nouns— 
especially abstracts, as Demuth, ‘humility,’ and names of sub- 
stances, as Gold, ‘gold’ (unless, as is sometimes the case, they 
have taken on also a concrete or individualized sense, as Thov- 
heiten, ‘follies,’ Papiere, ‘papers’)—which, in virtue of their signi- 
fication, have no plural. 

Some abstract nouns, when they take such a modified sense as to admit 

of plural use, substitute other, derivative or compound, forms: as, Tod, 
‘death.’ Todesfülle, ‘deaths’ (literally, ‘cases of death’); Beftreben, ‘exer 
tion,’ Beftrebungen, ‘exertions, efforts.’ 

2. A much smaller number have no singular: as, Eliten, 
‘parents,’ Mafern, ‘measles,’ Tritmmer, ‘ruins,’ Veute, ‘ people.’ 

Compounds of Yann, ‘man,’ substitute leute for mann in the plural, 
when taken collectively: thus, Raufinann, ‘merchant,’ Kaufleute, ‘mer- 
chauts; ’ but zwei Saufmänner, ‘two (individual) merchants.’ 

Nouns or Forrren Orıcın. 

101. 1. Nouns derived from foreign languages are variously 
treated, according to the completeness of their naturalization. 

2. The great mass of them are assimilated in inflection to Ger- 
man models, and belong to the regular declensions and classes, as 
already stated. 

3. A class of nouns in um from the Latin form a plural in en; thus, 
Sndividuum, Individuen; Studium, Studien; and a few in al and il add 
ien: thus, Rapital, Rapitalien, Foffil, Fofftlien. 

4. A few, as in English, form their plurals after the manner of the lan- 
guages from which they come; but are hardly capable of any other varia- 
tion, except an 6 as sign of the genitive singular: thus, Muficus, Mufici ; 
Tempus, Tempora ; Factunt, Facta. 

5. Some from the French and Englich, or other modern languages, form 
Q* 
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the plural, as well as the genitive singular, in 8:thus, feidene Sophas 
‘silken sofas;’ die Lords, ‘the lords;’ die Yamas, ‘the lamas.’ 

Sometimes, rather than add a genitive sign 8 to a word which in the 
original took none such, an author prefers to leave it, like a proper name, 
uninflected: thus, des Jaguar, ‘of the jaguar’ (R. 218.5); des Slima, ‘of 
the climate’ (R. 222.30). 

Before this foreign and irregular 8, some authorities set an apostrophe, 
both in the genitive and the plural, especially after a vowel. The same is 
true in proper names. 

Proper Names. 

102. Proper names are inflected like common nouns, unless 

they are names of persons, of places (towns and the like), or 
neuter names of countries, 

103. Names of, countries and places admit only the genitive 
ending 8 (not e&) ; if, as terminating in a sibilant, they cannot take 
that ending, they are not declined at all: thus, die Wiiften Ajrifa’s, 
‘the deserts of Africa;’ die Einwohner Berlins, ‘the inhabitants 
of Berlin;’ but die Einwohner von Paris, ‘the inhabitants of 
Paris.’ 

104. Names of persons were formerly more generally and 
more fully declined than at present; now, the article is customari- 
ly used to indicate the case, and the name itself remains unvaried 
after it in the singular. 

But the genitive takes an ending if followed by the governing word: as 
des großen Friedrichs Thaten, ‘ Frederick the Great’s deeds.’_ 

105. When used without the article, such nouns add 8 in the 
genitive: thus, Schillers, Friedrichs. But masculine names end- 
ing in a sibilant, and feminines in e, have eng in the genitive: 
thus, Marens, Sophiens. 

The dative and accusative, of both genders, were formerly made to end 
in nor eu, which ending is now more often, and preferably, omitted, and 
the name left unvaried in those cases. 

106. The plurals of masculine names, with or without the a- 
ticle, have e (rarely en), with n added inthe dative; of feminines, 
noren, Those in o (from Latin themes in on) add ne: thus, Cato, 

* Catone. 

107. Sejus and Ehriftus are still usually declined as Latin nouns: gen. 
Sef, Chrijtt (R. 189.23); dat. Sefu, Chrifto (R. 183.24); acc. Zefum, 
Ehriftum. Other classical names were formerly treated in the same man- 
ner, and cases thus formed are occasionally met with, even in recent works 
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108. 1. A proper name following a title that has the article before it is 
left unvaried; if without the article, it takes the genitive sign, and the title 
(except Derr) is unvaried: thus; der Sohn Kaifer Friedrichs, “the son of 
Emperor Frederick,’ Herrn Schmidt8 Haus, ‘Mr. Smith’s house;’ but 
Kreuzzug des Kaijers Friedrich, ‘the crusade of Emperor Frederick.’ 

2, An appended title is declined, whether the preceding name be declined 
or not; thus, Aleranders des Großen Gejchichte, ‘Alexander the Great's 
history;’ die Thaten des Königs Friedrich des Zweiten, ‘the deeds of King 
Frederick the Second.’ 

3. Of two or more proper names belonging to the same person, only the 
last is liable to variation under the preceding rules: thus, Herrn Johann 
Schmidts Haus, ‘Mr. John Smith’s house;’ but, if the last be a family 
name preceded by von, it takes the genitive ending only before the govern- 
ing noun: thus, Friedrid) von Schillers Werke, but die Werke Friedrichs von 
Shiller, ‘the works of Frederick von Schiller.’ 

MODIFYING ADJUNCTS OF THE NOUN. 

109. A noun may enter as an element into the structure of 
the sentence not only by itself, but as modified and limited by 
adjuncts of various kinds. 

110. 1. The most usual adjunct of a noun is an adjective (in- 
eluding under this term the pronominal and numeral adjectives 
and the articles) ; namely 

a. An attributive adjective, preceding the noun, and agreeing with it in 
gender, number, and case: as, cin guter Yann, ‘a good man;’ der Schönen 
grau, “of the beautiful woman ;’ diefen artigen Kindern, ‘to these well-be- 
haved children’ (see 115). 

b. An appositive adjective. following the noun, and in German not varied 
to agree with it (treated, rather, as if the predicate of an adjective clause): 
thus, ein Lehnftuhl veich gefduigt und wunderlicd), ‘an arm-chair richly carved 
and quaint’ (see 116.2). 

But an adjective may follow a noun, as if appositive, and yet be declined, 
being treated as if having a noun understood after it: thus, die Fetnde, die 
mächtigen, fiegen, ‘the enemies, the mighty, prevail;’ wenn id vergang’ner 
Tage, licher, zu denfen wage, ‘when I venture to think of past days, 
happy ones.’ 

c. An adjective clause, containing a verb and its subject, and introduced 
by a relative pronoun or cqpjunction: as, der Jing, den fie ntir gab, ‘the 
ring which she gave to me;’ die Hütte, wo der alte Bergmann OnE, ‘the 
cottage where the old miner lives’ (see 437). 

2. Sometimes an adverb, by an elliptical construction (as representing 

the predicate of an adjective clause), stands as adjunct to a noun: as, der 

Mann hier, ‘the man here;’ der Himmel dort oben, ‘heaven above: ’—that 

is, ‘the man who is here,’ etc. 

111. A noun is very often limited by another noun, 
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1. By a noun dependent on it, and placed either bofore or after it, 

a, Usually in the genitive case, and expressing a great variety of rela- 
tions (216). 

db. Very rarely, in the dative case (225). ; 

2. By an appositive noun, following it, and agreeing with it in case (but 
not necessarily in gender or number): as, er hat den Sailer Friedrich, fetnen 
Herrn, verrathen, ‘he has betrayed the Emperor Frederick, his master;! 
den fie, meine Gelicbte, mir gab, ‘which she, my beloved, gave mo.’ 

The appositive noun is sometimes connected with its subject by the con- 
junction als, ‘as:’ thus, zieht, al8 der lebte Dichter, der leiste Peonjd) hinaus, 
‘the last man marches out as last poet.’ j 

3. The other parts of speech used as substantives (113), of course, may 
take the place of the limiting noun. 

112. A noun is limited by a prepositional phrase: that is, by 
a noun whose relation to it is defined by a preposition : as, der 
Schlüffel zu Hamlets Betragen, ‘the key to Hamlet’s behavior.’ 

This construction is especially frequent, and most organic, with verbal 
derivatives retaining something of the verbal force: thus, Erzichung zur 
Sreiheit, ‘education to freedom; ’ die Hoffnung auf eine Einigung mut dem 
Kaijer, ‘the hoping for an understanding with the emperor.’ 

In other cases, the prepositional phrase is virtually the adverbial predi- 
cate of an adjective clause: as, der Wiann im Often, ‘the man [who was, 
or lived] in the East.’ 

EQUIVALENTS OF THE NOUN. 

113. 1. Other parts of speech are habitually or occasionally 
used as substantives, and. may be substituted for the noun in a 
part or all of its constructions. These are 

a. The substantive pronouns and numerals: as, id), ‘I; did), ‘thee; 
fie, ‘she, her, they, them ;’ wer, ‘who;’ jechs der Männer, ‘six of the men’ 

b. Infinitives of verbs (which are properly verbal nouns): see 339 etc. 

c. Adjectives (including pronominal and numeral adjectives and parti- 
ciples) are often converted into nouns (see 129). 

2. Any word or phrase, viewed in itself, as concrete representative of 

what it signifies, may be used as a neuter substantive: thus, fein eigen Ic), 
‘his own “Is? ohne Wenn oder Aber, ‘without “if” or “but”; ? jedes Fir 
und Wider, ‘every pro and con.’ ° 

3. A substantive clause, containing a verb and its subject, and intro- 
duced generally by daß, ‘that,’ ob, ‘whether,’ or a compound relative word, 
takes the place of a noun in some constructions (see 436). 

For a fuller definition of the relations and constructions in which the 
various equivalents of the noun may be used, see the several parts of 
spcech concorned. 
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ADJECTIVES. 

y 114, The Adjective, in German, is declined only when 
used attributively or substantively. 

115. 1. The attributive adjective always precedes the 
noun which it qualifies ; it is varied for number and case, 
and (in the singular only) for gender, and agrees in all 
these particulars with its noun. 

But the noun to which the adjective relates is often omitted: 
the latter, in such case, bas the same form as if followed by the 
noun: as, ev hat weiße Häufer, und wir haben braune, ‘he has 
white houses, and we have brown ;’ geben Sie mir zweierlet Tud, 
nr und fdjwarzes, ‘give me two kinds of cloth, red and 

ack. 

2. For the adjective used as a substantive, see below, 129. 

116. The adjective remains uninflected when used pre- 
dicatively, appositively, or adverbially. 

1. The predicate adjective is used,—a. as simple predicate, after verbs 
that signify being, becoming, continuing, seemiug, and the like: as, fein 

| Haus war fchön und weiß, wird aber jest alt, und ficht hah licy aus, “his 
house was white and handsome, but is now growing old, and looks ugly ;'— 
b. as adverbial predicate, defining more uearly the condition or action desig- 
nated by the verb: as. todt und ftarr liegt die Wiifte hingefiredt, ‘the 
steppe lies stretched out dead and stif’;’—c. as factitive predicate, to express 
a condition effected in or ascribed to an object by the action of a transitive 
verb: as, fie) halb todt laden, ‘to laugh one’s self half dead;’ ex malt 
das Haus weiß, ‘he paints the house wire,’ id) will meine Mugen offen 
behalten, ‘I will keep my eyes open;’ die fang’ id) vergefjen geglaubt, 
‘which I had long believed forgotl.n '—whence, of course, also as simplo 
predicate in the corresponding passive expression: as, da8 Haus wird weiß 
gemalt, “the house is painted white.’ 

2. The appositive adjective usually follows the noun: as, wir waren 3ivet 
Kinder, Hein und froh, ‘we were two children, small and merry;’ Worte 
füß wie Mondlicht, ‘words sweet as moonlight.’ 

3. For the adjective used hs adverb, see below, 130. 
4. The uses of the adjective in apposition, as predicate, and as adverb, pass into one an- 

other by insensible gradations, and the same word often admits of more than one understand- 
ing. The appositive adjective, also, is sometimes distinguished from the attributive rather 
formally than logically; as, bei einem Mirthe wundermild, ‘with a host wondrous 
kind; einen Blic zum Himmel hoch, ‘a look to Heaven high.’ The attributive adjective 
was formerly permitted after the noun as well as before, and was declined in that position ; 
as was also the adjective used predicatively. 

17. A few adjectives are always used predicatively, and are 
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therefore never declined; others are used only attributively, and 
are therefore always declined. 

a. Of the first class, some of the most common are bereit, ‘ready,’ feind, 
‘hostile,’ fund, ‘known,’ gewahr, ‘aware,’ eingedent, ‘mindful,’ theilhaft, 
‘ participating.’ 

b. To the second class belong many adjectives expressing formal rela- 
tions—viz., certain pronominal adjectives, as jener, ‘yon,’ jeder, ‘every,’ 
meinig, “mine,” felbig, ‘self-same;’ some adjectives of number, time, and 
place, as zweit, ‘second,’ heutig, ‘of to-day,’ dortig, ‘there situated;’ and 
the adjectives of material in en, crn, for which, in predicate construction, 
prepositional phrases are usually substituted. 

DECLENSIONS OF THE ADJECTIVE. 

118. Each adjective, in its attributive use, is subject to 
two different modes of declension, according as it is or is 
not preceded by certain limiting words. These we shall 
call the rrrsr and sgconp declensions (see 132). 

2119. 1. The endings of the FIRST DECLENSION are the 
same with those of the definite article, already given (63). 

Excepting that the nom. and acc. sing. neuter have ¢8 instead of a8, and 
the nom. and acc. plural and fem. singular have e instead of ie: thatis, the 
final and characteristic letter is the same, but differently preceded. 

2. The seconD bEcLENston has only two endings, e and 
en; e belongs to the nominative singular of all genders, 
and hence also (see 72.1), to the accusative of the feminine 
and neuter; eis found in all the other cases. Thus 

Adjective Endings of Declension. 

First DECLENSION. SECOND DECLENSION. 

Singular. Plural. Singular. Plural. 
m. if u. m.f.n. m. £ 2. m.f.n. 

N. “re 08 -e -@ 0-8 -e -cll 
G. -e8 “er = -¢8 -er “ell -er -en en 
D. -em er elt -en -en -en -en -en 
A. Ne 08 -e “el ee -en 

3. Tt will be noticed that the first declension has more than twice as 
many distinct endings as the second, and that it therefore makes a corre- 
spondingly superior, though a far from complete, distinction of genders and 
cases. j 
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120. 1. The endings as given are appended through. 
out to the theme of the adjective, or to the adjective in 
its simple predicative form. 

Thus, from gut, ‘good,’ are formed, in the first declension, guter, gute, 
yutes, gutem, guten ; in the second, gute, guten. 

2. But adjectives ending in e reject this e in every case before 
taking the ending (or, what is the same thing, reject the e of every 
ending). 

Thus, from träge, ‘lazy,’ come träger, träge, träges, träger, tragen. 

3. Adjectives ending in the unaccented terminational syllables 
el, en, er, also usually reject the e either of those syllables or of 
the declensional ending. 

Thus, from edel, ‘noble,’ come edler, edle, edles, and generally edlem and 
edlen, less often edelm, edeln ; from heiter, ‘cheerful,’ come usually feitrer, 
heitve, heitres, and heiterm and heitern, or heitrem and heitren ; from eben, 
‘even,’ come ebner, ebne, ebues, ebem, ebnen. The full forms of these 
words, however—as cbener, heiterer, and, less often, edeles—are also in good 
use, especially in a more stately or solemn style. 

4. Hodj, ‘high,’ loses its ¢ when declined: thus, Hoher, hohe, 
hohes, etc. 

121. 1. The adjective, now, takes the more distinctive 
endings of the first declension, unless preceded by a linit- 
ing word of a higher order (an article, pronoun, or pro- 
nominal adjective: see 123) which itself has those endings. 

Thus, as we say der Mann, ‘the man,’ so also guter Mann, ‘good man,’ 
but der gute Mann, ‘the good man;’ as die Frauen, ‘the women,’ so gute 
Frauen, and gute jdine Frauen, but die guten fdjonen Frauen, ‘the good 
handsome women;’ as dem inde, ‘to the child,’ so guten Sinde, and 
gutem, |hönem, artigem Sinde, but dent guten, {djdnen, artigen Kinde, ‘to 
the good, handsome, well-behaved child.’ 

2. Or, in other words, a pronominal limiting word be- 
fore the adjective, if it have itself the more distinctive ad- 
jective ending characteristic of the case and gender of the 
qualitied noun, takes that ending away from the adjective, 
reducing the latter from the first to the second declension : 

tle distinctive ending does not need to be, and is not, re- 

peated upon both words. 
Note that certain cases—the acc. sing. masculiLe, the nom. and ace. sing 

feminine, aud the dat. plural—have the same ending in the one decleasiou 
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as in the other, and are therefore not altered, whatever the situation in 
which the adjective is placed. 

3. By an irrecular extension of this tendency to avoid the un- 

necessary repetition of a distinctive ending, a geu. sing. masculine 
or neuter ending in 8 (not a masculine ending in n) takes before 
it usually the second form of the adjective (in en), instead of the 
first (in es). 

Thus, falter Waffers, ‘of cold water,’ frohen Mtuthes, ‘with joyous 
spirit,’ großen Theil, “in great part,’ and so on, are much more common 
than falted Waffers, frohes Diuthes, eto., although the latter are not incorrect, 

122. Examples :— 

1. Complete declension of an adjective, gut, * good,’ in both 
forms. 

First DECLENSION. 

Singular. Plural. 
m. f. n. m.f.n. 

N. guter gute gutes gute 
G. gutes guter gutes guter 
D. gutem guter gutem guten 
A. guten gute gutes gute 

SECOND DECLENSION. 
Singular. Plural. 

m. t. n. m. f.n. 

N. der gute Die gute dag gute die guten 
G. des guter der guten des guten der guten 
D. dem guten der guten dem guten den guten 
A. den guten die gute das gute die guten 

2. Declension of noun and accompanying adjective: rother 

Wein, ‘red wine,’ große Freude, “great joy,’ fehlecjtes Geld, ‘bad 
money.’ 

First DEOLENSION. SECOND DECLENSION. 

Singular. 
m. m. 

N. vother Wein der rothe Wein 
G.  rothes or rothen Meines des rothen Weines 
D. rothem Weine dent vothen Meine 
A. rothen Wein den vothen Wein 
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x Singular. ’ 

N. große Freude die große Freude 
G. großer Freude der großen Freude 
D. großer Freude der großen Freude 
A. große Freude die große Freude 

N. Schlechtes Geld das fchlechte Geld 
G. Schlechtes or ten Geldes des fchlechten Geldes 
D. fchlehtem Gelde dem fchlechten Gelde 
A. fcjledjtes Geld das Schlechte Geld 

Plural. 
m.f.n. m.f.n. 

N. rothe Weine 2c. die rothen Weine 2c. 
G. großer Freuden 2c, der großen Freuden 2c. 
D. fchlechten Geldern 2c. den fchlechten Geldern 2c. 
A. große Freuden 2c. die großen Freuden zc. 

123. The words which, when placed before an adjee- 
tive, take away its distinetive ending, or reduce it from 
the first to the second declension, are 

1. The two articles, der and ein, with fein (195.2), the negative 
of the latter. 

2. The possessive adjectives, mein, dein, fein, unfer, euer, ihr 
(157 etc.). 

3. The demonstrative, interrogative, and relative pronominal 
adjectives der, die8 and jen (163), and weld) (174). 

4, The indefinite pronominal adjectives and numeral adjectives 
jed, jeglich, folch, mand), ander, einig, etlich, all, viel, wenig, mehr, 
nichrer (170, 184-194), 

But fold) after ein is treated as a simple adjective, and does not affect a 
following adjective: thus, ein folder guter Dann. 

5. A few proper adjectives: namely, verjchiedene, pl, ‘sundry’ (nearly 
equivalent with einige and mehrere), and folgend, erwähnt, obig, and their 
like, used idiomatically without the article (66.6) to indicate things which 
have been specified or are to be specified. 

124. 1. Since, however, a part of these words—namely, ein, 

fein, and the possessive adjectives—lack the distinctive ending in 

three of their cases, the nom, sing. masculine and the nom, and 
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ace. sing. neuter, the adjective following those cases retains the 

ending. é 
Thus, as we say guter Mann, gutes Kind, so also cin guter Mann, ein 

gutes Kind (as opposed to der quite Mtann, das gute Kind), because there is 
nothing about the ein which should render the full ending upon the adjec- 

tive unnecessary. 

7 % In this way arises what is sometimes reckoned as a “third” 
a . = . or “ mixed” declension, composed of three forms taken from the 

first declension, and the rest from the second. For example, ein 

guter, ‘a good,’ feine gute, ‘no good,’ fein gutes, ‘his good,’ ihre 
guten, ‘their good,’ are declined 

Singular. Plural. 
m. f. n. m. f. n. 

N. ein guter feine gute fein gutes ihre guten 
G. eines guten feiner guten feines guten ihrer guten 
D. einem guten feiner guten feinem guten ihren guten 
A. einen guten feine gute fein gutes ihre guten 

There is neither propriety nor advantage in treating this as a separate 
declension. For each gender and case, there are two forms of the adjective, 
and only two, and the learner should be taught to distinguish between 
them, and to note, in every case, the reason of their respective use—which 
reason is the same in the “mixed ” declension as elsewhere. 

3. In like manner, when manch, welch, and folch are used with- 
out an ending of declension (see 170, 174, 191), the succeeding 
adjective takes the full ending of the first declension. 

Thus, weld) reicher Simmel, ‘what a rich sky!’ but welcher reiche Hine 
mel; mand bunte Blumen, but mande bunten Blumen, ‘many variegated 
flowers.’ 

4. The same is true after all, viel, wenig, and mehr, when they are un- 
declined: thus, viel gutes Obft, ‘much good fruit;’ mehr offene Wagen, 
‘more open carriages.’ 

125. 1. The adjective follows the first declension not only 
when it has no other limiting word, or only another adjective, 
before it, but also when preceded by an indeclinable word, such as 
etivas, genug, allerlei, and the numerals. 

2. After the personal pronouns (which do not take the endings 
of adjective declension), the adjective ought, by analogy, to be of 
the first declension and this is not absolutely forbidden ; but in 
common usage the adjective takes the distinctive endings only in 
the nominative singular (with the accusative neuter), and follows 
in the other cases the second declension.— That is to say, the ad- 
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jective after a personal pronoun is declined as after ein, or by the 
“mixed” declension (124.2). 

Thus, ic) armer Thor, ‘I poor fool,’ du fiebes Kind, ‘thou dear child; 
out wir armen Thoren, ‘we poor fools,’ ihr jühen Lieder, ‘ye sweet songs. 

126. The ending e3 of the nom. and acc. neuter in the first 
declension is sometimes dropped: this omission is especially fre- 
quent in poetry. 

Thus, {jin Wetter, ‘fine etc, Geld, ‘false money,’ ein 
ander (eft, ‘a different festival,’ der Bolter Heilig Necht, ‘the sacred law 
of nations.’ 

127. After a part of the pronominal adjectives mentioned 
above, 123.4, it is allowable, and even usual, to use the ending 
of the first declension instead of the second in the nom. and acc. 
plural. 

Thus, einige große Kaften, ‘sundry big boxes,’ mande gliidlide Bils 
fer, ‘many fortunate races,’ mehrere lange Straßen, ‘several long streets.’ 

Hardly any two authorities agree in their statement of the words after 
which this inconsistency is permitted, and it is better avoided altogether. 

128. 1. When two or more adjectives precede and qualify the 
same noun, unless the first be one of those mentioned in 123, all 
regularly and usually take the same ending. 

2. Rarely, however, when the following adjective stands in a closer re- 
lation to the substantive, as forming with it a kind of compound idea, to 
which the preceding adjective is then added as a more adventitious deter- 
minative, the second is allowed to be of the second declension, though the 
first is of the first: but only in the genitive and dative cases. 

Thus, hohe fchattige Bäume, ‘high shady trees;’ mit frohem Teichtemn 
Ginn, ‘with light joyous mind ;’ guter alter foftbarer Wern, ‘ good old costly 
wine ; ’—but von fdjinem vothen Tuche, ‘of handsome red cloth;’ friiher 
holländifchen Säringe, ‘of fresh Dutch herrings ;’ mit eignem inneren Or- 
ganismus, ‘ with peculiar internal organization.’ 

3. Occasionally, what is more properly an adjective qualifying the noun 
is treated in German as an adverb limiting a following adjective before the 
noun, and so (130) is left undeclined: thus, die Wolfen, die formlos granen 
Töchter der Luft, ‘the clouds, the gray shapeless (shapelessly gray) 
daughters of the air ; ’ die unglückjelig traurige Begegnung, ‘the unhappy, sad 
meeting ;’ die Rdniglid) Bayrijde Akademie, ‘the Royal Bavarian Academy.’ 

Exercise VI. 

Adjectives of the first declension. 

1. Man thut neuen Wein in neue Fäffer. 2. Schlechte Männer 
verfaufen faltes frifdjes Waffer als echte Milch, 3. Weißes Brod ift 
gut, aber fdjwarzes ift aud) gut. 4. Sch habe harten Stahl und wet- 
des Blei. 5. Meines Bruders blauer Kod ift von feinem Tudje, 6, 
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Gieb mix blaues oder weißes Papier ; ich Habe nur vothes. 7. Hobe 
fchattige Bäume find jest angenehm. 8. Der Ochje hat einen diden 

Kopf, zwei lange Hörner, große runde Augen, und vier ftarfe Beine, 

Exercise VI. 

Adjectives of the second declension. 

1. Diefer nene Wein Hilt fid) gut in dem neuen Faffe. 2. Ic habe 
das rothe Papier, und der alte Mann giebt mir das blaue. 3. Der 
blaue Itod meines lieben Bruders ift von dem feinen Tucde. 4. Der 
junge Schüler fchreibt feinem alten Lehrer einen langen Brief. 5. 
Wir lieben das weiße Brod, aber wir faufen das fhwarze 6. Im 
warnen Sommer fist man unter den fchattigen Bäumen. 7. Die 
langen Hörner des ftarfen Odhjen ftehen über den runden Augen in 
feinem dicen Slopfe, 

Exercise VIII. 

Adjectives of various declension. 

1. Diefer alte Mann war ein guter Soldat ; er diente mit großem 
Nuhm im legten Kriege. 2. Alle Kriege, die großen und die Fleinen, 
bringen großes Unglüd, 3. Sch fchreibe auf dem dicen weißen Papier 
mit dünner rother Tinte. 4. Wir tragen leichte Kleider, denn der 
Sommer ift warm. 5. Mein lieber Bruder ift der gute Freund des 
armen Schülers. 5. Dean pflüct reife Wepfel, und läßt die unveifen 
auf den Bäumen hangen. 7. Die guten reifen Wepfel find nicht zu 
haben, denn fie hangen hoch auf den hohen Bäumen. 8. Sm neuen 
Taß meines alten Nachbars ift foftbarer alter rother Wein. 

129. The Adjective used as Substantive. 
1. In German, as in other languages, adjectives are very 

often used as substantives, either with or without an article 
or other determining word. 

2. When so used, the adjective is written with a capital 
letter, like any other substantive ; but it retains its proper 
declension as an adjective, taking the endings of the first 
or of the second declension according to the rules already 
given. 

3. An adjective used as a substantive in the masculine or fem- 
inine gender usually denotes a person; in the neuter (singular 
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only), a concrete abstract—a thing which, or that in general which, 
possesses the quality designated by the adjective. 

Thus, der Gute räumt den Plas dem Bofen, ‘the good (man) gives place 
to the wicked;’ daß hie und da cin Ölücklicher gewejen, ‘that here and there 
has been one happy person;’ eine Echöne, ‘a beauty ;’ meine Geliebte, ‘my 
beloved; ’ Sore Mechte, ‘your right hand;’—1wo das Strenge mit dem Bar- 
ten, wo Starkes fich und Wtildes paarten, ‘where the hard has united with 
the tender, where what is strong and what is gentle have combined ; ’ 
bird Meinere’d zum Größern mich gewöhnen, ‘accustom me by the less to 
the greater.’ 

4. Some adjectives are so constantly used in this way as to have quite 
acquired the character of substantives. From these are to be distinguished 
certain neuters derived from adjectives without a suffix, and declined as 
nouns of the first declension: as, Gut, ‘property,’ Redjt, ‘right,’ Moth, 
‘red,’ Deutjch, ‘German (language).’ 

5. After etwas, ‘something,’ was, “what, something,’ nichts, 
‘nothing,’ an adjective is treated neither as attributive nor as ap- 
positive, but as an adjective used as substantive, in apposition: it 
is therefore of the first declension, and (regularly and usually) writ- 
ten with a capital initial. 

Thus, e8 muß noch etwas Größeres, nod) etwas Herrlideres fom- 
men, ‘there must be coming something more that is greater and more 
splendid;’ twas ich Graufantes erlitt, ‘what that was dreadful I endured;’ 
e8 ift nichts Neues, ‘it is nothing new.’ 

6. There is no strict and definite limit between the adjective belonging 
to a noun understood, and the adjective used as a noun, and many cases 
admit of interpretation as either the one or the other. 

130. The Adjective used as Adverb. 

Any adjective, in German, may be used in its predica- 
tive or uninflected form as an adverb. 

Thus, ein ganzes Haus, ‘a whole house; ’.but ein ganz {dines Hans, 
‘a wholly beautiful house,’ and ein ganz {din gebautes Haus, ‘a quite 
beautifully built house;’ er fehreibt gut, ‘he writes well;’ er lachte nody 
piel Dummer, ‘he laughed yet much moro foolishly.’ 

See further 363; and, for the adjective with adverbial form, 128.3. 

Exercise IX. 

Adjectives used as Substantives and as Adverbs. 

1. Gin Guter fiebt das Gute, aber die Schlechten wollen nm 

Schlechtes. 2. Diefe Schöne hat eine foi rothe Kofe in ihrer [chd- 

nen Vinfer. 3. Der chrliche fleifige Arme ift glüclicher als dev fanle 

Neidhe. 4. Diefer Deutjche fpridht fehr gelehrt ; denn ev hat redit 
fleißig fludivt. 5. Nicht jeder Gelehrte ift ein Weifer. 6. ©teb dem 
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Kleinen etwas Süßes in feine Mtedjte. 7. Der Gute wählt immer 

das Veffere, und arbeitet fiir das VBefte des Baterlandes. 8. Bergeltet 
nicht Böfes mit Böfen. 9. Der Blinde trägt den Lahmen, und der 

Lahme führt den Blinden, 

131. Participles as Adjectives.—Partieiples, being verbal ad- 
jectives, are treated in nearly all respects as adjectives—as regards 
their various use, their mode of declension, and their comparison. 
See further 349 etc. 

132. The double declension of the adjective is in some respects analogous with the 
two-fold mode of declension of nouns, and is often, like the latter, called “strong” and 
“weak” declension. The second or “tweak” declension of adjectives, like that of nouns, 
is made upon the model of a theme ending inn, But the other shares in the peculiarities 
of the old pronominal inflection; being originally formed, it is assumed, by the composi- 
tion of a declined pronoun (long since lost in separate use) with the adjective theme. ‘The 
principle on which the distinction in the use of the two is now based—namely, the econo- 
mical avoidance of unnecessary explicitness—is of comparatively recent introduction. 
The first declension was formerly used when the logical emphasis rested on the attribute; 
the second, when it rested on the person or thing to which the attribute related; the 
“strong” adjective qualified an indefinite or abstract object; the ‘‘ weak,” one definite or 
individualized. 

COMPARISON OF ADJECTIVES. 

183. Although the subject of comparison, or formation of 
derivative adjectives of the comparative and superlative degrees, 
comes more properly under the head of derivation or word-for- 
mation, it will be, for the sake of practical convenience, treated 
here. \ 

134. The German adjective, like the English, is sub- 
ject to variation by termination in order to express degree 
of quality indicated; a COMPARATIVE and a SUPERLATIVE 
degree are thus formed from the simple adjective, which, 
with reference to them, is called rosrrıvs. 

135. 1. The.endings forming the comparative and 
superlative are the same as in English, namely, er and eft. 
But 

2. Adjectives ending in e add only x for the comparative ; and 
those in el, en, er usually (before the endings of declension, al- 
ways) reject the e of those terminations before er, 

3. Except after a sibilant letter (3, 8 fi fej), and a d or t usu- 
ally (especially when preceded by another consonant: and except 
ing the nd of the present participle), the e of the superlative ending 
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eft is regularly omitted, and the ending reduced to simple ft, 
After a vowel, except e, the e may be either omitted or re- 
tained, 

136. Monosyllabie adjectives whose vowel is a, 0, or u 
(not au) more usually modify those vowels in the compara- 
tive and superlative: but there are many (about fifty, in- 
cluding several which may follow either method) that leave 
the vowel unchanged. 

Examples of these are bunt, ‘variegated,’ falfdj, ‘false,’ froh, ‘joyous,’ 
labm, ‘lame,’ nadt, ‘naked,’ rafdj, ‘quick,’ rund, ‘round,’ janjt, ‘gentle,’ 
ftolz, ‘proud,’ voll, ‘ full,’ wahr, ‘ true.’ 

187. The formation of comparatives and superlatives by the 
endings er and eft is not, as in English, limited to monosyllabic 
adjectives. But the superlative in eft is avoided in cases of harsh 
combination; nor are adjectives compared which (see 117a) are 
used only predicatively, and are incapable of declension. 

Of course, as in English, some adjectives are by their signification 
excluded from comparison: e. g., ganz, ‘entire,’ todt, ‘dead,’ irden, 
earthen,’ 

138. Examples :— 

Positive. Comparative, Superlative, 

fchön, ‘ beautiful’ fchöner fchönft 
reich, ‘rich’ reicher reichft 
heiß, ‘hot’ heißer heißeft. 
träge, ‘lazy’ träger trägeft 
fret, ‘ free’ freier freift, freieft 
alt, ‘ old’ alter älteft 

fromm, ‘ pious frömmer frömmft 
fur3, ‘short’ fürzer fürzeft 

froh, ‘joyous’ feoher froheft 
fanft, ‘gentle’ fanfter fanfteft 
punfel, ‘ dark’ dunkler duntelft 
mager, ‘ thin’ magrer, magerer magerft 
offen, ‘ open’ offner, offener —offenft S 
verworfen, * abandoned’ vermworfener perworfenft 
bedeutend, ‘significant’ bedeutender bedeutendft 
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139. Irregular and Defective Comparison. 

1. A few adjectives are irregular in the comparative, or in the 

superlative, or in both: namely 

gut, ‘good’ beffer beft 
viel, ‘much’ mehr, mehrer — meift 
hod), ‘high’ höher hödjit 
nah, ‘nigh’ näher niich ft 
groß, ‘ great’ größer größt (rarely größeft) 

2. A few are defective, lacking a positive, 

‘little’ minder mindeft 
‘mid’ mittler mittelft 

especially, a class derived from prepositions, 7 

[in, ‘in’] inner innerft 
[aus, ‘out’] duper äußerft 

or from adverbs or prepositions in er (itself really a comparative ending), 
having a quasi-comparative adjective of the same form, 

[ober, ‘above ’] ober oberft 
[unter, “below ’] unter unterft 
[vorder, ‘in fronv’] vorder vorderft 
[dinter, ‘behind ’] hinter hinterft 

This class is further irregular in forming its superlatives by adding the 
superlative ending to the comparative (which has not a proper comparative 
meaning). 

3. Two lack (as adjectives) both comparative and superlative: 

[ehe, ‘ere ’] [eher, ‘sooner’]  erft, ‘ first’ 
‘late’ feist, ‘last? 

From these two superlatives are then irregularly formed new compara- 
tives, erfter, ‘ former,’ and Ichter, ‘latter.’ 

140. Declension of Comparatives and Superlatives. 

1. In general, comparatives and superlatives are subject 
to the same rules of declension as their positives, the 
simple adjectives. 

That is to say, they are uninflected when used in apposition, as predi 
cate, or as adverb (with the exceptions noted just below), and declined 
when used attributively or substantively ; and they have the same double 
declension as simple adjectives, determined by the samo circumstances, 
The comparative presents no irregularities, but 
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2. a. The superlative does not often occur without an article or 
other limiting word before it, and is therefore more uswally of the 
second declension. 

It oceurs of the first declension especially in the vocative, after a limit- 
ing genitive, and in phrases which omit the article: thus, ficbjter Bruder, 
‘dearest brother!’ auf des Meeres tiefunterftem Grunde, ‘on the sea’s very 
lowest bottom ;’ in hichfter Eile, ‘in extreme (highest) haste.’ 

b. What is of much more importance, the superlative is not, 
like the positive and comparative, used predicatively in its unin- 
flected form ; but for this is substituted an adverbial expression, 
formed with the preposition an and the definite article dem (dat. 

sing. neuter), contracted into am. 
Thus, er ift miram liebften, ‘he is dearest to me;’ im Sommer find 

die Tage zu Furz ; im Herbfte, noch fürzer; aber am fürzeften im Wine 
ter, ‘in summer the days are too short; in autumn yet shorter; but shortest 
in winter.’ 

This expression means literally ‘at the dearest,’ ‘at the shortest,’ and so 
on, but is employed as general predicate in many cases where we could not 
substitute such a phrase for it. Its sphere of use borders close upon that 
of the superlative with preceding article, agreeing with a noun tinderstood; 
and it is often inaccurately used in place of the latter: e. g., er ift amt flcis 
Bigften unter allen Schülern, ‘he is most diligent of all the scholars,’ for er 
tft der fleißigfte 2c., ‘he is the most industrious,’ ete. Thus, we ouglıt to 
say, diefer Sturm war geftern am heftigften, ‘this storm was most violent 
yesterday,’ but der geftrige Sturm war der heftigfte, ‘the storm of yesterday 
was the most violent’ (e. g., of the year). 

Only allerliebft is used directly as predicate : da8 war allerliebft, ‘ that was 
charming.’ 

c. For the superlative as adverb are also generally substituted 
adverbial phrases formed with am, aufs, and zum (see 363.2). 

141, Comparison with Adverbs. 

1, Adjectives not admitting of comparison in the usual manner, 
by er and eft (137), may be compared, as in English, with help 
of the adverbs mehr, ‘more,’ and am meiften, ‘most.’ 

_- Thus, er ift am meiften fnechtifch, ‘he is most slavish;’ cr ift mir mehr 
feind, als ich im, ‘he is more unfriendly to me than I to him.’ 

2. When, of two qualities belonging to the same object, one is declared 

to be in excess of the other, the comparison is usually and more properly 

made with mehr. 
Thus, er war mehr tapfer als Flug, ‘he was more bold than prudent: ’— 

but, wahrer, als Hug und fromm, ‘more true, than prudent and dutiful 
Gocthe). ( ) 3 
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142. Additional Remarks. 

1. The Superlative has, as in other languages, a twofold mean- 

ing and use: one implying direct comparison and eminence above 

others (superlative relative) ; the other, general eminence, or pos- 

session of the designated quality in a high degree (superlative ab- 
solute). 

Thus, fchönfte Blumen, ‘most beautiful (exceedingly beautiful) flowers ;? 
die fchonfter Blumen, “the most beautiful dowers’ (of all those had in view), 

This distinction appears especially in adverbial superlatives: see 363.2c, 

2. To a superlative is often prefixed aller, in order further to 
intensify its meaning: thus, der allerfchönfte, ‘the most beautiful 
of all. 

Aller is the gen. pl. of all, ‘all,’ and so is used in its literal sense, only 
combined with the adjective, and in connections where its introduction as 
an independent adjunct of the adjective would be impossible. 

Exercise X. 

Comparative and Superlative of Adjectives. 

1. Want haben wir die längften Tage? 2. Die Tage find linger 
im Sommer ; im Winter find fie arm fürzeften und am filteften. 3. 
Licbfter Freund! fchreibe mir beffere Briefe, und mit fchwärzerer Tinte, 
auf deines Vaters weißeften Papier, 4. Die höchften Bäume tragen 
nicht beffere Wepfel als die niedrigern. 5. Die Armen find oft froher 
als die Neicheren. 6. Man ift am reichften, wenn man am zufrievenften 
ift. 7. Das Gold ift das foftbarfte Metall, aber das Cifen ift das 
nütslichfte, und der Stahl ift das allerhärtefte, 

MODIFYING ADJUNCTS OF THE ADJECTIVE. 

143. The adjective, in all its uses as adjective and as substan- 
tive (for its adverbial use, see under Adverbs, 363), is liable to 
be limited by modifying adjuncts of various kinds. 

144. 1. The customary adjunct of an adjective is an adverb: 
as, fehy gut, ‘very good ;’ herzlich froh, ‘heartily glad.’ 

_ 2 An adjective may be limited by an adverbial clause, contain- 
ing a verb and its subject, and introduced by a conjunction (see 
438,30) 

Thus, er ift fo gut, daß ich ihn mur lieben Tann, “he is so good, that I can- 
not but love him;’ Fränfer als man glaubte, ‘sicker than was supposed.’ 

An adverbial clause can hardly qualify an adjective, except as a specifi- 
cation of degree, where a comparison is made. ~ 
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145. An adjective is often limited by a noun (or pronoun) 
dependent on it. 

1. By a noun in the genitive case: thus, ledig aller Pflicht, ‘ free from all 
obligation ;’ ihrer Beute gewiß, ‘sure of its prey:’ see 217. 

2. By a noun in the dative case: thus, ihm eigeit, ‘peculiar to him; 
gleich einer Leicje, ‘like a corpse:’ see 223. 

3. By a noun in the accusative case, but only very rarely, and in predica- 
tive construction: thus, id) bin e8 mide, ‘I am tired of it:’ see 229. 

4. By an infinitive, with its sign zu, ‘to:’ thus, leidjt zu verschaffen, 
‘easy to procure:’ see 344. 

146. An adjective is limited by a prepositional phrase ; that 
is, by 4 noun whose relation to it is defined by a preposition: 
thus, vom Schaume rein, ‘free from scum ;’ angenehm von Geftalt, 
“agreeable in figure.’ 

147. 1. An adverbial adjunct to an adjective always precedes 
it—except the adverb genug, ‘ enough.’ 

2. An adjective used attributively must be preceded by all its 
modifying adjuncts: thus, aller von dem deutfchen Reidhe abhingi- 
gen, oder dazır gehörigen Bölferftänme, ‘of all the races dependent 
on the German empire, or belonging to it.’ 

3. Adjectives used in the predicate or in apposition may take 
the limiting noun, with or without a preposition, either before or 
after them: but the adjective more usually follows; and neces- 
sarily, if the limiting word be a pronoun without a preposition. 

148. Participles, as verbal adjectives, share in most of the 
constructions of the adjective: see 349 etc. 

PRONOUNS. 

149. In German, as in English, substantive pronouns and 
pronominal adjectives are for the most part not distinguished from 
one another (as they are distinguished in French) by different 
forms, but the same word is used, according to circumstances, 
with either value. It will be convenient, therefore, to treat both 
classes together, explaining under each word its own proper use 
or uses, 

150. The principal classes of pronouns are 
1. The personal ; 
2. The possessive ; 
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3. The demonstrative (including the determinative) ; 
4. The interrogative ; 
5. The relative (all of which are also either demonstra- 

tive or interrogative) ; 
6. The indefinite, with the indefinite numerals. 
The determinative, indefinite, and numeral pronouns are in part of am- 

biguous character, being intermediate classes through which the pronouns 
shade off into ordinary adjectives and numerals. 

PERSONAL PRONOUNS, 

151. The personal pronouns are 

First PERSON. 

Singular. Plural. 

N. ich CL? wir ‘we’ 
G. meiner, mein ‘of me’ unfer ‘of us’ 
D. mir ‘to me’ ung ‘to us’ 
A. mid ‘me’ ung ‘us’ 

SECOND PERSON. 

N. du ‘thou’ ihr ‘ye’ 
G. deiner, dein "ofthee’ enter “of you’ 
D. dir ‘to thee’ end) ‘to you’ 
A. dich ‘thee’ euch ‘you’ 

THIRD Person, Singular. 
masc. fem. neut. 

N. er ‘he’ fie ‘she’ e8 “it? 
G. feiner, fein ‘of him’ ihrer ‘of her? feiner, fein * of it 
D. ihm ‘to him’ ifr ‘tober’ ihm “to it? 
A. ifn ‘him’ fie ‘her’ e8 “it? 

Plural. 
m. f. n. 

N. fie ‘they? 
G. ihrer ‘of them’ 
D. ihnen ‘to them’ 
A. fie ‘them’ 

Sid), the special reflexive of the third person (see 155.3), is also 
a member of this class, a personal pronoun. 
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152. 1. Mein, dein, fein are older forms of the gen. singular, now an- 

tiquated, but occasionally met with; ihr, for ihrer, does not oceur: unjerer, 
for unfer, and eurer, for cuer, are not unknown, but rare. 

Examples are ihr Inftrumente pottet mein, | ye instruments mock me’ 
(R. 142:33) ; dag fern felbft genoß, ‘ which was enjoying itself’ (R. 141.15). 

2. These genitives, in composition with halben, wegen, and willen, add a 
wholly anomalous ct; and unjer and euer, in like manner, addat: thus, 
meinethalben, deinetiwegen, um jemetwillen, unjertiwegen, euerthalben, etc. 

3. Genitives of the personal pronouns are everywhere of rare occur- 
rence, and only as objects of verbs (219) and adjectives (217). For the 
genitive limiting a noun is substituted a possessive adjective (158.2). 

153. Use of the Personal Pronouns in address. 

1. In German, as in English, the pronoun of the second pers, 
singular, du, ‘thou,’ is no longer used in address, in the ordinary 
intercourse of life. . 

It is retained (as in English) in the language of worship and of poctry: 
and further, m that of familiarity—the familiarity of intimacy, between 
equals, as between husband and wife, near relations, or particular friends, 
also among children ;—the familiarity toward inferior age or station, as on 
the part of any one toward young children, or on the part of teachers or 
employers toward youthful pupils or servants ;—and even, sometimes, the 
familiarity of insult or contempt. 

2. The pronoun of the second pers. plural—ihr, ‘ ye,’ etc.—was 
at one time generally current in Germany for the singular (like 
our you), and is yet met with in poetry or narrative: but modern 
use authorizes it only in addressing more than one of such per- 
sons as may, singly, be addressed with du. 

3. The singular pronouns of the third person—er, ‘he,’ fie, 
‘she,’ etc.—were also once used in customary address, but soon 
sank to the condition of address by an acknowledged superior to 
an inferior—as by a monarch to a subject, a master to a servant, 
and the like—with which value whey. are still retained, but are 
going out of vogue. 

Employed in his way, er and fie and their cases are usually and properly 
written with a capital. 

4, At present, the pronoun of the third pers. plural— 
fie, ‘they ’—and its possessive, ihr, ‘their,’ are alone allowed, 
in the sense of ‘you, your,’ in common life, in addressing 
either one person, or more than one. When thus used, 
they are, for distinction, written with capital letters, Zie, 
SOuen, Sor, ete. (but the reflexive jid) is not so written). 
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Thus, ich dante Ihnen für Sore Gefälligkeit, daß Sie fic) die Mühe 

gegeben haben, ‘I thank you for your kindness, in that you have given yeur- 

self the troubie. 

The verb with Gie is always in the plural, whether one person or more 
be intended. But a following adjective is either singular or plural, accord. 
ing to the sense: thus, Sie unglüdficher, ‘you unhappy man!’ but Sie uns 
glücklichen, ‘you unhappy ones!’ 

The use of Sie in address is quite modern, not having become generally 
established till about the middle of the last century. 

5. Some authorities write all the pronouns of address with a capital, 
even Du, Dich, Eud), ete.: but this is not to be approved, except in such 
documents as letters, where the words are to reach the person addressed 
through the eye. 

154. Peculiarities in the use of Pronouns of the third 
person. 

1. As a general rule, the pronoun of the third person, 
in the singular, takes the gender of the noun to which it 
relates. 

Thus, when speaking of a hat (der Hut), we use er and ihn; of a pen 
(die Feder), fie; of bread (das Brod), es, 

Excepted from-this rule are such words as Weib, * woman,’ 
which are neuter, though designating female persons; also diminu- 
tives (neuter) of personal appellations, such as Mäddjen, ‘girl’ 
Fräulein, ‘young lady,’ Stnäblein, “little boy :” a pronoun refer- 
ring to one of these usually follows the natural gender, instead 
of the grammatical. Sind, ‘child,’ is represented by es, ‘it,’ as 
with us. 

2. But these pronouns are seldom used in the genitive or da- 
tive for things without life. For the genitive is substituted the 
genitive of a demonstrative, der or derfelbe ; for the dative, the 
dative of the same; or, if governed by a preposition, a combina- 
tion of that preposition with the adverb da (or dar), ‘ there.’ 

Thus, damit, ‘therewith,’ davon, ‘thereof,’ darin, ‘therein,’ darnad, 
‘thereafter,’ and so on, are used instead of mit ibm or ihr, ‘with it,’ etc, 
Dar is put instead of da before a vowel or n. 

Similar substitutions of the demonstratives are often made also in other 
cases where we employ the personal pronouns: see below, 171. 

3. The neuter accusative e3 is, in like manner, almost never 
allowed after a preposition, but is replaced by ba before the 
preposition: thus, dafiir, darum, for für es, ‘for it, um eé, 
“about it.’ 
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4. The neuter e8 has certain special uses. 

a. It is, as in English, the indefinite and impersonal subject of a verb: 

thus, e8 vegnet, ‘it rains;’ es ift jein Bruder, ‘it is his brother;’ e8 freut 
mich, Sie zu jehen, ‘it rejoices me to see you.’ 

b. In this use, it often answers to our there before a verb: as, e8 war cin 

Kern darin, ‘there was a kernel in it;’ es wird Niemand fommen, ‘there 

will no one come.’ 
c. Yet more often, it serves the purpose of a mere grammatical device 

for shifting the true subject to a position after the verb, and is itself un- 

translatable: as, c8 fperren die Miejen den einfamen Weg, ‘the giants bar the 
lonely way; ’ c8 fürchte die Götter das Mieenjchengefchlecht, ‘let the human 
race fear the gods.’ 

d. In all these uses, the verb agrees in number with the following noun, 
the logical subject or the predicate: thus, e8 waren die allerjdinften, ‘it was 
(or, they were) the very finest ones.’ 

e. €8 also stands as indefinite object; also, as predicate, representing 
another word or phrase already used, and of which the repetition is avoided 
(to be rendered, then, by ‘so,’ ‘be so,’ ‘do so,’ or the like): thus, id) felber 
bin e8 nicht mehr, ‘I myself am so [what I was] no longer;’ als id) ¢8 nod) 
founte, ‘when I was still able to do so.’ 

f. Instead of it is Z, and the like, the German reverses the expression, 
and says id) bin es, ‘I am it,’ Sie waren es, ‘you were it’ (i.e, ‘it was 
you’), ete. 2 

g. G8, in all situations, is liable to be abbreviated to ’8: the apostrophe 
should in such case always be written, but is sometimes omitted. 

155. Reflexive use of the Personal Pronouns. 

1. A reflexive pronoun is one which represents the same per- 
son or thing as the subject of a sentence, but in the relation of 
object—namely, as object, direct or indirect, of the verb in the 
sentence; or (less properly) in a prepositional adjunct to that 
verb. 

It is usually to be rendered by a personal pronoun with the word se/f 
added: thus, ich wafdje mich, ‘I wash myself; ’ ic) fchmeichle mir, ‘1 flatter 
myself;’ ich jcjone meiner, ‘I spare myself; id) ftoße fie von mir, ‘I thrust 
them from myself (or, from me).’ 

2. In the first and second persons, singular and plural, 

the reflexive pronoun is the same with the personal in 

every case, the latter being used in a reflexive sense, with- 

out any adjunct corresponding to our self (but compare 5, 

below). 
The same is the case with the genitive of the third person—as, er {donut 

feiner, ‘he spares himself’—but 
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3. In the third person, there is a special reflexive pro- 
noun, fic), which must always be used instead of the dative 
or accusative of a personal pronoun, after either verb or 

preposition, when the subject of the sentence is referred to, 

It has the valne of both accusative and dative, of either 

number, and of any gender. 
Thug, er, fie, e8 wajcht fich, fchmeichelt fic), ‘he, she, or it washes or flat- 

ters himself, herself, or itself;’ fte wajdjen fish, jhmeveheln fich, ‘they wash 
themselves, or flatter themselves;’ dag ift an und für fic) gut, ‘that is good 
in and by itself.’ 

The reflexive fic}, when representing Sie, ‘you’ (153.4), is not written 
with a capital, except in letters and the like. 

4. In German, as in French (there is no corresponding usage in 
English), the reflexive pronoun in the plural is not seldom em- 
ployed in what is called a “ reciprocal” sense, answering to our 
one another. 

Thus, wir nee uns nie fehen follen,* we ought never to have seen one 
another ;’ ihr haffet euch, ‘ye hate each other ;’ fie (Sie) geben fic) das Zei- 
den, ‘they (you) give one another the signal.’ 

Instead of the reciprocal reflexive (or, rarely and redundantly, along with 
it), the word einander, ‘one another,’ is often employed. 

Only the connection and the requirement of the sense can show in any 
case whether the pronoun has its directly or its reciprocally reflexive value. 

5. Selbft (or felber), ‘self’ may be added to any reflexive pro- 
noun, for greater emphasis; or, in the plural, to exclude the reci- 
procal sense. 

It may also be added for emphasis to any pronoun, or noun, answering 
to our myself, thyself, itself, ete. 

156. The dative of a personal pronoun is sometimes introduced 
into a clause expletively, for liveliness of expression: as, laß mir 
Herein den Alten, ‘let the old man in here (‚for me) :’ compare 222. 
IIL. ce. 

POSSESSIVE PRONOMINAL ADJECTIVES. 

157. The personal pronouns are always substantive; 
their corresponding adjectives are the possessives : namely 

mein, ‘my’ unfer, ‘our’ 
dein, ‘thy’ ener, ‘your’ 
fein, * his, its’ ihr, ‘ their’ 
ihr, ‘her’ (Shu, ‘your ’] 
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The possessives of the masc. and neut. singular are the same, jein. The 
possessive of the fem. singular and that of the plural of all genders also 
agree in form ; and, as the latter (see 153.4) is used in the sense of a second 
pereon, ihr has three meanings, ‘her,’ ‘their,’ and ‘your’ (the last of which 
is distinguished to the eye by the capital initial). 

158. 1. It will be noticed that the possessives correspond 
closely in form with the genitives of the personal pronouns, being, 
in fact, the same words in a different condition. 

2. The office, also, of the possessive, agrees with that of the 
genitive of a noun. The genitive of the pronoun is very seldom 
used to limit a noun, but for it is substituted a possessive in the 
form of an adjective, qualifying the noun (216.3). 

Thus, die Arme des Mares, ‘the man’s arms;’ but feine Wrme, ‘his 
arms,’ not die Arme feiner, ‘the arms of him.’ 

Opinions differ as to whether the possessive is derived from the genitive, or the geni- 
tive from the possessive. Probably the latter opinion is correct; the history of language 
shows that a genitive is often, or usually, a stereotyped and invariable case of an adjective 
of relation. 

159. As regards their declension, possessives are treated 
in the same manner as other adjectives. 

1. They are used predicatively in their simple or thematic 
form. 

Thus, der Becher ift bein, ‘the goblet is thine;’ die Braut fei mein, ‘be 
the bride mine!’ 

2. When used attributively (their regular and ordinary 
office), they are declined, not like der, ‘the,’ but like cin, 
‘a’ (63). Thus, mein, ‘my,’ is declined 

Singular. Plural. 
m. £ LR m.fn 

N. mein meine mein meine 
G. meines meiner meines meiner 
D. meinem meiner meinem meinen 
A. meinen meine mein meine 

and unfer, ‘ our,’ 

N. unfer unfere unfer unfere 

G.  unferes unferer unferes unferer 
D. unferem  unferer unferent unferen 

A. unferen unfere unfer unfere 
Unfer and euer follow the same rules as other adjectives (120.3) respect- 

ing the contraction of their endings: thus, we may have unfere or uufre, 
unferes, unfers, or unjres, and so on. ‘ 

3° a 
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3. The possessive is also often used substantively, or with the 
value of a pronoun (not qualifying a noun expressed, but repre- 
senting one understood) ; in that case, it is declined in full like an 
adjective of the first declension: thus, nominatives meiner, meine, 

meines, meine, 
For example, das ift nicht dein Becher ; es ift meiner, ‘that is not thy 

goblet; it is mine (i. e., my goblet) ;’ fein Hirn, wie meines, ‘his brain, like 
my own.’ 

4, In the same substantive use, the possessive may be preceded 
by the definite article; and it is then declined like any other ad- 
jective in like circumstances, or by the second adjective declen- 
sion (119.2): thus, nom. dev, die, das meine, gen. de8, der, de3 

meinen, ete. 
For example, fein Nichterftuhl ift nicht der meine, ‘his judgment-seat 

is not mine ;’ (oft mir das Herz, daß id) da8 eure vithre, ‘set my heart free, 
that I may touch yours.’ 

5. Again, for the simple possessive, in its absolute or pronomi- 
nal use after the definite article, is substituted a derivative in ig: 

thus, meinig, unfrig, etc. These are never used except with the 
article, and therefore always follow the second adjective declen- 
sion. The nominatives of the whole series are 

Singular. Plural. 
m. £. u. m, f. u. 

ber meinige, die meinige, das meinige die meinigen, ‘mine’ 
der deinige, die deinige, das deinige die beinigen, ‘thine’ 
der feinige, die feinige, das feinige die feinigen, ‘his, its? 
der ihrige, die ihrige, das ihrige die thrigen, ‘hers’ 
der unfrige, die unjrige, das unfrige die umfrigen, ‘ ours’ 
der eurige, die eıtvige, das euvige die eurigen, ‘yours’ 
der ihrige, die ihrige, das ihrige die ihrigen, ‘ theirs’ 
[der Shrige, die Shrige, das Shrige die Shrigen, ‘yours’ ® 

Neither the derivatives in ig, nor the simple possessives preceded by the 
article, are ever used altributively, qualifying a noun expressed. 

Mein etc. used predicatively, assert ownership pure and simple: thus, der Hut ift mein, 
‘the hat belongs to me, and to no one else,’ Meiner, ber meine, and der meinige are nearly 
equivalent expressions, combining with the idea of property an implication of the cha- 
racter of the thing owned: thus, er ijt meiner ete., ‘it is my hat, and no one else's.’ 
Der meinige ete. are most common in colloquial use; ber meine etc. are preferred in higher 
styles. 

160. The absolute possessives preceded by the article (ber 
meine, ber meinige, etc.) are sometimes used substantively (like 
other adjectives: see 129); the neuter singular denoting ‘ what 
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belongs to ene’ (his property, his duty, or the like); the plural, 
‘those who belong to one’ (as his family, his friends). 

Thus, unjere Pflicht tft, auf das Unjrige zu jehen, und für die Unfrigen zu 
jorgen, ‘our duty is to attend to our business and take care of our depend- 
ents;’ er ermunterte die Seinen, ‘he encouraged his men.’ 

161. The German, like the French, avoids the use of the pos- 
sessives in many situations where we employ them; either putting 
in their stead the definite article only, where the possessor is sufli- 
ciently pointed out by the connection; or, along with the article 
(or even without it), using the dative of the corresponding per- 
sonal pronoun, where it can be construed as indirect object of the 
verb in the sentence (see 222. III. b). 

Thus, er jgüttelte den Stopf, ‘he shook his head;’ der Froft dringt mir 
durd) alle Knochen, ‘the frost penetrates through all my bones;’ er fiel ihr 
um den Hals, ‘he fell upon her neck; ’ es fam mir in Ginn, ‘it came into 
my mind,’ 

162., Devo and Yhro are old-style expressions, used in ceremonious ad- 
dress, before titles, ete.: thus, Shro Najeftät, ‘your majesty ;’ Dero Befehle, 
‘your commands.’ 

Before titles, feine and feiner are often abbreviated to Ge, and Gr.; and 
for euer, cure, is written Civ, 

Exercise XI. 

Personal, Reflexive, and Possessive Pronouns, 

1. Meine Frau und ic) fommen heute mit unfern Kindern zu 
Ihnen ; finden wir Sie in Ihrem neuen Haufe? 2. Wir fehen ihren 
Hut, und er gefällt ung nicht. 3. Erfennft du mid) als deinen Freund? 
4. Sie hat [höne Federn, denn ich gab fie ihr. 5. Er beträgt fic gut, 
und ich freue mid) es zu hören. 6. Eure Pferde find bejjer als die 
unfrigen mtd die feinigen. 7. Hier ift ihr Buch ; fie fchictte es mix, 
md ich Lethe e8 Ihnen. 8. Shr Apfel ift gut; meiner ijt jchlecht. 

DEMONSTRATIVES. 

163. The proper demonstratives are der, ‘this, that,’ 
dies, ‘ this, that,’ and jen, ‘yon, that.” Their original value 
is that of adjectives; but they are now with equal free- 
dom used adjectively, qualifying a noun expressed, and 
absolutely, or as pronouns, standing for a noun under- 

stood. 
Der is historically the same word with our the, that, and they; dies is 

our this, these, those ; jen is our yon, and may by this correspondence be con- 
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veniently distinguished from jed (jeder), ‘every’ (see 190), with which it is 
apt to be confounded by learners. 

164. 1. Der when used adjectively is declined like the 
article der (63); being, in fact, the same word, and dis- 
tinguished from it only by greater distinctness, of meaning 
and of utterance. 

Thus, der Ort ift übel regieret, ‘that place is ill governed;’ der eine hat 
die, die anderen andere, Gaben, “one has these gifts, others have other.’ 

2. Der when used absolutely, or as pronoun, has pecu- 
liar forms in a part of its cases—namely, the genitives 
singular and plural and the dative plural—where it adds 
en to the adjective forms, at the same time doubling their 
final 8: thus, 

Singular. Plural. 
m. £. n. m fin, 

N. der “die das die 
G. deffen, (de) deren, (der) deffen, (def) deren, (deren) 
D. dem der j dem denen 
A. den die das die 

The genitives singular def, der, de are also allowed, but very rarely 
used, except the neuter in certain compounds, as defwegen, defhath (also 
written deswegen, deshalb). 

In the genitive plural, derer is used instead of deren when a limiting ad- 

dition, usually a relative clause, follows: thus, derer, die mid) lieben, ‘of 
those who love me;’ derer von Paris, ‘of them of Paris (people from Paris). 

165. Dies and jen are declined as adjectives of the first 
declension, or like the definite article (only with c$ instead 
of a8 in the nom. and acc. neuter); and without any dif: 
ference, whether they are used as adjectives or as pronouns. 
Thus, 

Singular. Plural. 
m. £. n. m.f.n. 

N. biefer diefe diefes diefe 
G. diefes diefer diefes diefer 
D. diefem diefer diefem diefen 
A. diefen diefe dicfes diefe 

The nom. and acc. neuter diefes is often abbreviated to dies (or 
dieß), especially when the word is used as a pronoun. 
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166. Use of the Demonstratives. 

1. Diefer is a general demonstrative, answering to both this 
and that. Jf, however, the idea of remoteness in place or time is 
at all emphasized, either by the antithesis of this and that, or in 

any other way, that must be represented by jener. Often, diefer 
and jener are to be rendered ‘the latter’ (diefer, the one last men- 
tioned, the nearer) and ‘the former’ (jener, the one mentioned 
earlier, the remoter). Dies and dag are also sometimes contrasted 

as ‘this’ and ‘that.’ 

2. Dev has a great range of meaning, from the faint indefinite- 
ness of the article to the determinateness of diefer—depending 
mainly on the emphasis with which it is uttered. Special uses 
worthy of note are as follows: 

a. Der is the demonstrative employed in such phrases as unfere Pferde 
und die der Frembden, ‘our horses and those of the strangers,’ der mit den 
hellen Augen, ‘he (the one) with the sharp eyes.’ 

Rarely, devjenige (168) is used in the same sense. 

b, It takes the place of the pronoun of the third person used emphati- 

cally: thus, die muß recht Dumin fein, ‘she must be right stupid;’ der 
füttre Rrih’u, ‘may he be food for crows.’ 

3. The neuters singular, da8, dies (or dich, diefes), and (rarely) 
jenes, are used, like e§ (154.4), as indefinite subjects of verbs; 
and, if a plural predicate noun follows the verb, the latter agrees 
with the noun: thus, das ift mein Vater, ‘that is my father;’ 
Das find die Neizungen, ‘those are the charms;’ dies ift der 
Kampf der Pferde und Fifche, “this is the combat of horses and 
fishes.’ 

4. Compounds of the adverbs da and hier with prepositions are 
very frequently used instead of cases of the demonstratives with 
governing prepositions: thus, damit, ‘therewith,’ darin, ‘therein,’ 
for mit dem, in dem ; hiermit, ‘herewith,’ hierin, ‘herein,’ for mit 
Diefem, in diefem. 

6. For the demonstratives as substitutes for the personal pronoun, see 
below, 171. 

Determinatives. 

167. Certain pronominal words, connected with the demon- 

stratives in derivation or meaning, or in both, are ordinarily called 

determinatives. 
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163. Derjenige—1. This is made up of the definite article 
der, and jenig, a derivative from jen, ‘yon, that’ (like meinig from 
mein, etc., 159.5). The latter part never occurs without the 

former, and they are written together as a single word, although 

each is separately declined, the one as the article, the other as an 

adjective of the second declension. Thus, 

Singular. Plural. 
m. 8. n. m, Tu: 

N. derjenige diejenige dasjenige diejenigen 
G. desjenigen derjenigen  desjenigen derjenigen 
D. demjenigen derjenigen  deinjenigen denjenigen 
A. denjenigen diejenige dasjenige diejenigen 

2. Derjenige is used with equal frequeney as adjective and as 
pronoun. Its specific office is that of antecedent to a following 
relative; in this office it is interchangeable with the demonstra- 
tive der, as the latter’s more prosaic and colloquial substitute : 
thus, derjenige, or derjenige Mann, welcher weife ift, ift zufrieden, ‘he 
(that man) who is wise is contented.’ 

169. Derfelhe—1. This word is composed of the definite ar- 
ticle and the adjective felb, Both its parts are declined, after the 
manner of derjenige (168.1). 

2. Derfelbe is both adjective and pronoun, and means literally 
‘the same.’ But it also interchanges with the demonstratives as 
substitute for the pronoun of the third person (see 171). R 

3. For derjelbe are sometimes used derfelbige and felbiger, which, how- 
ever, are antiquated expressions. Der nämliche is its equivalent in the full 
sense of ‘the same.’ 

Gelber and felbft (155.5) are indeclinable forms of the same adjective 
felb, always following. appositively, the noun or pronoun which they qualify, 
often at a distance from it. Celbft is also used adverbially, meaning ‘even,’ 
and as substantive in the phrase von jelbft, ‘of its own accord.’ 

Selb is also, rarely, declined after dicjer as after der. The genitive of 
derfelbe is written either desjelben or deifelben: the former is theoretically 
preferable (3.1), the latter more usual (likewise dasjelbe, neuter). 

170. Golch.—1. Sold) is the English ‘ such,’ and is used, both 
as adjective and as pronoun, in nearly the same manner. It is 
declined like diefer (165) ; or, when preceded by cin, as any other 
adjective would be in the same situation (124), 

2. Such «a is either folch cin, or cin folcher, the adjective being undeclined 
when placed before the article. For as, when used after sich with the value 
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of a relative pronoun, the German uses the relative‘ thus, foldjen, die ihn 
faunten, ‘to such as knew him.’ 

ITL. The Demonstratives and Determinatives as Substitutes, 

The pronouns of these classes are often used where we put the 
third personal pronoun or its possessive : 

1. For the emphatic pronoun (166.20.), and the antecedent of a relative 
clause (168.2), as already explained. 

2. Where the demonstrative meaning helps avoid an ambiguity: as, er 
ging mit meinem Vetter und deffen Sohn, or dem Gohne deejelben, ‘he 
went with my cousin and his (the latter's) son: ’"—or an awkward repetition : 
as, er hat cine Echwefter: fennen Sie diejelbe (for fennen Sie fic)? ‘he 
has a sister; do you know her?’ 

__ 3. In the oblique cases, where things and not persons are intended: as, 
id) bin deffen benöthigt, ‘I am in need of 2’ (feiner would mean ‘of him,’ 
rather). In like manner, with prepositions, instead of the adverbial com- 
pounds with da (154.2,3): as, id) habe einen Garten, und gehe oft in de m- 
jelben (or darin) fpazieven, ‘I lave a garden, and often go to walk in it.’ 

4. The substitution, especially of berjelbe, is often made, in popular use, 
in cases where no reason can be assigned, and where the personal pronoun 
would be preferable. 

INTERROGATIVES. 

172. The interrogatives are wer, ‘who,’ wag, ‘what,’ 
and welder, ‘what, which. Wer and was are pronouns 
only; weldjer is primarily adjective, but also frequently 
used as pronoun. 

173. 1. Wer and was are peculiar in having no plural; 
also, in conveying no idea of gender, but being distin- 
guished precisely as our who and what, the one denoting 
persons, the other things. They are declined as follows: 

N. mer ‘who’ was ‘what’ 

G. weffer, (weg) ‘whose’ weffen, (weß) ‘of what’ 
D. wen ‘to whom’ —— 

A. wen ‘whom’ was ‘what? 

9. We as genitive of wer is antiquated and out of use, and as genitive 

of was is hardly met with except in compounds like weßmegen, wefhalb 
(or wesiwegen, weshalb). Was has no dative : for both its dative and accu- 

sative as governed by prepositions are substituted compounds of those pre- 

positions with the adverb wo or wor, ‘where:’ thus, womit, ‘wherewith, 
with what, worin, ‘wherein, in what,’ wofür, ‘wherefore, for what’ (like 

damit, hiermit, ete.: see 154.2, 166.4). 
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3. Popular colloquial usage sometimes puts wa8, both as accusative and as 
dative, after prepositions: thus, mit was, ‘with what,’ für was, ‘for what.’ 

4. Wef} is, quite rarely, used adjectively: as, we Gimmes der Herr jet, 
‘of what disposition the master is’ (R. 92:7). 

174. 1. Welch is declined like dic$ (165), or as an adjec- 
tive of the first declension. As an adjective, qualifying a 
noun expressed, it means either ‘ what’ or ‘which ;’ used 
absolutely, it is our ‘ which.’ 

2. Before ein or an adjective, especially when used in an ex- 
clamatory way, weld) generally loses its declensional endings, and 
appears in its simple thematic form. 

Thus, welches Buch, ‘ what (or which) book; ’ welches von diefen Büchern, 
‘which of these books : ’—weld) tiefes Summen, welch ein Heller Ton, ‘what 
deep murmur, what a clear tone!’ weld) fchledyte Sitten, ‘what bad man- 
cers!’ 

175. Was with the preposition für, ‘for,’ after it (sometimes 
separated from it by intervening words), is used in the sense of 
‘what sort of, what kind of. It is then invariable, and the words 
to which it is prefixed have the same construction as if they stood 
by themselves. 

Thus, was bift dit für ein langer Strid, ‘what sort of a long string are 
you?’ von was für Zeugen, und mit was für einem Werkzeuge, maden Sie 
das, ‘of what kind of stuffs, and with what sort of an instrument, do you 
make that?’ 

176. 1. All the interrogatives are used also as relatives 
(see 177). 

2. Was stands often for etwas, ‘something :” wer, in the sense 
of ‘some one,’ is quite rare; welch, as pronoun only, is familiarly, 
but not elegantly, used to signify ‘some.’ 

Thus, toc) was werth, ‘still worth something ;’ id) möchte was profiti- 
ren, ‘I would fain profit somewhat;’ meinte wer aus der Gefellichaft, ‘re- 
marked some one in the company;’ haben Gie Pflaumen ? geben Sie mır 
welche, ‘have you plums? give me some.’ 

3. Was is used not rarely for um was, or warum, ‘why?’ thus, twas 
birgft du dein Gefidjt, ‘why hidest thou thy face ?’ 

RELATIVES. 

177. The demonstrative pronoun (not adjective) der, 
and the interrogatives wer, was, was fitr, and welcher (both 
adjective and pronoun), are used also as relatives; they 
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are declined, as such, in the same manner as when having 
their more original and proper value. 

178. Der and welcher are the ordinary simple relatives follow- 
ing an antecedent. In the nominative and accusative, they are 
used interchangeably, according to the arbitrary choice of speaker 

or writer. In the dative (except after prepositions) the cases 
of der are rather preferred to those of welcher ; and, in the geni- 
tive (as pronouns), only deffen and deren are ever met with. 

179. 1. Wer and was, was für, and welcher uscd adjectivelv 

(also absolutely, when meaning ‘ which’), like who and what in 
English, are properly compound relatives, or antecedent and rela- 
tive combined. 

Thus, wer bei Nacht vorbetfuhr, fal die flammer, ‘he who (whoever) 
went by at night, saw the flames;’ was im Wrenfdjen nicht ift, formmt auch 
nicht aus ihm, ‘ what (whatever) is not in a man does not come out of him;’ 
ich will vergeffen, wer ich bin, und was ich litt, “I will forget who I am and 
what I have suffered;’ mit thr wandelt, wen fie die Weihe lieh, ‘with her 
walks he on whom she has bestowed consecration ;’ man fuchte gu vergeffeit, 
welche Moth überall herrichte, ‘one sought to forget what distress was every- 
where prevailing;’ wer weiß, was für eine Lift dahinter fteckt, “who knows 
what sort of a trick is hidden in that?’ 

2. But the demonstrative is repeated, for distinctness, after the com- 

pound relative, much more often ın German than in English: 

Thus, wer nicht vorwärts geht, der fommt zuriice, ‘who (whoever) does 
not advance, he falls back ;’ was du nie verlierft, das mußt du_beweinen, 
‘what you never lose, that you have to bewail;’ was td) fiir Herrlichkeit 
gefdaut, das fteht nicht in der Worte Macht, ‘what kind of magnificence I 
saw, that is not in the power of words to tell.’ 

3. As occasional irregular variations of the mode of relative expression 
may be noticed the use of the personal pronoun instead of der as antecedent 
after wer (e. g., R. 67.20), of der instead of wer as preceding relative (e.g., 
R. 77.3), of wer instead of welcher after der (e. g., R. 52.22), etc. 

4. The examples show that wer and was are sometimes to be 
translated by ‘whoever’ and ‘whatever.’ To give them more 
distinctly this indefinite sense, they may be followed (either im- 

mediately, or, more often, after one or more interposed words) by 
aud), ‘even, mur, ‘only,’ or immer, ‘ever,’ especially: the first: 
thus, was er auch thue, ‘ whatever he may do.’ 

5. After a neuter pronoun, personal, demonstrative, or indefinite 

(as e8, das, alles, etwas, nichts, manches, viel, wenig), also after an 

adjective (especially a superlative) taken in a general sense, and 
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not referring to some definite object, the compound relative wag 
is used, instead of the simple relative dag or welches, 

Thus, über das, was er jelbft erzählte, ‘about that which he was himself 
relating;’ alles was von dir mir fam, ‘all that came to me from thee;’ 
nichts was meine Meinung fiörte, ‘nothing that should shake my opinion;! 
das erjte was fie hörten, ‘the first thing which they heard.’ 

That is to say, for an adjective clause qualifying the antecedent is substituted a sub- 
stantive clause in apposition with it. 

180. For the dative or accusative case of a relative (either 
simple or compound) governed by a preposition, is usually sub- 
stituted, when things and not persons are referred to, the com- 
pound of the preposition with an adverb (as in the case of the 
demonstratives and interrogatives: see 166.4, 173.2). But the 

compounds of da (davon, daraus, etc.) are only rarely used rela- 
tively, those of wo (wovon, woraus, etc.) being preferred. 

181. A verb agreeing with a relative is put in the third per- 
son even when the antecedent of the relative was a pronoun of 
the first or second person (or a vocative), unless that pronoun be 
repeated after the relative. ~ 

Thus, um mich, der fich rettet zu dir, ‘about me, who am taking refuge 
with thee;’ bift du es, der fo zittert, ‘isit thou who art trembling thus ?'— 
but um mid, der ich mic) vette; bift du es, der du fo zitterft ;—glitcfeliger 
Alegander, der du Staten nicht faheft, ‘fortunate Alexander, that didst 
never see Italy |? 

182. 1. In antiquated or archaic style, fo is used as indeclinable relative, 
representing the nominative and accusative cases of der and welcher : thus, 
der Mann, jo e8 fagte, ‘the man who said it.’ 

2, In a like style, da is appended to a relative, der or welcher, in a man- 
ner wholly expletive, and unrepresentable by anything in English: thus, 
wer da athmet im rofigen Licht, ‘whoever breathes in the rosy light.’ 

183. The relative, often omitted in English, must always be 
expressed in German: thus, die Freunde, die td) liebe, “the friends 
I love.’ 

Exercise XII. 

Demonstrative, Interrogative, and Relative Pronouns. 

1. Wer find Sie, und was wiffer Sie? 2. Dies ift der Man 
den Sie fennen, ımd von dem wir fpradjen. 3. Melchen Maun mei: 
nen Sie? 4. Wer find die Leute deren Bitcher wir hatten, md denen 
wir fie wiedergaben? 5. Sch weiß weder was fir Bücher es waren, 
nod) von went wir fie Hatten, 6. Wer das nicht wei ift ein Thov. 
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7. Weffen Hut und was für einen Rod trägt jener Suaber 8. 
Liebet die, welche euch verfolgen ; fegnet diejenigen, die euch haffer. 
9. Der ift glüclich, deffen Herz zufrieden ift; nicht derjenige, welcher 
nur veich tft. 

INDEFINITE PRONOUNS AND INDEFINITE NUMERALS. 

184. A class of words needs some attention under the above 
head, in connection with the pronouns, as being more or less re- 
lated with the latter, and differing from ordinary nouns and ad- 
jectives, in derivation or in office, or both. 

185. Man, ‘one’—Man (originally the same word with 
Mann, ‘man ’) is employed as wholly indefinite subject to a verb, 
like the French on, our one, they, people, we, taken indefinitely. 
Thus, man fagt, ‘ one says, they say, it is said.’ If any other case 
than a nominative is required, einer (195) is used instead. 

186. Semand, ‘some one,’ Niemand, ‘no one.’—These are 
compounds of Wann, ‘man,’ with the adverbs je, ‘ever,’ and nie, 
‘never.’ They ought, therefore, to be declinable only as substan- 
tives of the first declension: and it is proper always so to treat 
them, adding 8 in the genitive, and leaving the other cases like 
the nominative. But in the dative and accusative (especially 
where the phrase would otherwise be ambiguous or indistinct), 
they are allowed to take the endings em or en (R. 168.28; 171.19) 
in the dative, and en in the accusative. 

Niemand, ‘no one,’ must be used instead of nit Jemand, ‘not any one,’ 
except in an interrogative sentence. 

187. Jedermann, “every one.’—This word is made up of jeder, 
‘every’ (190), and Mann, ‘man,’ but is used without distinction 
of gender. Its first part is undeclined, and it is varied only by 
adding 8 to form the genitive. 

188. (twas, ‘something,’ nichts, ‘ nothing.’— These words are 
invariable in form, and always have a substantive value. A fol- 
lowing limiting adjective is treated as a substantive in apposition 
with them (129.5): and the same construction is usual with a 
noun after etwas ; thus, etwas Geld, ‘some money,’ 

For toa8 in the sense of etiwas, see 176.2. 

Nichts is usually and regularly used instead of nicht etwas, ‘not any- 
thing,’ except when the sentence is interrogative as well as negative. 

189. Ginig, etlid, ‘some.’—These are used chiefly in the 
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plural, and declined like dics (165). They are employed both 
adjectively and substantively. 

Etmelch is a word, now antiquated, having the same meaning: for this, 
welcher is often used colloquially (176.2), as was for etwas. 

190. Sed, jeglich, jedwed, * each, every.’— Only the first of these 
is in familiar use. All are declined like dies ; or, the first two as 
adjectives of the “mixed” declension (124.2) when preceded by 
ein, the only limiting word which can stand before them. They 
are used either adjectively or substantively. 

The original themes are jeder and jediweder, and their er has not until 
modern times been treated as ending of declension only. For Sedermann, 
see above, 187. 

191. Mandy, “many ’—In the singular, mand) means ‘many 
a;’ in the plural, ‘many.’ It is usually declined like dies (165), 
but, before an adjective, may be left uninflected: thus, mand) 
bunte Blumen, ‘many variegated flowers ;’ mand) gitlden Gewand, 
‘many a golden garment.’ It is also used substantively. 

192. Biel, ‘much,’ wenig, “little’—1. After another limiting 
word, viel and wenig are declined as any other adjectives would 
be in the same situation—except in ein wenig, ‘a little. If they 
precede the noun which they qualify (or another adjective qualify- 
ing it), they are sometimes declined and sometimes left unvaried 
—and the former more when the meaning is distributive, the lat- 
ter more when collective: thus, viel Wein, ‘a great quantity of 
wine,’ but vicler Wein, ‘wine of many kinds ;’ viel leicht befchtwingte 
Gäfte, ‘a number of light-winged guests,’ but viele andere Thierge- 
ftalten, ‘many other animal shapes (individual) ’—but this distinc- 
tion is by no means closely observed. Both words are used sub- 
stantively as well as adjectively, and may govern a partitive geni- 
tive: as, viele der Fußgänger, ‘many of the pedestrians.’ 

2. Mtehr, ‘more,’ and weniger, ‘less,’ comparatives of viel and 
wenig, are generally invariable. But mehr has a plural, mehre, or 
(irregularly, but much more commonly) mehrere, meaning ‘several, 
many. 

193. A, “all’—1. When it directly precedes the noun it 
qualifies, all is fully declined (like dies, 165): but before a pro- 
nominal word (adjeetively or substantively used) it may remain 
unvaried (with a tendency toward the same distinction of colleo- 
tive and distributive meaning that appears in viel: see 192.1). 

Thus, aller Wetteifer, ‘all _weal:’—alle deine Hohen Werke, ‘all thy lofty 
works ;' alle die Lage des Feftes, ‘all the days of the festival;’ von all dem 
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Glanze, ‘by all the splendor;’ bei all diefen Verhaltniffen, ‘in view of all these 
circumstances.’ 

2. In certain phrases, alle is used instead of all undeclined: thus, bei alle 
dem, ‘in spite of all that.’ 

3. The neuter singnlar alles (like the corresponding case of other pro- 
nomin:l words; as jeded, R. 170.11), is employed in an indefinite way of 
persons, meaning ‘every one:’ thus, alles nähert fid) einander, ‘all draw 
near Lo one another.’ 

4. The plural of all is sometimes used distributively: as alle Wochen, 
‘every week.’ 

194. Wnbder, ‘other,’ is a pronominal word, but not distin- 
guished in its uses from an ordinary adjective. 

For nod) ein in place of ander, see 198.8¢; for ander as ordinal, 203.1a. 

195. (in, ‘one, an, a,’ fein, ‘not one, none, no.’—1. The 
numeral ein, ‘one,’ is also used as indefinite pronoun (see 198.2), 
and as article (63). 

2. Kein is the negative of cin, and is everywhere declined as 
the latter would be in the same situation. Like Niemand (186) 
and nichts (188), it often requires to be taken apart in translating 
into ein and nicht, ‘not.’ 

NUMERALS. 

196. Although the numerals do not form in the proper sense 
a separate part of speech, their peculiarities of form and use are 
such that they require to be treated as a class by themselves. 

197. 1. The fandamental words denoting number, the 
CARDINAL numerals, are as follows: 

1, ein 11. elf 21. ein md zwanzig 
2. zwei 12. zwölf 22. zwei und zwanzig 
3. drei 13, dreizehn 30. dreißig 
4. bier 14, vierzehn 40. vierzig 
5. fünf 15. fünfzehn 50. fünfzig 
6. fechs 16. fechzehn 60. fechzig 

7. fieben 17. ftebzehn 70. fiebzig 
8. acht 18. achtzehn 80. adhtzig 
9. nem 19. neunzehn 90. neunzig 

10. zehn 20. zwanzig 100. Hundert 
1000. taufend 1,000,000. Million 
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2. An older form of eff, 11, now nearly out of use, is cilf. For 
fünfzehn, 15, and fünfzig, 50, the less regularly derived forms 
fünfzehn and funfzig are also in good and approved use. Gieben- 
zehn, 17, and fiebenzig, 70, instead of the contracted fiehzehn and 
fießzig, are not infrequent. Gedzehn, 16, and jehzig, 60, are 
abbreviated, for ease of pronunciation, from fedjszchn and fechszig, 
which may likewise be employed. 

3. The odd numbers, between twenty and a hundred, are formed 
always by prefixing the name of the unit to that of the ten, with 
und, ‘and,’ interposed: thus, drei und zwanzig, ‘three and twenty’ 
(not swanzig-dvet, ‘ twenty-three’), With the higher numbers, the 
odd numbers follow, as in English: thus, Hundert und fieben, 107 ; 
taufend umd drei und vierzig, 1043; and the und, ‘and,’ may be 
dropped, especially when more than two numbers are put to- 
gether: as, ein taufend acht Hundert neun und fechzig, or achtzehn 
hundert neum und fechgig, 1869. 

4. The higher numbers, hundert, taufend, million, are multiplied 
by prefixed numbers, as in English: thus, fech8 hundert, 600 ; drei 
und achtzig taufend, 83,000. The German says eine Million, ‘a 
million,’ as we do; but simply humdert, *@ hundred,’ taufend, ‘a 
thousand:’ cin hundert, cin taufend, mean ‘one hundred,’ ‘one » 
thousand.’ 

198. Ein is the only cardinal number that is fully inflected. 

1. If used adjectively, or qualifying a noun expressed, it is 
(unless preceded by another qualifying word: see 8) declined 
when numeral in the same manner as when indefinite article (63). 

Thus, ein Dann, ‘one man’ or ‘a man;’ ein Sind, ‘one child’ or ‘a 
child. 

2. When used absolutely, or pronominally, standing for a noun 
understood, it is declined like dies (165), or an adjective of the 
first declension (but eines is usually contracted to cing in the nom. 
and ace. neuter). 

Thus, um ein Glted, und dann um noch eins linger, ‘longer by one joint, 
and then by one more;’ einer vow euch, ‘one of you;? einer der anf ein 
Ybenteucr ausgeht, ‘one who goes out upon an adventure;’ von fid) zır 
jagen, was einem lieb ift, ‘to drive away from one’s self what is dear to 
cael? 

3. When preceded by another limiting word (usually the de- 
finite article), it is declined as any adjective would be aftcr the 
same word. 
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_Thus, der eine fprad), ‘the one spoke;” mit diefer einen Srrung, ‘with 
this one error;’ auf jeinem einen Beine, ‘on his one leg.’ 

a Der eine is often employed where we should say ‘one’ simply: occa- 
sionally it forms a plural, die einen, ‘the ones, some.’ 

b. In numeration, the pronominal neuter, eins, is used: thus, eins, zmei, 
drei, ‘one, two, three;’ einmal eins tft eins, ‘once one is one.’ 

_ 6 Noch ein, ‘one more,’ is employed instead of ein ander, ‘another,’ where 
simple addition, not difference, is signified: thus, nimm uod) cin Goldjtiic, 
‘take another gold piece’ (i.e. in addition to the one you have); but nimm 
ein anderes, ‘take another’ (i, e. in place of the one you have). 

d, In the compound numbers, ein und zwanzig, 21, ete., ein is invariable: 
also, usually, in et und derjelbe, ein Paar, eut wenig, ete. 

e. In order to distinguish to the eye ein used as pronoun or numeral 
from the same word as article, some write it with a capital, Gin ; others, 
with the letters spaced, ein (the ordinary German equivalent of our italics) ; 
others, with an accent upon the e, ei: others leave the difference of value 
to be pointed out by the connection. 

199. Zwei, 2, and drei, 3, are generally unvaried, but have 
gen. and dat. plural forms—sweier, zweien ; dreier, dretien— which 
may be used where the case would otherwise be doubtful. 

a. For jet, the old masculine zween (twuin) and feminine 3wo are an- 
tiquated, but still occasionally met with: thus, waren mit mir zween Genoffen, 
‘were with me two comrades;’ 310 Schwalben fangen um die Wette, ‘two 
swallows were singing in emulation.’ 3 

db. Beide, ‘both,’ is often used where we say two: thus, meine beiden 
Brüder, ‘my two brothers.’ 

200. 1. From the other units and tens, only a dative in em is occasion- 
ally formed, when the words are used substantively; or, yet more rarely, 
from all the units, a nom. and acc. in c (a relic of a former fuller declension) 
—namely, in certain special uses, as alle Biere, ‘all fours;’ or in poetry, to 
make an additional syllable; or in colloquial and low style. 

2. Hundert, 100, and taufend, 1000, are frequently construed 
and declined as (neuter) collective substantives. Million (fem.) is 
regularly and usually so treated. 

3. As names of the figures designating them, the numerals are treated 
as feminine nouns (Zahl, f. ‘number,’ being understood), and take the plural 
ending en, and sometimes e in the singular: ein forms die Eins, die 
Einfen. 

201. 1. The cardinal numerals are used in general witb equal 
freedom as substantives and as adjectives : thus, ein Sind, ‘a child,’ 

eins der Kinder, ‘one of the children ;’ vier oder fünf folder Mäd- 
chen, ‘ four or five of such girls’ (R. 161.18) ; wir drei Freunde. ‘we 

three friends;’ unjer drei, “three of us,’ etc. 
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2. For the use of a singular instead of a plural noun of measure after 
numerals, see 211.2. 

202. From the cardinals come, by derivation or composition, 
all the other classes of numerals, the most important of which 
are explained below. 

203. Ordinals. 1. The ordinals are a series of ad- 
jective derivatives, formed from the cardinals by the suf 
fixes t and ft: from the numbers 2-19, by adding t; from 
the higher numbers by adding ft. 

Thus, zweit, ‘second,’ neunt, ‘ninth,’ fechzehnt, ‘sixteenth,’ gwanzigf, 
‘twentieth,’ Hundertft, ‘hundredth,’ taufendft, ‘ thousandth.’ 

a, But the ordinal of ein is crft, ‘first;’ drei forms irregularly 
dritt; and acht, acht (instead of adjtt): ander, ‘other,’ is some- 
times used instead of zweit, ‘second,’ 

b. Compound numbers add, as in English, the ordinal ending 
only to their last member: thus, dev zwei und zwanzigfte, 22d, der 
Hundert und erfte, LO1st, im achtzehn hundert neun und fechzigften 
Sabre, “in the 1869th year.’ 

2. The ordinals are never used predicatively or adverbi- 
ally, and consequently never appear (except in composition) 
in their simple thematic form. They are declined in all 
respects like other adjectives. 

Exercıse XIII. 

Cardinal and Ordinal Numerals. 

The numerals to be read out of figures into words. 

1. Wir find 3 Brüder, Söhne eines Vaters; der Lfte ift 20 Jahre 
alt; der 2te ift älter um 4 Jahre und 7 Monate; der 3te ift geboren 
im Jahre 1835, und ift alfo im 34ften Jahr feines Alters. 2. In 
meiner Bibliothef find 35 Bücherbretter in 5 Keihen; das 4te Brett 
in jeder Reihe hält fpanifdje Bücher, und das Tte hält deutsche; auf 
allen zufanmen find 678 Werke, in 1317 Bänden. 3. Was gefchah 
im Jahr 1492? und was, 284 Yahre fpäter, im Jahre 1776? A. 
Der Jannar hat 31 Tage; der Februar, 28 oder 29. 5. Die Sanct 
Petri Kicche zu Non hat 602 Fuß Länge, und 445 Fuß Breite; und 
das Krenz auf dem Dome fteht 430 Fuß über dem Pflafter : fie wurde 
geweiht im 1626ften Jahre nad) Chrifti Geburt, 
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204, Multiplicatives. These are formed by compounding 
the cardinals with the words fad or fültig : thus, einfach or cinfäl 
tig, ‘simple;’ zweifach or zweifältig, “double ;’ zehnfad, or zehnfül- 
tig, ‘ten-fold.’ They are adjectives, and are treated in all respects 
like other adjectives, ‚ 

205. Variatives. These add erlei to the cardinals: thus, 
einerlei, ‘of one sort,’ dreierlet, ‘of three sorts;’ viclerfci, ‘of 
many sorts.’ They are adjectives, but incapable of declension. 

206. Tteratives, These are adverbs, formed by compounding 
the numeral with mal (literally ‘mark ;’ hence ‘repetition, time’): 
thus, einmal, ‘once,’ zehnmal, ‘ten times,’ mandjmal, ‘many times, 
often.’ 

a. The word mat is often written apart from the numeral, sometimes with 
a capital, as an independent word. 

b. As the examples have shown, derivative words of these three classes 
are formed also from the indefinite numerals. 

207. Derivatives from the Ordinals. 
1. Dimidiatives are formed by adding halb, ‘half,’ to the ordinal 

as ending in te (or t), and denote a quantity half a unit less than 
the corresponding cardinal. Thus, viertehalb, ‘four less a half,’ or 
‘three and a half.’ They are construed as invariable adjectives. 

The implied meaning is, [‘the first, second, and third, complete; but] the 
fourth, [only] half.’ Instead of zweitehalb, 13, anderthalb, irregularly form- 
ed from ander, ‘other,’ in the sense of ‘second’ (203.14), is in use. 

‘2. Fractionals are originally compounds of the ordinals with 
Theil, ‘ part ;’ but are abbreviated by the contraction of the latter 
into tel, before which the final t of the ordinal is dropped: thus, 
drittel (dvitt-tel, dritt” Theil), ‘third ;’ viertel, ‘ quarter ;’ gwanzigz 
ftel, ‘twenticth part.’ 

Instead of zweitel, ‘second part,’ is used only halb, Hälfte, * half’ 

3. Ordinal Adverbs add the ending eng to the ordinal theme: 
thus, erftens, ‘firstly ;’ zwanzigjtens, ‘in the twentieth place.’ 

208. Other derivative numeral words it belongs rather to the 
dictionary than to the grammar to explain. 

USES OF THE FORMS OF DECLENSION. 

209. The following rules apply only to nouns and to words 
(pronouns, numerals, adjectives, infinitives: see 113) used as 
nouns; since the declension of all adjectives and words used ad- 

4 
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jectively (articles, pronominal adjectives, and participles) is de- 
termined by that of the nouns to which they belong, and with 
which they are made to agree in number, case, and gender. 

Numbers. 

210. The value and use of the numbers are, in general, the 
same in German as in English. 

211. 1. This does not exclude minor differences in regard to particular 
words, which the one language may, in general or in certain connections, 
use as singular and the other as plural: for example, Zange (sing.), ‘tongs’ 
(pl.); Blattern (pL), ‘small-pox’ (sing.); auf dem Yrnt (sing.), ‘in the 
arms;’ ©ie (lit. ‘they,’ pl.), ‘you’ (meaning one or more: see 153.4), etc, 

2. Masculine and neuter nouns used to express measurement, 
of extent, quantity, weight, or number, generally stand in the 
singular instead of the plural after numerals (whether cardinal or 
indefinite). 

Thus, fie haben fieben bis acht Fuß Länge, ‘they have seven or eight feet 
of length’; zehn Fa Bier, ‘ten casks of beer;’ mieviel Pfund Zuder, 
‘how many pounds of sugar?’ ein Hülfsheer von gehn taufend Mann, ‘an 
auxiliary army of 10,000 men;’ zwanzig Kopf Minder, ‘twenty head of 
cattle;’ drei Zoll breit, ‘three inches broad.’ j : 

But drei Elfen (£.) Tud), ‘three yards of cloth’; fünf Meilen (f) weit, 
‘five miles distant’;—and also taufend Schritte (m.) lang, ‘ 1000 paces long’ 
(R. 155.26). Respectiug the form of the noun expressing the thing mea- 
sured, see below, 216.5a. 

5. In the familiar expressions for the time of day, Uhr, ‘hour,’ is also 
unvaried after a numeral: thus, neun Uhr, ‘nine o’clock.’ 

CasEs. 

Nominative. ‘ 

212. The proper office of the nominative is to stand as the 
subject of the sentence: as, der Menjch denft, Gott Ienft, “man 

proposes, God disposes.’ 
Of course, also, a noun in apposition with a subject nominative is put 

in the nominative; since (111.2) an appositive noun always agrees in case 
with the noun it explains. 

213. With the verb fein, “to be,’ and a few others, of kindred 
meaning—such as werden, ‘become,’ bleiben, ‘continue,’ heißen, 
‘be called,’ fcheinen, ‘appear’—also, with the passive of verbs 
that govern a second accusative as factitive predicate (227.35), a 
noun may be used as predicate in the nominative. 

Thus, mein Bruder ift der Lehrer diejes Kuaben, ‘my brother is this 
boy's teacher ;’ der bleibt ein Narr fein Leben lang, ‘he remains a fuol his 
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whole life long; ? er wird ein Geizhals gejcholten, ‘he is called reproach 
fully a miser.’ 

a. With werden, however, the noun is often put in the dative, after the 
preposition zu: as, da werden Weiber zu Hyänen, ‘then women become 
hyenas (turn to hyenas).’ 

214. The nominative is used in address (as a “vocative”). 

Thus, holder Friede, füße Eintracht, weilet über diefer Stadt, ‘lovely 
Peace! sweet Concord! linger over this city.’ 

Genitive. 

215. The genitive in German, as in the other related languages, is 
primarily and especially the adjective or adnominal case, denoting by a form 
of the noun a variety of relations such as might be expressed by a deriva- 
tive adjective. As was remarked above (under 158.2), it is in part trace- 
ably of adjective origin. But its later uses arise also in part from its being 
merged with other primitive cases—particularly the ablative, the case re- 
presenting the from relation, of origin or removal—and assuming their 
office. To trace all these uses to their origin would require vastly too 
much of detailed historical discussion, and will not be attempted here. 

216. The Genitive with Nouns. 

1. The German genitive, like the English possessive, is especi- 
ally the case of a noun that is added to another noun in order to 

limit or define its meaning. 

2. It is used, accordingly, in all the senses in which we use the 
possessive case of a noun, or a pronominal possessive (my, your, 
his, etc.); also, in most of the senses belonging to a noun con- 
necied with another noun by the preposition of: thus, 

a. As genitive of proper possession or appurtenance: da8 Haus meines 
Baters, ‘the house of my father;’ des Mannes Kopf, ‘the man’s head.’ 

b. As genitive of origin or cause: in dc8 Sdjredens Wahn, ‘in the mad- 
ness of terror;’ der Trieb der Großmutl, ‘the impulse of magnanimity.’ 

c. As complement of relation (desiguating that toward which the rela- 
tion expressed by the governing noun is sustained): der Vater des Sohnes, 
‘the father of the son;’ des Vaters Sohn, ‘the father’s son;’ König diejes 
Reichs, ‘king of this realm.’ 

d. As partitive genitive (expressing a whole of which the governing 
noun is a part), in all its varieties: ber Echreclichfte der Schreden, ‘the most 
terrible of terrors ;’ cing der Fleinften Kinder, ‘one of the smallest children; ’ 
jedes diefer Bediirfniffe, ‘each of these needs; ’ allzuviel bes Spaßes, ‘ quite 
too much of the joke.’ ; 

e. As genitive of material, constitution, or equivalence: ein Dad) {dhat- 
tender Bırchen, ‘a roof of shady beeches ;’ der Zweige laubiges Gitter, ‘the 

leafy trellis-work of the branches; ’ eine Anzahl jchreiender Knaben, ‘a nunr 
ber of shouting boys;’ de8 Goldes Ströme, ‘streams of gold.’ 
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f. As genitive of characteristic: ein Mann hohen Rangs und großer Tz 
end, ‘a man of high rank and great virtue ;’ ein Hirtenftamm türfifcher Ab- 
unit, ‘a shepherd-race of Turkish descent.’ 

g. As subjective genitive (implying an action of which the thing desig- 
nated by the genitive is the subject): des Sturmes Saufen, ‘the roaring 
of the storm;’ der Magnete Haffen und Lieben, ‘the hating and loving (at- 
traction and repulsion) of magnets.’ 

h. As objective genitive (implying an action of which the thing desig. 
nated by the genitive is the object): dein Wunfc) de3 Guten, ‘thy desire of 
good; ’ Derhefteter der Welt und des Gejetses, ‘Improver of the World and 
of the Law.’ 

The relation of the genitive to its governing noun is so infinitely various, that neither 
the above classification nor any other is exhaustive or peremptory. 

3. In these relations, the genitive of a personal pronoun is 
rarely admitted; but for it is usually substituted a possessive pro- 
nominal adjective, qualifying the noun to be limited (158.2), 

Exceptions: certain cases of partitives, of genitives followed by a qualify. 
ing werd, and a few others: as, unfer einer, ‘one of us;’ ihrer beiden Ein= 
drüce, ‘the impressions of them both;’ ihrer Meifter werden, ‘to get the 
better of them.’ 

4. For the genitive, in all these uses, may be substituted a da- 
tive with the preposition von, ‘ of,’ as in English. 

The substitution is made, especially, when the expression would other- 
wise be ambiguous or unclear, from the want of a distinct ending to the 
genitive, or of a limiting word showing its character: thus, die Einwohner 
von Paris, ‘the inhabitants of Paris;’ Water von fedjs Kindern, ‘father of 
six children ;’ but die Einwohner Gerling, “the inhabitants of Berlin;’ Baz 
ter dicfer fechs Kinder, ‘father of these six children’:—or, to avoid a suc- 
cession of several genitives: as, ber Sohn von dent Oheime Kaifer Ema- 
nuels, ‘the son of the uncle of Emperor Emanuel.’ But it is made also 
without special assignable reason—most often for the partitive genitive, 
and the genitive of material and of characteristic, more seldom for the pos- 
sessive and complement of relation, least often for the objective genitive. 

5. a. After nouns signifying measure, of extent, quantity, 
weight, or number, the noun designating the substance measured, 
if not preceded by an adjective, is usually put neither in the geni- 
tive (partitive genitive), nor in the dative with von, ‘of, but 
is treated as indeclinable, 

Thus, ein Glas Wein, ‘a glass of wine’ (i. e, wine, to the extent of one 
glass); zivet Pfund Thee, ‘two pounds of tea;’ drei Elfen Tuch, ‘three 
yards of cloth;’ einige Buc) Papter, ‘a few quires of paper;’ große Blät- 
ter Raufchgold, ‘great sheets of gold-tinsel;’—but, ein Gla8 diejes Weins, 
or von dicjem Weine, ‘a glass of this wine; ’ zwei Pfund guten Thees, ‘two 
pounds of good tea.’ 

Exceptions are occasionally met with: thus, den beften Becher Weins, 
pe al eens of wine’ (R. 62,2); 300 Zentner Goldes, ‘300 cwt. of gold 
(R. 189.18). 
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b. By abbreviation, the name of the month is left unvaried after 
a nuineral designating the day: thus, den neunten Qtai, ‘the ninth 
of May.’ 

6. The genitive, in any of its senses, may be placed either be- 
fore or after the noun which it limits (as is shown by the exam- 
‘ples given). But its position before the noun, especially if limited 
.by any other word than an article, belongs rather to a higher or 
poetic style; in plain colloquial prose, the genitive ordinarily fol- 
lows the noun that governs it. An objective genitive most rarely 
precedes; and never, if another genitive be dependent on the 
same noun: thus, de8 Königs Wahl eines Minifterg, ‘the king’s 
choice of a minister.’ iR 

= 
217. The Genitive with Adjectives. Vis 
About thirty adjectives (with their corresponding negatives) arc 

followed by a genitive, denoting that in respect of which the ac- 

tion or quality they express is exerted. 
Thus, de8 Singens müde, ‘weary of singing;’ wiirdiger de8 Rings, 

‘more worthy of the ring;’ eines Sultans unwürdig, ‘unworthy of a Sul- 
tan; fiiRer Erinnerung voll, ‘full of sweet memories.’ 

These adjectives are mostly such as are followed by of in English, al- 

though some admit a different construction. Among the commonest of them 

(besides those already instanced) are bewußt, ‘conscious,’ fähig, ‘ capable,’ 

gewiß, ‘sure,’ fdjuldig, ‘guilty,’ fatt, ‘sated,’ iiberdviiffig, ‘tired.’ Some of 
them also are construed with prepositions, and a few (229) even govern an 

accusative, when used with the verbs fein and werden, 
a 

218. The Genitive with Prepositions. 
About twenty prepositions govern the genitive. 
Thus, wegen feiner Sünde, ‘on account of his sin;’ während meiner tol 

len Sagd, ‘during my mad chase;’ ungeachtet diefer Erklärung, ‘ notwith- 
standing this explanation;’ ftatt duftiger Gärten, ‘instead of fragrant 
gardens.’ 

The prepositions governing the genitive are mostly of recent derivation 
from nouns and adjectives. For a list of them, see below, under Preposi- 
tions (373). 

219. The Genitive as Object of Verbs. 

1. A genitive immediately dependent upon a verb has generally 

the office of a remoter impersonal object, further qualifying the 

action of the verb upon its nearer personal object. 

2. About twenty-five transitive verbs, govern a genitive in addi 

ticn to their direct object, the accusative. 
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These are verbs of removing, depriving, accusing, convicting, 
admonishing, assuring, and the like, and one or two others (wir: 
digen, ‘esteem worthy,’ vertröften, “ console’). 

Thus, er flagt den Diener des Diebftahls an, ‘he accuses the servant of 
theft;’ ev hat ung einer großen Furcht entledigt, ‘he has rid us of a great 
fear;’ ev beraubt den Unglüclichen der Hoffnung, ‘he robs the wretched of 
hope.’ 

3. About forty reflexive verbs admit a genitive in addition to 
their reflexive object. 

Thege verbs are of too various meaning to admit of classification. Some 
of them may be rendered in English either by a construction resembling 
the German, or as simple transitive verbs taking a genitive as direct 
object: thus, freute did) deiner Jugend, ‘rejoice thyself of (enjoy) thy youth;’ 
er entfinnt fic) jedes Wortes, ‘he bethinks himself of (recollects) every 
word; ’ fid) gefährlicher Waffen bedienen, ‘to serve one’s self with (employ) 
dangerous weapons; '—others, only in the latter method: thus, mit Gijer 
hab’ ich mich der Studien befliffen, ‘zealously have I pursued my studies; ' 
deiner heiligen Zeichen, o Wahrheit, hat der Betrug fic) angemaßt, ‘thy holy 
signs, oh Truth! has deceit usurped.’ 

4. A few impersonal verbs take a genitive of the object, with 
an accusative of the subject, of the feeling they represent. 

They are erbarmen, ‘pity,’ gelüften, ‘long,’ jammern, ‘grieve,’ reuen or 
gereuen, ‘rue:’ thus, mid) erbarmt feines Elends, ‘I pity his misery.’ 

5. About thirty verbs may take a genitive only, after the man- 
ner of a direct object. 

Thus, er achtete nicht dev warmen Sonne, ‘he heeded not the warm sun;’ 
e8 bedarf der Annahme nicht, ‘it needs not the assumption;’ andrer Frevel 
nicht zu gedenken, ‘not to mention other atrocities;? Laß mich der neuen Freis 
heit genießen, ‘let me enjoy the new freedom; ’ jedes Leiden vergeffend, ‘for- 
getting every trial; ' ihr |pottet mein, ‘ye mock me;’ wo id) deiner warte, 
‘where I wait for thee.’ 

6. Many of the verbs in these various classes may take instead of the 
genitive an accusative, or else a noun governed by a preposition: for ex- 
ample, all the impersonals, and all but two (ermangeln and gefchweigen) of 
the last class. The construction with the genitive is an older one, which 
has for some time been going gradually out of use: thus, diefe Freiheit, die 
ich jetst genieße, ‘this liberty which I now enjoy ;’ denen, auf die die ewige 

reiheit wartet, ‘to those for whom eternal freedom is waiting; ' er freut 
id) über fein Glüd, ‘he rejoices at his good fortune.’ 

220. Other uses of the Genitive. 

1. The genitive of a noun is often used in an adverbial sense: 
especially (with or without a limiting adjective) to denote time; 
also (with adjective) not infrequently manner, more rarely place. 

Thus, eines Tages im Lenje, “one day in spring;" des Winters find wır 
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wie vergraben in dem Schnee, ‘in the winter we are, as it were, buried up in 
the snow:’ die Wolfen, die Morgens und Abends über ihn hin fegelten, ‘the 
clouds which sailed along over him of a morning and evening;? er jchlürft 
langen Haljes, ‘he sips with outstretched neck: ’ hörft du’s flingen mädjti- 
gen Mufes, ‘dost thou hear it ring with mighty sound?’ ich ermahnte ihn 
alles Ernftes, ‘I admonished him in all seriousness;’ fachte [cpleich’ ich meiner 
Wege, ‘I softly steal off on my way.’ 

A large number of adverbs are, by origin, genitives of nouns or adjectives, or of a 
noun and a limiting word which have grown together by familiar use: see 363-5. 

_ 2. A genitive is sometimes used with a verb (especially fein and werden) 
in the sense of a predicative adjective: thus, fie waren munter und guter 
Dinge, ‘they were merry and of good cheer;’ die waren oft nicht fo groß, 
oder gleichen Alters mit ihm, ‘they were often not so big, or of equal age 
with him; ’ alle werden auf einmal eines Sinnes, “all become suddenly of 
one mind; ’ id) bin Willens, ‘I am of a mind.’ 

The genitive in this construction is allied with the genitive of charac- 
teristic (216.2/). 

3. By a construction formerly not rare, but now nearly obsolete, a parti- 
tive genitive is used with verbs: thus, er trank des Baches, ‘he drank of 
the brook;’ fie brachte des Haren herrlichen Weines, ‘she brought of the 
clear excellent wine.’ 

4. Yet more unusual are cases of the occurrence of a possessive geni- 
tive and of a genitive of origin with verbs: thus, thue was deines Amtes ift, 
‘do what belongs to (is of) thy office ;’ Hungers fterben, ‘to die of hunger.’ 

5. A genitive is sometimes used with an interjection, to signify the thing 
which is the occasion of the exclamation: thus, ad) des Unglüds, ‘alas for 
the mishap’ (see 392). 

Dative. 

221. 1. The dative is originally and properly the case of the indirect 
personal object, designating the person or persons with reference to whom, 
or as affecting whom, anything is or is done—a relation ordinarily expressed 
in English by the preposition to or for. In this sense, the dative in Ges 

man is usually the adjunct of a verb, much less often of an adjective, very 

rarely of a noun. 

2. The dative has also inherited the offices of primitive cases, now lost ; 
especially of the instrumental, expressing the with or by relation, and the 

locative, expressing tbe in relation. In these senses, it is ordinarily gov 

erned by prepositions. 

929. The Dative with Verbs. 

The dative, in German, is most often the indirect personal ob- 

ject of a verb. 

u. It is thus doubly contrasted in office with the genitive: the latter 

usually limits a noun; and, as indirect object. it is prevailingly impersonal: 

thus, ic) verfichere ihn einer Sache, ‘I assure him of a matter,’ but ich vers 

fichere Ann eine Sache, ‘I assure (vouch for) a matter to him; ’ id) beraube 
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ihn feines Geldes, ‘I rob him of his money,’ but ic) raube ihm fein Geld, ‘1 
steal from him his money.’ 

b. The connection of the dative with the action of the verb is of every 
degree of closeness, from constituting its essential or necessary complement 
to indicating a mere incidental interest in its action: thus, ev bot mir die 
Hand, ‘he offered me his hand;’ ich legte es tym auf den Zijc), “I laid it on 
the table for him.’ 

I. 1. A large number of transitive verbs take, along with the 

accusative, a dative as more or less necessary complement of their 
action. Such are 

a. Many simple verbs, especially such as denote a bringing near or re- 

moving, a giving or taking, imparting, commanding, permitting or refusing, 

and the like. 

Thus, er brachte den Jing der Alten, ‘he brought the ring to the old 
woman ;’ ic) jchreibe meinem Vater einen Brief, ‘I write my father a letter;’ 
man erlaubt alles einem Freunde, ‘one permits a friend anything,’ 

5, Many verbs compounded with inseparable or separable prefixes, espe- 

cially ent, er, ver, and an, auf, ab, bei, nach, vor, zu. 

Thus, er vermadht den Ning dem Tichften feiner Söhne, ‘he makes over 
the ring to the dearest of his sons;’ er wollte ihm die Strone anfjeßen, ‘he 
wished to set the crown on his head;’ fie mußte ihm die Sungfrau zufagen, 
‘she had to promise him the girl.’ 

c. A few verbs that require a retlexive object in the dative, forming a 
class of improper reflexives (290): thus, id) habe mir Beifall verdient, *L 
have earned myself applause.’ 

d. A few verbs compounded with adjectives, or verbal phrases akin with 
such: e. g., wahrfagen, ‘prophesy ;’ fund machen, ‘make known.’ 

2. In the passive of these verbs, where the object-accusative becomes a 
subject-nominative, the dative remains as sole object: thus, der Ring wı.xde 
der Alten gebracht, ‘the ring was brought to the old woman;’ e8 wird mir 
fund gemacht, ‘it is made known to me.’ 

3. As the examples have shown, the English also often uses its 
objective without a preposition (when placed next the verb) in a 
dative sense. In other cases, it expresses the dative relation by 
prepositions, especially to. But, where the verb implies removal, 
the dative frequently answers to our objective with from. 

Thus, nimm meiner Jede jeden Stachel, ‘take from my words all sting; 
es ftahl mir das Yeben, ‘it stole my life from me;’ e8 deinem Mitleid zu ent 
ziehen, ‘to withdraw it from thy compassion.’ 

The same is true of the dative after intransitive verbs: see below. 

4, Wither the direct or the indirect object may often be omitted, and the 
verb used with the other alone: thus, einem cit Such vorlefen, ‘to read a 
book aloud to some one;’ ein Buch vorfejen, ‘to read a book aloud; ’ einem 
vorlefen, ‘to read aloud to some one; also, simply vorlefen, ‘to read aloud, 
lecture. 
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II. 1. Many verbs take a dative as their sole object. 

These, as not admitting an accusative, are reckoned as intransitive; but 
many of them correspond io verbs which in English are looked upon as 
transitive. 

a. About thirty-five simple verbs, together with a few that have the in- 

separable prefixes be, ge, ev ; also, the contraries of several of them, formed 

with the prefix miß. 
Thus, {eid ihr ihnen nicht begegnet, ‘did you not meet them?’ folgt durch 

den Aether dem Strahl, ‘follows the beam of light through the ether ;’ wie’s 
ihnen gefällt, ‘as it pleases them;’ wenn e8 mir nicht miffiele, ‘if it did not 
displease me ;’ fan e8 dir nicht jdjaden, ‘can it not harm thee?’ helft mir, 
‘help me!’ den äumen und Zeiten gu trogen, ‘to defy space and time.’ 

b. A large number of verbs compounded with the inseparable prefix ent, 

and with the prepositions ab, au, auf, aus, bet, ein, entgegen, nad), unter, 
vor, wider, zu; deriving their power to take the dative object from the mo- 

dification of meaning given by the prefix. 

Thus, die Schwerter entfliegen der Scheide, ‘the swords leap from the 
scabbard;’ viele ftimmten diejer Anficht bei, ‘many acceded to this view;’ 
font einer ihm entgegen, ‘if one comes to meet him;’ um ähnficyen Cr- 
eigniffen vorzubengen, ‘in order to avoid such oceurrences;’ welder den 
Gefechten zujah, ‘who was looking on at the contests.’ 

The meauing added by the prefix is, as the examples show, to be very 
variously rendered in English. 

c. A number of verbs compounded with nouns, adverbs, and adjectives; 

also, of verbal phrases akin with such. 

Thus, dag fein Gejang jeinemn Kleide gleihfommen müffe, ‘that bis song 
must correspond with his attire;’ ev eilte feinem Water zu Hülfe, ‘he hast- 
ened to the help of his father;’ e8 thut mir leid, ‘it pains me;’ er madıt 
diefer Dame den Hof, ‘he is paying court to this lady;’ e8 ward ihm zur 
Theil, “it was granted him (fell to his share).’ 

d. Werden, ‘become,’ is sometimes used alone with a (possessive) dative 
m the sense of zu Theil werden: thus, dazu ward dem Weenfdjen dev Ver- 
ftand, ‘for that end was understanding given to man (became his).’ Quite 
rarely, such a possessive dative follows fein: as, es ift ihm, ‘it is his (be- 
longs to him).’ 

e. A few impersonal verbs, or verbs used impersonally, take a dative de- 
signating the subject of the feeling or condition they express: thus, e8 grant 
mir, ‘I am horrified;’ ihm {djwindelt, ‘he turns giddy.’ Some of these 
take also the accusative. 

f. Also fein, werden, and gehen or ergehen, with adverbial adjuncts, are 

frequently thus used impersonally with the dative (292.4): thus, ihm war 

bange, ‘he was in auxiety;’ mir wird fo wohl, ‘so pleasant a feeling is 

coming over me;’ wie ift mir denn, ‘how is it then with me?’ dem ift fo, 

‘the case is thus (it is thus with regard to that).’ 

2. Of the intransitive verbs governing the dative, a part—especially those 

that denote an action proceeding from a person—may form an impersonal 

passive governing the same case (see 279.2). 
4* 
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Thus, e8 ward mir hart begegnet, ‘I have been harshly dealt with (met); 
e8 wurde ihm geholfen, ‘he was helped.’ 

III. In a looser and less strictly dependent construction—as 
denoting the person (or thing) in behalf of whom, or as affecting 

whom, anything is or is done, the dative (‘ dative of interest”) is 
used so freely, and with so many verbs, that to attempt giving 
rules for its occurrence would be useless. Only one or two points 
call for special notice. 

a. A dative grammatically dependent on the verb takes the place of a 
possessive genitive qualifying a noun in the sentence: thus, der Amme um 
den Hals fallend, ‘falling upon her nurse’s neck;’ leget den Veiöllner der 
Diaid in den Schoof, ‘lay Micllner in the maid’s lap.’ 

d. This is especially common with the personal pronouns: thus, es blißt 
aus den Augen whut fühn, ‘a daring look beams from his eyes’ (see 161). 

c. The personal pronoun is sometimes thus used in a manner that is ex- 
pletive: thus, fich mir ob fie fonımen, ‘see (for me) whether they are com- 
ing’ (compare 156). 

IV. For the dative dependent upon a verb, in all its varieties (but not 

with all verbs: especially not with those which take the dative after the 

manner of a direct object, II.la), is sometimes substituted a case governed 

by a preposition (as zu, ‘to,’ für, ‘for,’ von, ‘from’). This substitution is 

notably more frequent with a noun than with a personal pronoun; a dative 

of the latter is often used where one of the former would make a harsh or 

forced construction. 

223. The Dative with Adjectives, 

1. The construction of the dative with adjectives is analogous 
with its construction with verbs. Some adjectives call for the 
case as their essential or natural defining complement; others ad- 
mit it in a looser relation, after the manner of a “ dative of in- 
terest” (above, 222.111.). 

2. Adjectives taking the dative as their more essential comple- 
ment are especially those that signify nearness or remoteness, 
likeness or unlikeness, suitableness, property, inclination, advantage 
or disadvantage, and the like. Usually, they require in English 
the preposition fo before a noun limiting them. 

Thus, wie nah fühl’ ich mich div, ‘how near I feel myself to thee!’ dem 
Aderbau fremd, ‘strangers to agriculture ;’ Wolfen gleich Gittigen, ‘clouds 
like wings;’ einen ihm eigenen Werth, ‘a value peculiar to it; " eine Seele, 
die der That nicht qewadhjen ift, ‘a soul that is not equal to the deed;’ ein 
mir unverhofftes Gliid, ‘a happiness unhoped for by me.’ 

3. Participles of verbs governing the dative admit a comple- 
ment in the same case, in analogy with the uses of the verbs trom 
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which they come, and according to their own character as active, 
passive, or neuter participles. 

4. Verbal derivatives in bar and lich, signifying possibility, take 
a dative of the person whom the possibility concerns: thus, mit 
begreiflich, ‘comprehensible to me;’ dem Menfdjen unbewohnbar, 
“uninhabitable by man.’ 

5. Almost any adjective qualified by 31, ‘too,’ or genug, ‘ suffi- 
ciently, enough,’ admits an adjunct in the dative: thus, dag Kleid 
ijt mir zu fang, ihm aber nicht Lang genug, ‘the garment is too long 
for me, but not long enough for him.’ 

6. Many adjectives admit a dative adjunct more readily, or only, when 
used with a verb, either predicatively, or forming a more or less closely 
compounded verbal phrase: thus, dag ift mir recht, ‘that suits me (seems 
to me right); ’ das wird dem Knaben fchwer, ‘that grows hard for the boy.’ 

For such phrases, with transitive, intransitive, and impersonal verbs, seo 
above, 222.1.1d, Il.1c,f. 

7. For the dative with an adjective, also, is often used a case governed 
by a preposition (especially von, ‘from,’ für, ‘for’). 

224. The Dative with Prepositions, 

1. About twenty prepositions govern the dative. 

For the list of them, see under Prepositions (374). 

2. Nine prepositions govern the dative when the relation ex- 
pressed is that of situation or locality; but the accusative, when 
motion or tendency toward anything is implied. 

These are an, auf, hinter, in, neben, über, unter, vor, 3wifcen (see 
376) 

925. The Dative in other constructions. 

1. The use of the dative as a virtual possessive genitive, grammatically 
dependent on a verb, but logically qualifying a noun, has been explained 
above (222.III.a,b). Rarely, the dative is found having the same value 
with a noun alone: as, dem Qiejen zur Luft, ‘for the giant’s pleasure (for 
a pleasure to the giant);’ er gab, ihm zu Ehren, mance Felte, ‘he gave 
many festivals in his honor.’ Yet more rarely, it occurs with a noun in 
other relations usually expressed by a genitive, or with the aid of a prepo- 
sition: as, ein Ptufter Bürgern und Bauern, ‘a model for citizens and pea- 
sants;’ Gewifheit einem neuen Bunde, ‘assurance of a new covenant.’ 

2. The dative sometimes follows a noun in exclamatory phrases (as if 

the imperative of fein, ‘to be,’ were understood): thus, dem Buben und dem 
Knecht die Acht, ‘outlawry to the villain and flunkey!’ Freude dem Sterb- 
Yichen, ‘joy to the mortal!’ Some words habitually employed as exclamations 
are also followed by a dative signifying the person toward whom the feel- 
ing expressed by the exclamation is directed: such are wohl, Heil, Web, 
and the like (see 392). : RR 
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Accusative. 

226. The relations of the accusative are more simple than thoge of the 
other oblique cases. Its proper office is to stand as direct object of a 
verbal action; and also, in that relation, most nearly akin with the former, 
which we ordinarily express by to: but this it has in German only in part. 
The German uses it also as the case absolute. 

22T. The Accusative with Verbs. 

1. The accusative is especially the case belonging to the direct 
object of a transitive verb: as, ich fehe den Maun; er trägt einen 
Hut, ‘I see the man; he wears a hat.’ 

a. And a transitive verb, on the other hand, is one that takes a direct 
object in the accusative. The classification of verbs as transitive and in- 
transitive is in part formal rather than logical, and 

b. Some verbs which in English are regarded as transitive take in Ger- 
man the genitive (219.5) or the dative (222. II.1), and therefore belong to 
the class of intransitives. Again, some verbs which to us are intransitive 
are in German, uniformly or occasionally, transitive: as, ihr habt mich {pres 
djen wollen, ‘you have desired to speak to me.’ 

2. The accusative is also sometimes used as the object of a verb 
properly intransitive, 

a. Some verbs may be followed by an accusative of meaning 
akin with their own, or signifying a substantive idea which they 
themselves virtually involve (“cognate accusative”). 

Thus, wir fterben hier den Tod der Freien, ‘we die here the death of the 
free; ? betet einen fronmen Sprud), ‘pray a pious phrase;’ fie faplift den 
legten Schlaf, ‘she sleeps the last sleep.’ 

b. By a pregnant construction, an intransitive may be followed 
by an accusative of that which is effected or made to appear by 
the action it designates: thus, tint die Glode Grabgefang, ‘ the 
bell tolls a funeral hymn ;’ was grinfeft du mir her, ‘ what grinnest 
thou at me (what does thy grinning signify) ?’—or by an accusa- 
tive and an adjective or other equivalent expression as factitive 
predicate, signifying the condition into which that which is desig- 
uated by the accusative is brought by the action described by the 
verb: thus, fic) halb todt lachen, ‘to laugh one’s self half dead ; 
ich träum’ als Kind mich suviicfe, ‘I dream myself back into child- 
hood (as child) ;’ du wirft die Wächter ans dem Schlafe fchreien, 
‘thou wilt scream the guards out of sleep.’ 

c. Some impersonal verbs, denoting a personal condition or 
state of feeling, take an accusative signifying the person affected: 
thus, e8 lüftet feinen, euer Mann zu werden, ‘no one desires to be 
come your husband ;’ mich Hungert, ‘I am hungry.’ See 294. 
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With these are included also dinfen, däuchten, ‘seem’ (the only verbs 
in which a like construction still appears in English): thus, mid) dünft, 
‘me thinks;’ mid) däuchte, ‘me thought.” These (and some of the others 
also) admit a dative instead of an accusative object (222.11.1e). 

d. For the accusative after fein or werden with certain adjectives, see 
below (229). 

3. A few transitive verbs govern two accusatives: these are 

a. Fragen, ‘ask,’ (ehren, ‘teach,’ and (rarely) bitten, ‘beg,’ which add 
to their personal object another denoting the thing to which their action 
relates: thus, er fragte mich manches, ‘he asked me many a thing;’ id) Lehre 
ihn die Miufif, ‘I teach him music;’ ich bitte dich nur dies, ‘I beg of thee 
only this’ (R.150.2). 

b. Heißen and nennen, ‘call, name,’ {chimpfen and fchelten, ‘call by way of 
reproach,’ and taufen, ‘christen,’ which add to their personal object a second 
accusative as factitive predicate, denoting the name or title given: thus, ich 
will alles eine Schidung nennen, ‘I will call the whole a work of destiny ;’ 
er {himpjte feinen Gegner einen Narren, ‘he reviled his adversary as a fool.’ 

c. A noun in the accusative as factitive predicate now and then appears 
with other verbs—as, fo glaube jeder feinen Ying den echten, ‘then let each 
believe his own ring the genuine one:’ but this construction is generally 
avoided by the use of a different expression: as, man macht or wählt ii 
zum König, ‘they make, or choose, him king (for king)’; td) halte thu fiir 
meinen Freund, ‘I deem him my friend;’ id) feine ihn als einen Sherman, 
‘IT know him a man of honor.’ 

228. The Accusative with Prepositions. 
1. Eight prepositions always govern the accusative. 
They are big, durch), für, gegen or gen, ohne, fonder, um, wider (see 375), 

2. Nine prepositions are followed by the accusative when they 
indicate motion or tendency toward; otherwise, by the dative. 

They are an, auf, hinter, in, neben, über, unter, vor, zwijden (see 376). 

229. The Accusative with Adjectives. 
A few adjectives, when used predicatively with fein or werden (especially 

the latter), may take an object in the accusative. 

They-are anfidjtiq, bewußt, qewahr, gewobhnt, fog, miide, fatt, tiberdvitffig, 

zufrieden : thus, die Geifter werd’ id) mun nicht (08, “I cannot now get rid of 
the spirits;’ ich wär’ e8 zufrieden, “I should be content with it;’ wenn wir 
nicht jein Eingreifen gewahr wiirden, “if we did not feel its taking hold | 

This anomalous construction is of quite modern origin. The governing 

force belongs to the combination of adjective and verb (compare 223.6). 

830. The Accusative in absolute construction. 

1. The accusative is used absolutely (that is, as adverbial adjunct 

of a verb or adjective, but not properly governed by them) to 

express measure—whether of duration of time, of extent of space, 

of weight, of value, or of number. 
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Thus, er hordjte einen Augenblid‘, ‘he listened for a moment’; an die ich 
viele Sabre nicht gedacht, ‘of which I have not thought for many years; ' 
man hatte fie nur wenige Tage vorher gejehen, ‘they had been seen only a 
few days before;’ zwanzig Save her, ‘twenty years since;* als fie cine 
ute Strede fortgegangen waren, ‘when they had gone on a good piece ;’ eme 

fatbe Stunde'vor dem Schloß, ‘half a league outside the castle;’ act Vior- 
gen tief, ‘eight furlongs deep;’ e8 wiegt ein Pfund, ‘it weighs a pound;' 
das foftet zwei Thaler, ‘that costs two dollars;’ ein Heer 300,000 Dann 
ftavE, ‘an army 300,000 men strong.’ 

a. To an accusative expressing duration of time is often added the 
adverb lang, ‘long:’ as, cr lag fieben Sabre lang, ‘he lay for seven years;’ 
den ganzen Tag lang, ‘the whole day long: ’—less often other adverbs: as, 
das ganze Jahr durd), ‘the whole year through; ’ dieje Zeit über, ‘all this 
time. 

b. By a similar construction, an adverb of direction or motion is very 
frequently added to an accusative of space, in such way as almost to have 
the value of a preposition governing it: thus, die Treppen herunter, ‘down 
the stairs;’ den Berg hinan, ‘up the mountain; ’ den Weg am Bach hinauf, 
‘up the path by the brook;’ den ganzen Corjo hin und wieder, ‘through the 
whole Corso and back.’ 

2. The accusative is also used to express the time of occurrence 
(“time when”). 

Thus, das gefchah jedes Qahr, ‘that happened every year;’ den Abend 
beim Tange, ‘that evening, at the dance;’ er fieht die Welt kaum einen Feier: 
tag, ‘he sees the world only on a holiday.’ 

This use of the accusative borders on that of the adverbial genitive 
(220.1), and the two are to some extent interchangeable: but the accusative 
has the more definite meaning, and cannot be used without a defining ad- 
junct: thus, Abende, des Abends, ‘of an evening, in the evening’ (now and 
then, or habitually); but dicjen Abend, ‘this evening,’ leiten Abend, ‘last 
evening,’ and so on. 

3. a. A noun in the accusative is sometimes used absolutely, 

with an adjunct (prepositional or adjective), to express an accom- 
panying or characterizing circumstance—as if governed by with 
or having understood. 

Thus, die Mütter evfchienen, den Säugling im Arme, ‘the mothers 
appeared, (with) their infants in their arms; ’ andere fliehen, wilde Angit im 
funfelnden Auge, ‘others Ay, wild terror in their flashing eyes.’ 

b. This is especially usual with a participle as adjunct of the noun: thus, 
winkt ung, die Factel umgewandt, ‘beckons to us, with torch inverted;’ 
man gewöhnt es, den Kopf gegen den Corfo gerichtet, ftill gu ftehen, ‘it is 
trained to stand still, having th? head directed toward the Corso; ’ fethjt 
strante nicht ausgenommen, ‘even the sick not excepted.’ 

#6 & a with this is the so-called imperative use of the participle (see 
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CONJUGATION. 

231. Conjugation is variation for mood, tense, number, 
and person. j 

Only verbs are conjugated: hence, the subject of con- 
jugation is coincident with that of verbal inflection. 

VERBS. 

232. The essential characteristic of a verb is that it predi- 
cates or asserts something of a subject: that is to say, it ascribes 
some action, or state, or quality, to some being or thing expressed 
by a noun or pronoun. 

This predication or ascription is not always direct and positive; it may 
be contingent, inquiring, or optative: compare 427. 

233. Verbs are variously classified. 

1. They are divided into TRANSITIVE and INTRANSITIVE, accord- 
ing to the nature of the relation they sustain to a noun represent- 
ing the object of their action: a verb that admits an object in the 
accusative is called transitive; otherwise, intransitive. 

Thus, transitive verbs, id) lobe ifn, ‘I praise him; ’ er fchlägt mid), ‘he 
strikes me: '—intransitive, id) ftehe, er fällt, ‘I stand, he falls;’ er fchonet 
feines Feindes, ‘he spares his enemy ;’ ich dante Shnen, ‘I thank you.’ 

a. That the distinction of transitive and intransitive is in part formal 
rather than essential, has been pointed out above (227.1a,b): practically, 
however, it is one of importance. 

2. Under these classes are distinguished 
a. Rer.exive verbs, which take an object designating the same 

person or thing with their subject. 
b. Impersonay verbs, used only in the third person singular, 

and either with an indefinite subject or without an expressed 
subject. 

3. Transitive verbs, again, form by the help of an auxiliary 
verb a PASSIVE voice, denoting the suffering of an action, and 
taling as its subject what was the object of the simple verb: 
which latter, by contrast with the other, is said to be of the ac- 
TIVE VOICE. 

4, Nearly all verbs, moreover, admit of being compounded 
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with certain prefixes, of a prepositional character: with reference 
to such composition, therefore, they are distinguished as simpiz 
and compounn. . 

234. The general rules of conjugation apply alike to all verbs, 
of whatever class they may be. They will be first stated and 
illustrated in their application to simple personal verbs in the ac 
tive voice. 

SımrLE Forms OF THE VERB. 

235. The German verb has the same simple forms as 
the English, namely: 

1. Two tenses, the PRESENT, and the PRETERIT, or inde- 
finite past. 

The value and use of these tenses nearly correspond in the two 
languages. But the present is sometimes employed in place of 
our perfect, or our future; and the limits of the preterit and the 
perfect are also not precisely the same in both: see 324 etc. 

2. These tenses are formed each in two moods, the 
INDICATIVE and the sUBJUNCTIVE. 

The subjunctive is nearly extinct in English: the German sub- 
junctive is employed sometimes for our potential and conditional ; 
others of its uses have no correspondent in English: see 329 etc. 

The rendering of the subjunctive tenses in the paradigms, therefore, by 
‘may’ and ‘might’ is only conventional, and for the sake of uniformity ; 
such rendering gives but one of their various meanings. 

3. Each tense is declined in two numbers, with three 
persons in each number, as in English. 

4, Of an IMPERATIVE mood there are two persons, the 
second singular and the second plural. 

5. An rvFrinirive, or verbal noun. 
6. Two paARTIcIPLEs, or verbal adjectives, one present 

and active; the other past, and’prevailingly passive. 
The infinitive and participles are not proper verbal forms, since they 

contain no idea of predication. They present the verbal idea in the condi- 
tion of noun and of adjective respectively ; but, as regards their adjuncts, 
they share in the construction of their corresponding verbal forms: see 
348 and 357. 
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236. Examples: 

SIMPLE FORMS OF THE VERB. 89 

1. lieben, ‘love’ (root, lich). 

Iypicative, 

Pers, Singular. 

I ich liebe ‘I love’ 

2 du liebft ‘thou lovest’ 
3 ev fiebt ‘he loves’ 

Plural. 

I wir lieben ‘we love’ 
2 ihr liebt ‘ye love’ 

3 fie lieben ‘they love’ 

Singular. 

1 ich lichte ‘I loved’ 
2 bduliebteft ‘thou lovedst’ 
3 cr lichte ‘he loved’ 

Plural. 

1 wir lichten ‘we loved’ 
2 ihr liebtet ‘ye loved’ 
3 fie liebten ‘they loved’ 

Singular. 

liebe, liebe du D 

lieben 

Present. 

‘loving’ Tiebend 

Remarks. 

“love thou’ 

SUBJUNCTIVE. 

Present. 

Singular. 

‘I may love’ 

‘thou mayest love 

“he may love’ 

Plural. 

‘we may love’ 

‘ye may love’ 
‘they may love’ 

ich liche 

du Licbeft 
ev Liebe 

wir lichen 
ihr liebet 
fie lieben 

Preterit. 
Singular. 

ich liebte, -bete “I might love’ 
du liebteft, -beteft ‘thou mightest love 
er lichte, -bete ‘he might love’ 

Plural. 

wir lichten, =beten ‘we might love’ 

ihr fiebtet, -betet ‘ye might love’ 
fie Tiebten, =beten ‘they might love’ 

IMPERATIVE. 
Plural. 

liebt, fiebt iy “love ye 

INFINITIVE. 
‘to love’ 

ParricıpLes. 
Past. 

geliebt ‘loved’ 

1. This verb illustrates the mode of inflection of verbs of the 
New conjugation, corresponding with what we call “regular verbs” in Eng- 
lish, The special rules concerning the inflection of such verbs are given 
below: see 246 etc. 

2. The forms liebeft and liebet may be used also in the present indicative 
and the imperative, as well as {tebete etc. in the preterit indicative, and ge: 
liebet in the past participle: see below, 237.3, 
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2. geben, ‘give’ (root, geb). 

Invicative. SUBJUNCTIVE, 

Present. 

Singular. Singular. 

I id gebe ‘I give’ ich gebe “I may give’ 
2 du giebft, gibft ‘thou givest’ du gebeft ‘thou mayest give’ 
3 ev giebt, gibt “he gives’ er gebe “he may give’ 

Plural. Plural. 

I wir geben ‘we give’ wir geben ‘we may give’ 
2 ihr gebt ‘ye give’ ihe gebet ‘ye may give’ 
3 fie geben ‘they give’ fie geben “they may give’ 

Preterit. 
Singular. Singular. 

1 id) gab ‘I gave’ id) gäbe “I might give’ 
2 du gabft ‘thou gavest’ du gäbeft ‘thou mightest give 
3 ev gab ‘he gave’ ergäbe “he mjght give’ 

Plural. Plural. 

I wir gaben ‘we gave’ wir gäben ‘we might give’ 
2 ihr gabt “ye gave’ ihr gäbet ‘ye might give’ 
3 fie gaben ‘they gave’ fie gäben “they might give’ 

IMPERATIVE. 
Singular. Plural. 

2 gieb, gib du ‘give thou’ gebt, gebt ify ‘give ye 

InFInitIve. 
geben ‘to give’ 

PARTICIPLES. 
Present. Past. 

gebend ‘giving’ gegeben ‘ given’ 

Remarks. 1. This verb illustrates the mode of inflection of verbs of tlıe 
Old conjugation, corresponding with what we'call ‘irregular verbs ” in Eng- 
lish. The special rules concerning the inflection of such verbs are given 
below: see 261 etc. 

2. The forms gebet, qabeft, gabet (for gebt, aabft, qabt) are occasionally 
met with; also gäbft, gibt (for gäbeft, gäbet). For the double forms giebft, 
gibft, ete., see 268.10. 
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237. General Rules respecting the Simple Forms of the Verb. 

1. Of the forms thus given, three are called the Principat 
PARTS, because, when they are known, all the others can be in 
ferred from them: these are the infinitive, the 1st pers. sing. 
preterit, and the past participle: thus, lieben, liebte, geliebt ; geben, 
gab, gegeben. 

a. The infinitive always ends in n, and almost always in en. 
The rejection of this n or en gives us the roor of the verb. 

Not ending in en are only fein, ‘be,’ thun, ‘do,’ and infinitives from roots 
of more than one syllable ending in or 1, as wandeln, ‘ walk,’ wandern, 
‘ wander.’ 

b. There are, as the examples show, two ways of forming the 
preterit and past participle: the preterit adding ete or te to the 
root, or else adding nothing, but changing the radical vowel; 
the participle taking the ending et or t, or else en orn. Accord- 
ing to these differences, verbs are divided into two conjugations 
(see below, 245). 

2. The endihgs of tense inflection are 

first pers. singular, e, — first pers. plural, en, 1 
second pers. “ eft, ft, e, — second pers. * et,t 
third pers. “ et,t,e,— third pers. * en,n 

The rules for their use are as follows: 

a. The first persons pres. indicative and subjunctive are the 
same, and formed by adding e to the simple root. 

Exceptions are only bin, ‘am,’ fei, ‘may be,’ and the pres. indicative 
of the modal auxiliaries (see 251.3). 

b. The first (and third) pers. singular of the preterit subjunctive, and of 
the preterit indicative except in verbs of the Old conjugation (269.1.1), also 

end ine. 

3. a. The third pers. sing. pres. indicative has the ending t or 

et (our th, s in loveth, loves): in all the other tenses, the third 

person is like the first. 

Exceptions, without the ending t are only the modal auxiliaries (see 

251.3), and a few other verbs (268.5). 

b. The ending of all second persons singular (except in 

the imperative) is ft or eft (our st in Zovest); of all first and 

third persons plural (excepting only find, ‘are *), en or n; of 
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all second persons plural (with the single exception feid, ‘are’) 

et ort. 

c. The retention or rejection of the vowel e of the endings eft, 
et (also of e before the te forming the preterit of one conjugation) 
depends partly on euphony, partly on arbitrary choice. Thee must 
always be used when the final letter of the root is such that the 
consonant of the ending would not otherwise be distinctly heard 
—thus, we may say liebeft or liebft, but only Liefeft, ‘readest,’ 
tanzeft, ‘dancest;’ liebt or liebet, but only bittet, ‘begs,’ redet, 
‘talks ’—also, when a harsh or unpronounceable combination of 
consonants would otherwise occur—thus, only athmeft, athmet, 
‘breathest, breathes ;’ jeqnejt, fequet, ‘ blessest, blesses.’ In other 
cases, the writer or speaker is allowed to choose between the 
fuller and the briefer form; the latter being more familiar or col- 
loquial, the former more used in stately and solemn styles. But 
the e is generally retained in the subjunctive, especially when the 
distinction of subjunctive and indicative depends upon it. 

The e of the ending en of the first and third persons plural is 
rarely dropped except after unaccented er or cl, in the indicative. 

Special rules affecting some of the forms of the Old conjugation will be 
given below (268-9). 

d. The final unaccented e of all verbal forms (as of all other words in the 
language) is not unfrequently cut off, especially in poetry, and in colloquial 
style. An apostrophe should always be used, to show the omission; but 
this is sometimes neglected. 

4. The inflection of the tenses is always regular, except in the 
second and third persons singular of the pres. indicative, which 

often show a difference of vowel or of consonant, or both, from 
the other persons of the tense. The same irregularities appear 

also in the imperative singular (see 268, 270). 

5. The imperative singular ends in e in nearly all verbs (for 

exceptions, see 270.2); the plural is the same with the second 

pers. pl. indie. present. Both numbers admit of use, as in Eng- 

lish, either with or without a subject pronoun. 
For the filling up of the imperative with subjunctive forms, see 243.1. 

6. The form of the present participle may always be found by 

adding d to the infinitive. 
Only tun, ‘do,’ and fein, ‘be,’ form thuend, feiend, 

7. The past participle has usually the prefix ge, For excep: 

tions, see 243.3. 
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8. Notice that the third pers. plural of all verbal forms is used 
also in the sense of a second person, singular or plural (see 153.4), 
its subject fie being then written with a capital: thus, Gie lieben, 
‘yon love;’ Gie gaben, ‘you gave.’ 

Comrounp Forms OF THE VERB. 

238. As in the case of the English verb, again, the 
scheme of German conjugation is filled up with a large 
number of compound forms, made by the aid of auxiliary 
verbs. 

239. Conjugation of the Auwiliaries of Tense. 
The auxiliaries used in the formation of the tenses of 

ordinary conjugation are three, namely, haben, ‘have,’ 
fein, ‘be,’ werden, ‘become.’ The simple forms of these 
verbs are as follows: 

1. Haben :—principal parts haben, hatte, gehabt. 

InpIcaTIvE. SUBJUNCTIVE. 
Present. 

Singular. Singular. 

z ih habe =  T have’ id) Habe ‘I may have’ 
2 du haft ‘thou hast’ du habeft ‘thou mayest have’ 

3 ev hat ‘he has’ er habe ‘he may have’ 

Plural. Plural. 

ı wir haben ‘we have’ twir haben ‘we may have’ 
2 ihr habt ‘ye have’ iby habet ‘ye may have’ 

3 fie haben “they have’ fie haben ‘they may have’ 

Preterit. 
Singular. Singular. 

1 ich hatte ‘T had’ ich hätte ‘I might have’ 

2 du hatteft ‘thou hadst’ du hitteft ‘thou mightest, have 

3 ev hatte “he had’ er hätte ‘he might have’ 
Plural. Plural. 

1 wir hatten ‘we had’ wir hätten ‘we might have’ 

2 ihr hattet ‘ye had’ ihr hättet ‘ye might have’ 

3 fie hatten “they had’ fie hätten “they might have’ 
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InpErAtıve. 
‚Singular. Plural. 

2 habe ‘have thou’ habt ‘have ye’ 

Infinitive. 
haben “to have’ 

PARTICIPLES. 
Present. Past. 

habend ‘having’ gehabt ‘had’ 

2. Sein, ‘be :’—principal parts fein, war, gewwefer. 

Iypicarive. SUBJUNCTIVE. 
Present. 

Singular. Singular. 

1 ich bin “Tam? ich fet “I may be’ 
2 du bift ‘thou art’ du feteft ‘thou mayest be’ 
3 wit ‘he is’ ev fet ‘he may be’ 

Plural. Plural. 

7 wiv find ‘we are’ wir fein “we may be’ 
2 ihr feid ‘ye are’ ihr fetet ‘ye may be’ 
3 fie find ‘they are’ fie feien ‘they may be’ 

Preterit. 
Singular. Singular. 

1 id) war ‘I was’ id) wäre ‘I might be’ 
2 dit warft  ‘ thou wast’ du wäreft ‘thou mightest bo’ 
3 er war ‘he was’ ev wäre ‘he might be’ 

Plural. Plural. 

I wir waren ‘ we were’ rir wären ‘we might be’ 
2 ifr ward ‘ye were’ ihr wäret ‘ye might be’ 
3 fie waren ‘they were’ fie wären ‘they might be 

I4PERATIVE. 
Singular. Plural. 

2 fei “be thou’ feid ‘be ye’ 

INFINITIVE. 
fein ‘to be’ 

PARTICIPLES. 
Present. Past. 

feiend ‘being’ . gewefen ‘been’ 
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3. Werden, ‘become: ’—principal parts werden, ward or wurde, 
geworden. 

Invioartivs, SUBJUNCTIYE. 
Present. 

Singular. Singular. 
I ich werde “I become’ ich werde ‘I may become’ 
2 du wirft ‘thou becomest’ du werdeft ‘thou mayest’ ete, 
3 ev wird ‘he becomes’ er werde ‘he may become’ 

Plural. Plural. 
1 wir werden ‘we become’ wir werden ‘we may become? 
2 ihr werdet ‘ye become’ ihr werdet ‘ye may become’ 
3 fie werden “they become’ fie werden * they may become 

Preterit. 
Singular. Singular. 

1 id ward, ‘I became’ ic) würde “I might become’ 
murde 

2 du wardft, ‘thou becamest’ bu wirdeft ‘thou mightest’ etc. 
wurbdeft 

3 ev ward, ‘he became’ er wide “he might become’ 
wurde 

Plural. Plural. 

£ wir wurden ‘we became’ wir würden ‘we might become’ 
2 ihr wurdet ‘ye became’ ihr witrdet ‘ye might become’ 
3 fie wurden ‘they became’ fie wiirden ‘they might become’ 

IMPERATIVE, 

2 werde “become thou’ werdet ‘become ye’ 

INFINITIVE. 

werden “to become’ 

PARTICIPLES. 

werdend ‘becoming’ geworden ‘become’ 

4, Irregularities in the Conjugation of these Verbs. 
a. Haben is analogous in its conjugation with lieben, above, but the 

frequency of its use has led to an abbreviation of a few of its forms. Thus, 
haft and hat are for older habft and habt, and hatte for habte. The modifi- 
cation of the vowel in hätte, pret. subj., is against the prevailing analogy 
of verbs of its class (see 250.2). 
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b. Sein is of the same conjugation with geben, above. Its irregularity, 
which is far greater than that of any other verb in the language, comes 
mainly from its being made up of forms derived from three independent 
roots: bin and bift are from the.same root as our be, being, been (original 
form bha; Lat. fui, Greek phiio); the rest of the present from the same 
root as our pres. indicative am etc. (original form as; Lat. sum, ete., Greek 
ein); while the preterit and past participle, gemejen, are from the root of 
our was, were (original form was, ‘dwell, abide’). See the author’s “ Lan. 
guage and the Study of Language,” p. 115. 

Some authors still retain ey for et (see 19.3) in fein, in order to distin- 
guish it from the possessive fein (157). 

oc. Werden is a nearly regular verb of the same conjugation with geben. 
For its persons wirft and wird, see below, 268.5. In the double form of 
its pret. ind. singular, it preserves a solitary relic of a condition once be- 
longing to many verbs in the language, whose preterits had a different vowel 
in the singular and plural. Sard is the original form, and wurde is a quite 
modern and anomalous fabrication, made after the analogy of the plural 
wurden, 

Exercise XIV. 

Simple Forms of the Verb. 

1. Der Vater liebt feine Kinder, und fie lieben ihn, 2. Wenn ic) 
Ihnen gäbe was ich habe, hätte ich felber nichts. 3. Was haft du in 
der Tafdje? 4. Er ift frank, aber er wird jet beffer. 5. Derjenige, 
den ich liebte, ward mir jeden Tag lieber. 6. Wo find Sie? und wo 
war fie al wir bier waren? 7. Gebt mir was ihr liebt, und ich 
din zufrieden. 8. C8 ift gut, reich zu fein; aber e& wäre beffer, zu- 
frieden zu fein. 9. Alle Dienfchen find Brüder, aber fie lieben einan- 
der nicht wie Briider, 10. Er gebe was er will, 

.. 240. Formation of the Compound Tenses. 

‘1, From haben or fein, with the past participle of any verb, 
are formed a perfect and a pluperfect tense, indicative and sub- 

‘junctive, and a perfect infinitive. 

a. The Purruct tense, indicative and subjunctive, is formed by 
adding the past participle to the present tense of haben or of 
fein: thus, id) habe gelicht, ‘I have loved,’ or ‘I may have loved;’ 
ich bin gefonmen, ‘1 have (am) come,’ id) fet gefommten, ‘I may 
have come.’ 

b. The Pıuperreor adds the participle to the preterit of the 
auxiliary : thus, ich hatte geliebt, ‘I had loved,’ id) hätte gelicht, 
‘I might have loved ;’ ich war gefonmen, ‘I had (was) come,’ id) 

wave gefonimen, “I might have come.’ 

 e, But the modal auxiliaries (261) and a few other verbs (namely 
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laffen, heiken, helfen, hören, fehen, fehren and [ermen—the last two not 
uniformly), when construed with another verb in the infinitive, 
form their perfect and pluperfect tenses by adding the infinitive 
instead of the participle to the auxiliary (see 251.4). 

d. The Perrscr Inrinrrive prefixes the participle to the sim- 
ple or present infinitive: thus, geliebt haben, ‘to have loved ;’ 
gekommen fein, ‘to have come.’ 

e. What verbs take haben and what take fein as their auxiliary, will be 
explained below (see 241). For omission of the auxiliary, see 439.3a. 

2. From werben, with the infinitives, present and past, of 
the verb, are formed a future and a future perfect tense, indi- 
cative and subjunctive, and a conditional and conditional per- 
fect, 

a. The Furure tense, indicative and subjunctive, is formed by 
prefixing to the present infinitive the present tense, indicative 
and subjunctive, of werden : thus, id) werde lieben or fommen, ‘I 
shall love or come.’ 

6, The Furure Perreor prefixes the same tenses to the per- 
fect infinitive : thus, ich werde geliebt haben, ‘I shall have loved;’ 
ich werde gefommen fein, ‘I shall have come.’ 

ce. The ConprrionaL and Conprrtonat PERFECT are formed by 
prefixing to the present and perfect infinitive the preterit sub- 
junetive of werden: thus, ich würde lieben or fommen, ‘I should 
love’ or “come; ’ ich würde geliebt haben, ‘I should have loved ;’ 
ic) würde gefommen fein, ‘I should have come.’ 

3. The uses of these tenses so nearly agree with those of the 
corresponding English phrases with which they are translated 
that they need no explanation here: for details, see 323 etc. 

4. The German is the only one of the Germanic languages which, in its modern exten- 
sion of the conjugational system by composition, has chosen werden as its auxiliary for 
forming the future tenses. ch werde geben, literally ‘I am becoming to give,’ receives a 
future meaning through the idea of ‘I am coming into a condition of giving,’ or ‘I am 
going to give.’ 

In the tenses formed with haben, the participle is originally one qualifying the object 
of the verb in the manner of a factitive predicate, or expressing the condition in which I 
‘have’ (‘ possess, hold’) the object. This, as being the constructive result of a previous 
action, is accepted as a description of that action, and id) habe die Arme anusyeftrectt, for 
example, from meaning ‘I have my arms stretched out,’ comes to signify ‘I have stretched 
out my arms.’ (See the author's ‘‘ Language and the Study of Language,” p. 118). 

On the other hand, in the tenses formed with fein, the participle is originally one quali- 
fying the subject in the manner of a direct predicate, and defining a state or condition in 
which the subject exists. This, in English, has become (by a process quite analogous with 
that just above described) a passive, or an expression for the enduring of the action which 
produced that condition. But the German uses (see below, 275) another auxiliary to form 
its passives, and, in its combination of fein with the participle, it only adds to the asser 
tion of condition the less violent implication that the action leading to the condition is a 
past one: td) bin gefommen, *I am here, being come;’ i. ¢., ‘my action of coming is a thing 
of the past ;’ or, ‘I have come.’ 

r 
v 
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In strictness, then, haben should form the past tenses only of transitive verbs, and 
when they take an object; and jem, only of intransitives which express a condition of 
their subject. But, as ave in English has extended its use until it-has become the auxiliary 
of all verbs without exception, so, in German, haben has come to be used with transi- 
tive verbs even when they do not take an object, and with such intransitives as are in 
meaning most akin with these; until the rules for the employment of the two have be 
come as stated in the next paragraph. 

241. Use of haben or fein as Auxiliary of Tense. 

1. Verbs which take haben as auxiliary are 
a. All transitive verbs (including the reflexives and the modal 

auxiliaries). 
b. Almost all intransitives which take an object in the genitive 

(219.5) or the dative (222.1l.1a). 

ec. A large number of other intransitives, especially such as de- 
note a simple activity, a lasting condition, or a mode of motion 
(iucluding all the proper impersonal verbs). 

2. Verbs which take fein for auxiliary, as exceptions under the 
above classes, are 

a. Especially, many intransitives which signify a change of con- 
dition, or a movement of transition, from a point of departure or 
toward a point of arrival. 

These intransitives are partly such as do not take an object—as, werden, 
‘become,’ fommen, ‘come,’ fallen, ‘fall,’ finfen, ‘sink,’ wacdjen, ‘grow,’ fter- 
ben, ‘die,’ berjten, ‘burst,’ erftarren, ‘stiffen,’ evlijdjen, ‘become extin- 
guished,’ einschlafen, ‘fall asleep,’ guviidtreten, ‘retreat: ’—partly such as 
may take a dative object in virtue of the meaning given them by a prefix: 
as, entlaufen, ‘run away from,’ widerfahren, ‘happen to,’ entgegengehen, ‘go 
to mect,’ auffallen, ‘strike the attention of.’ 

b. A few others, without reference to their meaning: namely, 
of verbs that take an objective dative, begegnen, ‘ meet,’ folgen, 
‘follow,’ weichen, ‘give way,’ gelingen and glüden, * turn out suc- 
cessfully’ (with their opposites, miflingen and mißglüden) : also 
fein, ‘be,’ bleiben, ‘remain,’ gehen, ‘go.’ 

3. A small number of verbs may take either auxiliary. 
a. Some that are used with different meanings: as, der Dedel hat aufge- 

ftanden, ‘the cover has stood open;’ mein Bruder tft aufgeftanden, ‘my 
brother has got up.’ 

b. About twenty verbs of motion, which take haben, when the act of 
motion or its kind are had in view (as in answer to the questions how, how 
long, when, where ?), but fein when reference is had to a starting-point or an 
end of motion (as in answer to the questions whence, whither, how far ?): 
thus, der Knabe hat geiprumgen, ‘the boy has jumped,’ but er ift vom Baume 
geiprumgen, ‘ke has jumped from the tree ;” fie haben viel gevert, “they have 
travelled much,’ but er ijt nach England geretit, ‘he has gone to England.’ 

c. Stehen, ‘stand,’ liegen, ‘lie,’ fiken, ‘sit? (especially the first), are some- 
times conjugated with fein, but properly take Habeu under all circumstances. 
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249. Other verbal Auxiliaries. 

Besides the three heretofore spoken of, there are a number 
of verbs, generally or often used with other verbs, to impress 
upon them modifications of meaning more or less analogous with 
those expressed by the forms of conjugation of some languages. 
Such are 

1. The ropaL AUXILIARIES, of which there are six, fiunen, 
‘can,’ mögen, ‘may,’ dürfen, “be permitted,’ müffen, ‘must,’ follen, 
‘shall,’ wollen, ‘will’ They have, however, a much more inde- 
pendent value and use in German than in English, and are not to 
be treated as bearing any part in the ordinary verbal conjuga- 
tion. Their peculiarities of inflection and construction will be 
explained below (251 etc.). 

2. The causative AUXILIARY, laffen, which (as one among 
mauy uses) is often employed in a causal sense with the infini- 
tive of another verb: as, einen Jod machen, ‘to make a coat;’ 
einen tod machen laffen, ‘to have a coat made (cause to make it):” 
see 343.1.5. 

3. Thun, ‘do’ (267.5), which we employ so freely as auxiliary in Eng- 
lish, ig not used as such in German. Some of the German dialects, indeed, 
make an auxiliary of it; and it is now and then found having that value 
even in the literary language: thus, und thw’ nicht mehr in Worten framen, 
“and do no longer peddle out words’ (R. 134.23), 

243. Other points in general conjugation, affecting the Impera- 
tive, Infinitive, and Past Participle. 

1. The third pers. singular, and the first and third pers, 
plural, of the present subjunctive are very commonly used in an 
unperative sense (sce 331), and may be regarded as filling up 
the defective declension of that mood. Thus, for the two verbs 
first given, : 

IMPERATIVE. 
Singular. Plural, 

if lieben wir ‘let us love’ 

2 Liebe, liebe du ‘love’ Tiebet, liebt thr ‘love’ 

3 liebe er “let him love’ Lieben fie “Jet them love 

I geben wir ‘let us give’ 

2 gieb, gib du ‘give’ gebt, gebet ihr ‘give’ 
3 gebe er ‘let him give’ geben fie ‘let them give 

Of these forms, the third plural is in especially frequent usa 

\ 
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as substitute for the second person of either number (153.4): 
thus, geben Sie mir das Buch, “give me the book.’ 

Other imperative phrases—as, er foll geben, ‘he shall give,’ laß uns 
geben, laßt uns geben, laffen Sie uns geben, ‘let us give’—are more or 
less employed, but need no special remark. 

2. The infinitive, as in English (though not so uniformly), takes 
often the preposition zu, ‘to,’ as its sign: this is always placed 
next before the simple infinitive form: thus, zu geben, gegeben gu 
haben. 

For details respecting the use of 3u, see 341 etc. 

3. The past participle of nearly all verbs has the prefix ge, 
Exceptions are 

a. Verbs that begin with an unaccented syllable, especially 
1. Those ending in the infinitive in iven or ieren (being verbs de- 
rived from the French or Latin, or others formed after their 
model): as marfchiven, ‘march,’ part. marfchirt ; ftudiren, ‘study,’ 
part. ftudirt, 2. Those compounded with an inseparable, and 
therefore unaccented, prefix: as, vergeben, ‘ forgive,’ part. vergeben. 

b. Werden, when used as passive auxiliary, forms worden instead 
of geworden (see 276.14), 

c. The syllable ge was not originally an element of verbal inflection, but one of the class 
of inseparable prefixes (see 307.5). It was formerly used or omitted as special prefix to 
the participle without any traceable rule, and has only in modern times become fixed as its 
nearly invariable accompaniment. Hence, in archaic style and in poetry, it is still now 
and then irregularly dropped. The same prefix was employed, in very much the same 
manner, in the oldest form of English, the Anglo-Saxon; and traces of its use survived 
a down to a time comparatively modern, in such participles as y-clad, y-clept, y-drad 
dreaded). 

244, Synopsis of the complete conjugation of haben and fein. 
The synopsis of werden will be given later, in connection with that of the 

passive voice of the verb (277). 

Inprcative, 

Present, ‘I have,’ etc. ‘I am,’ ete. 

8.1 habe bin 
Preterit, ‘I had,’ etc, ‘I was,’ ete. 

8.1 hatte mar 
Perfect, ‘I have had,’ ete. ‘T have been,’ ete. 

8.1 habe gehabt bin gewefen 
Pluperfect, ‘I had had,’ ete. ‘T had been,’ ete. 

8.1 hatte gehabt war gewejen 
Future, ‘T shall have,’ ete, ‘I shall be,’ ete. 

8.1 werde haben werde fein 
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Future Perfect, ‘I shall have had,’ ete. ‘I shall have been,’ etc, 

8.1 werde gehabt haben werde gewejen fein 

SUBJUNCTIVE. 

Present, ‘I may have,’ etc. ‘I may be,’ ete. 

8.1 habe fei 
Preterit, ‘I might have,’ etc. *I might be,’ etc. 

8.1 hätte wäre 
Perfect, ‘I may have had,’ ete. ‘I may have been,’ ete. 

8.1 habe gehabt fet gewefen 
Pluperfect, ‘I might have had,’ ete. . ‘I might have been,’ ete 

8.1 hätte gehabt wäre gewefen 
Future, ‘I shall have,’ ete. ‘I shall be,’ ete. 

8.1 werde haben werde fein 

Future Perfect, ‘I shall have had,’ etc. ‘I shall have been,’ ete. 

8.1 werde gehabt haben werde gemwefen fein 

ConDITIONAL. 

Conditional, *I should have,’ ete. ‘T should be,’ ete. 

8.1 würde haben wiirde fein 

Cond! Perfect, ‘I should have had,’ etc. ‘I should have been,’ ete, 

8.1 würde gehabt haben wiirde gewefen fein 

IMPERATIVE. 

have,’ ete. ‘be,’ ete. 

8.2 habe fei 

INFINITIVES. 

Present, ‘to have’ ‘to be’ 

haben fein 
Perfect, ‘to have had’ ‘to have been’ 

gehabt haben gewefen fein 

PARTICIPLES. 

Present, ‘having’ ‘being’ 

habend feiend 
Past, ‘had’ ‘been’ 

gehabt gewefen 
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Exercise XV. 

Simple and Compound Forms of the Verb. 

1. Wo ift cv geroejen, und was hat er gehabt? 2. Meine Kinder 
tirden zufrieden fein, wenn fie Spielzeug hätten. 3. Er wird mir 
alles geben, denn cr liebt mich, und ijt immer mein Freund gewefen, 
4. Sd) würde mit ihm gewefen fein, aber ich war anderswo, ımd man 
ift nicht feicht an zwei Orten zugleich. 5. Waren Sie je wo er neu 
lic) gewefen ijt? 6. Wir find fchwad) ; aber wann werden wir ftir. 
fer werden? 7. Jedermann liebt feine Freunde ; liebt ihr enve Feinde, 

CONJUGATIONS OF VERBS. 

245. Verbs are inflected in two modes, called respec. 
tively the Orp and the New consueations. 

246. 1. Verbs of the Old conjugation form their pre- 
terit by a change of the vowel of the root, without any 
added ending, and their past participle by the ending en; 
thus, geben, gab, gegeben ; fingen, fang, gefungen, 

2. Verbs of the New conjugation form their preterit by 
adding te or ete to the root, and their participle by the end- 
ing ct or t: thus, licben, liebte, gelicbt ; reden, redete, gevedet. 

3. The Old and New Conjugations correspond to what are generally called in English the 
“Irregular” and ‘‘ Regular” verbs. The former, as the name implies, is the more primi- 
tive method of inflection; its preterit was originally a reduplicated tense, like the Greek 
and Latin perfects (as devdka, tetigi); and, in the oldest Germanic languages, many verbs 
have retained the reduplication (as haihald, ‘held,’ from haldan, ‘hold ;’ saislep, ‘slept,’ 
from slepan, ‘sleep’). By phonetic corruption and abbreviation, however, this reduplica- 
tion led to an alteration of the radical vowel, and then was itself dropped, in the great 
majority of verbs; producing phenomena of conjugation so various that there was left no 
prevailing and guiding analogy by which to inflect the new derivative verbs, that were 
brought in as needed, to supplement the old resources of expression. Hence the need of a 
new method of conjugation; which was obtained by adding the preterit of the verb do 
(did) to the theme of conjugation. The preterit-ending te of the New conjugation is the 
relic of this auxiliary (as, in English, Z loved stands for an original I love-did). See the 
author’s ‘* Language and the Study of Language,” pp. 60, 80. 

The Old conjugation therefore includes the primitive verbs of the language ; the New, 
all those of later origin. Only, as the latter have become the larger class, and their mode 
of conjugation the prevailing one, some of the old verbs (although to by no means such an 
extent as in English) have been changed, in part or altogether, to conform to it. See be- 
low, 272. They are often styled, like the declensions (73, 132), “strong” and ‘+ weak.” 

We shall take up first the New conjugation, as being simpler 
in its forms, and easiest to learn. 

“ 
New ConJueation. N 

247. The characteristics of the New conjugation are 
that its preterit ends in te, and its participle in t, 
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248. Examples: reden, ‘talk ;’ wandern, ‘ wander.’ 

Princrean Parts. 

reden, redete, geredet wandern, wanderte, gewandert 

INDICATIVE. 

Present, ‘I talk,’ ete. 

8.1 rede 
2 vedeft 

3 redet 

P.T, veden 
2 redet 
3 reden 

Preterit, ‘I talked,’ etc. 

8.1 redete 
2 vedeteft 

3 redete 

P.ı vedeten 
2 vedetet 

3 redete 

Perfect, ‘I have talked,’ etc. 

8.1 habe gevedet 

2 haft geredet 
3 Gat geredet 

p.1 haben geredet 
2 habt geredet 

3 haben geredet 
Pluperfect, ‘I had talked,’ ete. 

8.1 hatte geredet 
2 hatteft geredet 

3 hatte geredet 

P.1 hatten geredet 
2 hattet geredet 

3 hatten geredet 
Future, ‘I shall talk,’ ete. 

8.1 Werde reden 
2 wirft reden 

3 wird reden 

‘I wander,’ ete. 

wandere, wandre 
wanderft 
wandert 
wandern 
wandert 
wandern 

‘I wandered,’ ete. 

wanderte 
wanderteft 
wanderte 
wanderten 
wandertet 
wanderten 

‘I have wandered,’ ete. 

bin gewandert 
bift gewandert 
ift gewandert 
find gewandert 
feid gewandert 
find gewandert 

‘I had wandered,’ eta 

war gewandert 
warft gewandert 
war gewandert 
waren gewandert 
wart gewandert 
waren gewandert 

‘T shall wander,’ ete, 

werde wandern 
wirft wandern 
wird wandern 
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P.I werden reden 
2 werdet reden 

3 Werden reden 

Future Perfect, ‘I shall have talked,’ etc. 

8.1 werde geredet haben 
2 wirft geredet haben 
3 wird geredet haben 

P.I werden gevedet haben 
2 werdet geredet haben 
3 werden geredet haben 

[248 

werden wandern 
werdet wandern 

werden wandern 

‘I shall have wandered,’ ete 

werde gewandert fein 
wirft gewandert fein 
wird gewandert fein 

werden gewandert fern 
werdet gewandert fein 
werden gewandert fein 

SUBJUNCTIVE. 5 

Present, ‘I may talk,’ etc. 

8.1 rede 

2 redeft 
3 rede 

P.I reden 

2 redet 

3 reden 

Preterit, ‘I might talk,’ ete 

8.1 redete 
2 redeteft 
3 redete 

P.I redeten 

2 redetet 

3 vedeten 

Perfect, ‘I may have talked,’ etc, 

8.1 habe geredet 
2 habeft geredet 
3 habe geredet 

p.1 haben geredet 
2 habet geredet 

3 haben geredet 

‘I may wander,’ ete. 

andere, andre 

wandereft, wandreft 
andere, wandre 

anderen, wandren 

wanderet, wandret 

wanderen, wandren 

‘I might wander,’ ote. 

wanderte 
mwanderteft 
wanderte 

wanderten 

wandertet 

wanderten 

‘I may have wandered,’ etc 

fei gewandert 
feieft gewandert 
fet gewandert 

feien gewandert 
feiet gewandert 
feien gewandert 
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Pluperfect, ‘I might have talked,’ etc. 

8.1 hätte geredet 
2 hätteft geredet 
3 hätte geredet 

P.1 hätten gevedet 

2 hättet geredet 
3 hätten geredet 

Future, ‘I shall talk, ete. 

8.1 werde reden 
2 werdeft reden 

3 werde reden 

P.I erden reden 

2 werdet reden 

3 werden reden 

Future Perfect, ‘I shall have talked,’ ete. 

8.1 werde geredet haber 
2 werdeft geredet haben 

3 werde geredet habe 

P.I werden geredet haben 
2 werdet geredet haben 

3 werden geredet haber 

‘I might have wandered,’ ete 

wire gewandert 
wärejt gewandert 
wäre gewandert 

wären gewandert 
wäret gewandert 
wären gewandert 

‘I shall wander,’ ete. 

werde wandern 

twerdeft wandern 
werde wandern 

werden wandern 

werdet wandern 

werden wandern 

‘I shall have wandered,’ etc. 

werde gewandert fein 
werdeft gewandert fein 
tverde gewandert fein 

werden gewandert fein 
werdet gewandert fein 
werden gewandert fein 

ConDITIONAL. 

Conditional, ‘I should talk,’ etc. 

8.1 wide reden 

2 witrdeft veden 

3 würde veden 

Pr wiirden reden 

2 wwiirdet reden 

3 wiirden veden 

Cond. Perf., ‘I should have talked,’ ete. 

8.1 wide geredet haber 
2 witrdeft geredet Haben 

3 wide geredet haben 

‘T should wander,’ ete. 

wiirde wandern 

witrdeft wandern 
wiirde wandern 

witrden wandern- 

twitrdet wandern 

twitrden wandern 

‘I should have wandered,’ etc. 

wiirde gewandert fein 
wiirdeft gewandert fein 

würde gewandert fein 
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P.ı würden geredet haben würden gewandert fein 

2 witrdet geredet haben wiirdet gewandert fein 
3 wiirden geredet haben wiirden gewandert fein 

IMPERATIVE. 

‘talk,’ ete. ‘wander,’ ete, 

8.2 rede, rede DU wandere, andre dur 

3 rede er, er rede wandere er, ev wandre 

P.I reden wir wandern wir 
2 redet, redet ihr wandert, wandert ihr 

3 reden fie wandern fie 

INFINITIVE, 

Present, ‘to talk’ ‘to wander’ 

reden, gut veden wandern, git wandern 
Perfect, ‘to have talked’ ‘to have wandered’ 

geredet Haben, geredet zu haben gewandert fein, gewandert zu fein 

PARrTICIPLES, 

Present, ‘talking’ ‘wandering’ 

redend wandernd 

Past, ‘talked’ ‘wandered’ 

geredet gewandert 
rs 

Remarks. The conjugation of reden exemplifies the necessity of reten- 
tion of ¢ of the endings et, ete after a consonant with which t would be con- 
founded in pronunciation. Wandern is one of the verbs which (241.35) 
take sometimes haben and sometimes fein as auxiliary. It exemplifics the 
loss of e of the euding en, and other peculiarities of the combination of end- 
ings with verbal roots in el and er. 

Exerciss XVI. 

Verbs of the New Conjugation. 

1. Peden wir immer redlich, und unfere Freunde werden wns Lieben, 
2. Er wäre jest nicht hier, wäre er weiter gewandert. 3, Wo warft 
du, als wir von div redeten? 4. Was wird er denjenigen fchieen, die 
er fo liebt? 5. Er hatte uns nichts gefchiet, denn cs hätte ung ge 
Ihadet. 6. Was hat ev geredet, und wohin tft er gewandert? 7. Er 
wiirde nichts gefauft haben, Hätten wir es nicht gewünfcht. 8. Härten 
Sie, was die Schüler gefagt haben? 9. Kaufen Sie nur was Sie 
wiünfchen, und dam wandern Sie fort. 10. Wir lobten die Kinder, 

Vl 
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denn fie waren fleigig gewefen, umd hatten viel gearbeitet. 11. Id) 
jagte ihnen, er würde nichts faufen, 

Irregularities of the New Conjugation. 

249. A few verbs, all of which have roots ending in nn or nb, 
change the radical vowel e to a in the preterit indicative (not the 
subjunctive also), and in the past participle. Thus, 

Infinitive. Preterit Participle. 
indivative. subjunctine 

brennen, ‘burn’ brannte brennte gebrannt 
fennen, ‘know’ fannte fenute gefaunt 
nennen, ‘name’ nannte nennte genannt 
rennen, ‘run’ rannte trennte gerannt 
fenden, ‘send’ fandte fendete gefandt 

wenden, ‘turn’ wandte - wendete gewandt 

a. The last two, fenden and twenden, may also form the pret. indicative 
and the participle regularly: thus, jendete, gejendet ; wendete, gewendet. 

b. After the altered vowel, the e is always omitted before te and t: in 
other cases, the general rules are followed: thus, brennete or brennte, ete. 

250. 1. Two verbs, bringen, ‘ bring,’ and denfen, ‘ think,’ are 
still more irregular, and agree closely in their forms with the cor- 
responding English verbs. Thus, 

Infinitive. Preterit Participle. 
indicative. subjunctive. 

bringen, ‘bring’ brachte brächte gebracht 
denken, ‘think’ dachte dächte gedacht 

2. The irregularities of haben have been given in full above (239.4a): 
bringen, denfen, and haben, with some of tho modal auxiliaries, are the only 
verbs of the New conjugation which modify in the preterit subj. the vowel 
of the indicative, like the verbs of the Old conjugation (269.11). 

951. Modal Auviliaries. 

1. These are (as already noticed) 

diirfen, ‘be allowed’ miiffen, ‘must’ 
fünnen, ‘can’ follen, ‘shall’ 
mögen, ‘may’ wollen, ‘will’ 

3. While the corresponding verbs in English are both defec- 
tive and irregular, these have in German a complete conjugation 

(only lacking, except in wollen, the imperative), but with the fol- 

lowing irregularities : 
a. For the singular of the present indicative are substituted 

forms which properly belong to a preterit of the Old conjugation, 
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These are, in fact, relics of an ancient preterit used in the sense of a 
present—thus, fanu, ‘can,’ is literally ‘I have learned how;’ mag, ‘may,’ is 
‘I have gained the power;’ will, ‘will,’ is ‘I have chosen: ’—and the rest 
of their conjugation is of more modern origin. 

b. Those which have a modificd vowel in the infinitive reject 
the moditication in the preterit indicative and the past participle. 

c. All the rest of their inflection is regular, according to the rules 
of the New conjugation (except that mögen changes its g to ch be- 
fore tin the preterit and participle). 

3. Thus, the simple forms are 

Indicative Present. 
8.1 darf fann mag muß fol will 
2 darfft tanu{t magft mußt fonft willft 
3 darf fant _ mag muß foll will 

p.ı dürfen  fönnen "mögen müffen  follen wollen 
2 dürft könnt mögt müßt jollt wollt 
3 dürfen  fonnen mögen müffen  jollen wollen 

Indicative Preterit, 

8.1 durfte founte mochte mußte follte wollte 
etc. etc. etc. ete, etc. etc, 

Subjunctive Present. 

3.1 dürfe könne möge miiffe folle wolle 
etc. etc. etc. etc, etc. etc. 

Subjunctive Preterit. 
8.1 dürfte fönnte möchte müßte follte wollte 

etc. etc. etc. etc. etc. etc. 

Imperative. 

8.2 wolle 
P.2 wollt 

Participles. 

Pres. dürfend Fönnend mögend müffend follend wollend 
Past. gedurft gefonnt gemodt gemußt gejolt gewollt 

Infinitive. 

dürfen = Fonnen mögen müffen follen wollen 

4. The compound tenses are formed in the same manner as 
those of other verbs—with one important exception, namely 

a. When used in connection with another verb (infinitive), the 
infinitive is substituted for the participle in the perfect and plu. 
perfect tenses. 

Thus, er hat es nicht gefonnt, but er hat es nicht thun Fönnen, ‘he has 
not been able to do it;’ was habt ihr gewollt, ‘what have you wished ? 
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but ihr habt mid) fpredjen wollen, ‘you have wanted to speak to me; ’ wit 
haben warten müjjen, ‘we have been compelled to wait,’ 

This is a simple grammatical anomaly, an original blunder of construction, though 
now sanctioned by universal use; it was apparently caused by the influence of the other 
neighboring infinitive, which ‘attracted ” the auxiliary into a correspondence of form with 
itself. A similar construction is usual with a number of independent verbs, which are irc- 
quently used along with the infinitive of another verb: see 240.1c. 

5. The compound teuses are, then, as follows: 

Perfect (first person the same in both moods). 

S.1 habe gedurft, gefonnt, 2c. 
or habe dürfen, fünnen, 2c. 

Indicative Pluperfect. 

8.1 hatte gedurft, gefonnt, 2c. 

or hatte dürfen, fonnen, zc, 

Subjunctive Pluperfect. 

8.1 hätte gedurft, gekonnt, 2c. 

or hätte dürfen, fönnen, 2c. 

Future (first person the same in both moods). 

8.1 Werde dürfen, fünnen, 2c. 

Future Perfect (first person the same in both moods). 

S.ı werde gedurjt haben, gefonnt haben, 2c. 

Conditional. 

8.1 würde dürfen, fönnen, 2c. 

Conditional Perfect. 
8.1 würde gedurft haben, gefount haben, 2c. 

Infinitive Perfect. 

gedurft haben, gefonnt haben, 2c. 

6. a. The absence of a complete conjugation of the corresponding auxili- 
aries in English makes it necessary for us often to render the German verh 
by a paraphrase: substituting, for example, be able for can (finnen) ; be 
compelled, have to, for must (miiffen); be welling, wish, desire, for will (wollen), 
and so on: compare below, 253-9. 

b. The same absence has led to the use of certain idiomatic and not 
strictly logical constructions in English, in which the auxiliary of past time, 
have, is combined with the principal verb in the participle, instead of with 
the modal auxiliary; while the German, more correctly, combines it with 
the latter. Thus, he would not have done it is not, in German, cr wollte c8 
nicht gethan haben, unless it signifies ‘he was not willing to have done it;’ 
if, as usual, it means ‘he would not have been willing to do it,’ it is er hätte 
es nicht thun wollen. Thus also, he might have come (that is, ‘he would 
have been able to come’) is er hätte fommen können, not er fonnte qefommen 
fein. The logical sense of the sentence may be tested, and the proper Ger- 
man expression found, by putting the corresponding verbal plırase in place 
of the simple auxiliary in the English. 
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Uses of the Modal Auxiliaries. 

252. Although the exposition of the meaning of these auxili- 
aries belongs rather to the dictionary than to the grammar, such: 
is the frequency of their use, and the intimacy of their relation 
to the verbs with which they are combined, that it is desirable to 
give here some account of their chief uses. 

253. Diürfen,—1. This represents two separate verbs of the older 
language, the one meaning ‘need, require,’ the other ‘dare, venture, trust 
one’s self’ The former sense is nearly lost, appearing only occasionally 
with nur and faim, and in a few other phrases: thus, er darf nur befehlen, 
‘he needs only to command.’ The other has been in modern use modified 
into ‘be authorized, permitted,’ and, even where it approaches nearest to 
‘dare,’ means properly rather ‘feel authorized,’ ‘allow one’s self’ Thus, 
Niemand darf plündern, ‘no one is permitted to plunder;’ darf ich bitten, 
‘may lask?’ einem Saifer darf die Milde nie fehlen, ‘an emperor may never 
lack clemency ;’ er durfte ihn ing Angeficht preijen, ‘he was allowed to praise 
him to his face.’ 

2. The preterit subjunctive bdiirfte signifies, by a quite special use, a 
probable contingency: as, dag dürfte wahr fein, ‘that is likely to be true. 

254. Süönnen.—The original meaning of fünnen, as of our can, is ‘to 
know how;’ but both havo alike acquired the sense of ‘be able,’ and sig- 
nify ability or possibility in the most general way, whether natural, con- 
ceded, or logical. Thus, ic) Fan lefen, ‘I can read:’ memetwegen fann er 
geben, ‘he can (may) go, for all me;’ jene Tage fünnen wieder fommen, 
those days may return (their return is possible);’ cr fann fdjon gefommen 

fein, ‘he may possibly have already arrived.’ 

255. Mtigen.—This verb meant originally to have power, but its use in 
that sense is now antiquated and quite rare: thus, tenn feiner fie ergründen 
mag, ‘though none is able to fathom them.’ At present, it has two leading 
significations : 

1. That of power or capability as the result of concession on the part of 
the speaker; and that, either a real permission—as er mag ihn behalten, 
‘he may keep it ’—or as a logical concession or allowance, as da8 mag wohl 
zu Zeiten fommen, ‘that may happen at times.’ 

2. That of choice, liking, desire: thus, was fie dir nicht offenbaren ma % 
‘what she does not choose to reveal to thee;’ da8 mochte er gar nicht 
Hiren, ‘he did not like to hear that at all’ This meaning is most frequent 
with the pretcrit subjunctive: thus, eg möchte fein Hund fo länger leben, 
‘no dog would care to live longer thus;’ aud) id) möcht” mit dw fterben, 
‘I too would like to die with thee.’ 

Dtlögen has other uses (akin with the above, but of less definite character), 
iu which it approaches very near to equivalence with the subjunctive tenses: 
thus, in expressing a wish, ntdge mie der Tag erjcheinen, ‘may the day never 
appear ;’ möchte die ganze Welt uns hören, ‘would that the whole world 
might hear us;’ also, in clauses expressing design or purpose—damit fie 
nicht ausgleiter mögen, ‘that they may not slip’—or after an inceiinite 
pronoun, as, was ev aud) thun mag (or the), ‘ whatever he may do.’ 
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256. Dtüffen.—This, like mögen, has wandered far from its primitive 
meaning, which was ‘find room or opportunity,’ and now designates a general 
and indetinite uccessity (as fonnen a correspondingly indefinite possibility), 
either physical, moral, or logical. It is rendered by our ‘be compelled to,’ 
‘be obliged to,’ ‘have to,’ ‘cannot but,’ and the like. ‘thus, alle Dienjchen 
miijfen fterben, ‘all men must die ;’ wir miijfei treu fein, ‘ we must be faith- 
ful;’ es muß in diejer Weife gefchehen fein, ‘it must have taken place in this 
way ;’ wir mußten umwenden, ‘ we had to tura back;’ heute mup die locke 
werden, ‘to-day the bell has to come into existence ;’ man mußte glaubei, 
‘one could not but suppose;’ ich mußte über die Leute lachen, ‘I could not * 
help laughing at the people.’ 

As must in English is present only, such phrases as those above given 
should always be used in trauslating the other tenses of miiffen. 

257. Gollen.—Its proper sense is originally that of duty or obligation, 
and in the past tenses, especially the preterit, it is often still used in that 
sense: thus, e8 follte jo, und nicht anders fein, ‘it ought to be thus, and not 
otherwise; ’ er hätte fontinen follen, ‘he ought to have come.’ 

But to this meaning has now become added, in prevailing use, the distinct 
implication of a personal authority, other than that of the subject, as creat- 
ing or enforcing the obligation: either 

1. Proceeding from the speaker; in which case the auxiliary intimates a 

command, a promise, a threat, or the like: as, du follft Gott lieben, ‘thou 
shalt love God;’ meine Töchter follen dich warten, ‘my daughters shall wait 
on thee;’ man droht, diefer oder jener König folle gegen ihn ziehen, ‘it is 
threatened that this or that king shall take the field against him.’ 

2. Recognized by the speaker, but not proceeding from him; in which 
case follen is to be rendered by ‘ to be to,’ ‘to be intended or destined to,’ or 
other like expressions: as, wenn man zufetst halten fol, will man lieber hier 
bleiben, ‘if one is finally to stop, one will rather stay here; ’ was folf ge- 
fchehen, ‘what is to happen?’ man zweifelte welchen Weg man einjchlagen 
folle, ‘they doubted which road they were to take; ’ was mag ic) hier wohl 

hören follen, ‘what can I be meant to hear here?’ darüber jollte er bitter 
enttäujcht werden, ‘he was destined to be bitterly undeceived upon that 

point.’ 

3. A special form of this use of follen is its employment to report sorne- 

thing that rests on the authority of others, is asserted by them: thus, 

Berbrechen, die er begangen haben joll, ‘crimes which he is claimed to have 

committed;;? viele follen an diefem Tage ungelommen fein, ‘many are said 

to have lost their lives on that day.’ 7 

In conditional and hypothetical clauses, follte is sometimes used like our 

should, nearly coinciding in meaning with the proper conditional tenses: 

thus, jollt? er aud) firandeln überall, ‘even should he everywhere stumble: 

so, elliptically, in interrogation: follte das wahr fein, ‘[is it possible that] 

that should be true?’ 

258. ®Wollen.—This signifies will, intent, choice, on the part of the sub- 

ject of the verb: thus, ic) will dic) gleichfalls begleiten, ‘I will accompany 

thee likewise; ’ feiner will den Becher gewinnen, ‘no one wants to win the 

goblet;’ was er Zierliches aufführen will, ‘whatever he intends to bring 

forward that is pretty; ’ ich wollte ihn mifSchägen beladen, ‘1 would load 

him with treasures.’ 
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a. Occasionally it indicates a claim or assertion (compare the correlative 
use of jollen above, 257.3): thus, ev will dich gejehen haben, ‘he claims te 
have seen you (will have it that he has done so).’ 

db. Not iufrequently it implies the exhibition of intent, or impending ae- 
tion, and is to be rendered by ‘be on the point of’ and the like; thus, et 
will gehen, ‘he is ou the point of going; ’ ein Bauer, welder fterben wollte, 
‘a peasant who was about to dic;’ Braten will verbrennen, ‘the roast is on 
the brink of burning.’ 

259. The Modal Auciliaries without accompanying Verb. 
All these auxiliaries are sometimes met with unaccompanied by 

an infinitive dependent upon them. Thus, 

1. When an infinitive is directly suggested by the context, and to be 
supplied in idea: thus, daß jeder fo toll jein dürfe als er wolle, ‘ that every 
one may be as wild as he will (be);’ id) thue, was ic) fanu, ‘I do what I 
can (do).’ 

2. Very often, an adverb of direction with the auxiliary takes the place 
of an omitted verb of motion: thus, wir mäjjen aud) daran, ‘we must also 
[set] about it;’ fie fönnen nicht von der Stelle, ‘they cannot [stir] from the 
place;’ wohin follen die, ‘whither are they to [go]?’ der immer davoıı 
wollte, ‘who all the time wanted [to get] away;’ er darf nicht weit genug 
hinaus, ‘he may not venture [to go| far enough out.’ 

3. Other ellipses, of verbs familiarly used with these, or naturally sug- 
gested by the context, are not infrequent: thus, was foll ich, ‘ what am I to 
{ol 2? was foll diefe Rede, ‘what is this talk intended to [signify]?’ die fal- 
chen Ringe werden das nicht fönıen, ‘the false rings will not be able [to 
accomplish] that;’ nicht Bergoldung will man mehr, ‘one will no longer 
[have] gilding.’ 

4. The auxiliary is thus often left with an apparent direct object, really 
dependent on the omitted verb. In other cases the object may represent 
the omitted verb—as, hätte ich mich gefreut, als ich es nod) konnte, ‘had Ien- 
joyed myself when I was still able to do so'—or be otherwise more really 
dependent on the auxiliary. Wollen is most often used thus as a proper 
transitive: thus, nicht er will euven Untergang, ‘not he wishes your ruin;’ 
was Gott gewollt, ‘what God has willed’—also, mögen in the sense of 
‘like:’ as, id) mag ihn nicht, ‘I do not like him —and fünnen ip the sense 
of ‘know (a language) :’ as, fünnen Sie Deutjch, ‘do you know German?’ 

260. Wiffen, ‘know, know how,’ has a conjugation nearly 
akin with that of the modal auxiliaries: namely 

Pres. Indic. weiß, weißt, teiß, wiffen, wißt, wiffen. 
Pres. Subj. wiffe, etc. 

Pret. Indic. wufte, ete. Pret. Subj. wüßte, ete. 
Past Partic. gewußt. 

Its present indicative singular, like that of the modal auxiliaries, is an old preterit, 
meaning ‘I have seen:” it is historically the same word with the Greck oida and Sanskri‘ 
veda—which have likewise a similar office. : . 
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EXeERcisE XVII. 

Modal Ausiliaries. 

1, Können fie heute mit uns gehen? 2. Sch kann heute gehen, aber morgen 
werde ich weder fdimten nod) wollen. 3. Hat iby Bruder et därfen? 
4. Gr hat gedurft, aber er hat nicht gewollt. 5. Wer einen Brief [reiben 
will, muß 4 apier haben. 6. Yc) habe nicht _fchreiben Fönzen, denn teh habe 
arbeiten müffen. 7. Darf id) fragen, welde Sprache Sie jetzt lernen wollen ? 
8. Sch jollte und wollte Deutsch fernen, deri ich fan es noch nicht. 9. Er foil 
hier jet; man will ihn gejehen haben; aber ev muß jogleic) fort. 10. Er 
toäre gewiß Hier, hätte ev fonumen follen. 11. Wir mögen nicht immer thu 
was wir follten. 12. Ic mag das nicht haben; ev mag c8 behalten. 13. 
Wolle nur was du tannjt, und du wirft alles können was du wilt. 

wee 5 OLD ConsuGation. 

261. The characteristics of the Old conjugation are: 
the change of radical vowel in the preterit, and often in the 
past participle also; and the ending of the past participle 
in elt, 

With these are combined other peculiarities of inflection, of 
less consequence, which will be found stated in detail below. 

For the reason of the name “Old” conjugation, see above, 246.3. 

Change of Radical Vowel. 

262. The changes of the radical vowel in verbs of the 
Old conjugation are, in general, as follows: 

1. The vowel of the infinitive and that of the present 
tense (indicative and subjunctive) are always the same. 

But the vowel of the present is sometimes altered in the second and 
third persons singular indicative: see below, 258. 

2. The vowel of the preterit is always different from that 
of the infinitive and present. 

3. The vowel of the past participle is sometimes the 
same with that of the infinitive and present, sometimes 
the same with that of the preterit, and sometimes different 
from either. . 

263. According to the varieties of this change, the verbs are 
divided into three principal classes, each with several subdivisions, 

Class I. Verbs whose infinitive, preterit, and participle have 
each a different vowel. 
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Class II. Verbs in which the vowel of the participle is the same 
with that of the present. 

Class III. Verbs in which the vowel of the participle is the 
same with that of the preterit. 

This is merely a classification of convenience, founded upon the facts of the modern 
language. The latter have undergone too great and too various alteration to allow of our 
adopting, with practical advantage, a more thorough classification, founded on the charao- 
ter of the original radical vowel, and the nature of the changes it has suifered. 

264. Fırsr Crass. Verbs whose infinitive, preterit, and par- 
ticiple have each a different vowel. 

I 1. Verbs having the vowels i— a— u in the three forms specified. 

Example: fingen — fang — gejungen (sing, sang, sung). 
To this subdivision belong 16 verbs, all of them having roots ending in 

ng, nf, or nd, 

2. Vowels i—a—o. 6 verbs: root ending in nn or mm. 

Example: {pinnen — fpann — gejponnen (spin, span, spun). 

3. Vowels e—a—o, 22 verbs. 

Example: brechen — brach — gebrodjen (break, brake, broken). 
One verb, gebiven, has irregularly ä for e in the infinitive. 

4. Vowels i or ieg—a—e, 3 verbs. 

Examples: fißen — jaf} — gefeffen (sit, sat, sat). 
liegen — lag — gelegen (lie, lay, lain). 

These are properly verbs belonging to the first division of the next class, 
IL. 1, but have their vowel irregularly varied in the infinitive. 

265. Seconn Crass. Verbs having the same vowel in the 
infinitive and participle. 

Il. 1. Vowels e—a—e, 10 verbs. 

Example: {chen — fah — gejehen (see, saw, seen). 
Three verbs properly belonging to this division have changed their vowel 

to i or ie in the infinitive, and thus become a fourth division of the first class 
(see above). 

2. Vowels a — 1 —a. 10 verbs. 
Example: {djlagen — fhlug — gefchlagen (slay, slew, slain), 

3. Vowels a —ie ori—a, 16 verbs. 
Examples: fallen — fiel — gefallen (fall, fell, fallen). 

bangen — hing — gehangen (hang, hung, hung), 
4, Vowels an, ı, or 0 — ie — aıt, u, oro, 4 verbs. 

Examples: laufen — lief — gelaufen, (leap) ‘run.’ 
rufen — rief — gerufen, ‘ery.’ : 
ftogen — ftieß — geftofen, ‘thrust.’ 

266. Tnirp Crass. Verbs having the same vowel in the 
preterit and participle. : 
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II. 1. Vowels et —i—i. 22 verbs. 
Example: beißen — big — gebiffer (bite, bit, bitten). 

2. Vowels et — ie — ie. 16 verbs. 
Example: treiben — trieb — getrieben (drive, drove, driven). 

These two divisions differ only in the length of the vowel of the preterit 

and participle. One verb, heißei, has the participle geheißen (below, 267) 

3. Vowels ie or ii —o — 0, 24 verbs (only 3 with ü). 

Examples: fliegen — flog — geflogen (fly, flew, flown). 
lügen — log — gelogen, ‘lie’ (speak falsely). 

4. Vowels au—o—o. 4 verbs. 
Example: faugen — fog — gefogen, ‘suck.’ 

5. Vowels i, e, Gd, 6, ora —o0—o. 20 verbs. 
Examples: flunmen — flomm — geflommen, ‘climb.’ 

weber — mob — gewoben (weave, wove, woven). 
mägen — wog — gewogen, ‘ weigh.’ 
fchwören — |hmor — qefchworen (swear, swore, sworn). 
Icallen — Scholl — gefdpollen, ' sound.’ 

All the verbs in this division are stragglers, irregularly altered from 
other modes of conjugation. Of those having e in the infinitive (like weben) 
there are eleven; of the other forms, only one, two, or three each. 

6. Vowelsi— u — u. 2 verbs. 
Example: finden — fchund — gefchunden, ‘ flay.’ 

These, also, are stragglers, from Il. ' 

267. Verbs with irregular change of vowel. 

1. fontmen — fam — gefommen (come, came, come): 
an exception under I.3, the original vowel of the infinitive being e, 

2. heißen — hieß — geheißen, ‘be called:’ 
an exception under III.2, as noted above. 

3. gehen — ging — gegangen, ‘go:’ 

an exception under IT.3, the original infinitive being gangan. 

4. ftehen — ftand — geftanden, ‘stand:’ 

in Old High-German, belonging to II.2 (ftantan — ftuont — ftantan), 

5. thun — that — gethan (do, did, done). 

In that (Old High-German teta) is preserved a solitary relic of the original reduplication 
uf the preterit tense (as also in our corresponding word did): its final t is that of the root; 
its initial th (t) that of the reduplicating syllable. See the author’s ‘Language and the 
Study of Language,” p. 268. ; 

bi ‘ar u. ae 
Formation and Inflection of the Simple Verbal Forms. 
268. Present Tense. 

The first person singular and all the plural persons of 
the present indicative, together with the whole of the pre 
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sent subjunctive, are, without exception, regularly formed 
(see 237), and need no remark. But the second and third 
persons singular of the indicative are subject to various 
irregularities. 

1. Verbs having e as radical vowel in the first person change it 
to ie or i in the second and third—short e becoming i, and long e 

becoming ie (that is, long t: see 18): thus, helfe, Hilfft, hilft ; ftehle, 
ftiehlft, ftiehlt ; effen, iffeft, iB ; feher, fiebft, fieht. But 

a. A few verbs leave the e unchanged: namely, gehen, ftehen, heben, 
weben, pflegen, bewegen, melfen, genejon—besides a few which here, as in 
others of their forms, follow the New conjugation. 

b. Two or three verbs that have long e in the first person shorten it to 
i in the second and third: namely, nehmen, nimmft, nimmt; treten, trittft, 
tritt. Geben makes either giebft, giebt, or gibft, gibt, : 

2. Verbs having a as radical vowel in the first person modify 

xt (to ä) in the second and third: thus, trage, trägft, trägt ; Laffen, 
Läßeft, läßt. But 

a. The a remains unchanged in fhaffen and fdjallen, and in other verbs 
which substitute in part the forms of the New conjugation. 

3. Laufen, faufen, and ftoßen also modify the vowel in the same persons: 
fonımen does so sometimes, but not according to the best usage: lifdjen 
forms lifceft, Licht. 

4. liegen and about a dozen other verbs of its class (III.3) havea 
second and third person in eu—as fliege, fleugft, fleugt ; lige, leugft, leugt— 
which are now antiquated and only met with in archaic and poetic style. 
One or two that have roots ending in }, change this letter to cd) after eu. 

5. The tendency to reject the e of the endings eft and et is stronger in 

these persons with altered vowel than anywhere else in conjugation. The 

e of eft is rarely retained except after a sibilant—as in erlifcheft, lafeft, given 
above. The e of et is always omitted, even when preceded by t, th, 0; 

hence, after these letters, the t, being no longer audible, is also dropped in 
writing. 

The verbs which thus lose the ending of the third pers. sing. pres. indi- 
cative are fechten, ficht; berften, birft ; flechten, flicht ; gelten, gilt; {djelten, 
fchilt; werden, wird ; halten, halt ; vathen, vith ; braten, brat; bieten, beut. 
Only laden forms lädt, 

269. Preterit Tense. 

I. 1. The preterit indicative is formed by the change 
of radical vowel alone, without an added termination, and 
therefore ends in the final letter of the root, whatever that 
may be. But 
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a. A few roots, ending in the infinitive with a double consonant, 
and lengthening their vowel in the preterit, reduce the double 
consonant to a single one: namely, fdjvecten, {djraf; treffen, traf; 
bitten, bat ; baden, but; fchaffen, fhuf; fallen, fiel ; kommen, fain, 

b. A few others (fifteen), on the contrary, shortening their 
vowel in the preterit, double the following consonant; and three 
of tuem, ending in d, change it to tt: namely, leiden, litt; fchnei- 
den, Schnitt ; ficden, fott. 

All of these save three (triefen and fieden, IIL3; and fanfen, III.4) are 
of division IIL1: e. g., reiten, vitt, geritten (ride, rode, ridden). 

c. More isolated cases are ziehen, 309; hauen, hieb; fiten, jaf. For 
gehen, ging; ftchen, ftand; thun, that, see 267. 

2. The second person singular strongly inclines to the abbrevi- 
ated form of the ending, ft instead of eft, and in ordinary use re- 
jects the e except after a sibilant or in order to avoid a very harsh 
combination of consonants. 

3. Traces of an ending ¢ in the first and third persons are, very rarely, 
met with; especially jahe, for jah, ‘saw:’ also hielte (R. 89.10). For wurde, 
from werden, see 239.4c. 

4. A few verbs have a double form in the preterit, of which 
one is in more common use, the other archaic or provincial. 

But {chor and fchwur are of nearly equal authority: of the others, those 
net ‘a met with are hub, for hob (heben, IIL.5), and ftund, for ftand 

ehen). 
This double form (as in like cases in English: e. g., began or begun) is due to the fact 

that in the ancient language many verbs had different vowels in the singular and plural 
of the preterit indicative, both of which, in the later usage, appear in either number of a 
few verbs. The vowel of the subjunctive preterit agreed with that of the indicative plu- 
ral, not the singular: whence the double forms of the subjunctive, noted below. 

II. 1. The preterit subjunctive is regularly formed from 
the indicative by adding t (in the first person), and modi- 
fying the vowel, if the latter be capable of modification : 
thus, fang, finge; fab, fihe; fchlug, fdplitge ; fiel, ficle ; flog, 

flöge ; fchwor or fchwur, fchwöre or fchwitre ; that, thäte. But 

a. Some verbs have a double form of the subjunctive, of which one dif- 
fers in vowel from the indicative: thus, all in division I.2 have a second in 
b—e. g., fpann, fpänne or {pdnne—which is as common as that in ä, or 
more so ; and others (especially inI.5) have second forms in dor ü: e. g., 
galt, gälte or gölte, warb, wärbe or würbe, All that have two indicative 
forms have the two corresponding subjunctives: thus, ftände and ftünde, 
Hobe and hübe. 

The reason of this has been explained above: the subjunctive has sometimes retaine 
the old vowel of the indicative plural, instead of becoming assimilated, with the latter, to 
the indicative singular. 
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270. Imperative. 
1. The imperative singular regularly ends in e, the plural in et 

or t, adding those endings respectively to the root of the verb as 
shown in the infinitive: thus, fingen, finge ; fchlagen, fchlage; ru 
fen, vufe ; fommen, fomme ; gehen, gehe. But 

2. Verbs which in the second pers. sing. of the pres. indicative 
change e to i or ie (268.1) take the latter also in the imperative 
singular (not in the plural)—at the same time rejecting the e of 
the ending. 

Thus, helfen, hilf ; ftehlen, ftiehl ; effen, iß ; fehen, fieh. 

So, also, verbs that have an archaic second person in eu (268.4), have a 
corresponding archaic imperative: thus, fliegen, fliege or fleug. Erlöfchen 
(268.3) forms erliich. But verbs that modify a, au, o to a, du, 6 (268.2,3) 
retain in the imperative the unchanged vowel and the ending: thus, tragen, 
trage ; laufen, laufe ; ftoßen, ftoße. 

a. Exceptions are: werden (wirft) has werde; fehen (fiehft) has either 
fiehe or fich. 

3. The e of the singular ending is dropped much more freely 
in the other verbs of this than in those of the New conjugation, 
and in some—as font, [aß—is almost never used. 

271. Past Participle. 

1. The ending of the participle is en. 

The e of the ending is ordinarily retained in all cases, but may 
be occasionally dropped, especially after a vowel or f : thus, ge: 
fehen or gefehn. When, however, the participle is used as an ad- 
jective and declined, it is subject to the same abbreviation as 
other adjectives ending in en (120.3): thus, vergangner Tage, ‘of 
past days;’ verfchwundner Pracht, ‘of vanished splendor? 

2. A number of participles share in the irregular changes of a 
final radical consonant exhibited by the preterit: namely 

a. All those that shorten in the preterit the vowel of the infinitive 
‘camel thus, reiten, vitt, geritten ; leiden, litt, gelitten ; faufen, foff, ge- 
offen. 

b. Of those that lengthen the vowel (269.I.1a), only one, namely bitten, 
bat, gebeten ;—but treffen, traf, getroffen; fallen, fiel, gefallen, etc. 

c. Also, ziehen (309), gezogen; fiber (jaf), gefeffen ; gehen (ging), gegan: 
gen; ftchen (fand), geftanden ; tum (that), gethan, : sae 

3. GEffen, ‘eat,’ inserts g in the participle: thus gegeffen (for ge=effen). 

272. Mixed Conjugation. 

The same tendency which has converted a large number of the 
“irregular” verbs in English into “regular” has been active, 
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though to a much less degree, in German also. Besides those 
verbs which have entirely changed their mode of inflection, and 
therefore no longer require to be made any account of under the 
Old conjugation, there are others which form a part of their in- 
flection by the one method and a part by the other, or which 
have equivalent forms of either conjugation, Thus, 

1. Some have a double series of forms through the whole or nearly the 
whole conjugation: the forms of the Old conjugation being then either pos- 
tic and unusual (as in weben), or else belonging to the verb in certain spe- 
cial meanings (as in wiegen) or in its intransitive use (as in bicidjen). 

2, Some have certain forms of either conjugation—especially the second 
and third pers. ind. present and second sing. imperative, with differences of 
use as above stated; most often with intransitive meaning for the old 
forms: such are jchreden, verderben, ficden, löfchen, |hmelzen, jchwellen, and 
others. 

3. Some have retained only a participle of the Old conjugation; and 
even that in special uses or connections. The participle is in general the 
form that has maintained itself most persistently. 

These irregularities, as well as those which are explained in 
more detail above, will be best exhibited in a TABLE OF IRREGU- 
LAR VERBS, given at the end of this volume. - 

273. Examples of Verbs of the Old Conjugation. 

Binden (LI). Kommen (267.1). 

PrincrpaL Parts. 

binden, band, gebunden. kommen, fam, gefommen. 

Inpıcarive. 
Present, ‘I bind,’ ete. ‘I come,’ ete, 

8.1 binde - fomme 
2 bindeft fomm{t 
3 bindet fommt 

Pr binden fommen 
2 bindet fommt 
3 binden fommen 

. Preterit, ‘T bound,’ ete, ‘T came,’ ote. 

8,1 band fam 
2 bandft famft 

3 band fam 
p.ı banden famen 

2 bandet famt 

3 banden famen 
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Perfect, ‘I have bound,’ ete. ‘I have come,’ etc. 

8.1 habe gebunden bin gefommen 
ete. etc. 

Pluperfect, ‘I had bound,’ ete. ‘I bad come,’ etc. 

8.1 hatte gebunden war gefommen 
etc. etc, 

Future, ‘I shall bind,’ ete. ‘I shall come,’ ete. 

8.1 werde binden werde fontmen 
ete. etc. 

Fut. Perf., ‘I shall have bound,’ etc. ‘I shall have come,’ ete, 

8.1 werde gebunden haben werde gefommmen fein 
ete, ete, 

SuBJUNCTIVE. 

Present, ‘I may bind,’ ete. ‘ Imay come,’ ete. 

s.1 binde fomme 
2 bindeft fommteft 
3 binde fomme 

P.r binden fommen 
2 bindet fommet 
3 binden fonımen 

Preterit, ‘I might bind,’ ete. “I might come,’ ete. 

8.1 bände fame 

2 bändeft fämeft 
3 bände fame 

P.1 bänden faimen 
2 bändet fimet 
3 bänden fümen 

Perfect, ‘I may have bound,’ ete, ‘I may have come,’ ete, 

8.1 habe gebunden fei gefommen 
etc. etc. 

Pluperf., ‘I might have bound,’ ete. I might have come,’ ete. 
8.1 hätte gebunden wäre gefommen 

etc, etc. 
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Future, ‘7 shali pind,’ ete. 

8.1 werde binden 
ete. 

Fut. Perf., ‘I shall have bound,’ ete. 

8.1 merde gebunden haben 
etc, 

Conditional, ‘I should bind,’ etc. 

8.1 wiirde binden 
etc. 

Cond. Perf. ‘I should have bound,’ ete. 

8.1 hirde gebunden haben 
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‘I shall come,’ etc. 

werde fommen 
etc. 

‘I shall have come,’ ete. 

werde gefommen fein 
ete, — 

ConDITIONAL, 
‘I should come,’ etc. 

würde fommen 
etc. 

‘I should have come,’ etc. 

würde gefonmen fein 
etc, etc. 

IMPERATIVE. 

‘bind,’ ete. © come,’ etc. 

8.2 binde fomme, fonım 

3 binde er fomme er 

p.ı binden wir fommen wir 
2 bindet fommt 
3 binden fie kommen fie 

INFINITIVE. 

Present, ‘to bind’ ‘to come’ 

binden fommen 

‘to have come’ 

gekommen fein 
Perfect, ‘to have bound’ 

gebunden haben 

PARTICIPLES. 

Present, ‘ binding ” ‘coming’ 

bindend kommend 
Past, ‘bound’ ‘come’ 

gebunden gekommen 

Exercise XVII. 

Verbs of the Old Conjugation. 

1. Was haben fie in meinem Garten gethan? 2. Einige fafen auf 
den Bünfen, andere lagen unter den Bäumen ; wir fprachen zufammen, 
und fangen unfere Yieder. 3. oe wir nicht gefommen, hätten fie 
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ung nie gefunden. 4. Gr war vom Dache gefallen, und hatte fich ein 

Bein gebrochen ; die Kleine fah es, hob ihn auf, und trug ihn ins Haus ; 

jest Liegt er im Bette, umd muß viel leiden. 5. Hilf mir, und 

ich werde dir wieder helfen. 6. Der Vogel fliegt in der Luft, die 
Fifche fhwimmen im Waffer, und die Würmer triecjen auf der Exde, 
7. Wir möchten Hier bleiben und fleißig chreiben. / 

Passive VOICE. + 

274. The passive voice is a derivative conjugation of 
a transitive verb, in which that person or thing which in 
the simple conjugation is the object of the transitive action, 
becomes a subject of the suffering of that action: thus, 
active, der Hund big den Knaben, ‘the dog bit the boy;’ 
passive, der Kuabe wurde vom Hunde gebijjen, ‘the boy was 
bitten by the dog.’ 

a. That a kind of passive is also formed from some intransitive verbs is 
pointed out below (279.2,3). 

b. The passive is mainly a grammatical device for directing the 
principal attention to the recipient of the action, and the action as 
affecting him, and putting the actor in a subordinate position. 

275. The German passive, like the English, is formed 
by the aid of an auxiliary verb—but by a different one, 
namely the verb werden, ‘ become.’ 

276. 1. To form the passive of any verb, its past participle 
is combined with werden, throughout the whole conjugation of 
the latter. In this combination, 

a, The past participle of the auxiliary, wherever it occurs, is 
abbreviated from geworden to worden, 

b. The participle of the main verb is put after the proper 
verbal forms (simple tenses) of the auxiliary, but before its infini- 
tives or participles. 

This is in accordance with the general rule for the position of any word 
limiting an infinitive or participle: see below, 348.2,358. 

2. Hence, to produce any given person, tense, and mood 
of the passive of a verb, combine its past participle with 
the corresponding person, tense, and mood of werde, 
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277. Synopsis of the Forms of werden and of a Passive Verb. 

InpIcATIVE. 

Present, ‘I become,’ ete. ‘1 am loved,’ ete. 

8.1 werde werde geliebt 
Preterit, ‘I became,’ ete. ‘I was loved,’ ete. 

8.1 ward, wurde ward, wurde geliebt 

Perfect, ‘I have become,’ etc. ‘I have been loved,’ ete. 

8.1 bin geworden bin geliebt worden 

Pluperfect, ‘I had become,’ etc. ‘I had been loved,’ ete. 

8.1 war geworden war geliebt worden 
Future, ‘I shall become,’ ete. ‘I shall be loved,’ etc. 

8.1 Werde werden werde geliebt werden 
Fut. Perf., ‘I shall have become,’ etc. ‘I shall have been loved,’ etc, 

8.1 werde geworden fein werde gelicht worden fein 

SUBJUNCTIVE. 

Present, ‘I may become,’ etc. “I may be loved,’ etc. 

8.1 werde werde gelicht 
Preterit, ‘I might become,’ etc. ‘I might be loved,’ ete. 

8.1 würde twitrde geliebt 

Perfect, ‘I may have become,’ etc. ‘I may have been loved,’ ete. 

s.1 fei geworden fet geliebt worden 
Pluperfect, ‘I might have become,’ etc. ‘I might have been loved,’ ete 

8.1 ware geworden wäre geliebt worden 
Future, ‘I shall become,’ etc. ‘I shall be loved,’ etc. 

8.I werde werden werde geliebt werden 

Fut. Perf., ‘I shall have become,’ ete. ‘I shall have been loved,’ etc, 

8.1 Werde geworden fein werde geliebt worden fein 

ConDITIONAL. 

Conditional, ‘I should become,’ etc. ‘I should be loved,’ ete. 

8.1 wirde werden wiirde geliebt werden 

Cond. Perf., ‘I should have become,’ ete. ‘I should have been loved,’ ete 

8.1 wiirde geworden fein würde geliebt worden fein 

IMPERATIVE. 

‘become,’ etc. ‘be loved,’ ete. 

8.2 Werde werde geliebt 
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INFINITIVES. 

Present, ‘to become’ ‘to be loved’ 

werden geliebt werden 
Perfect, ‘to have become’ ‘to have been loved’ 

geworden fein geliebt worden fein 

PARrrICIPLES, 

Present, ‘becoming’ ‘being loved’ 

werdend geliebt werdend 
Past, ‘become’ ‘been loved’ 

geworden geliebt worden 

Remark: gefiebt worden is used only in forming the compound tenses; 
since the past participle of a transitive verb has by itself a passive value. 

278. The passive voice of a transitive verb has one peculiar 
form, a kind of future passive participle, formed from the pre- 
sent active participle, by putting zu before it: thus, zu fiebend. It 
implies a possibility or a necessity: thus, ein zır liebendes Sind, “a 
child to be loved;’ i. e., ‘which may or should be loved.’ It can 
only be used as an attributive adjective, and therefore hardly de- 
serves to be called a participle; it is, rather, a participial adjective. 

Tt is in reality a quite modern and anomalous derivative from the infinitive, answering 
attributively to the infinitive with zu taken predicatively (343.1I1.10): as, Dad Stind ift 
gu lieben, ‘the child is to be loved ;” i. e., ‘may or should be loved.’ 

279. 1. Transitive verbs, with hardly an exception, may form 
a passive voice, with a complete scheme of conjugation, as given 
above. 

Haben, ‘have,’ is not used in the passive. 

2. Many intransitives (especially such as denote a mode of ac- 
tion by a person) may form an impersonal passive—that is, a pas- 
sive third person singular, with indefinite subject e8, or with omit- 
ted subject. 

Thus, e8 wurde gelacht und gefungen, ‘there was laughing and singing;’ 
um Antwort wird gebeten, ‘an answer is requested.’ 

«. These passives do not represent any subject as suffering an action, but 
simply represent the action, without reference to an actor, 

3. Those intransitives which, by a pregnant construction (227. 
2b), govern an accusative along with a factitive predicate, are also 
convertible into passives in corresponding phrases: thus, fie were 
den aus dem Echlafe gefehrieen, ‘they are screamed out of sleep 
ev wurde fret gefprochen, “he was acquitted (declared free).’ ; 

’ 

u 
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280. 1. Verbs which govern two accusatives (227.3), except Ichren, 
take in the passive the second accusative, either as object (fragen, ete ), or ag 
predicate nominative (1emien, etc.). 

2. Transitive verbs which, in addition to their direct object, govern a 
genitive (219.2) or a dative (222.1.1), retain the latter along with the 
passive: thus. dev Diener wurde des Diebftahls angeklagt, ‘the servant was 
accused of robbery ;’ alles wird einem Freunde erlaubt, ‘everything is per- 
mitted to a friend.’ 

3. Of the intransitives that form an impersoual passive, such as govern 
a genitive or dative take the same case in the passive: thus, es wird 
meiner gefchont, ‘I am spared ;’ im wurde geholfen, ‘he was helped.’ 

281. The passive is very much less frequently used in German than in 
English, being replaced by other modes of speech. Sometimes a full active 
expression, with subject and object, is employed instead. Most often, the 
intent of the passive form of speech is attained by using an active verb with 
the indefinite subject mau, ‘one,’ etc. (185): thus, man fagt, ‘itis said;’ 
ein Gejeß, welches man erließ, ‘a law which was passed.’ Not infrequently, 
areflexive phrase is substituted, the return of the action upon the subject 
being accepted as signifying the latter’s endurance of the action: thus, ¢3 
fragt fic), ‘it is questioned (asks itself) ;’ der Schlüffel hat fich gefunden, 
‘the key has been found.’ 

282. 1. By its use of werden, ‘become,’ instead of fein, ‘be,’ as auxi- 
liary forming the passive, the German is able clearly to distinguish between 
the actual endurance of an action, and existence in a state which is the 
result of such action. Thus, alle Feufter werden nad) und nad) mit Teppichen 
behängt, ‘all windows are by degrees hung with tapestry ;’ and wie alle 
Fenfter mit Teppicher u find, ‘as all the windows are hung with 
tapestry’ (R. 158); eingeladen wurden fie, ‘they were invited,’ and einges 
laden find fie all’, “they are all invited’ (R. 50)—the latter phrases, in either 
pair, signifying the condition to which the act described by the former led. 
As we use the same verb, to be, in both senses, of copula and of passive 
auxiliary (accepting the simple statement of the resulting condition as suf- 
ficiently implying the suffering of the action), our expression is liable to 
ambiguity—an ambiguity which we are sometimes forced into removing by 
the use of the clumsy and objectionable phrase ‘to be being:’ thus distin- 
guishing it is being cleaned (e8 wird gereinigt) from dt is cleaned (e8 ift gerei= 
nigt). And our sense of the distinction is so obscured that the English 
pupil finds it one of his greatest difficulties to know when to translate to be 
before a participle by fein, and when by werden. Only assiduous practice 

‘in noting the distinction as made in German will remove this difficulty. A 
practical rule wbich will answer in a great number of cases is this: if, on 
turning the expression into an active form, the same tense (pres. or pret.) is 
required, it was passive and requires werden; if the tense has to be changed 

to a perfect (perf. or plup.), fein is the proper word. Thus they were invited 
is fic wurden eingeladen when it means ‘I invited them,’ but fie waren eine 

efaden when it means ‘I had invited them;’ and find is used in eingeladen 
Ind fie all’, because it means, ‘I have invited them.’ 

2, The German itself sometimes loosely accepts the statement of condition, 
with the pres. or pret. of fein, in lieu of the full passive expression in perf 

or pluperfect. Thus, der Fife) war gefaigen, ‘the fish had been caught 
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(for war gefangen worden) ; fic ift ermordet auf der Londner Straße, ‘she 
has been murdered, in London street.’ 

REFLEXIVE VERBS. 

983. A reflexive verb is one that represents the action 
as exerted by the subject upon itself. 

1. Such verbs are grammatically transitive, since they take an 
object in the accusative: they all, then, take haben as their auxi- 
liary. 

2. Logically, they are rather to be regarded as intransitive, since they do 
not signify an action exerted by the subject upon any object outside of 
itself: thus ich fürchte mid) (literally, ‘I frighten myself’), ‘I am afraid.’ is 
in idea as much intrausitive as ich ;ittere, ‘I tremble.’ And, as noticed 
above (281), a reflexive verb is often used even in a passive sense, the idea 
of the endurance of the action on the part of the subject being more con- 
spicuous to the mind than that of its exertion of the action. 

984. Such a verb, therefore, takes as its object a re- 
flexive pronoun, of the same person and number with its 
subject. 

1. The reflexive pronouns of the first and second persons are the same as 
the personal; that of the third person is fic), in both numbers (155). 

2. The reflexive pronoun is placed where any other pronoun 
would be placed as object of the verb: namely, after the verb in 
the simple tenses, but before the infinitives and participles. 

285. Conjugation of a Reflexive Verb. 

Sich freuen, ‘to rejoice’ (rejoice one’s self”). 

Principat Parts, 

Sic) freuen, freute fich, gefreut. 

InpicaTive. SUBJUNCTIVE. 
Present. 

8.1 ich freute mich ich freue mic) 
2 du freueft dich dir freneft dich 
3 ev freut fich er freue fich 

P.ı wir freuen ung wir freuen und 
2 ihr freut euch ihr freuet ere) 
3 fie freuen fich fie freuen fich 

Preterit. 

8.1 ich freute mich ic) frenete mich 
ete. ete. 
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Perfect. 

8.1 ich habe mich gefreut ich habe mich gefreut 
2 du haft dich gefreut Du Habeft dich gefreut 
3 ex hat fich gefreut er habe jich gefreut 

P.r wir Haben und gefreut wir Haben ung gefreut 
2 ihr habt euch gefreut ihr habet euch gefreut 
3 fie haben fich gefreut fie haben fich gefreut 

Pluperfect. 
8.1 id) hatte mich gefreut id) hätte mich gefreut 

etc. etc. 

Future, 
8.1 ich werde mich freuen ich werde mich freuen 

2 du wirft dich freuen du werdeft dich freuen 
3 er wird fich freuen ev werde fic) freuen 

P.L wiv werden ung freien wit werden ung freuen 
2 thr werdet euch freuen ihr werdet euch freuen 
3 fie werden fic) freuen fie werden fic freuen 

Future Perfect. 

8.1 ic) werde mid) gefreut haben ich werde mich gefreut haben 
etc. etc. 

CoNDITIONAL. 
Conditional. Conditional Perfect. 

8.1 ich würde mitch freuen id) würde mid) gefreut haben 
ete. ete. 

IMPERATIVE. 
Singular. Plural. 

I freuen wir ung 
2 frente dich, freue du dich frent euch, freut ihr euch 

3 freue er fi) freuen fie {ich 

INFINITIVE. 
Present. Perfect. 

fich freuen fich gefreut haben 

PARrTICIPLES. 
Present. Past. 

fich freuend fich gefreut 

Remarks. 1. The reflexive pronoun is not given with the participle in 
the principal parts, since, that participle being in transitive verbs of a passive 
character, it can take no object except as used with an auxiliary in forming 
the compound tenses. 
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2. The fid) given with the infinitives and participles is, of course, only 
representative of the whole body of reflexive pronouns, with all of which 
those forms, not being restricted to any one person or number, may be con- 
strued. 

286. <Any transitive verb in the language may be used re- 
flexively, or take a reflexive pronoun as object; but none are 
properly regarded as reflexive verbs except 

1. Those which are only used with a reflexive object: as, 
fich fchämen, ‘be ashamed;’ fich fehnen, ‘long;’ fic) widerfesen, 
‘ resist.’ 

2. Those which are usually or often used reflexively, and have 
a special meaning in that use, the object not maintaining its inde- 
pendence, but combining with the verb to form a single concep- 
tion, the equivalent of an intransitive verb: as, {tc} hüten, ‘ be- 
ware’ (hüten, ‘guard’); fic} ftellen, ‘make believe, pretend’ (ftel- 
Ten, ‘ place’); fic) verlaffen, ‘rely’ (verlaffen, ‘ quit’). 

287. 1. A reflexive verb is thus often related to the simple verb as a 
corresponding intransitive to a transitive—thus, freuen, ‘give pleasure to,’ 
fic) freuen, ‘feel pleasure ;’ fürchten, ‘fear,’ fic) fiirdjten, ‘be afraid’ But 

2. A few are intransitive, and of nearly the same meaning, both as simple 
verbs and as reflexives: thus, irren and fich ivven, ‘be mistaken; ’ nahen and 
fich nahen, ‘draw nigh;’ zanten and fic) zanfen, ‘quarrel.’ 

288. 1. An intransitive verb is much more often used transitively 
(227.2b) with a reflexive object than with one of another character: thus, 
cv arbeitet und läuft fic) todt, ‘he works and runs himself to death ;’ bir follft 
dich einmal fatt effen, ‘thou shalt eat thyself to repletion for once.’ 

2. An intransitive reflexive is sometimes used impersonally instead of an 
intransitive passive (279.2), especially with adverbs of manner, to express 
the action itself, without reference to a subject: thus, e8 tanzt fic) hier gut, 
‘it is good dancing here ;’ lebhaft träumt ficy’s unter diefem Baum, ‘it is 
lively dreaming under this tree ; ’ es jieht fic) gav artig in die Kutfchen hinein, 
‘it is very pretty looking into the carriages.’ 

289. 1. A considerable number of reflexive verbs take an ad- 
ditional remoter object (impersonal) in the genitive (219.3). 

a. The construction of a reflexive verb with the genitive is notably easier 
than of the same verb used otherwise than reflexively—thus, ic) erinnere 
mic) meines Vergehens, ‘I remember (remind wyself of) my fault,’ but ich 
erinnere ihn an fein Vergehen, ‘I remind him of his fault’—yet many of 
these also frequently make their construction by the aid of a preposition, 
and many otbers admit only a prepositional construction: thus, id) verlafje 
mid) auf ijn, ‘I rely on him.’ 

2. Only two or three reflexives take a remoter object in the dative: such 
are fic) nahen, ‘approach,’ fid) widerfegen, ‘oppose,’ fic) bequenten, ‘submit? 
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290. A small number of verbs are used with a reflexive ob- 
icet in the dative, in a manner quite analogous with the true re- 
flexive verbs, and therefore form a class of improper reilexives. 

a. Most of these require in addition a direct object in the accusative: thus, 
id) mage mir fein Unvedjt an, ‘I make no unjust claim;’ icy bilde ıniv das 
nicht ein, *T do not imagine that; ' du getraueft dir viel, ‘thou darest much.’ 
But fic) [| hmeicheln, ‘ fatter one’s self,’ is intransitive. 2 

IMPERSONAL VERBS. 

291. 1. An impersonal verb, or a verb used imperson- 
ally, is one by means of which the action implied in the 
verb is represented as exerted, without reference to a sub- 
ject or actor. 

2. Such a verb stands always in the third person singu- 
lar, and either without a subject, or, more usually, with 
the indefinite subject e8, ‘it.’ 

Thus, ¢8 reqnet, ‘it rains,’ ie. ‘there is rain falling;’ es Hopft, ‘it 
knocks,’ ie. ‘there is a knocking;’ am Ganges duftet’s und feudhtet’s, ‘on 
the Ganges are sweet odors and shining sights;’ mid) dünft, ‘me seems,’ 
Lo. ‘it seems to mo;’ ihn hungerte, ‘him hungered,’ ie. ‘he was hungry.’ 

292. No verbs in German are absolutely and exclusive- 

ly impersonal: verbs impersonally used may be classified 

as follows: 

1. Verbs describing the phenomena of nature, which are almost 
invariably impersonal in virtue of their meaning: thus, e8 hagelt, 
‘it hails;? e8 hat gefchneit, ‘it has snowed;’ e8 wird donnern und 
bligen, “it will thunder and lighten.’ 

2. Certain verbs which by the idiom of the language are ordi- 
narily used in an impersonal form : as dinfen and déudjten, ‘ seem ; ’ 
gelüften, ‘desire ;’ gelingen, ‘ prove successful ;’ and a number of 
verbs signifying personal conditions and feelings, as fungern, 
‘hunger,’ ditrften, ‘thirst,’ frieven, ‘ freeze,’ fdjwinbdeln, * be giddy,’ 

grauen, ‘be horror-struck,’ etc. 

u. All this class of impersonals take an object designating the person 

affected by their action, or the subject of the feeling or condition they 
describe: some take an accusative, others a dative, others either an accusa- 

tive or dative (222.1L.le; 227.2c): thus, mich geliiftete nicht nad) dem theuren 

Yop, ‘I should not long for the costly prize; ’ diirftet deinen Feind, jo tränte 
ihn, ‘if thine enemy is thirsty, give him to drink ; ’ mir grauet vor der Götter 

Heide, "I dread the euvy of the gods;’ es diinft mir or mid), ‘it seems 

to me.’ 
&* 
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3. Almost any verb, transitive or intransitive, is liable to occur 
in impersonal use—if transitive, along with its ordinary object. 

Thus, wie fteht’s mit den Göttern, ‘how fares it with the gods?’ ergeht’s 
euch wohl, "ifit goes well with you,’ e8 fehlte an Holy, ‘there was lack of 
wood;” plötstich regt c8 fich im Itohve, ‘suddenly there is a rustling in the 
reeds;’ ¢8 treibt 1m den reis gu erwerben, “he is impelled to gain the 
prize ;’ cs erfordert eine Drehung, ‘it requires a turning;? ¢e3 bedurf der 
Innahme nicht, ‘it needs not the assumption.’ 

a. The very common use of e8 giebt, ‘it gives’ (i.e. ‘there are given or 
furnished’), in the sense of ‘there is or are,’ with following accusative, requires 
special notice: thus, da gab es Schaufeljtühle, ‘there were rocking-chairs 
there ;’ 08 giebt viele, die älter find, ‘there are many who are older;’ dal c8 
weniger Ehriften gäbe als Saracenen, ‘that there were fewer Christians than 
Saracens.’ 

4. Impersonal phrases formed with the verbs fein and werden 
along with adverbial or adjective adjuncts, describing personal 
conditions or states of feeling, and always accompanied by a da- 
tive designating the person to whom such conditions belong, are 
very frequent. 

Thus, nit ift ganz anders zu Muth, ‘I feel quite otherwise (it is to me 
quite otherwise in mind);’ thm war fo bange, ‘he was so apprehensive;’ 
wie mir wobl ijt, ‘how well I feel!’ wie ijt mir denn, ‘how is it with me 
then ?’—nun wird mir immer bänger, ‘now I grow more and more anxious ;’ 
wie weh wird mir, "how I am beginning to suffer!’ je filter e8 ift, dejto 
heißer wird mir, ‘the colder it is, the hotter I become; ihm ift’s, als ob’s 
ihn hinüberrief’, ‘he feels as if he were invited across.’ 

5. Impersonal expressions are often made from intransitive verbs 
in a passive or reflexive form (see 279.2, 288.2). 

Thus, heute Abend wird getanzt werden, ‘there will be dancing this 
evening ;’ e8 fit fich {dhtedjt Hier, ‘it is disagreeable sitting here.’ 

293. The impersonal subject e8 is (as is abundantly shown by 
the examples already given) very often omitted—not, however, 
with the impersonals describing the phenomena of nature; nor, 
generally, with verbs which are not of common use in impersonal 
form: but, as a rule, with verbs which are of common impersonal 
use, whenever the es would, by the rules for the arrangement of 
the sentence, come elsewhere than in its natural place next before 
the verb. 

That is, especially in the cases mentioned in sections 2, 4, and 5 of the 
Jast paragraph, whenever the object of the impersonal verb, or an adjunct 
qualifying the verb, is placed before it—and the putting of the object first, 
w'th consequent omission of e8, is the more usual construction. 

294. Since the impersonal verb represents the simple action 
without reference to an acting subject, such impersonals as take 
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an objeet, direct or indirect, representing the person or thing 
affected by the action or condition, are virtually equivalent to pas- 
sives or intransitives, having that person or thing as their subject 
—and they often may or must be so rendered in English. 

Many of the examples given above have been so rendered, and those 
with fein or werden hardly admit of being treated otherwise: thus, further, 
es erfordert eine Drehung, ‘a turning is required ;’ e8 bedarf der Annahme 
nidjt, ‘the assumption is not needed.’ 

295. A verb having the indefinite subject ‘ea, ‘it,’ is not always 
to be regarded as impersonal: the eg sometimes represents indetinitely a 
subject which is contemplated by the mind, and admits of being definitely 
stated: yet more often, e3 isa grammatical subject ouly, standing for a 
logical subject which is to be stated later, whether a substantive clause, an 
infinitive clause, or a simple substantive: thus, e8 freut uns, daß Cie hrer 
find, ‘it rejoices us that you are here ;’ e8 freut uns, Sie zu jehen, ‘ib re- 
joices us to see you;’ es freut und diefe Nachricht, ‘ this news rejoices us.’ 

pe 

Exercise XIX. 

Passive, Reflexive, and Impersonal Verbs. 

J 1. Der fleifige Schüler wird gelobt, aber man tadelt den trägen. 
2. Der Brief wird bald gefchrieben werden ; und fobald ev gefchrieben 
ift, wird ex von ums zur Pojft getragen werden. 3. Das Bud) wird 
jet gedruckt, und wird bald vollendet fein. 4. Diefer Hut tft verkauft, 
und fant nicht gefauft werden. 5. Wir freuten ns, als er fo gelobt 
wurde ; man lobte thn weil feine Aufgaben gut gefchrieben waren. 6. 
Sch foie mich, fo oft davon gejprodjen wird. 7. Du follteft did) 
fchämen als die That gethan wirde ; und jest wieder, weil fie gethan 
ift; nicht mur, wenn fie von andern befprochen wird, 8. Wer rt die- 
fer Mann; ich erinnere mich feiner nicht. 7 . 

COMPOUND VERBS. ~~ 

996. Verbs, in German, admit of composition with various 

other parts of speech—with nouns, adjectives, and adverbs. The 

importance and frequent use of certain classes of these com- 

pounds render it necessary that they be treated here, rather than 

later, under the general subject of the composition of words. 

297. Verbs are compounded especially with a class of 

elements called rrerıxes. These are all of kindred deri- 

vation, being originally adverbs, words signifying place or 

direction; but they have become divided in modern use 
into two well-marked classes: 
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1. Prefixes which are also employed as independent 
parts of speech, adverbs or prepositions. These form a 
less intimate union with the verb, being separable from it 
in many of its forms; they are therefore called sEPARABLE 
PREFIXES, and a verb in combination with them is said to 

be SEPARABLY COMPOUNDED. 

2. Prefixes which, in their present form, ocenr only in 
combination with verbs, and never admit of separation 
from verbal forms (or verbal derivatives): they are called 
INSEPARABLE PREFIXES, and the verb with them is said to 
be INSEPARABLY COMPOUNDED. But : 

3. A few independent prefixes sometimes form with verbs 
combinations after the manner of the inseparable prefixes, 
and therefore require to be treated asa class by themselves. 

VERBS SEPARABLY COMPOUNDED. 

298. The class of separable prefixes is divided into two sub- 
classes, simple and compound. 

1. The simple separable prefixes (including those sometimes 
also uséd as inseparable—see 308 etc.) are: 

ab, ‘off, down’ fort, “forth, away’ ob, ‘over, on’ 
an, ‘on, at’ gegen, ‘against’ über, ‘over’ 

auf, ‘up, upon’ in, ‘in’ um, ‘around’ 
aus, ‘out, from’ heim, ‘home’ - unter, ‘under’ 
bei, ‘by, beside, with’ ber, ‘toward one’ vor, ‘before’ 
Da or } Peper at? bin, ‘from one’ — wider or ) ‘against’ or 
dar, i —- Hinter, ‘behind’  —tieder, } ‘again’? 
durch, ‘through’ mit, ‘with? weg, ‘away’ 

ein, ‘in, into’ nad), ‘after’ zu, ‘to? 

eınpor, ‘up, aloft’ nieder, ‘down’ zurüd, ‘back’ 
entzivei, ‘in two, apart’ gujammen, ‘together’ 

2. The compound separable prefixes are 

a, Combinations of many of the above with one another, especially with 

the words of more general direction or place her, hin, da or dur, vor: as 
heran, hinan, beran, voran. 

b. One or two combinations of the above with preceding inseparable 
prefixes: namely, bevor, ‘before,’ entgegen, ‘against’ (this, however, is 
really derived from in-gegen), j 
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c. Dazwilhen, ‘between’ (;1ifdjen by itself is not used as a prefix), and 
hintan, ‘oehind’ (contracted from hinten an). 

Note that, of those given in the list above, several are really compound 
adverbs (empor, entgwet, zurüd, zujammen), although not made up of two 
diflerent prefixes. 

299. Conjugation of Verbs compounded with Separable Pre- 
Sixes. 

The conjugation of a compound verb is in general the 
same with that of the simple verb: only one or two mat- 
ters regarding the treatment of the prefix require notice: 

1. The prefix stands before the verb in the infinitive 
and both participles, but after it in all the other simple 
forins. 

a. In the former case, the prefix is written with the verb as a 
single word; in the latter case it is, of course, separated from it; 
and, if the verb be followed by other adjuncts—as objects, ad- 
verbs, etc.—the prefix usually and regularly stands last, at the end 
of the whole clause: thus, from anfangen, ‘begin,’ id) fange an, 
‘I begin,’ id) fing diefen Morgen früh zu ftudiren an, ‘1 begau 
early this morning to study.’ 

b. But if, by the rules for the arrangement of the sentence 
(434), the verb is transposed, or removed to the end, it comes, 
even in the simple forms, to stand after its prefix, and is then 
written as one word with it: thus, alg id) diefen Morgen früh zu 
ftudiven anfing, ‘as I began to study early this morning.’ 

2. The ordinary sign of the past participle, ge, is inserted 
between the separable prefix and the root ; also the sign 
of the infinitive, zu, whenever used. 

Thus, angefangen, “begun;’ anzufangen, ‘to begin:’ in the lat- 
ter case, as the example shows, the verb is written dlong with its 
infinitive sign and prefix, as one word. 

3. The prefix has the principal accent. 

300. Examples: anfangen, ‘begin’ (1.3); herannahen, 
‘draw nigh.’ 

Prinorpat Parts. 

anfangen, fing an, angefangen herannahen, nahte heran, herangenaht. 
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INDICATIVE. 

Present, ‘IT begin,’ etc. ‘I draw nigh,’ ete. 

8.12 fange an nahe heran 
2 füngjt an nahft heran 
3 füngt an naht heran 

P.1 fangen an nahen heran 
2 fangt an naht heran 
3 fangen an nahen heran 
Preterit, ‘I began,’ etc. ‘I drew nigh,’ ete. 

8.1 fing an nafte heran 

Perfect, ‘I have begun,’ ete. ‘T have drawn nigh,’ ete. 

8.1 habe angefangen bin herangenaht 
Pluperfect, ‘I bad begun,’ etc. ‘I had drawn nigh,’ ete. 

8.1 hatte angefangen war Herangenaht 

Future, “I shall begin,’ ete. ‘1 shall draw nigh,’ etc. 

8.1 erde anfangen werde herannahen 

Fut. Perf., ‘I shall have begun,’ ete. ‘I shall have drawn nigh,’ etc. 

8.1 werde angefangen haben werde herangenaht fein 

SUBJUNCTIVE. 

Present, ‘I may begin,’ etc. ‘I may draw nigh,’ ete. 

8.1 fange an nahe heran 
etc., otc. etc, etc. 

CoNDITIONAL, 

Conditional, ‘T should begin,’ etc. ‘T should draw nigh,’ ete. 

8.1 würde anfangen witrde herannahen 
etc., etc. etc., etc. 

IMPERATIVE, 

‘begin,’ ete. ‘draw nigh,’ ete. 

8.2 fange an, fange du an nahe heran, nahe du heran 
3 fange er an nahe ev heran 

etc. etc. 

Inrinirives. 

Present, ‘to begin’ ‘to draw nigh’ 

anfangen, anzufangen heranmahen, Heranzımahen 
Perfect, ‘to have begun’ ‘to have drawn nigh? 

angefangen haben hevangenaht fein 
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PaRrrıcipLes. 

Present, ‘beginning’ ‘drawing nigh’ 

anfangend herannahend 

Past, ‘begun’ ‘drawn nigh’ 

angefangen herangenaht 

301. 1. The meaning of the simple verb is often greatly altered by 
its composition with a prefix, as in anfangen, ‘begin,’ literally ‘take hold 
on:’ in other cases, each member of the compound retains its independent 
meaning nearly unchanged. 

2. When the combination is of the latter character, no absolute line is to 
be established dividing the employment of the prefix as prefix from its use as 
independent adverb: and there are many instances in which the prefix 
(especially a compound one) is treated in both ways indifferently, and 
either written with the verb or separated from it; thus, wo man mager 
hinein geht und fett heraus fommt (or, hineingeht, herausfommt), ‘where one 
goes in lean and comes out fat.’ 

VERBS INSEPARABLY COMPOUNDED. 

302. The inseparable prefixes are be, ent (or emp), er, ge, 
ver, and zer. 

These prefixes are, most of them, traceably descended from those of the 
other class: their original form and present office will be explained below 
(307). 

803. They remain in close combination with the verb 
to which they are attached, through its whole conjugation, 
forming with it, as their name denotes, an inseparable 
combination, of which the radical syllable, and not the 
prefix, receives the accent. Hence, 

1. The sign of the infinitive, 3u, is put before the combi- 
nation (and separated in writing from it), as if it were a 
simple verb. 

2. The sign of the participle, ge, is omitted altogether, 
Since, as was pointed out above (243.3a), this is never prefixed to an 

unaccented syllable. Moreover, the ge is itself an inseparable prefix, and 
no verbal form is ever allowed to have two iuseparable prefixes. 

304. Examples: beginnen, ‘ begin ’ (1.2), verveijen, ‘jour— 

ney away.’ 
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Prinorwat Parts. 

beginnen, begann, begounen berreifen, verreifte, verreift, 

InDICATIVE. 

beginne verreife 
begann verreifte 
habe begonnen bin verreift 
hatte begonnen war verreijt 

werde beginnen werde verreifen 

werde begonnen haben werde verreift fein 

SuBJUNCTIVE. 

beginne berreife 

begämme or begönne verreifete 
ete., etc. ete., etc. 

ConDITIONAL. 

wiirde beginnen würde verveifer 
ete, ete. etc, etc. 

IMPERATIVE. 

beginne verreife 

INFINITIVES. 

beginnen, zu beginnen verreifen, zu verreifen 

begonnen haben verreift fein 

PARTICIPLES. 

beginnend verreifend 
begonnen verreift 

305. A few inseparably compounded verbs are further com- 
pounded with a separable prefix. Such combine the peculiarities 
of both modes of conjugation, taking no ge in the participle, and 
interposing zu of the infinitive between the two prefixes: thus, 
anerfennen, ‘recognize,’ anzuerfennen, evfaunte an, anerkannt. 

a. Some of these, however—as anbetreffen, anferftehen, auserlefen, einver- 
feiben, vorenthalten—are never used except in such verbal forms, or in such 
arrangements of the sentence, as require the separable prefix to stand before 
the verb: thus, als Chriftus anferftand, ‘when Christ arose;’ but not 
Chriftus erftand auf, ‘Christ arose.’ 

806. No verb separably compounded is ever further com- 
pounded with an inseparable prefix. 

The words sometimes given as examples of such composition are really 
derivatives from nouns: thus, verabfcheuen, ‘regard with horror,’ is not 
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from a verb abjdjeuen, but from the noun Abfdjeu, ‘horror; ’ beauftragen, 
‘commission,’ in like manner, is from Auftrag, "an errand. charge; ’ benad)- 
richtigen, ‘inform,’ from Nachricht, ‘news, information,’ and so on. 

— 

307. Derivation and Uses of the Inseparable Prefixes. 

1. The inseparable prefixes are elements which have become greatly 

changed, both in form and in meaning, from their originals, and have acquir- 

ed such importance in the system of word-formation as to call for special 

notice in the grammar. 

a. While they have in part a distinct and clearly definable force in the 
compounds they form, they in part also modify in a very general and indefi- 
nite way the meaning of the verbs to which they are attached; and their 
spheres of use variously approach, and even sometimes overlap, one another. 
Only their leading applications will be stated below. 

b. These prefixes are also freely used in forming derivative verbs from 
other parts of speech (see 405): such derivatives are conjugated in the 
same manner as the inseparably compounded verbs. 

2. Be is the same with our own prefix be, and of kindred force with the 

latter; it comes ultimately from the separable prefix and independent pre- 

position bei, ‘ by.’ 

a. Prefixed to an intransitive, it adds the meaning of ‘upon, about,’ or 
the like, converting the intransitive into a transitive: thus, flagen, ‘moan,’ 
betlagen, ‘bemoan ;’ fingen, ‘sing,’ befingen, ‘sing about, besing.’ 

b. Prefixed to a transitive, it changes the direction of the verbal action, 
converting into a direct object what was only indirectly or remotely the ob- 
ject of the simple verb: thus, malen, ‘paint (a picture),’ bemalen, ‘ paint 
over (as, a wall);’ rauben, ‘steal (something from some one),’ berauben, 
‘rob (some one of something).’ 

ve. Rarely, it only slightly modifies the meaning of a verb, usually in the 
way of a strengthening or extension of its action: thus, deden and bededen, 
°cover;’ drängen and bedrängen, ‘crowd, oppress;’ harren and beharren, 
‘wait, persist;’ ftehen and beftehen, ‘stand, subsist.’ 

d. Some of its compounds are restricted to a reflexive use: thus, fid) bez 
finden, ‘find one’s self, be ;’ fic) betragen, ‘ bear one’s self, behave.’ 

3. Ent was earlier ant, in which form it appears in Antwort, ‘answer,’ 
and Antliß, “countenance;’ it is by origin an adverb meaning ‘against,’ 
related to our and and the prefix of answer (and-swarian), etc. In combina- 

tion with three verbs beginning with f, it has taken, by assimilation, the 

form emp: thus, empfangen, empfehlen, empfinden. 
a. Its primitive meaning appears in a few compounds, as entfprechen, ‘cor- 

respond, answer;’ empfangen, ‘receive.’ 

b. Its leading idea is now that of ‘out;’ it denotes removal, separation, 
deprivation, sometimes even negation: thus, eutgchen, entfommen, entilie- 
hen, ‘escape;’ entzichen, ‘take away;’ entlafjen, ‘let off, release ;’ entja- 
gem, ‘renounce ;’ entweihen, ‘ desecrate.’ ; 

c. It sometimes indicates transition into a condition: as, entbrenmen, 
‘take fire;’ entftehen, ‘come into being.’ 
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4. Gr is the same word with the prefix ur forming nouns (411), and 

means by origin ‘forth, out,’ being related to aus, ‘out,’ and probably ulti- 

mately identical with it. 

a. It has most nearly its primitive force in such verbs as erziehen, ‘edu 
cate, bring up,’ errichten, ‘erect,’ erjdjrecen, ‘startle.’ 

b. It often signifies a passing into a condition, a becoming, the beginning 
of an action; as, erjdjeinen, ‘(shine forth) appear,’ ertinen, ‘sound forth,’ 
ergiitern, ‘fall a trembling.’ 

c. It strengthens the verbal idea, often adding an implication of accom- 
plishment or attainment: as, erfıhöpfen, ‘exhaust,’ ertragen, ‘endure,’ evle- 
ben, ‘experience,’ erjuchen, ‘request,’ erfinden, ‘invent.’ 

d. Hence (its prevailing office in the production of new compounds), it 
signifies an acquisition by means of the action expressed by the simple 
verb: thus, erjagen, ‘obtain by hunting;’ ertrogen, ‘get by detiance;’ er- 

tanzen, ‘bring on by dancing.’ 

5. Ge is believed to have had at first the sense of ‘with, together,’ 
which sense appears, somewhat dimly, in a few of the compounds it forms: 
as, gefrieren, ‘become solidified by cold,’ gerinnen, ‘coagulate,’ gefallen, 
‘(fall in with) please,’ geftehen, ‘(stand by) confess.’ But this sense has 
become so generalized and effaced, and its applications are so various and 
indistinct, that it would be in vain to attempt to classify them. 

The adoption of this prefix as regular characteristic of past participles 
has been already referred to (243.3c) as comparatively modern, and hardly 
admitting of explanation. 

6. a. Ber is historically the same word as vor, ‘forward, forth,’ and its 

leading idea is that of ‘forth, away:’ as in verdrängen, ‘crowd out,’ ver- 

jagen, ‘chase away,’ verfaufen, ‘bargain away, sell,’ verreifen, ‘journey off,’ 
veripielen, ‘lose at play.’ 

b. Hence, as intimating removal through the action of the verb to which 
it is attached, it comes further to imply loss, detriment, destruction: as in 
verbrauden, ‘wear out,’ verderben, ‘ruin;’—or a removal from what should 
be, the production of an untoward effect: as in verführen, "lead astray,’ 
berriicten, ‘put out of place; ’—or the commission of error: as in verrechnen, 
‘misreckon,’ verfennen, ‘mistake; ’—or a reversal of action: as in verbieten, 
‘forbid,’ veradjten, ‘ despise.’ 

c. On the other hand. it signifies a complete working-out of the action 
of the verb: as in verbluten, ‘bleed to death,’ verbremnen, ‘burn up;’— 
which may imply a cessation of the action, as in verblühen, ‘blossom out, 
fade, wither;’ or, more usually, a strengthening of the action, as in ver- 
finfen, ‘sink away,’ vertilgen, ‘blot out,’ verjchliegen, ‘shut up,’ verbinden, 
‘unite; ’—and this intensive force in a few cases makes transitive, as ver- 
lachen, ‘deride,’ verfehlen, ‘miss, fail of.’ 

7. Zr represents an older dis, which is related to the Latin dis, and 

means, like the latter, ‘apart, asunder.’ 

Accordingly, it cither intensifies the meaning of verbs which contain the 
idea of dissolution, of going to pieces or reducing to pieces, or it adds-that 
idea: thus, zerbrecheit, ‘break asunder; ’ zerjprengen, ‘ blow to pieces; ’ zer: 
fallen, ‘fall apart;’ zevrinnen, ‘become dissolved.’ . 
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PREFIXES SEPARABLE or INSEPARABLE. 

308. A few prefixes, belonging properly to the separa- 
ble class (being all of them in use also as independent 
parts of speech), nevertheless sometimes form compounds 
after the manner of inseparables. 

309. These prefixes are 

durch, ‘ through’ über, ‘ over’ unter, ‘under’ 
hinter, ‘behind’ um, ‘about’ wider t ‘against’ 

wieder | “again” 

Wider and wieder are the same word, but differently spelt, to in- 
dicate a difference of meaning. All verbs compounded with wi- 
der are inseparable; all but one or two compounded with wieder 
are separable. 

310. In verbs separably compounded with these prefixes, both 
members of the compound have their own full meaning, hardly 
modified by the combination; the inseparable compounds often 
take an altered or figurative sense. 

Thus, as separable compounds, durchdringen, ‘crowd through,’ hinter- 
gehen, ‘go behind,’ iiberjesen, ‘set across,’ umgehen, ‘go around, revolve,’ 
unterwerfen, ‘throw under,’ wiederholen, ‘fetch back;’—but, as insepa- 
rable compounds. durchdringen, ‘penetrate, permeate,’ hintergehen, ‘deceive,’ 
iiberfesen, ‘translate,’ umgehen, ‘evade,’ unterwerfen, ‘subjugate,’ wieder: 
holen, ‘repeat.’ Yet the difference is not often so marked as in these 
examples, and in a host of cases the two classes of compounds are distin- 
guished by only a slight shade of meaning, if at all. 

3ll. The compounds, of either class, are accented and 
conjugated according to the rules already given. That is 
to say, 

1. The separable compounds are accented on the prefix; they 
put the prefix before the verbal form in the infinitive and partici- 
ples, but after it in other cases; they take the signs of participle 
and infinitive between the prefix and the root. 

Thus, from durdh’dvingen, ‘crowd through,’ come ditrch'zudringen, dringe 
dure), drang durch, bin durch’gedrungen, werde durch'dringen, durch’gedrungen. 

2. The inseparable compounds are accented on the radical syl- 
lable, reject the ge of the participle, and put zur of the infinitive 
before the whole combination. 

Thus, from durddrin’gen, ‘penetrate,’ come jit durchdrin’gen, ee 
dein’ge, durdjdrang’, habe durdjdvun’gen, werde durdjorin’gen, durd- 
drun’gen, , 
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OTHER CompounD VERBS. 

312. Verbs compounded with other adverbs than those al-. 
ready mentioned, or with nouns or adjcctives, fall into two classes : 

1. True or close compounds, in which the first member has be- 
come an integral part of the combination, and the whole is treated 
as a simple verb. 

Thus, handhaben, ‘handle, manage,’ zu handhaben, handhabte, ASE 
wahrjagen, ‘prophesy,’ zu wabriagen, wahrjagte, gewahrfagt; Liebkofen, 
‘caress,’ zu liebfojen, liebEofte, geltcbfoft. 

2. Loose or false compounds, phrases, written together as one 
word, in which the first member is treated as any such word limit- 
ing the verb would be, and the combination is conjugated like a 
verb separably compounded. 

Thus, ftattfinden, ‘take place,’ Retain et, fand ftatt, ftattgefunden ; 
wohlthun, ‘benefit, wohlzuthun, that wohl, wohlgethan ; fehlichlagen, ‘mis- 
carry,’ jehlzufchlagen, fchlug fehl, fehlgeichlagen ; losfpredjen, ‘absolve,’ fo8zu> 
fprecjen, prac} (08, losgeiprogheit. 

a. If a verb of the former class has not the accent on its first syllable, it 
loses (243.34) the ge of the past participle: thus, frohlod’en, frohlodt’. 

d. From the same class are to be carefully distinguished certain verbs 
which have the aspect of compounds, but are in fact derivatives from 
compound nouns: such are frühftüden, ‘to breakfast’ (from Frühftüd, 
breakfast’), vathichlagen, ‘consult’ (from Jathichlag, ‘consultation ’). 

313. Mi and voll are treated as proper prefixes, forming both 
separable and inseparable compounds, which are accented and 
conjugated like those made with dure), etc. (308-11). 

But miß is very rarely treated as a separable. oll forms five or six in- 
separable compounds, as vollbringen, ‘accomplish,’ vollzichen, ‘execute,’ and 
a number of loose separables, as vollyiefen, ‘pour full.’ 

Exercise XX, 

Compound Verbs, Separable and Inseparable. 

\ 1. Wann fangen Sie an, Ihre Briefe abzufchreiben? 2. Ich be- 
gan geftern, und {djrieb einige ab, fobald id) fie empfangen hatte. 3. 
Er versteht alles was man ihm vorlieft, und fpricht die deutfchen Wör- 
ter deutlich aus; aber ev itberfegt nicht gut. 4. Der Tag naht heran, 
und die Sonne wird bald aufgehen ; ftehen wir aud) auf, und fleiden 
wir ung an. 5. Sie haben vergeffen was Sie mir verfprochen hatten. 
6. Sie hat ihre Ueberfchuhe angezogen, und ift ausgegangen ; fie wird 
bald abgereift fein. 7. Wiederhole deine Bitte, und ich hole dir wieder 
was du verlangft. 8. Wir faufen ifm gleich ab, was er ung verkaufen 
will, 9. Er war cho zurrücgefommen, ehe ich fortging. 10. Der 
Knabe hat den Ball in die Stube hineingeworfen, und den Spiegel 
gevbrodjen, J 
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ADJUNCTS OF THE VERB. 

314. A verb, in a proper verbal form (that is to say, exclud- 
ing the infinitives and participles: see 339, 349), always stands 
as the simple predicate of a sentence; and all that constitutes 

the complete predicate is brought in in the way of modifying 
adjuncts to the verb, variously limiting and qualifying its action. 

a. The proper verbal forms, those possessing the characteristic of person, 
are often called its “finite” forms: they might also be called its personal 
forms. 

6 Even in the compound tenses of the verb itself, the rank of verb 
belongs in strictness only to the personal auxiliary, the other parts being 
adjuacts of the latter: thus, in ich habe ihn getvdntl ‘I have pained him,’ 
habe is the simple predicate, and gefränft is an attribute of the object, as 
much as finde and franf, respectively, in ic) finde ihn tranf, ‘I find him 
sick ;’ ich werde gefränft, ‘I am pained,’ id) bin gegangen, ‘I am (have) 
gone,’ are analogous, in like manner, with id) werde franf, ‘I become sick,’ 
ich bin weg, ‘I am away; ' and ich werde gefrdnft worden fein, ‘I shall 
have been pained,’ is made up by the addition of successive modifying ad- 
juncts to iverde, each adjunct after the first being (see 348.2) reeularly pre- 
fixed to the one which it further limits; the phrase means literally ‘I am 

entering (werde) into a state of having (fein) become (worden) pained 
(gefvänft).’ That the auxiliaries have more or less completely the inferior 
value of ‘copulas, connecting the subject with the chiefly significant 
part of the predicate, does uot alter their formal or grammatical char- 
acter. 

c, No personal form of a verb has the value of adjunct to another 
personal form; there are as many separate sentences as there are separate 
verbs. All the other parts of speech (excepting the conjunctions: see 
382.0) may enter, by counection with the verb as its adjuncts, into the 
relation of parts of the predicate of a sentence. 

315. Object of a Verb. Most verbs may take an object— 
that is to say, may be followed by a noun (or its equivalent) 
in an oblique case, designating the person or thing upon which, 
or as affecting which, the action which it describes is exerted by 
the subject. ö 

1. A “transitive ” verb takes its object in the accusative case; 
and such is called a direct object: thus, er hat einen Hut, und 
trägt ihn, ‘he has a hat, and wears it:’ see 227. 

a A few transitive verbs are followed by two accusatives: see 227.8. 

2. Many “intransitive” verbs take an indirect object in the 
genitive or, dative case: thus, ich fchone meines Feindes, ‘I 
spare my enemy;’ er folgt mir, ‘he follows me:’ see 219, 
222.11. 
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3. Many verbs, beside their direct object, take a remoter object 
in the dative or genitive, indicating the person or thing affected 
less immediately by the action of the subject upon the object, o1 

further defining that action : thus, id) raube diefem Manne dag 
Geld, “I steal the money from this man;’ id) beranbe ihn feines 
Selves, ‘I rob him of his money:’ see 219, 222.1. 

316. Predicate Noun or Adjective. A noun or adjective is 
called predicate, if it is brought by the verb into connection with 
a noun (either the subject or the direct object of the verb), as 
limiting or qualifying that noun. 

1. a. A predicate noun stands in the nominative, relating to 
the subject of the verb, after fein, ‘be,’ werden, * become,’ biei- 
ben, ‘continue,’ feinen, dünfen, and däudhten, ‘seem,’ and hei- 
fen, ‘be called; ’ also, with the passive of the verbs that take a 
noun in the accusative as factitive predicate: see 213. 

These are verbs of incomplete predication, requiring a complement. 
Especially fein, ‘be,’ is the ordinary simple connective of a subject with its 
predicated quality, and is therefore called the copula. 

b. After a few verbs—of calling, regarding, and the like—a 
predicate noun stands in the accusative, brought by the verb 
into relation with its object: this is called a factitive predicate: 
thus, er nannte mich feinen Freund, ‘he called me his friend:’ see 
227.35,c. 

2. a. A predicate adjective is used after the same verbs as a 
predicate noun: thus, er ift und bleibt mir treu, und wird nie untreu 
werden, “he is and continues faithful to me, and will never become 
unfaithful.’ 

6. With verbs of more complete predication, or of full predica- 
tive force, an adjective is often used in a manner which it is con- 
venient to distinguish as adverbial predicate: thus, die Kinder ftan- 
den ftumm, ‘the children stood silent;’ die Stimme ftrönte himm- 
life) Helle vor, ‘the voice poured forth heavenly clear;’ wird’8 
aud) Schön zu Tage fommen, ‘will it also come forth beautiful?’ 

c. Some verbs are followed by an adjective as factitive predi- 
cate, relating to their object: thus, fie ringen die Hände wimd, ‘they 
wring their hands sore;’ die ich geme dreifach Biete, “which I 
gladly offer threefold;’ fie ftellt fid) übervafcht, ‘she feigns her- 
self surprised ;’ ich fühle meine Strdfte Höher, ‘I feel my powers 
higher;’ er hält ihn warm, ‘he holds him warm.’ 

This predicative construction is much more common with adjectives 
than with nouns, which generally require als, ‘as,’ für, ‘for,’ zu, ‘to,’ or the 
like, before them: compare 227.3c. 
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Ye 317. _Adverb. The verbal idea is limited by an adverb, or by 

more than one, in the most various manner, in respect to time, 
place, occasion, manner, end, and so on. See Adverbs, 361 etc. 

Thus, ich gehe jeßt, ‘I am going now; ’ er wohnt hier, ‘he lives here; ’ 
fie Sprechen gut, ‘they speak well; ’ du bift heute morgen jehr [pat erwacht, 
‘you woke very late this morning.’ 

318. Prepositional Phrase. A phrase composed of a prepo- 

sition along with the word (generally a noun, with or without 
adjuncts) which it governs, and the nature of whose relation to 

the verbal action it defines, is a very frequent adjunct to the verb, 
taking the place of object, predicate, or adverb. 

a. As direct object in place of an accusative, such a phrase can hardly stand: 
but it may be used for a genitive object—as, td) warte auf thu, for id) warte 

! feiner, ‘I wait for him;’ for a dative object—as, er folgt mir, or er folgt auf 
4 mich, ‘he follows me;’—yet more freely for a remoter object along with a 
| direct object—as, ic) freue mich über diejes, for tc) freue mid) deffen, ‘I re- 

joice at this:’ ich fchreibe einen Brief an ihn, for ihm einen Brief, ‘I write a 
letter to him.’ 

b. Examples of prepositional phrases with predicate value are e8 ivar von 
entfcheidender Wichtigkeit, ‘it was of decisive importance;’ die Kranten blie- 
ben in der Mitte, ‘the sick remained in the midst;’ fie erwählten ihn zum 
Kaifer, ‘they chose him emperor;’ dies wird zum Ausdrud der Seele, ‘this 
becomes an expression of the soul.’ 

c. Adverbial prepositional phrases are der Vogel fpielt im Larbe, ‘the bird 
plays in the foliage;’ wiv bergen den Samen in der Erde Shook, ‘we hide 

5 the seed in the earth's bosom;’ er rief mit lauter Stimme, ‘he cried with 
? x a loud voice.’ we 

819. Order of the verbal adjuncts. 

} 1. In the normal or regular arrangement of the sentence, all 
the adjuncts of a personal verb are placed after it. 

a. For the inverted order of arrangement, in which one of the adjurcts 
is frequently placed before the verb it modifies, and for the transposed order, 
in which the personal verb is placed after all its adjuncts, see the rules given 
for the order of the sentence, below, 431, 434. 

2. When the verb is modified by two or more adjuncts, the general rule 

is, that one which is more closely combined in idea with the verb, and more 

> essentially modifies its predicative meaning, is placed further from it than 
one of a more external and accessory character. Hence, 

a. The infinitive or participle, in a compound verbal form, stands at the 
: end of: the sentence: thus, fie hatte ihre Sabie jcharf im feine Finger ge- 

’ fest, ‘she had sunk her teeth sharply into his fingers ;’ ihr werdet euch 

fo blutiq enrer Macht nicht überheben, ‘you will not presume so cruelly 
upon your power.’ 

db. An infinitive dependent upon any verb, modal or causative auxiliary 

» 
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or other, stands in like manner at the end of the sentence: thus, id) will 

vor ihr mic) niederwerfen, ‘I wild humble myself before her. 

c. A separable prefix belonging to the verb takes the same place: thus, 

fie jah dabei recht finfter und unwillig aus, ‘she looked at the same time 

right gloomy and out of humor.’ 

d. Any part of speech compounded with a verb after the manner of a 

separable prefix, or forming with it a verbal phrase analogous with such a 

compound, takes the same place: thus, id) nahm nists mehr von der hinter 
mir liegenden Ebene wahr, ‘I no longer saw anything of the plain that lay 

behind me.’ 

e. Of two cases governed by the same verb, the second accusative (227.3) 
is placed after that which is the more immediate object of the verb; the 
genitive (219.2,3) follows the accusative; the dative (222.11) rather more 
usually precedes the accusative. 

f. Of more than one adverb qualifying the same verb, an adverb of time 
ordinarily precedes one of-place, and both are placed before one of manuer 
or degree: thus, ev arbeitet immer fleißig, ‘he always works industriously ; ’ 
du wohnst hier jehr bequem, ‘you live here very comfortably.’ Hence, also, 
the adverb of negation, nicht, if it modifies the general assertion of the sen- 
tence, stands last; but if its negative force applies to some particular ad- 
juuct of the verb, it is placed next before that adjunct. 

3. The rules as above stated are subject to various modification under 

the influence of accent or emphasis, or of euphony. 

o. Any adjunct of the verb may be transferred to a position other than 
its proper one (usually later), for the purpose of being made more promi- 
nent. 

b. Since a pronoun is, in general, a less significant and emphatic word 
than a noun, usage has established the rule that 

A pronoun immediately dependent on the verb (not governed by a pre- 

position), whether as direct or indirect object, comes first among the verbal 

adjuncts. 

Among the pronouns, a personal pronoun comes before a demonstrative, 
the briefer personal pronouns, especially e8, ‘it,’ before the longer, and the 
retlexives first of all. 

4. Prepositional phrases take, in general, the position belonging to the 
part of speech whose equivalent they are; but they are more liable than 
single words to change place for euphonic reasons. 

5. The natural connections of the different verbal adjuncts are regarded 
in the arrangement of the sentence; those which affect one another, and 
exert a combined influence upon the verbal action, being put together. 

6. The above are only the leading principles of the arrangement of words 
ir a sentence. ‘To follow out their application in detail, and illustrate their 
joint and mutual action, and the more or less irregular and arbitrary modi- 
tications which they admit, cannot here be attempted. 
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USES OF THE FORMS OF CONJUGATION. 

Person anp NUMBER, 

320. In general, the verb is of the same person and number 
as its subject. 

Being, of course, of the first or second person only when its subject is a 
personal pronoun of those persons respectively, since all other words are of 
the third person. 

321. Special Rules respecting Person. 
1. When the same verb has subjects of more than one person, 

it is of the first person (plural) if either of its subjects is of the 
first person ; otherwise, of the second: thus, ic) und du find hier, 
‘T and thou are here;’ dur und er glaubt es beide nicht, ‘you and 
he both disbelieve it.’ 

2. After a relative (der) referring to an antecedent of the first 
or second person, the verb is in the third, unless the personal 
pronoun is repeated after the relative (compare 181): thus, du, der 
dem Bafilist den Mioroblid gab, ‘thou who gavest to the basilisk 
his deadly glance’ (but du, der dU... . . gabft). 

322. Special Rules respecting Number. 
1. A verb having for its subject more than one singular noun 

is put in the plural. 
a. To this rule there are frequent exceptions, either as the several sub- 

jects are regarded as combined into a single idea; or as, when preceding or 
following an enumeration of single subjects, the verb, by a familiar liceuss 
of speech, is suffered to agree with the one nearest it alone; or as the verb 
is in fact understvod with other than the one subject with which it agrees: 
thus, hunter mir Liegt nur Munmer und Elend, ‘behind me les only sorrow 
and misery;’ Fels und Meer wird fortyerifjen, ‘rock and sea are hurried 
onward; es begleite durd) Yeben und Sterben uns Yied und Viebe und Wein, 
‘may soug and love and wine accompany us through life and death; ’ Yügen, 
Morden, Stehlen und Ehebrechen Hat überdand genommen, ‘lying, murder, 
theft, and adultery have become prevalent.’ 

2. A collective noun in the singular takes a verb in the singular much 

more strictly than in English. 

a. Exceptions are only such expressions as ein Paar, ‘two or three,’ eine 
Menge, ‘a number,’ cin Dutzend, ‘a dozen,’ which are frequeutly used with 
plural nouns (ordinarily construed appositionally with them: see 216.52), 
and have gained a plural value by association: thus, in welcjem ein Baar 
Vögel hin und wieder hiipfeu, ‘in which a couple of birds hop back and 
forth;’ im Hofe jpielten ein Baar der nmmteren sinder, ‘in the yard were 
playing two or three of the merry children ;’ cin Paar [ind gewöhnlic) vor 
aus, ‘a couple are generally in front.’ 

7 
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3. After the impersonal and indefinite subjects c8, dies, das, twas, welts, 
ete., the verb is put in the plural if a following predicate noun is plural: 
thus, ¢8 find unfer zwei, ‘there are two of us;’ dag Jind meine Freunde, 
‘those are my friends.’—So also occasionally in a case like die Frucht dicjes 
Baumes find Heine Beeren, ‘the fruit of this tree is small berries.’ 

4. Out of exaggerated respectfulness, the plural verb is sometimes (the 
usage is happily going out of vogue) construed with a singular title, or name 
and title: as, belie ben der Herr diefen Scdel zu erproben, ‘may the gentle- 
man be pleaséd to try this purse;’ Seine Majeftät der König haben geruht, 
‘his majesty the king has been graciously pleased to... . 

Moon anp TENSE. 

Indicative. 

323. The use of the indicative mood, in its various tenses, 
corresponds upon the whole pretty closely in German and in Eng- 
lish. The principal points of difference will be stated below. 

324. Indicative Present. 1. The German present—e. g. id) 
liebe—answers to the three English forms of the present ‘I love,’ 
“I do love,’ and ‘I am loving:’ the shades of difference among 
these different values are either left to be inferred from the con- 
text, or are expressed or intimated by adjuncts to the verb or by 
verbal phrases. 

2. In German, as in English and French, the present is often 
substituted for the preterit in lively narration: thus, ich hielt ftille, 
und fah mic nad) dem Stande der Sonne um. Indem ic) nun fo 
emporblide, fehe id) 2c., ‘1 stopped, therefore, and looked about 
me for the position of the sun. While, now, I am thus looking 
upward, I see’ ete. 

3. In expressing a past action or state which is continued so 
as to be present also (or in signifying what has been and still is), 
the German, like the French, indicates the present part and leaves 
the past to be inferred, while the English does the contrary: 
thus, find fie fchon lange hier, “have you been (are you) here al- 
ready a long time?’ er fchläft feit fünf Jahren unter dem Schnee, 
“he has been (is) sleeping for five years beneath the snow.’ 

4. The German present, much more often than the English, 
is used in the sense of a future: thus, wie faıg’ ich’8 an? ich dreh’ 
mic) um, fo ift’s gethan, ‘how shall I set about it? I will turn 
myself around ; that wil fetch it;’ die Güter, die cr deveinft erbt, 
‘the property which he will one day inherit.’ 

This future use of the present is a direct inheritance from a former condition of Ger- 
manic language (as represented to us by the oldeslL Germanic dialects), in which the 
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present and future meanings were both habitually expressed by the present tens», {Vie later 
auxiliary futures, as / shall or will love, ic) werbde lieben, not having been yet brought into 
use, See the author’s ‘‘ Language and the Study of Language,” pp. 119, 269. 

325. Indicative Preterit. 1. The preterit answers to our 
own simple past tense, in its three forms of ‘I loved,’ ‘I did 
love,’ ‘I was loving’—all expressed, without distinction, by id) 
liebte. 

2. As the present for the perfect (324.3), so the preterit is 
sometimes used for our pluperfect, to express what, at a given 
time, had been and was still: thus, waren Sie fcjon lange da, 
‘had you been (were you) there long already ?’ 

3. The distribution of the expression of past time between the 
preterit and perfect is not precisely the same in German as in 
English. As (326.2) the German perfect often stands where we 
should use the preterit, so the contrary is also sometimes the case: 
thus, ihr Hörtet, welch fchredliches Gericht des Hervn über Serufa- 
lem erging, ‘ye have heard what a terrible judgment of the 
Lord has come upon Jerusalem.’ 

326. Indicative, Perfect. 1. The perfect answers in the main 
to our perfect, expressing completed action, or action in the past 
with implied reference to the present, as no longer continuing: 

thus, ic} habe geliebt, ‘I have loved,’ or “have been loving.’ 

2. But the perfect is not infrequently used where we employ 
the preterit: the perfect is rather the tense by which something 
is simply asserted as true, while tbe preterit implies a connection 
with other past events in continuous narration, or a personal par- 
ticipation of the speaker, as spectator or joint actor. 

Thus, Gott hat die Welt exichaffen, ‘God created the world (it was God 
who etc.);’ id) bin geftern in der Sicche gemefen, ‘I was at church yesterday ;’ 
unjer Freund ift neulich geftorben, ‘our friend died lately: ’—but Gott erichuf 
die Welt in fechs Tagen, und ruhte am fiebenten, ‘God created the world in 
six days, and rested on the seventh;’ ich war in dev Kirche, wo Herr Ye. eine 
vortreffliche Predig: hielt, ‘I was at church, where Mr. N. preached an ad- 
mirable sermon ;’ unfer Vater ftarb geftern, ‘our father died yesterday (in 
our presence).’ 

Something of the same distinction appears also in English usage, and it 
is impossible to explain fully the difference in idiom between the two lan- 
guages without a great deal of detailed illustration. Moreover, there are 
many cases in either tongue where both tenses might be employed with 
equal propriety. 

3. For the present in place of our perfect, see 324.3; for the perfect in 
place of the future, see 328.30. 

327. Indicative Pluperfect. The pluperfect in German, as 
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in English, expresses action already finished at a time in the past 

either defined or contemplated by the speaker: thus, ic) atte gee 
liebt, ‘I had loved’ or ‘been loving.’ 

328. Indicative Future and Future Perfect. 1. These tenses 

ordinarily agree in use with their English correspondents: thus, 

id) werde fieben, ‘I shall love’ or ‘be loving ;’ ich werde geliebt 
haben, ‘I shall have loved’ or ‘been loving.’ 

They express simple futurity, that which is going to be; and are care- 
fully to be distinguished from the modal auxiliary forms composed of the 
infinitive with wollen and follen (257-8), which more or less distinctly im- 
ply an assent or intent, a propriety or obligation. 

2. The futures are sometimes used to indicate a claimed probability, or 
express a conjecture: thus, das wird woh! Shr Bruder fei, ‘that is your 
brother, is it not?’ cv wird nicht lange dort geblieben fein, ‘I presume he 
did not stay there long.’ 

3. «. In German, as in English, the perfect is often employed where the 
future perfect would be logically more correct, the implication of futurity 
being sufficiently made by the context: thus, ic) werde fommen, jobald ich 
meinen Brief gejchrieben habe, ‘I shall come as soon as I have written my 
letter’ (for werde gefihrieben haben, ‘shall have written’). 

b. A present or perfect is occasionally substituted for a future, by a figure 
of speech, to indicate the certainty of what is to take place: thus, jene bat 
gelebt, wenn ich dies Blatt aus meinen Händen gebe, ‘she has ceased to live, 
if I let this paper go out of my hands; ’ ftch’, oder du bift de8 Todes, ‘stand, 
or thou art a dead man!’ 

c. For the frequent use of a present instead of a future tense, see 324.4, 

Subjunctive. 

329. The subjunctive mood, which has almost passed out of 
use in English, still continues in full currency in German, having, 
if the two “ conditional” tenses be included with it (as they are 
in fact subjunctive, both in form and character), more than a cor- 
responding tense for every tense of the indicative. In some of 
its oflices (the optative, potential, conditional) it answers to what 
is Jeft of our own subjunctive, and to the compounded tenses 
(with the auxiliaries may, might, would, and should) by which 
we have in part supplied the place of the latter; in other offices 
(especially in indirect statement, 333) there is in English hardly 
anything analogous, though the classical tongues present similar 
constructions in abundance. 

330. The subjunctive is the mood of possibility, contingency, 
subjectivity, in contradistinction from the indicative as the mode 
of actuality, direct assertion, objectivencss. 
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body;’ daß er beftände bis aufs Blut, bis in den Tod die Fehde, ‘that he 
might maintain his quarrel even to blood, even unto death.’ 

2. Adverbs are not seldom governed by prepositions: see below, 378. 
3. Adverbs are used elliptically with the value of adjectives: thus, die- 

fer Mann hier, ‘this man here;’ Gräber und die Cypreffen dran, ‘graves 
and the cypresses thereon;’—or, in predicative relations, nun war der 
Abend vorbei, ‘now the evening was past; ’ die Sabre find noch nicht 
um, ‘the years are not yet over;’ alles foll anders fein und gefchinact= 
toll, ‘everything is to be otherwise, and tasty ;’ ift fein Mörder mehr un- 
terweges, ‘is there no longer a murderer on the way?’ aller Wetteifer 
wird vergebens, ‘all emulation becomes futile; id) fa Nebel weit ume 
her, ‘I saw mist far about.’ 

4. An adverb is often added after a preposition and its object, to com- 
plete or to make more distinct the relation expressed by the preposition: 
see below, 379. 

370. Place of Adverbs. 

1. An adverb precedes the adjective or adverb which it quali- 
fies, 
e a. Except genug, ‘enough,’ which, as in English, follows the word it 
imits. : 

2. An adverb qualifying a personal verb is put after it in the regular 
arrangement of the sentence: one qualifying an infinitive or participle is 
placed before it. 

As to the placo of the adverb in relation to other adjuncts of the verb, 
see 319; as to certain adverbial words which have exceptional freedom of 
position, see 385.4, 

PREPOSITIONS. 

371. A preposition is a word used to define the relation be- 
tween some person or thing and an action, a quality, or another 
person or thing with which it stands connected. 

a. The distinctive characteristic of a preposition is that it governs an 
oblique case of a noun (or of the equivalent of a noun); and by this it is 
separated from an adverb: it is a kind of transitive adverb, requiring an 
object in order to the completion of the idea which it signifies. Many 
words are either adverbs or prepositions, according as they are used with- 
out or with such object. 

db. The oldest prepositions were originally adverbs, and the various mode 
of relation of a noun to the action or quality which they aided to define 
was expressed by means of a more complete scheme of cases: the reduc- 
tion of this scheme (in German, from six oblique cases to three: see 
the author’s “Language and the Study of Language,” pp. 271-2, 276), and 
the conversion of adverbs to prepositions, are parallel processes of change 
in the history of our language. In the German, as a fuller system of de- 
clension is still preserved, a host of relations are signified by the use of 
zases alone where we require prepositions in English. 
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c. Many of the German prepositions are of late formation from nouns 
or adjectives, or from adverbial phrases containing such. Some examples 
of these will be noted below. 

372. Prepositions are most conveniently classified according 
to the case they govern, as the genitive, the dative, the accusa- 

tive, and the dative or accusative. 

a. A few govern either the dative or genitive, but their difference of 
use in this respect is not of consequence enough to found a class upon. 

b. Since what determines the relation is originally the case of the noun, prepositions 
ought to be followed by cases according to the kind of relation they signify—thus, thoso 
that denote motion toward or to should take the accusative; those that mean for (ori- 

ginal dative), with or by (original instrumental), and in or at (original locative), should 
take the dative; those that mean af, from, and the like (original genitive and ablative) 
should take the genitive—and those prepositions that denote different relations should be 
followed by different cases to correspond. This latter is to a certain extent still the case 
(see 376.c): but, on the one hand, the relations of each ancient case now lost have not 
been assigned in bulk to one of those yet remaining; and, on the other hand, many prepo- 
sitions which have undergone a great change of meaning continue to take the case by 
which they were originally followed : for example, nad), which is historically the same word 
with nah, ‘nigh to,’ governs the dative, the case regularly following nab, though itself 
used in the sense of ‘after’ and of ‘ toward, to.‘ 

373. Prepositions governing the genitive are anftatt or ftatt, 
‘instead of,’ halber or halben, ‘for the sake of’—with the com- 
pounds of halb, namely außerhalb, ‘without, outside,’ innerhalb, 
‘within,’ oberhalb, ‘above,’ unterhalb, ‘ below ’—frajt,‘in virtue of,’ 
längs, ‘along,’ faut, ‘according to, trog, ‘in spite of, um... 
willen, ‘on account of,’ ungeachtet (or ohngeachtet), “notwithstand- 
ing,’ umnfern and unweit, ‘not far from,’ mittels or mittelft or ver- 
miittelft, ‘by means of,’ vermöge, ‘by dint of,’ während, ‘during,’ 
wegen, ‘on account of,’ zufolge, ‘in consequence of,’ and the com- 
pounds of feit, dieffeit or dieffeits, ‘on this side of,’ and jenfeit or 
jenfeits, ‘on the further side of, beyond.’ 

Thus, ftatt der golonen Lieder, ‘instead of the golden songs;’ um diefer 
fremden Zeugen willen, ‘on account of these stranger witnesses;’ Genug- 
thuung wegen dev getödteten Chriften, ‘satisfaction on account of the slain 
Christians ;’ jenfeit des Forftes, ‘beyond the forest.’ 

a. Of these prepositions, lings, troß, and zufolge also not infrequently 
govern the dative; some others do so occasionally. 

5. Halben or halber always follows the noun it governs; um... 
willen takes the noun between its two parts; ungeachtet, wegen, and gue 
folge may either precede or follow (zufolge precedes a genitive, but follows 
a dative), 

c. These prepositions are of recent use as such, and all evidently 
derived from other parts of speech. Halb is a noun meaning originally 
‘side: wegen was formerly von wegen, which is still in occasional use. 

d. The adverbial genitives Angefichts, ‘in presence,’ and Behufs, ‘in be- 
half,’ the adverbs inmitten, ‘in the midst,’ abjeits, ‘aside,’ and some of 
those formed with warts, as feitwirts, ‘sideways,’ nordwärts, ‘northwards, 
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also entlang, ‘along,’ and a few others, antiquated or of rare occurrence, 

are sometimes used prepositionally with a genitive. 5 

374. The prepositions governing the dative are, of more an- 
cient and original words, aus, ‘ out,’ bei, ‘by,’ mit, ‘ with,’ ob, 
“above, for,’ von, ‘of,’ zu, ‘to;’ of recent and derivative or 
compound words, nach, ‘after, to,’ feit, ‘since,’ gleich, ‘like,’ 
fammt and nebft, ‘along with,’ nidhft, ‘next,’ binnen, ‘ within,’ 
außer, * outside,’ entgegen, ‘against,’ gegenüber, * opposite,’ gemäß, 
‘in accordance with,’ zuwider, ‘ contrary to.’ 

uw. For prepositions which more regularly and usually govern the gen- 
itive, but are sometimes construed with a dative, see above, 373.a. Of 
those here mentioned, ob (which is now antiquated), when meaning ‘on 
account of,’ is occasionally used with a genitive: auger governs a geni- 
tive in the single phrase außer Landes, ‘ out of the country.’ 

b. Nach, gleich, and gemäß either precede or follow the governed noun: 
thus, nad) der Stadt, ‘to the city; ’ der Natur nad), “according to nature ;’ 
gemäß den Urgeihirhten, “according to the old stories;’ der Zeit und 
en Umftänden gemäß, ‘in accordance with the time and the circumstances ; ’ 

fie zieht fid) gleich einem Meeresarme hin, ‘it stretches along, after the 
manner of an arm of the sea; ’ fie flog, einer Sylphide gleicj, ‘she flew 
like a sylph.’— Entgegen, gegenüber, and guider follow the noun; but ge- 
geniiber is sometimes (by a usage no longer approved) divided, and takes 
the noun between its two parts: thus, zwei Damen figen gegen einander 
über, ‘two ladies sit opposite one another.’ 

c. Occasionally, by a bold construction, a word which is properly adverb 
only is construed as if preposition: thus, voran den fühnen Reihen, ‘in 
front of the brave ranks:’ compare 373.d. 

375. The prepositions governing the accusative only are 
durch, ‘through,’ fiir, ‘for,’ gegen or gen, ‘against,’ ohne, ‘ with- 
out,’ um, ‘about,’ wider, ‘against;’ also fonder, ‘ without,’ bis, 
“unto, till. 

a. Gen is now nearly out of use, except in certain phrases, like gett 
Himmel, ‘toward heaven,’ gen Weften, ‘toward the west.’ Gonder is 
hardly employed except in a phrase or two, as fonder gleichen, ‘ without 
equal.’ Sig usually stands adverbially before a prepositiou (see 369.1), but 
also governs directly specifications of place and time: thus, bis Antiochien, 
“as far as Antioch;’ warte nur big morgen, “only wait till tomorrow.’ 

b. Um is very often followed by her after the noun: see 379.a. 
c. From the case of an accusative governed by a preposition requires 

to be distinguished that of an absolute accusative of place followed by an 
adverb of direction, as den Berg hinauf, ‘up the mountain’ (see 230, 10). 
This construction is interesting as illustrating an intermediate step in the 
process of conversion of adverbs into prepositions. 

376. Nine prepositions govern sometimes the dative and some- 
times the accusative—the dative, when they indicate locality or 

situation merely, or answer the question “ where?” the accusa- 
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tive, when they imply motion or tendency toward, or answer the 

question “whither?” They are an, “on, at,’ auf, ‘upon,’ hinter, 

“behind, in, “in, into,’ neben, ‘beside,’ über, ‘above, across,’ 

unter, ‘wider,’ vor, © before,’ zwifchen, * between.’ 

Thug, ich halte an den Schranten, und reiche den Helm an einen Strap» 
pen zurüd, ‘I stop at the barrier, and hand back my helmet to a squire;’ 

ex {ag auf der Erde, und hatte das Ohr auf den Najen gelegt, ‘he lay on 
the ground, and had his ear laid on the turf;’ fie brüten hinter dem Ofen, 
‘they brood behind the stove ;’ er legte fic) Hinter eine Tabacdödofe, ‘he laid 
himself behind a snuff-box;’ er ging ins Haus, und blicb lange in demfel- 
ben, ‘he went into the house, and staid a long time in it; dort liegt er 
neben einem Stein, ‘there it lies, beside a stone; ’ fie jeßten fich neben den 
Baum, ‘they seated themselves beside the tree; ’ der Machen jchließt fid) 
über dent Schwimmer, ‘ the abyss closes over the swimmer ;’ über diejen 
Strom bin ich einmal gefahren, ‘ I once crossed over this stream;’ der Kahn 
trieb unter eine Brüce; unter diefer Briide wohnte cite Watte; ‘ the boat drove 
underneath a bridge ; under this bridge lived a rat ;’ in Xugenblid waren fie 
vordem elfen, ‘ina moment they were before the rock ; ’ er trat vor die Küni« 
qin, ‘he came before the queen ; ’ das Geftricte ruhte zwißchen ihren Dine 
den, ‘the knitting-work lay between her hands; ' fie fchlüpften zwilchen 
jeine Zweige, ‘they slipped in among its branches.’ 

a. The difference of meaning determining the use of the dative or accu- 
sative after these prepositions is not always au obvious one; sometimes a 
peculiar liveliness is given to an expression by the employment of the accu- 
sative: thus, cr machte eine Deffnung in die Erde, ‘he made a hole in (into) 
the ground; ’ und füßte fie an den Mımd, “and kissed her on the mouth 
(impressed a kiss);’ iiber den Rand der Tiefe gebogen, ‘arched over (thrown 
as arch across) the edge of the abyss; ’—or, the accusative implies a verb 
of motion which is not expressed: thus, er ftieg in cin Wirthshaus ab, ‘he 
got down (and entered) into an inn;’ er rettete fic) in die Burg, ‘he saved 
himself (betook himself for safety) into the castle;’ fie ftehen in dic Höhe, 
‘they stand up (rise to a standing posture) ;’—or, the action is a figurative 
one: thus, an ihn denfen, ‘think of him (turn one’s thoughts on him);’ er 
jah auf all die Bracht, ‘he looked upon all the beauty ; ’ fie freucten fic) über 
die Schönen Mepfel, ‘they were delighted with the beautiful apples ;’—or 
there are phrases, the implication of which seems arbitrarily determined: 
thus, auf die befte Weife, ‘in the best manner; ’ über taujend Jahre, ‘after a 
thousand years.’ 

db. It is only by its use of in and into (as also, in colloquial phrase, of on 
and onto), that the English makes a corresponding distinction; and even 
this does not agree in all particulars with the German distinction of in with 
the dative and with the accusative. Hence the ground of the difference of 
case is the less casily appreciated by us, and needs to be carefully noted at 
every instance that occurs. 

c. The accusative and dative with these prepositions have each its own 
proper value, the one as the case of directest action, the other as repre- 
senting the ancient locative (or case denoting the in relation). 

377. 1. Some prepositions govern a substantive clause, introduced 
usually by daß, rarely by a compound relative (179): such are auf, außer, 
bis, ohne, ftatt or anftatt, um, ungeadjt t, während: thus, auf daß ce dir wehl 
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gebe, ‘in order that it may go well with thee;’ außer wer feine Mitiduldt: 
gen feten, ‘except who were his accomplices.’ 

a. This is closely akin with the office of a conjunction; and big, ungeachtet, 
and während may be used without dak, as proper conjunctions: thus, wal: 
rend wir da blieben, ‘while we continued there’ (compare 439.5c), 

2. The prepositions um, ohite, and ftatt or auftatt may govern an infini- 

tive and its adjuncts, as equivalent of a complete clause (compare 346.1) 

378. An adverb not infrequently takes the place of a noun 
as object of a preposition. Thus, 

a. Many adverbs of time and place: as, nad) oben, ‘upward (toward 
above);’ auf immer, ‘for ever;’ für jest, ‘for now;’ von fern, ‘from afar:’ 
in wie fern, ‘how far.’ 

b. The adverbs da or dar, wo or wor, and hier or hie, as substitutes for 
the oblique cases of pronouns. These are compounded with the governing 
preposition, forming a kind of compound adverb (see 365.35). 

379. 1. After the noun governed by a preposition is often 
added an adverb, to emphasize, or to define more nearly, the re- 
lation expressed by the preposition. Thus, 

a. The general adverbs of direction, hin and her: as, um ung fer, um 
ign her, ‘ round about us or him; ’ hinter ifim ber, ‘along after him; ’ 
nad) einer Nichtung hin, ‘in a single direction;’ über das. Meer hin, 
‘across the sea; ’ von allen Seiten her, ‘from all sides.’ 

In these combinations, the distinctive meaning of the adverb, as de- 
noting motion from and toward, is apt to be effaced. Um... fer is the 
commonest case, and a stereotyped expression for ‘round about.’ 

b. Tho saıne adverbs. in combination with the preposition itself repeat- 
ed: thus, um mid) herum, ‘round about me;’ in den Forft hinein, 
‘into the forest;’ aus dem Walde hinaus, ‘out of the wood;’ aus der 
Bruft heraus, ‘forth from the breast;’ durd) Gefahren hindurd, “through 
dangers.’ 

c. Other adverbs of direction, simple or compound, often adding an es- 
sential complement to the meaning of the preposition: thus, von nun an, 
‘from now on;’ voi dort aus, ‘forth from there;’ bon Jugend auf, ‘from 
youth up;’ nach der Mitte gu, ‘toward the middle ;’ fie gingen auf ihn an, 
‘they fell upon him;’ er Hört die Feinde hinter fic) drein, ‘he hears the 
enemy [coming onl after him;’ hinter Bäumen hervor, ‘forth from be- 
hind trees;’ zur Kammer hinein, ‘into the room;’. jum Thore hinaus, 
‘out at the gate.’ 

2. It may sometimes be made a question whether the adverb of direc- 
tion belongs to the prepositional phrase, or, rather, to the verb of the 
clause, as its prefix: the two cases pass into one another. 

880. To what members of the sentence a prepositional 
phrase forms an adjunct has been pointed out already : namely, 

1. To a verb, with very various value: see 318. 

2. Toa noun: see 112. 
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3. To an adjective: see 146. 

4, Hence, also, to an adverb, when an adjective is used as such. 

381. 1. The rules for the position of a preposition, whether before or 
after the noun that it governs, have been given above, in connection with 
the rules for government. 

2. Between the preposition and its following governed noun may in- 
tervene tle various limiting words which are wont to stand before a 
noun—as articles, adjective pronouns, adjectives and participles, with 
their adjuncts—often to an extent discordant with English usage: thus, 
aus Fleinen, vicrectiq zugehauenen, ziemlich gleichen Bafaltftücden, ‘of small, 
squarely hewn, tolerably equal pieces of basalt; ’ für dem Kranken geleiftete 
Hiülfe, ‘for help rendered to the sick man.’ 

Respecting the combination of the preposition with a following definite 
article into a single word, see 65. 

CONJUNCTIONS. 

382. Conjunctions are words which connect the clauses or 
sentences composing a period or paragraph, and show their rela 
tion to one another. 

a. We have hitherto had to do only with the elements which enter into 
the structure of individual clauses, and among which conjunctions play no 
part. When, however, clauses themselves are to be put in connection 
with one another, conjunctions are required. 

b. If certain conjunctions—especially those meaning ‘and’ and ‘ or’— 
appear to connect words as well as clauses, it is as such words represent 
clauses, and may be expanded into them: thus, er und id) waren da — er 
war da, und ich war da, ‘he was there and I was there; er ift mächtiger 
als id) [bin], ‘he is mightier than I [am].’ 

c. Conjunctions, as a class, are the words of latest development in the 
history of language, coming from other parts of speech, mainly through 
the medium of adverbial use. A word ceases to be an adverb and becomes a 
conjunction, when its qualifying influence extends over a whole clause in- 
stead of being limited to a particular word in it. Almost all conjunctions 
in German are also adverbs (or prepositions), and their uses as the one 
or the other part of speech shade off into one another. 

383. Conjunctions are most conveniently classified accord- 
mg to the character of the relations they indicate, and their 
effect upon the arrangement of the clauses they introduce, as 

1. General connectives, which do not alter the arrangement of the 
clause. 

2. Adverbial conjunctions, causing the inversion of a clause 
(that is to say, causing its subject to follow, instead of preceding, 
the verb). 
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3. Subordinating conjunctions, which make the clause depend- 
ent, and give it the transposed order (removing the verb to the 
end). 

The first two classes, in contradistinction from the third, may be called 

co-ordinating conjunctions. 

334. The general connectives are those signifyiny ‘ and,’ ‘ but,’ 
‘for,’ and ‘or’ and ‘either.’ 

Namely, und, ‘and; ’—aber, allein, fondern (and sometimes dod)), ‘but; ’ 
denn, ‘ for; ’—entweder, either,’ and oder, ‘or.’ 

a. Of the words meaning ‘but,’ jondern is more strongly adversative 
than aber, being used only after a negative, and introducing some word 
which has a like construction with the one on which the force of the 
negation falls, and which is placed in direct antithesis with it: thus, weil 
nicht eigene Macht, jondern Gott, die Könige evrettet, ‘ because not their own 
might, but God, saves kings;’ er genoß nicht lange feines Nuhms, fondern 
ward bezwungen, ‘he did not long enjoy his fame, but was subdued;’ mein 
Netter war fein Mann, fondern ein Bach, ‘my preserver was no man, but a 
brook ; —the combination nicht nur (or bloß) . . . Sondern auch, ‘not only 

. but also,’ is likewise common: thus, nicht bloß jene findigten, fondern 
auch wir, ‘not they alone have sinned, but also we.’ %f{{ei means literally 
‘only,’ and is often best so rendered, being more restricted than aber to 
the introduction of a definite objection. For doch as ‘ but,’ see below, 385.5c. 

b. These connectives stand always at the head of the clause whose 
connection they indicate; except aber, which has great freedom of 
position, and may be introduced at any later point—without any notable 
difference of meaning, although often to be conveniently rendered by ‘how- 
ever.’ 

885. 1. The adverbial conjunctions are originally and strictly 
adverbs, qualifying the verb of the clause which they introduce ; 
and, like any other of the adjuncts of the verb (431), when 
placed at the head of the clause, they give it the inyerted order, 
putting the subject after the verb. 

2. No distinct boundary separates the conjunctional use of these words 
from their adverbial use: they are conjunctions when their effect is to de- 
termine the relations of clauses to one another, rather than to limit the ac- 
tion of a verb—and these two offices pass insensibly into each other. 

3. They may be simply classified as 
a. Copulative (related to the general connective ‘and’), uniting different 

phrases with no other implication than that of continuation, order, or divi- 

sion: as, aud), ‘also,’ außerdem, ‘besides,’ dann, ‘then,’ ferner, ‘further,’ 

erfteng, zweitens, drittens, ‘firstly, secondly, thirdly,’ and so on, {dpliefilich, 
‘finally,’ weber... toch, ‘neither .. nor,’ theilg .. . theils, ‘partly 
... partly, bald... bald, ‘now. . . now.’ 

b. Adversatire (related to ‘but’), implying more or less distinctly an op- 

position of idea, a denial or restriction: as, doch, jedoch, dennod), ‘yet 

though,’ gleichwohl, deffenungeadhtet, ‘nevertheless ;’ dagegen, hingegen, 
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‘on the contrary,’ indeffen, ‘however,’ vielmehr, ‘rather,’ zwar, ‘to be sure, 
wohl, ‘indeed.’ 

c. Causative (related to ‘for’), implying a ground, reason, or occasion: 
as, daher, Deswegen, deshalb, ‘therefore,’ aljo, ‘accordingly,’ folglich, mithin, 
‘consequently.’ 

d. Adverbs of p/ace and time, particularly the latter, sometimes assume 
a conjunctional value: as, unterdeffen, ‘meanwhile,’ vorher, ‘previously,’ 
darauf, ‘thereupon.’ 

4. Although these words in their conjunctional office tend toward the 

head of the clause, they do not always take that place; nor are they al- 

ways conjunctions rather than adverbs when they introduce the clause. 

Especially nämlich, ‘namely,’ and some of the adversative and causative con- 

junctions—as doch, jedoch, indeffen, zwar, wohl, affo —have a freedom of po- 
sition like that of aber (384.0). 

5. The clause sometimes maintains its normal order, instead of being 

inverted, after conjunctions of this class; especially 

a. When the emphasis of the clause, or of the antithesis in two correla- 
tive clauses, rests on the subject, so that the conjunction becomes a kind 
of adjunct of the subject: thus, auch dein Bruder hat e8 gewünfcht, ‘thy 
brother also has wished it;’ weder er, noch ich waren da, ‘neither he nor I 
were there.’ 

b. When the conjunction represents a clause which is not fully expressed, 
or is thrown in, as it were parenthetically. Conjunctions most often so 
treated are zivar, überdieß, folglich, zudem, hingegen, and ordinals, as erftens, 
zweitens. 

c. Doc) sometimes has its adversative force weakened to a mere ‘but,’ 
and leaves the order of the clause unchanged, like the other words that 
have that meaning (384). 

386. 1. The subordinating conjunctions are such as give to 
the clause which they introduce a dependent (subordinate, acces- 
sory) value, making it enter, in the relation of substantive, adjective, 
or adverb, into the structure of some other clause. Such a de- 
pendent clause assumes the transposed order—that is to say, its 
personal verb is removed to the end of the clause (see 434 etc.). 

2. The conjunctions that introduce a substantive dependent clause are daß, 

‘that,’ ob, ‘whether,’ and those that have a compound relative value, 

namely wie, ‘how,’ ann, ‘when,’ wo, ‘where,’ and the compounds of ivo,, 

whether with adverbs of direction, as wohin, ‘whither,’ woher, ‘whence,’ 
or with prepositions, as representing cases of tho compound relative pro- 

noun wer (180), as wovon, ‘whereof,’ womit, ‘wherewith.’ 
Thus, ich weiß, daß er hier war ; ob er noch hier bleibt, ift mir unbetannt ; 

fragen Sie nur nach, wohin er fich begeben habe, ‘I know that he was here; 
whether he still remains here is unknown to me; only inquire whither he 
has betaken himself.’ 

8. The conjunc ions that introduce an adjective dependent clause are 
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chiefly those made up of prepositions, with the adverbs da and wo, repre- 

senting cases of the simple relative pronouns der and welcher (180), or of 

words of direction with the same adverbs. The simple conjunctions wo, 

wenn, wann, da, als, wie, following specifications of place, time, or manner, 
also sometimes perform the same office. 

Thus, dag Bett, worauf cr lag, ‘the bed on which he lay;’ ihr Quellen, 
dahin die welfe Bruft fid) drängt, ‘ye fountains toward which the drooping 
breast presses;’ das Land, wo die Citronen blühn, ‘the land where the 
lemons blossom;’ die Art, wie man den Krieg führt, ‘the way in which the 
war is carried on.’ 

4. The conjunctions that introduce an adverbial dependent clause are of 

very various derivation, character, and meaning: namely, 

a. Conjunctions indicating place: as, wo, da, ‘where. 

b. Time: as, da, als, weit, wie, wo, ‘when,’ indem, indelfen or indef, 
weil, während, ‘while,’ nachdent, ‘after,’ feitben, ‘since,’ bis, ‘until,’ che, be- 
bor, ‘before.’ 

c. Manner: as, wie, ‘as.’ 

d. Cause: as, weil, dieweil, ‘because,’ da, ‘since,’ nun, ‘now that,’ dak, 
‘that.’ 

e. Purpose: as, dantit, daß, af dak, um dak, ‘in order that,’ 
f. Condition: as, wenn, ‘if,’ fo, mo, wofern, dafern, falle, ‘in case,’ ine 

dem, ‘while; ’—and, with implisut'on of objection, ungeachtet, obgleich, ob- 
a obichon, ob zwar, ob aut), wenngleich, wennjchon, wenn auch, wie- 
wohl, ‘although’ 

The compounds of ob and wenn with gleich, wohl, and fchon, meaning 
‘although,’ are often separated by intervening words. 

g. Degree: as, wie, ‘as,’ je, ‘according as,’ als, denn, ‘than.’ 

h. Besides these, there are numerous conjunctional phrases, of kindred 
value, composed of conjunctions and other particles: as, al8 ob, ‘as if,’ in 
wie fern, ‘so far as,’ je nachdem, ‘according as,’ jo bald, ‘as soon as,’ fo 
lang, ‘so long as,’ etc. 

i. So, especially, with following adverb, forms (as in the last two exam 
ples) a great number of conjunctional phrases or compounds, after which 
the conjunction ale, ‘as,’ is sometimes expressed, but more often implied ; 
thus, fo fang al8 es nur möglich tft, or fo lang es nur möglich tit, ‘so long as 
it is in any way possible’ (compare 438.3d). 

5. Few of these words are exclusively conjunctions: many are adverbs 
also, or prepositions, or both; some, as während, geachtet, are partici- 
pial forms; some, as falle, weil, are cases of nouns; many are combined 
phrases composed of a preposition and a governed case; as inden, nadj- 
den, feitdein. 

INTERJECTIONS. 

887. The interjections have a character of their own, sepa- 

rate from the other parts of spesch, in that they do not enter az 
8* : 
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elements into the structure of sentences or periods, but are inde- 

pendent outbursts of feeling, or intimations of will, the uttered 

equivalents of a tone, a grimace, or a gesture. 

388. Nevertheless, they are not purely natural exclamations, 
but utterances akin with such, which are now assigned by usage 
to the expression of certain states of mind or will. 

389. The interjections most commonly used are 

1. Of those expressing feeling—o or of, used in a great variety of 
meanings; ach, wel), expressing painful or disagreeable surprise or grief; 
pfut, fi, bab, expressing disgust or contempt; et, joyful surprise; ha, ab, 
wonder, pleasure, and the like; heifa, juchhe, exultation; bem, hm, doubt, 
hesitation; hu, horror, shuddering. 

2. Of those intimating will or desire—he, hebda, holla, to call attention ; pft, 
the same, or to command silence; hujch, to command silence; topp, to sig- 
nify the closing of a bargain. 

3. Here may be best classed, also, the various imitations of the cries 
of animals and other natural sounds, directions and callwords for animals, 
and the more or less artificially composed and unintelligent words which 
are used as burdens of songs and the like: as, hopfafa, vivallera, tum: 
tedum. 

390. As, on the one hand, the interjections are employed 
with a degree of conventionality, like the other constituents of 
language, so, on the other hand, many words that are proper 
parts of speech are very commonly used in an exclamatory way, 
quite as if they were interjections. Such are heil, ‘hail!’ gott- 
lob, ‘praise God!’ bewahr, ‘God forbid!’ fort, meg, ‘away!’ 
fich, ‘behold, brav, ‘well done!’ etc.; and the whole series of 
oaths and adjurations. 

a. The ordinary equivalent of our alas, leider, is an abbreviation of the 
phrase was mir nod) leider ift, ‘what is yet more painful to me’ (or 
something equivalent to this), and is capable of being introduced, parenthe- 
tically, at almost any poiut in the phrase—even, when put first, some- 
times causing inversion, like an adverb. 

391. The exclamatory or interjectional mode of expression pre- 
vails to no small extent in the practical use of language, when emo- 
tion or eagerness causes the usual set framework of the sentence, 

“the verb and its subject, to be thrown aside, and only the em- 
phatic elements to be presented at all. 

Thus, euch) zur Erbin erklären! der verrätherifche Fallftricf, ‘declare you 
my heiress! the treacherous snare!’ flieh’! auf! hinaus ins weite Land! 
‘fleo! up! out into the wide country!’ ich verjteh’ dich ; weiter! ‘T under- 
stand you: further!’ . 
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The grammatical forms most frequently thus used are the nominative of 
address (or “ vocative:” 214), and the imperative. 

392. Some of the interjections are also brought into a kind 
of connection with the structure of the sentence, being followed 
by cases, or phrases, such as would suit a more complete expres- 
sion of the feeling they intimate. 

Thus, 0, ad), pfui may stand before a genitive expressing the occasion 
of the exclamation: as in vo des Thoren! pfui der Schande! ‘oh the fool! 
fie on the shame! ’—some may take a prepositional phrase or a substan- 
tive clause after them: as, ach daß du da liegft, ‘alas that thou liest 
there!’ pfut über den Feigen, ‘fie on the coward!’—and nouns used in- 
terjectionally often admit a dative object, signifying that toward which 
the feeling is directed: thus, Heil, o Frühling, deinem Schein, ‘hail to thy 
brillianey, oh Spring!’ weh mir, daß id) dir vertraut, ‘woe to me, that I 
have trusted thee!’ 

? 

= f 3 : 

! WORD-FORMATION, DERIVATION. 

Introductory Explanations. 

393. The etymological part of grammar, as thus far treated, deals with 

the character aud uses of the parts of speech, and of their grammatical or 

inflectional forms, which are made from simple themes (stems, bases), chiefly 

by inflectional endings, but in part also by internal change. 

Such grammatical forms (along with the indeclinable particles, which 
are ultimately derived from them) constitute the most essential part of the 
grammatical apparatus of a language, its instrumentality for the expression of 
relations of ideas, the means by which its names of beings, qualities, acts, 
etc., are placed in connection with one another, in order to express the 
thoughts of the speaker. 

394. Another, and only less important part of the same grammatical 

apparatus is the array of means by which themes of declension and conju- 

gation are formed from roots and from each other. These means are of the 

same character with those already described, consisting chiefly of suffixes, 

along with a few prefixes, and supplemented by methods of internal change, 

395. There is no fundamental diversity between the two instrumentali- 

ties. The suffixes and prefixes of inflection and of derivation are equally, by 

origin, independent words, which were first uttered in connection with 

other words, then combined with the latter, aud finally made to lose their 

independeuce and converted into subordinate elements, designating the 
relations of other more substantial and significant elements. 

u. The working-out of grammatical apparatus, by the reduction of words 
once independent to the condition of endings of inflection or derivation, 
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has been a part of the history of inflective languages, from their beginning 
down to modern times. Of many of the affixes formed in this way, as well 
as of some that are much more ancient, the origin can still be distinctly 
traced: but their history is to a great extent obscured by the effects of lin- 
guistic change and corruption. Compare what is said above of the deriva- 
tion of the ending te, forming the preterits of the New conjugation (246.3), 
and of the suffixes lich, warts, etc. (363-4); and see the author's “ Lan- 
guage and the Study of Language,” pp. 55 etc., 250 ete. 

b. The difference between the two classes of endings lies in their mode 
of application, and in the frequency and regularity of their use. Certain 
suffixes of derivation are so regularly applied to whole classes of themes, 
and produce derivatives so analogous with forms of inflection, that they 
are conveniently and properly treated along with the subject of inflection 
Such are the endings er and ejt of comparatives and superlatives (133 etc.) 
and those which form the infinitives and participles of verbs. 

396. Among modern languages commonly studied, the German is the 

one which most fully and clearly illustrates the processes of word-forma- 

tion; and the subject ought therefore to receive the attention of every ad 

vanced German scholar, 

397. But no known language (not even such exceptional ones as the 
Sanskrit) has preserved so much of its primitive structure that we can 
carry back the analysis of its vocabulary to the actual beginning. By the 
help, especially, of a careful and searching comparison of related languages, 
the processes of word-combination can be traced up until we discover of 
what sort are the ultimate elements of speech, although we are by no means 
certain of being able to point them out in their very form and substance. 

Principles, 

398. The words of German, as of other related languages, 
are believed to come ultimately from certain monosyllabic Roots, 
which were not themselves distinct parts of speech, but mate- 
rial out of which were developed verbs, nouns (nouns adjective 
and nouns substantive), and pronouns; and, through these, the 
other parts of speech. 

a. Because the roots of language are usually seen in their simplest 
form in verbs, we are accustomed to call them verbal roots; and we also 
ordinarily call the theme of verbal inflection a “ root ” (237.1a), yet without 
at all intending to imply that it is an original or ultimate root. 

399. The means of derivation, through the whole history of 
development, have been chiefly suffixes or derivational endings— 
with some aid from prefixes. 

a. The almost exclusive use of suffixes rather than prefixes, as means 
both of inflection and of derivation, is a characteristic feature of the family 
of languages to which the German (with our own) belongs. he few pre- 
fixes cmployed have retained much more distinctly the character of inde- 
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pendent words, forming proper compounds with those to which they are 
attached: that character has been lost only by. the inseparable prefixes 
(307) and one or two others (see below, 411.11). The negative un is 
the only German prefix of really ancient character and obscure derivation. 

400. Besides this, there have come in in German two other 
specific auxiliary methods of internal change, affecting the vowel 
of the root or primitive word. These are 

i. The modification of vowel (14), or change of a, 0, u, att into Gi, 4, 

ii, Gu, respectively: thus, Dann, Männer, ‘man, men;’ Fup, Füße, ‘foot, 

feet:’ Maus, Maufe, ‘mouse, mice;’ alt, älter, älteft, ‘old, elder, eldest ;’ 
Korn, Körnlein, ‘corn, kernel;’ hange, hängt, ‘I hang, he hangs;’ flog, 
flige, ‘I flew, I might fly ;' roth, vöthen, ‘red, redden.’ This modification 

is by the Germans called llmlaut, ‘change of sound.’ 

u. This is a euphonie change, coming from the assimilation of a hard 
or guttural vowel to a soft or palatal one (ce, t) closely following it—al- 
though finally applied by analogy, in many single cases, where no such 
cause had been present. It is of comparatively recent introduction, al- 
though, as the examples show, shared in part by the English. It is quite 
unknown in one branch of Germanic speech, the Mceso-Gothic; and, on 
the other hand, most highly developed in the Scandinavian tongues. 

b. In the present condition of the language, the cause of the moditica- 
tion is generally no longer to be seen, the assimilating vowel having been 
lost. j 

c. Some derivative words having vowels which are really the effect of 
modification are now, usually or always, written with the simple vowels c 
(for ä or 6) or t (for it). Again, some words show a modified vowel as the 
mere result of an irregular variation of utterance, without etymological 
reason. 

2. The variation of radical vowel: as in fingen, fang, gelungen, ‘sing, 
sang, sung;’ erde, wird, ward, wurden, geworden, from werden, ‘become ;' 
breche, bricht, brach, gebrochen, Bruch, from brechen, ‘break.’ This variation 
is by the Germans called Ablaut, ‘divergence of sound.’ 

a. This second mode of vowel change is also, like the other, originally 
of euphonic character, one of the accidents attending the phonetic devel- 
opment of language, under the combined influences of quantity, accent, 
combination, addition of suffixes, and the like. But it is much more an- 
cient, being one of the characteristic peculiarities of all the Germanic 
languages; and its specific causes and mode of evolution are in great pari 
obscure. 

b. The sphere of action of the variation of radical vowel is in the in- 
flection of the older verbs of the language, and the formation of their ear- 
liest derivatives. 

401. The modes of consonantal change which accompany the pro- 

cesses of word-formation are too various and irregular to be systemati- 

cally set forth here. Some of them will be noticed below, in connection 

with the derivatives whose formation especially calls them out. 
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402. To carry back the historical analysis of German words to the 

farthest point attained by the aid of the languages kindred with the German, 

would take the pupil into regions where he is a stranger, and would be uu- 

profitable. Such study requires a knowledge of the older dialects, aud be- 

longs to a higher stage of progress. Only the processes of derivation 

whose results are traceable in the existing Janguage will be set forth; and 

those words will be treated as “primitive” which have no German 

etymons, or more original words whence they are derived, even though evi- 

dence from other languages may not only show them to be derivatives, but 

also exhibit the earlier forms from which they came. 

DERIVATION OF VERBS. 

403. Primitive Verbs. Verbs to be regarded as primitive are 

1. The verbs of the Old conjugation, nearly two hundred in 
number (264-7), which constitute the most important body of 
primitive roots in the language. 

a. Several verbs of this conjugation, however, are demonstrably deriva- 
tive: thus, Schreiben (III.2), ‘ write,’ from Latin scribo; pretjen (III.2), ‘ praise,’ 
from ‘Preis, ‘value’ (which comes from Lat. pretium), ete. Others are 
doubtless of the same character; since, down to that period in the history 
of the language at which the mode of inflection of the New conjugation 
was introduced, all verbs, whether recent or older, were inflected according 

_ to the Old conjugation. 

2. „Many verbs of the New conjugation : ar, haben, ‘have,’ fagen, 
‘say,’ reden, ‘talk,’ fieben, ‘love,’ (eben, ‘live.’ 

a. A vumber of the verbs of tha. New conjugation formerly belonged to 
the Old, having changed their mode of inflection under the iufluence of the 
tendency to extend a prevailing analogy and reduce more irregular to more 
regular forms. Others, if originally derivative, have lost the evidence of 
it. To the root of some there is a corresponding noun, and it may admit 
of question which is the more original, verb or noun. 

b. All verbs whose root, or theme of conjugation, is of more than one 
syllable are to be classed as derivative: even though, as in the case of 
jchmeicheln, ‘flatter,’ flettern, ‘climb,’ the original from “which they come is 
no longer to be traced. 

404. Verbs derived from Verbs. 

1. By internal change of the root itself: 

1. By change (generally, modification) of the root vowel, a class of cau- 

sative verbs are formed, taking as their direct object what was the subject 
ofthe simple verb: thus, fallen, ‘fall,’ fällen, ‘cause to fall, fell ;’ trinfen, 
‘drink,’ tränfen, ‘cause to drink,’ drench ;’ figen, ‘sit, jeßen, ‘set; ? Liegen, 
ie,’ fegen, ‘Tay; ’ faugen, ‘suck,’ fäugen, ‘suckle;’ fahren, to) führen, 
‘lead.’ 
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a, As some of the examples show, this class of derivatives has its repre- 
sentatives in English also, but they are much more numerous in German. 

2. By change of the final consonant, with or without accompanying 

change of vowel, a few verbs are made, with various modification of the 

meauing of the simple verb: thus, ftehen, ‘stand,’ ftellen, ‘ place;’ angen, 

‘hang,’ heufen, ‘execute by hanging;’ biegen, ‘bend,’ biicten, ‘bow;’ nei: 

gen, ‘incline,’ niden, ‘nod;’ wadjen, ‘wake, watch,’ wecen, ‘awaken. 

arouse ;’ejjen, ‘eat,’ den, ‘corrode, etch.’ 

II. By additions to the root: 
1. The suffix el forms a few diminutives, as lachen, ‘laugh,’ lächeln, 

‘smile;’ lieben, ‘love,’ lieben, ‘dally, flirt;’ franfen, ‘be sick,’ fränfeln, ‘be 

sickly or ailing.’ 

a. But most of the diminutive verbs in eln are derived from nouns and 
adjectives: see below, 405.II.1. 

2. The suffix er forms a few iterative, desiderative, or causative verbs: 

as ffappen, ‘flap,’ Happern, ‘rattle;’ lachen, ‘laugh,’ lädhern, ‘make inclined 
to laugh;’ folgen, ‘follow,’ folgern, ‘infer, conclude.’ 

a. But most verbs in crn, as in eln, come from nouns and adjectives; 
and those which appear to come from verbs are rather to be regarded ag 
formed in imitation of such, or after their analogy. 

3. The addition of ch gives in a few cases intensive force: as in hören, 

‘hear,’ horchen, ‘hearken;’ jehnarren, ‘rattle,’ jhnarchen, ‘snore, snort.’ 

4. Sv or ier. This is properly a Freuch ending, represeuting the er or 

ir of the infinitive of French verbs; and it forms German verbs from French 

or Latin roots: thus, ftudiren, ‘study,’ marjdjiven, ‘march,’ fpazieren, ‘expa- 

tiate, go abroad for pleasure or exercise,’ regieren, ‘rule.’ 

a. But a few verbs in iren are formed, in imitation of these, from German 
words: as budjftabiren, ‘spell’ (from Budjjtabe, ‘letter’), fchattiren, ‘shade’ 
(from Schatten, ‘shadow’). 

b. Ata certain period, about the middle of the last century, the German 
language was well-nigh swamped by the introduction of a multitude of such 
foreign verbs in iret. The greater part of them have been cast out from 
dignified and literary use, but they are still rife in low colloquial and 
humorous styles. 

c. The syllable ir or ier of these verbs receives the accent; and they 
therefore admit no prefix ge in the participle: see 243.3a. 

III. By prefixes to the root: 
1. By the inseparable prefixes be, ent or emp, er, ge, ver, and zer. 

For the derivative (or compound) verbs formed by means of these pre 
fixes, see above, 302 etc. 

2. By separable prefixes. 

Verbs formed by means of such prefixes have no real right to be regarded 
as derivative: they are compounds, rather: see 296 etc. 

Remurk.—Derivative verbs in German coming from other verbs directly 
are quite rare; and, of those usually regarded as so derived, some admit of 
explanation as denominatives, or as coming from nouns and adjectives. 

3 
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405. Verbs derived from Nouns and Adjectives. 
Verbs from nouns and adjectives are commonly called denominatives 

They constitute in German, as in the other related languages, the great mass 
of derivative verbs. The relation of the verbal idea to the meaning of the 
primitive word is of the most varied character. Verbs from adjectives 
usually signify either, as intransitives, to be in or to pass into the condition 
denoted by the adjective, or else, as transitives, to reduce something to that 
condition. Verbs from nouns signify either to supply with that which the 
noun denotes, or to deprive of it, or to use or apply it, or to treat with it, or 
to be like it, and so ou: for examples, see below. 

I. By the simple addition of the endings of conjugation: 

1. From nouns, more usually without modification of the vowel of the 
primitive word: as, fußen, ‘set foot, find footing’ (Fuß, ‘foot’); Haufen, 
‘house, dwell’ (aus, ‘house'); grajen, ‘graze’ (Gras, ‘grass’); altern, 
“grow old, age’ (ter, ‘age’); buttern, ‘make or turn to butter’ (Butter, 
‘butter’); prunfen, ‘make a show’ (Prunf, ‘show’); arbeiten, ‘work’ 
(Arbeit, ‘labor’):—sometimes with modification of the vowel: as, pfliigen, 
‘plough’ (Pflug, ‘plough’); hämmern, ‘hammer’ (Sammer, ‘hammer’); 
ftitrzeu, ‘fall or hurl headlong’ (Sturz, ‘ fall’). 

a. Rarely, a verb is formed from a noun in the plural: as, blättern, ‘turn 
over the leaves of,’ ete. (Blätter, ‘leaves,’ from Blatt). 

b. Nouns (and adjectives) ending in the unaccented syllable en reject the 
¢ of that syllable in the derivative verb: thus, regnen, ‘rain’ (legen, ‘rain’); 
öffnen, ‘open’ (offen, ‘open ’). 

2. From adjectives, usually with modification of the vowel: thus, rötheı, 
‘redden’ (roth, ‘red’); ftärfen, ‘strengthen’ (ftarf, ‘strong’); tödten, ‘kill’ 
(todt, ‘dead’); genügen, ‘suffice’ (genug, ‘enough’); ändern, ‘alter’ (ander, 
‘other’); äußern, ‘utter’ (außer, ‘out’);—rarely without modification: as, 
nahen, ‘draw nigh’ (nah, ‘nigh’); alten, ‘grow old’ (alt, told’). 

a. A number of derivative verbs are formed from adjectives in the com- 
parative degree: thus, nähern, ‘come nearer’ (näher, ‘nearer,’ from nal) ; 
mindern, ‘diminish’ (minder, ‘less ’). 

II. By derivative endings, forming themes of conjugation : 
1. The ending ef forms from both nouns and adjectives (with modifica- 

tion of their vowel) verbs which have a diminutive, disparaging, or reproach- 
ful meaning: thus, fünften, ‘treat in an artificial or affected manner’ (Kunft, 
‘art’); alterthümeln, ‘be foolishly or affectedly fond of antiquity’ (Alter: 
thum, ‘antiquity’); Flügeln, ‘subtilize, be over-critical’ (flug, ‘knowing’; 
frdmmelit, ‘affect piety, cant’ (front, ‘ pious’). 

a. Compare derivatives formed from verbs by the same ending, 404.1I.1 
2. The endings ch, 3, and en; form a few verbs: fd) forms only berrichen, 

‘rule’ (Herr, ‘master’), and Jeiffdjen, ‘chaffer’ (feil, ‘cheap'); 3 forms 
dizen, ‘to thee and thou’ (du, ‘ thou’), and oue or two others; cnz forms 
faulenjzen, ‘play the sluggard’ (faul, ‘lazy ’), ete. 

3. The ending ig is properly one forming adjectives (below, 41 5.9); but 
it is sometimes attached both to adjectives and nouns in order to the forma- 
tion of a special theme of conjugation, by analogy with the numérous verbs 
derived from adjectives ending in tg: thus, reinigen, ‘purify’ (rein, ‘ pure’); 
endigen, ‘end, terminate’ (Ende, ‘ end’), 
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4. The ending ir forms a few verbs from German nouns; see 404.II.4a, 

III. By prefixes (either with or without derivative endings) : 

1. The inseparable prefixes (except qc) form a very large number of de- 

nominative verbs, generally without any accompanying derivative ending, 

but occasionally along with such. In these denominatives, the prefixes 

have a force analogous with that which belongs to them in composition (sce 
807): thus, 

a, Ge forms transitives, denoting especially a furnishing, making, or 
treating: thus, bejeelen, ‘endow with a soul’ (Secle, ‘soul’); begeijtern, 
‘inspirit’ (Geifter, ‘spirits,’ from Geift); befreten, ‘free, liberate’ (fri, 
‘free’) ; beveidjern, ‘enrich’ (reicher, ‘richer,’ from reicy); bejchönigen, ‘bean- 
tify’ ({cjon, ‘beautiful’); benachrichtigen, ‘inform’ (Nachricht, ‘ news’). 

b. Ent forws especially verbs sig.aifying removal, deprivation, and tte 
like; thus, eutfernen, ‘withdraw’ Gern, ‘far’); entblößen, ‘strip’ (BER, 
‘bare’); enthaupten, ‘behead’ (DSaupt, ‘head’); entfrdften, ‘enervate’ 
(Straft, power’); entheiligen, ‘desecrate’ (heilig, ‘holy’); entwafnen, 
‘disarm’ (Waffen, ‘ weapox’). 

c. Er forms trausitives, intransitives, and reflexives, chiefly from adjec- 
tives, and signifying a passing into, or a reduction to, the state siguified by 
the adjective: thus, erharten, ‘grow hard,’ erhärten, ‘make hard’ (hart, 
‘hard’); ermatten, ‘tire’ (matt, ‘weary’); ergänzen, ‘complete’ (ganz, ‘en- 
tire’); erniedrigen, ‘humble’ (niedrig, ‘low’); erlijen, ‘release’ (log, ‘loose’; 
erweitern, ‘extend’ (weiter, ‘wider,’ from weit); evff{dren, ‘explain’ (flav, 
‘clear ’):—but sometimes with more irregular meaning, from adjectives or 
nouns: thus, erobern, ‘conquer’ (ober, ‘ superior’); erinnern, ‘remind’ 
(inner, interior’); ergründen, ‘fathom, explore’ (Grund, ‘ bottom ’), 

d. Ber has nearly the same value and office as er, but is more prevail- 
ingly transitive in effect: tbus, verändern, ‘alter’ (ander, ‘ other’); vere 
telu, ‘frustrate ’(citel, ‘ vain’); vergnügen, ‘ gratify ’(genug, ‘enough ’); ver- 
lingern, ‘lengthen’ (länger, ‘longer,’ from lang); verqlajen, ‘vitrify, glaze’ 
(Glas, glass’); verfilbern, ‘plate with silver’ (Silber, ‘silver’); veralten, 
‘become antiquated’ (alt, “old’). 

e. Ber forms a very few derivatives: as, zerfleifchen, ‘lacerate’ (Fleifch, 
‘flesh’); zergliedern, ‘dismember’ (Glieder, ‘limbs,’ from Glied). 

2. A small number of denominatives are formed with the separable pre- 
fixes: such are abdadjen, ‘unroof’ (Dad), ‘roof’); ausfernen, ‘remove the 
stone or kernel of’ (Sern, ‘kernel’); einferfern, ‘imprison’ (Sterfev, ‘ pri- 

son’); umarmen, ‘embrace’ (Arm, ‘arm’); aufmuntern, ‘cheer up’ (mun- 
ter, ‘cheerful’) ; ausweiten, ‘widen ’ (weit, ‘ wide’). 

406. Verbs derived from Particles. 

A few verbs are derived from other parts of speech by the same means 

as from nouns and adjectives. 

Such are empören, ‘excite, arouse’ (empor, ‘aloft’); begegnen, ‘meet 
(gegen, ‘against’); eriviedern, ‘answer’ (Wieder, ‘again’); bernichten, zers 
nichten, ‘annihilate’ (nicht, ‘not’); verneinen, ‘deny’ (nein, ‘no’); bejahe.ı, 
‘affirm’ (ja, ‘yes’); didjgen, ‘groan’ (adj, “ahl’); jandjen, ‘exult’ (uh, 
juchhe, ‘hurrah 1”). 
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Derivation or Nouns. 

407. Primitive Nouns. 

1. Primitive nouns are in part monosyllabic words which contain no evi- 

deut sign of their really derivative nature, and of which the original roots 

are no longer traceable in German. 

Such are Dann, ‘man,’ Haus, ‘house,’ Baum, ‘tree,’ Mind, ‘child, 
wot, ‘people,’ Fup, ‘foot.’ 

2. In part they are words of more than one syllable, the evident products 
of composition or derivation, containing elements more or less closely ana- 

logous with those by which other recognizable derivatives are formed, but 

coming from roots of which they are the only remaining representatives. 

Such are Name, ‘name,’ Krabe, ‘boy,’ Auge, ‘eye,’ Erde, ‘earth,’ Vater, 
‘father,’ Tochter, ‘daughter,’ Waffer, ‘water,’ Vogel, ‘bird,’ Nadel, ‘needle,’ 
Segel, ‘sail. 

a. Some of the words in both these classes are traceable by comparison 
of the kindred languages to earlier roots from which they are descended: 
thus, Wann is usually (though doubtfully) referred to a root man, ‘think’ 
(the same with meinen, ‘think, mean’); Sid comes from the root gan, 
‘generate;’ Suß is identical with Latin pes, Greek pous, coming from pad, 
‘walk;’ Itame goes back to gnd, ‘know;’ Tochter to duh, ‘draw the breast, 
milk,’ and so on. 

408. Nouns derived from Verbs, 

I. By variation of vowel (Ablaut: see 400.2) alone, without 
added ending. 

Thus, Band, ‘volume,’ Bund, ‘bond,’ from binden, ‘bind;’ Sik, ‘seat,’ 
Cab, ‘sediment,’ Saf, ‘settler,’ from fiten, ‘sit;’ Zug, ‘draft, from stehen, 
‘draw ;’ Tritt, ‘step,’ from treten, ‘tread;’ Sprud), ‘speech,’ from jprechen, 
‘speak;’ Sprung, ‘spring,’ from fpringen, ‘spring.’ 

a. All these words originally had endings of derivation, which have 
become lost by phonetic corruption. They are prevailingly masculine. 

db In words thus derived appear sometimes irregular alterations of the 
root, especially of its final consonant, as the examples in part show. 

c. The relation of meaning of such derivatives to the idea of action, state, 
or quality expressed by the verbal root is very various: but they sigmfy in 
general either the act or quality itself, or the result of the action, or the 
person or thing that acts, or to which the state or quality belongs. 

II. By brief and obscure endings, relics of earlier fuller forms, 
and no longer producing distinct classes of derivatives, with de- 
finable modifications of the radical meaning. Such endings are 

1. Te, de, t “ft, ft) d: thus, Biirde, ‘burden,’ from bären, ‘bear; 
Scharte, ‘notch,’ from fcheren, ‘shear;’ Fahrt, ‘passage,’ from fahren, ‘go; 
Schrift, ‘document,’ from jchreiben, ‘write;’ Tract, ‘dress,’ from trageıt, 
‘wear;’ Briutft, ‘heat,’ from brennen, ‘burn;’ Munft, ‘art,’ from feamen 
‘know;’ Stunft, ‘coming, from fommen, ‘come;’ Brand, ‘combustion, 
from bremnen, * burn,’ 
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2. ©, which forms a very large number of derivatives: thus, Binde, ‘tie, 
from binden, ‘bind;’ Sprache, ‘language,’ from fprechen, ‘speak;’ Gabe, 
‘gift,’ from geben, ‘give; ’ Sliege, ‘Ay,’ from fliegen, ‘fly.’ 

a. The derivatives of this elass also share in the variation of radical 
vowel, and in the irregular alterations of the final consonant of the root, 
which characterize the older words of the language. They are of as various 
meaning as those of the preceding class. Their gender is prevailingly fem- 
inine—exceptions being appellations of males (persons 4nd animals), and a 
Tew that are of anomalous character. 

III. By endings of more distinct form, and more uniform and 
definable meaning. 

The most important of these we will take up in alphabetical order, for 

the sake of more convenient reference. 

1. Gi. This suffix is of foreign origin, being derived from the Latin and 
French va, ie, It was used originally only to form derivatives from nouns 
(see below, 410.2), but has come also to form from verbs ending in eln and 
ern abstract nouns of action, often with a disparaging or contemptuous im- 
plication: thus, Soa ‘flattery,’ from {cjmeidyeln, ‘ flatter;’ Canbde- 
lei, ‘trifling,’ from tändeln, ‘trifle;’ ‘Blauderei, ‘chit-chat,’ from plaudern, 
‘chatter;’ Zauberei, ‘witchcraft,’ from zaubern, ‘practise magic.’ 

a. Words formed with ei are feminine, and take the accent upon this 
syllable, as is required by the derivation of the suffix. 

2. Gl. This suffix forms a considerable class of masculine derivatives, 
denoting generally an instrument, quite rarely an actor: thus, Hebel, ‘lever,’ 
from heben, ‘raise;’ Dedel, ‘cover,’ from deden, ‘cover; ’ Schlägel, * mallet,’ 
from Schlagen, “beat; ’ Schlüffel, ‘key,’ from fchliegen, “lock; ’ Flügel, ‘ wing,’ 
from fliegen, ‘fly.’ 

w. But a great many nouns in the language ending in el are from lost 
or unknown roots, and therefore have the value of primitive words (407.2): 
some of these are feminine or neuter: as are also some others, whose gen- 
der is determined by their signification. 

3. Gn. Besides forming the infinitives of all verbs (237.1a), which, 

when used as ordinary nouns, are neuter (340), en is the suffix of deriva- 

tion of a considerable class of masculine nouns, as Viffen, ‘bit,’ from beißen, 
‘bite;’ Graben, ‘ditch, from graben, ‘dig;’ Ecjaden, ‘harm,’ from jdjaven, 
‘injure.’ 

a. Of the numerous words of obscure etymology in en, a few are neuter, 

but none are feminine. 

4, Er. This suffix forms numerous masculine nouns denoting an actor: 
thus, Neiter, ‘rider,’ from reiten, ‘ride;’ Waler, ‘painter,’ from malen, 
‘paint;’ Tänzer, ‘dancer,’ from tanzen, ‘dance;’ Bäder, ‘baker,’ from 

baden, ‘bake.’ With these are closely akin a few names of instruments, 

as Bohrer, ‘auger,’ from bohren, ‘bore;’ Zeiger, ‘pointer,’ from zeigen, 
‘point.’ - 

w. Of the older words ending in er, and requirmg to be reckoned as 

primitives (407.2), many are feminine or neuter. 

b. Gr also forms classes of derivative nouns from nouns: see 410.3. 

5. Ling forms from verbs chiefly masculine nouns denoting the recipient. 
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of the verbal action: thus, Findfing, ‘foundling,’ from finten, ‘find;’ Lehr: 
ling, ‘pupil,’ from lehren, ‘teach;’ Säugling, ‘suckling,’ from fäugen, 
‘suckle.’ 

a. For the derivatives in ling from nouns and adjectives, see 409.11.4, 
410.6, 

+ 6. Nik. This suffix is chiefly used in German to form abstract nouns 
from verbs: much less often, like the corresponding English ness, to pro- 
duce similar derivatives from adjectives (see 409.115). Such abstracts 
come especially from derivative verbs and those compounded with insepa- 
rable prefixes, as be, cv, ver; sometimes seeming to be formed from the par- 
ticiple rather than the simple verbal root. Like all abstract nouns, they 
may admit of use also as concretes, or pass wholly over into such. Ex- 
amples are Zeugniß, ‘testimony,’ from zeugen, ‘testify;’ Hinderniß, ‘hin- 
drauce,’ from bindern, ‘hiuder;’ Segrabuif, ‘burial,’ from begraben, 
‘bury;’ Greiqnif, ‘occurrence,’ from creignen, “oceur;’ Berbhiltnif ‘rela- 
tion,’ from verhalten, ‘stand rclated;’ Geftändniß, ‘confession,’ from gefte- 
hen (geftanden), ‘coufess;’ Gefängnin, ‘prison,’ from gefangen, ‘imprisoned’ 

a. The greater number of nouns in niß are neuter, but a score or more 
of them are feminine, especially such as have retained more fully their ab- 
stract meaning. A few, as Eujparuiß, Erteuutiif, are feminine when used 
abstractly, but neuter as coucretes. 

7. Gal, fel. These are two different forms of the same original suffix, 
~ which at first and more properly formed nouns from nouns, but whose exist- 

ing derivatives are to be refvrred almost exclusively to verbal roots, and are 
akin in meaning with those in 1if. cl is used only in coucretes. Thus, 
Schidjal, ‘fate,’ from jdjicten, ‘send; ’ Srrjal, ‘error,’ from irren, ‘ wander ;’ 
Veberbleibjel, ‘remnant,’ from tiberbleiben, ‘remain over;’ Yäthjel, ‘riddle,’ 
from ratijen, ‘ guess.’ 

a. Derivatives in fat and fel are neuter, excepting two or three in fal 
(Drangfal, Miihjal, Triibjat), which may also be used as feminine. 

8. Ung. This suffix is nearly equivalent in meaniug and application 
with our ing forming verbal nouns (“ participial infinitives,” not present 
participles), but is peculiar in that it is hardly used except with derivative 
and transitive verbs. The nouns it forms admit an object (objective geni- 
tive: 216.2h) nearly as regularly as the verbs from which they come. 
Many of the nouns in ung, like other abstracts, pass over into concrete use; 
and such as come from reflexive verbs have an intransitive force. Examples 
are Führung, ‘leading, conduct;’ Belehrung, ‘instruction;’ Erfindung, 
‘invention;’ Vergebung, ‘forgiveness ;’ Bemerkung, ‘remark ;’ Bedeutung, 
‘meaning ;’ Bewegung, ‘motion ;’ Neigung, ‘affection —from führen ‘lead,’ 
belehren, ‘instruct,’ and so on. 

a. The derivatives in ung are feminine without exception. 

9. Besides the suffixes above detailed, there are a few of infrequent use 
such are and (properly the old participial ending), in Heiland, ‘Savior,’ from 
heilen, ‘heal; —icht, in Sechricht, ‘sweepings,’ from fehren, ‘sweep,’ ete. ;— 
ig in Gffig, ‘vinegar,’ from efjen, ‘eat; —ath) in Zievath, ‘ornament,’ from 
zteven, ‘decorate ; ’—end in Tugend, ‘ virtue,’ from taugen, ‘be of value; ’— 
and one or two others, of too little consequence to be worth noting. Schaft 
(410.7) and thuim (410.8) also form from verbal roots two or three deriva- 
tives, as Wanderfihaft, Wadsthum. 

eer 
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409. Nouns derived from Adjectives. 
I. 1. That the adjective, of either number and of any gender, is capable 

of use directly as a noun, still retaining its adjective declension, was pointed 

out above (at 129), and needs no further notice. 

 %, A few nouns are derived from adjectives without a suffix, being iden- 
tical with the adjective theme, but being declined as independent (neuter) 
substantives: such are Roth, ‘red;’ Grün, ‘green;’ Recht, ‘right ;’ Gut, 
‘ property, goods.’ 

7 U. Nouns derived by the aid of suffixes. 
1. © The suffix e forms feminine abstracts (convertible info concretes) 

from primitive adjectives, the vowel of which is always modified if capable 
of it. Thus, Größe, ‘greatness,’ Güte, ‘goodness,’ Treue, ‘truth,’ Tiefe, 
‘depth;’ from groß, ‘great,’ etc. 

“ 9. Seit. This suffix is the same with our head and hood (in Godhead, 
manhood, etc.), and forms feminine abstracts both from nouns (see below, 
410.5) and from adjectives. Thus, Freiheit, ‘freedom,’ Blindheit, ‘ blind- 
ness,’ Albernheit, ‘stupidity ;’ from fret, ‘free,’ ete. 

‘ 3. eit is originally the same suffix with heit, taking the place of the 
Jatter after most primitive adjectives ending in el and er, and after all those 
formed by the suffixes bar, ig, lich, and fam. Thus, Gitelfcit, ‘ vanity,’ 
Bitterfeit, ‘bitterness,’ Dantbarfcit, ‘gratitude,’ Billigtett, ‘cheapness,’ 
Höflichkeit, ‘courtesy,’ Sparfamfeit, ‘economy ;’ from eitel, ‘vain,’ ete. To 
many adjectives, the additional adjective suffix tq (415.9) is added, with 
feit after it, instead of, or along with, feit alone: thus, from ffeii, ‘small,’ 
we have both Mleinheit and Kleinigtcit ; from füß, ‘sweet,’ Siipigtcit ; from 
ftandgaft, ‘steadfast,’ Standhaftigteit; from treutlos, ‘faithless,’ Treittojigteit. 
- 4. Ying forms a few masculine personal nouns from adjectives: thus, 
Frembdling, ‘stranger,’ Jüngling, ‘youth;’ from fremd, ‘strange,’ jung, 
“young. For derivatives with ling from verbs and nouns, see 408.1IL.5, 
410.6. 
. 5. Ni (see 408.III.6) forms only four nouns from adjectives: namely, 
Finfterniß, ‘darkuess,’ Geheimniß, ‘secrecy,’ Wildniß, ‘wilderness,’ Gleid)- 
nif, ‘likeness.’ 

6. Schaft is chiefly employed in forming nouns from nouns (see 410.7); 
only a few adjectives admit it. as Gemeinjchaft, ‘community,’ Gefangen» 
{chaft, ‘imprisonment,’ Eigenfchaft, ‘peculiarity;’ from gemein, ‘common, 
etc. For the derivation etc. of jchaft see below, 410.7. 

1. Tel, from Theil, ‘part,’ forms fractional numerals from ordinals: see 

8. Thum, like fdjaft, is a suffix applied chiefly to nouns: see below, 
410.8. A few adjectives take it, as Neihthum, ‘wealth,’ Cigenthunt, 
‘property ;’ from reich, ‘rich,’ eigen, ‘own.’ 

9, Yet rarer suffixes are ung (compare 408.III.8, 410.9) in Feftung, 
‘fortress,’ from feft, ‘strong ;'—idht in Didicht, ‘thicket,’ from did, ‘thick ; '— 

uth in Armuth, ‘poverty,’ from arın, ‘poor;’—end in Jugend, ‘youth, 

from jung, ‘young.’ kl 

410. Nouns derived from Nouns. : 

1. Ehen, lein. These are equivalent suffixes, forming from nouns (al- 
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ways with modification of the vowel of the latter, if it be one admitting 

modification) neuter diminutives: thus, Häuschen, ‘little house ;’ Männ- 

hen, ‘little man, mannikin;’ Snäblein, ‘little boy;’ Büchlein, ‘little 
book.’ 

a. These suffixes correspond to the English diminutive endings kin and 
ling (in gosling, duckling, etc.). Chen belongs more to the northern dialects 
of German, lein (often shortened in popular use to ef or le) to the south- 
ern; but in the literary language their respective use is mainly deter- 
mined by considerations of euphony, and many words admit the addition 
of either. 

b. The words formed by these suffixes often add to their meaning as 
diminutives, or substitute for it, an implication of intimacy or tenderness. 
Some of them have a well-established value as independent words: such 
are fräulein, ‘young lady, Miss;’ Mädchen, ‘girl; ’ Männchen and Weibchen, 
‘male and female of an animal species.’ 

2. Gi. The foreign origin of the suffix ei was explained above (408, 
IIL1). As added to nouns, it indicates especially the state, condition, or 
occupation of a person; also sometimes the place where an occupation 
is carried on: thus, Sägerei, ‘sportsmanship,’ from tiger, ‘hunter;’ 
Druderei, ‘ printing-establishment,’ from Drucker, ‘printer.’ In a few 
words ‘it has a collective force: thus, Jleiterei, ‘cavalry,’ from Neiter, 
‘rider.’ 

a. As it is itself accented, this suffix was added most easily to unac- 
cented terminational syllables, as ef and er; and there are but few words 
—as Abtei, ‘abbacy,’ Bogtet, ‘ bailiwick —in which it is appended to rad- 
ical syllables. Being oftenest used after er, it has come to assume er in 
many cases as a prefix to itself, forming a kind of compound suffix erei, 
which is freely used with words accented on the final: thus, Gflivevet, 
‘slavery,’ Sinderei, ‘childighness,’ Scelmerei, ‘roguery;’ from Gflav, 
‘slave,’ ete. 

b. Especially in its recent derivatives, et is apt to convey a disparaging 
implication: for example, Suvifteret, ‘lawyer's doings,’ as compared with 
Surisprudenz, ‘jurisprudence.’ 

3. Gr. a. Besides the numerous derivatives which it forms from verbs 
(408.111.4), er makes many names of a personal agent from nouns express- 
ing the thing dealt with or acted upon: as, Ginger, ‘singer,’ from Gang, 
‘song;’ Schäfer, ‘shepherd,’ from Schaf, ‘sheep; ’ Gartner, ‘gardener,’ from 
@®arten, ‘garden.’ 

b. It is also added to names of countries and towns, to indicate a native 
orinhabitant of the same: thus, Schweizer, ‘Switzer;’ Berliner, ‘inhabitant 
of Berlin;’ Leipziger, ‘man from Leipzig.’ 

These nouns are then frequently employed as uninflected adjectives: 
see 415.5, 

c. For the same purpose, it is sometimes combined with Latin endings, 
forming compound suflixes, as aner and enjer: thus, Yınerifaner, ‘ American,’ 
Ltheutenjer, ‘Athenian.’ 

d. After nouns, as after verbs, it is in a few cases irregularly converted 
into er: thus, @lécner, ‘bell-ringer,’ from Glode, ‘bell;’ Harfnner, ‘harper,’ 
from Sparfe, ‘harp.’ 

v. It forms a small number of masculines answering to feminines in e 
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thus, Wittwer, ‘widower,’ from Witte, ‘widow;’ Tauber, ‘cock-pigeon, 
from ‘Taube, ‘dove.’ 

4 Sn (sometimes spelt inn). This suffix forms feminine from masculine 
appellations: thus, Hirtin, ‘shepherdess,’ from Hirt, ‘shepherd;’ Königin, 
‘queen, from Stinig, ‘king;’ Freundin, ‘female friend;’ stöchin, ‘female 
cook ;’ Yöwin, ‘lioness;’? Franzobfin, ‘French woman;’ Serlinerin, ‘woman 
of Berlin.’ It is also added to titles to signify the wile of the person to 
whom the title belongs: as, ‘Pfarvertu, ‘pastor's wife;’ Wrofeffortt, ‘Mrs. 
Professor.’ / 

Sn usually requires modification of the radical vowel, but there are (as 
the examples show) numerous exceptions. 

5. Seit, like our head and hood, forms abstracts, and a few collectives, 
from nouns as well as from adjectives (409.II.2): thus, Gottheit, ‘God- 
head;’ Kindheit, ‘childhood;’ Thorheit, ‘folly;’ Dienjchheit, ‘humanity;’ 
Geijtlichfeit, ‘clergy.’ 

6. Ling forms a few masculine personal names from nouns, as from verbs 
(408.111.5) and adjectives (409.11.4): such are Sabriing, ‘yearling,’ Flücht- 
ling, ‘fugitive,’ Günftling, ‘favorite.’ 

7. a. Schaft is the same with our ship (in lordship, worship, etc), and is 
derived from jchaffen, ‘shape, create;’ it signifies primarily the shape or 
make of anything, then its character, office, rank, and the like: thus, Sreunds 
fehaft, ‘friendship,’ Bcfanntfchaft, ‘acquaintance,’ Bormundfchaft, ‘ guardian- 
ship.’ All its derivatives are of the feminine gender. 

b. It forms also a number of collectives: as, Wriefterfchaft, ‘priesthood,’ 
Diener|chaft, ‘body of servants,’ Gefellichaft, ‘company,’ Yandjdjaft, ‘land- 
scape. 

8. Thum, our dom (in kingdom, wisdom, etc.) is also a noun, of obscure 
derivation, but of meaning and application as a suffix nearly akin with those 
of jchaft (above, 7). Its derivatives are neuter, with only two or three 
exceptions (namely rrthum, Neichthunm, and, according to the usage of 
some, Beweisthum and Wachsthunt), which are masculine. Jt forms nouns 
signifying character, rank, or authority, which then, in a few cases, come to 
mean that over which authority is exerted: thus, itterthum, ‘chivalry,’ 
PBapftthum, ‘papacy,’ Chriftenthum, ‘christendom,’ Königtdum, ‘kingdom,’ 
Bürftentgum, ‘ principality.’ 

9. Suffixes forming a few isolated words are rich in Gänferich, ‘gander,’ 
from Gans, ‘goose,’ Fahnvid), ‘ensign,’ from Fahne, ‘banner,’ ete. ;—ung in 
one or two collective words like Waldung, ‘ woodland,’ from Wald, ‘forest; ’ 
—ath in Heimath, ‘home,’ from Heim, ‘home.’ Mi} (408. 111.6) appears to 
form a derivative or two from nouns, as in Biindnif, ‘covenant,’ from Bund, 
‘tie; ’—also fal (408.JIL7), as in Diiihjal, ‘distress,’ from Mühe, ‘ toil.’ 

411. Nouns formed by means of prefixes. 
I. A very large number of nouns contain as their initial elements the 

verbal prefixes, both separable and inseparable (2971. For the most part, 
however, they are not formed as nouns by means of those prefixes, but aro 
derivatives, according to the methods explained above (408), from verbs 
compounded separably or inseparably. The only exceptions are, a con- 
siderable class formed by ge (below, 11.1), and an occasional anomalous case 
like Anhihe, ‘risiug ground,’ from Hohe, ‘height.’ 

f 
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II. The proper prefixes forming nouns are very few ın number, 
namely as follows: 

1. Ge. This common prefix forms a large number of derivative nouns, 

both from nouns and from verbs, having in general a collective or frequenta- 

tive character. Thus, 

uw. Collectives from nouns, generally with modification of vowel, some- 
times with other more irregular vowel changes: such are Geftrdtch, ‘shrub. 
bery,’ from Strand), ‘shrub;’ Gcmwölf, ‘cloud-mass,’ from Wolfe, ‘cloud ;’ 
Gebirg or Gebirge, ‘mouuiain-range,’ from Berg, ‘mountain; ’ Gefieder, 
‘plumage,’ from eder, ‘feather.’ 

b. A few collective or associative personal appellatives, from nouns or 
verbs, in which ge has nearly its original meaning (307.5) of ‘with:’ thus, 
Geipicle, ‘ playfellow,’ from fpielen, ‘play; ’ Gefährte, ‘companion,’ from 
fahren, ‘go;’ Gevatter, ‘godfather,’ from Water, ‘father;’ Gejchwifter, 
‘brothers and sisters,’ from Gehwefter, ‘sister.’ 

c. From verbs, nouns signifying either the means or the effect of the 
verbal action: thus, Gehör, ‘sense of hearing,’ from hören, ‘hear;’ Ge- 
tuehr, ‘weapon,’ from wehren, ‘defend; ’ Gebet, ‘ prayer,’ from bitten, ‘ask ;’ 
Gemälde, ‘painting, from malen, ‘ paint.’ 

d From verbs, frequentative or intensive abstracts, or nouns significant 
of the verbal action: thus, Gejpricd, ‘ conversation,’ from fprechen, ‘speak ;’ 
Gejpitt, ‘mockery,’ from fpotten, ‘mock;’ Gepränge, ‘pageantry,’ from 
prangen, ‘make a show;’ Gctije, ‘din,’ from tofen, ‘ roar.’ 

Remarks. e. These are the leading uses of the prefix qe; but in not a 
few of the derivatives it forms, its effect is too indistinct or various to be 
brought under any classification. 

f. As the examples show, the words formed with ge exhibit the variation 
as well as the modification of vowel, and are either without suffix, or 
take one of the simpler suffixes (408.II.), especially e, In many words, 
this e may be either added or omitted. 

g. Excepting the class under 6, above, which are masculine, the nouns 
formed with ge are nearly all neuter. Masculine are only about a dozen 
(Bebrauch, Gedante, Gefallen, Gehalt, Genuß, Geruch, Gelang, Gejchinad, 
Seftanf, Gewinn, Gerwinn{t) ; feminine, the same number (Geberde, Gebühr, 
Geburt, Geduld, Gefahr, Gemeinde, Geniige, Gefhichte, Gefhmwulft, Geftalt, 
Gewalt, Gewähr). 

h. A few nouns, as Ölüd, ‘luck, happiness,’ Glaube, ‘belief,’ contain 
the prefix qe, abbreviated to a simple g. 

2. Wiiß. This prefix is the same with the English mis, and has a simi- 
lar office. Its value is rather that of a compounded element than of a 
prefix. It takes always the principal accent, and does not affect the 
gender of the nouns to which it is prefixed. Thus, Mißgriff, ‘mistake ;’ 
Miffethat, ‘misdeed;’ Wißgunft, ‘disfavor ;’ Mikbehagen, ‘discomfort.’ 

3. Unis, as in English, the negative prefix. It is used with nouns more 
often than in our language, always taking the accent, without affecting the 
gender; it either signifies actual negation, or implies something unnatural, 
repugnant, or injurious. Thus, Unrecht, ‘wrong,’ Uudant, ‘ingratitude,’ Uns 
qliic, ‘misfortune,’ Unfinn, ‘nonsense ; ’—Unmenf.), ‘unnatural monster,’ 
Ungeftalt, ‘misshapen form,’ Unthat, ‘ misdeed.’ 
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4. lly. This is, as has been already pointed out (307.4), the same word 
originally with the inseparable prefix er, and ultimately identical with aus, 
‘out.’ Ina few words it still has a meaning akin with that of er: thus, 
Urtheil, ‘judgment’ (ertheilen, ‘assign’), Urlaub, ‘leave’ (erlauben, ‘ per- 
mit’), Urfinde, ‘document,’ Urjprung, ‘ origin,’ and so on. But in most of 
the derivatives which it forms it has an intensive force, with the distinct 
implication of originality or primitiveness: thus, Urfache, ‘cause (original 
or fundamental thing),’ Urwelt, ‘primitive world,’ Uvbild, ‘archetype,’ Ur 
qvofbater, ‘greatgrandfather.’ 

a. Ur always takes the accent, and it leaves unchanged the gender of 
the word to which it is prefixed. 

5. Erz is identical in derivation and meaning with our prefix arch, and 
denotes what is eminent or superior in its kind. In respect to accent and 
gender, it is like the three prefixes last treated of. Thus, Erzengel, arch- 
angel;’ Erzherzog, ‘arch-duke;’ Grzdicb, ‘ arch-thief’ 

6. nt, originally the same with the inseparable prefix ent (307.3), 
appears in the present language only in Antwort, ‘answer’ (from Wort, 
‘word’), and %ntlis, ‘countenance.’ 

412. From other parts of speech than those treated above, nouns are 

only with the greatest rarity formed directly, or otherwise than through the 

medium of derivative adjectives or verbs. Such words as Niederung, ‘low- 

land,’ from nieder (adverb), ‘down,’ and Sunung, ‘guild,’ from in, ‘in,’ are 
anomalies in the German system of word-derivation. 

Derivation or ADJECTIVES. 

413. Primitive Adjectives. 
Primitive adjectives, like primitive nouns (407), may be divided into two 

classes : 

1. Simple monosyllabic adjectives, the evidences of whose originally 

derivative character are effaced: thus, gut, ‘good,’ lang, ‘ long,’ arm, ‘poor, 
hart, ‘hard,’ grün, ‘green.’ 

2. Adjectives containing an evident element of derivation, and analogous 
with those derived from known primitives, but coming from roots which 

are now lost: thus, träge, ‘lazy,’ heiter, ‘cheerful,’ eben, ‘even,’ dunkel, 

‘dark.’ 

a. Some of these, as of the “ primitive” nouns (407.a), admit of being 
traced to more primitive roots by the researches of comparative philology. 

414. Adjectives derived without Sufix or Prefix. 
Adjectives coming from verbal roots by simple variation of the radical 

vowel, without a suffix (like nouns: see 408.1.), are very few in German: 
examples are brad), ‘ fallow,’ from brechen, ‘break up ;’ glatt, ‘smooth,’ from 
gleiten, ‘slip;’ dicf, ‘thick,’ from the root of gedeihen, ‘thrive;’ flüd, 
fledged,’ from fliegen, ‘ fly.’ 

415. Adjectives derived by Suffa. 
As the various endings forming adjectives are, almost without excep- 
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tion, used in derivation from different parts of speech, it will be more con- 
venient to treat all the uses of each one together, taking the suffixes up in 
their alphabetical order. 

1. Bar. This suffix is regarded as a derivative from the verb bären, 
‘bear, carry.’ 1t was of infrequent use in ancicnt German, and only ag 
attached to nouns. 

a. Examples of its use with nouns are dicnftbar, ‘ serviceable (service- 
bringing) ;? fruchtbar, ‘ fruitful (fruit-bearing) ;’ furchtbar, ‘ terrible; ’ gang: 
bar, ‘current ;’ fiihtbar, ‘ visible.’ 

b. In modern usage, it forms a large class of derivatives from verbs (al- 
most always transitive), baving the meaning of our adjectives in able, or 
indicating capability to endure the action of the verb; thus, cfbar, ‘eatable,’ 
geniekbar, ‘enjoyable,’ theilbar, ‘divisible,’ unbewohnbar, ‘uninhabitable ;’ 
—unjehlbar, ‘incapable of failing.’ 

ce. Very rarely, it is added to an adjective: thus, offenbar, ‘evident,’ 
from offen, ‘ open.’ 

2. En, ern. The suffix en forms (from nouns) adjectives denoting 
material or kind: thus, golden, ‘golden,’ wollen, ‘ woolen,’ irden, ‘ earthen, 
eichen, ‘oaken.’ To words ending in er, only n is added: thus, fupfern, 
‘of copper,’ filbern, ‘of silver,’ (evern, ‘leathern.’ Out of the frequency 
of this combination has grown in recent use the form ern, which was 
perhaps at first applied only to nouns forming a plural in er—thus, höfzern, 
‘wooden,’ from Hol; (pl. Hölzer), “wood ’—but is now used indisceriminately, 
requiring modification of the vowel of its primitive: thus, bleiern, ‘leaden,’ 
thonern, ‘of clay (Thon),’ ftählern, ‘of steel (Stahl). 

3. En, end. These endings, forming respectively the past participle 
of verlis of the Old conjugation, and the present participle of all verbs, 
are proper adjective suffixes, but need only be mentioned here, as their 
uses form a part of the subject of verbal conjugation, and have been al- 
ready explained (see 349 etc.). 

4. Gr, eft. These are the endings by which are formed, from simple 
adjectives, adjective themes of the comparative and superlative degree 
(see 133 etc.): also, ft forms ordinal numerals from cardinals (see 203). 

5. Gr, The patronymic nouns formed by the suffix cr from names of 
countries or towns (410.35) are very commonly used also with the value 
of adjectives. When so used, they are not subject to declension, but are 
treated as if they were compounded with the noun which they qualify. 
Thus, Serfiner Blau, ‘ Berlin blue;’ da8 Straßburger Münfter, ‘the Stras- 
burg cathedral;’ der Leipziger Mteffe, ‘of the Leipsic fair.’ 

6. Gt forms the past participle of verbs of the New conjugation: see 
246, 349 ete. 

7. Saft. This suffix is regarded as derived from haben, ‘have,’ or haf- 
ten, ‘cling,’ indicating primarily the possession or adhesion of the quality 
designated by the words to which it is attached. 

a. It forms derivative adjectives especially from nouns signifying 
quality: thus, tugendhaft, ‘virtuous,’ jündhaft, ‘sinful,’ jchredhaft, ‘fright 
ful,’ ftandhaft, ‘steadfast ; ’—but also, not infrequently, from names of per- 
fae en things: thus, mannhaft, ‘manful,’ meifterhaft, ‘masterly,’ leibhaft, 

odily. 
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b. It is added to only a few verbal roots: as in wohnhaft, ‘resident,’ 
{hrwabhaft, ‘loquacious,’ 

c. Only three adjectives admit it, namely boshaft, ‘malicious,’ franthaft, 
‘sickly,’ wahrhaft, ‘true.’ 

d. To haft is sometimes added the further ending iq, as in feibhaftig, 
wahrhaftig ; and this addition is always made before the suffix feit, forming 
abstract nouns (409.11.3) : thus, Tugendhaftigfeit, ‘ virtuousness.’ 

8. Scht forms adjectives only from concrete nouns, especially such as 
denote material: thus, fteinicht, ‘stony,’ dornicht, ‘thorny,’ falzicht, ‘ salty,’ 
Its office is hardly distinguishable from that of ig (below, 9); and, in pres- 
ent use, its derivatives are almost superseded by those in ig, and are but 
seldom met with. Only thöricht, ‘foolish,’ is in familiar use, and is alsa 
peculiar in exhibiting the modification of vowel, and in being formed from 
a personal appellation (Thor, ‘ fool’). 

9. Sg. This suffix is the same with our y (in stony, holy, easy, etc.), 
and forms, from every part of speech, a very large number of German 
adjectives, which are constantly increasing by new derivatives. Thus, 

a. From nouns, of every class: thus, madjtig, ‘ mighty,’ günftig, ‘favor- 
able,’ {chuldig, ‘guilty,’ durftig, ‘ thirsty,’ blutig, ‘bloody,’ wäjferig, ‘watery,’ 
dictfdpfig, ‘thickheaded,’ langarmig, ‘longarmed.’ 

5. From verbs: thus, fiumig, ‘dilatory,’ nadjgiebig, ‘yielding,’ gefällig, 
‘obliging.’ 

c. From adjectives, in a few cases only: ‘thus, gütig, ‘kind, völlig, 
‘complete ;’—and from the possessive and other pronominal adjectives, 
as meinig, ‘mine,’ etc. (159.5), felbig, ‘self-same’ (169.3), jenig, ‘yon’ 
(168), einig, ‘only, some’ (189). 

d. From indeclinable words, namely prepositions, adverbs, and adverbial 
conjunctions of various kinds: thus, vorig, ‘former,’ from vor, ‘before; ’ 
übrig, ‘remaining,’ from über, ‘over;’ jesig, ‘present,’ from jebt, ‘now;’ 
heuttg, ‘of to-day,’ from heute, ‘to-day;’ dortig, ‘of that place,’ from dort, 
‘there ;’ abermalig, ‘repeated,’ from abermals, ‘again; ’ deffallfig, ‘relating 
to the case in hand,’ from deffalls, ‘in that case.’ 

e. The addition of ig to other adjective endings before the suffix keit has 
been noticed above (409.11.3); also to haft in forming adjectives (above, 7d); 
to adjectives and nouns in forming derivative verbs (405.11.3); and to cer- 
tain nouns in forming derivative adjectives (below, 15¢,/). 

«f- Sq added to the suffix fal of certain nouns (408.III.7), along with mo- 
dification of the vowel (written e instead of ä), forms a combination having 
“the aspect of a separate suffix, feliq : thus, mühfelig, ‘ painful,’ from Mühfal, 
‘distress ;’ triibfeliq, ‘afflictive,’ from Trübfal, ‘affliction.’ And the combi- 
nation is in fact treated as an independent-suffix, by being added to words 
which do not form derivatives in fal: thus, glüdfelig, ‘blissful,’ from Glücd, 
‘happiness ;’ feindfelig, ‘inimical,’ from feind, ‘hostile; ’ red{elig, ‘talkative,’ 
from reden, ‘talk.’ 

g. A number of adjectives in ig are from lost roots, and so have in the 
present language the value of primitive words: thus, cıvig, ‘ eternal,’ felig, 
‘happy,’ Jippig, ‘luxuriant.’ 

10. Sich. This is the same with our English suffix ish, and is used in 
much the same way. 
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a. It forms adjectives from nouns of different classes: thus, especially 
from proper names of persons, places, and peoples: as, hıtheriich, ‘ Lutheran,’ 
preußiich, ‘Prussian,’ baterifch, ‘Bavarian,’ jpanifch, ‘Spanish; '—from ap- 
pellations of places, persons, and animals: as, hinmlijch, ‘heavenly,’ {tid 
lij, ‘townish,’ Findifch, ‘childish,’ diebijch, ‘thievish,’ dichteriic), ‘ poetical,’ 
bimaifh), ‘doggish ;’—and from a few abstracts or verbal nouns: as, abevs 
gläubifc), ‘superstitious,’ argwöhnifch, ‘suspicious,’ neidifih, ‘envious.’ 

b. It often takes, in adjectives derived from the classical languages, the 
place of our endings ic, ical, al, ian, ete.: as, hiftorijch, ‘historic’ or *histori- 
eal,’ fritijch, ‘critical,’ logic), ‘logical,’ indijch, ‘Indian.’ 

c. In a few words, ij) has a somewhat disparaging sense as compared 
with lic), much as in the corresponding English adjectives: thus, findifd, 
‘childish,’ and finbdlic), ‘childlike;’ weibijch, ‘womanish,’ and weiblic, 
‘feminine. 

d. The use of ifc) with proper names of places and with foreign words 
is attended with some irregularities of detail, in respect to the form of the 

theme to which the suffix is appended: these cannot be dwelt upon here. 

11. Lei forms indeclinable adjectives from numerals and words related 
with numerals, which, before it, take the ending er: thus, cinerfet, ‘of one 
sort,’ mandjer(ei, ‘of many sorts,’ allerlei, ‘of all sorts.’ 

The {ei is by origin the genitive of a feminine noun, meaning ‘sort,’ and 
the preceding cr is the proper ending of the adjective qualifying it: hence 
the treatment of its derivatives as indeclinable words. 

12. Lich. This suffix corresponds with our like, ly (in godlike, godly, etc.), 
and, like these, forms a very large number of derivatives. It is historically 
the same word with the adjective like (German gleich): compare 363.3a. 

Licht is also added to adjectives, perhaps as a mere variation of lid). 
a. It is added to nouns of various classes (usually with modification of 

their vowel): thus, männlich, ‘manly,’ väterlich, ‘fatherly,’ fünftlich, ‘artful,’ 
herzlich, ‘hearty,’ glücklich, ‘happy,’ jahrlid), ‘yearly,’ geiftlid), ‘spiritual.’ 

b. It forms from other adjectives (always with modified vowel) adjectives 
that have in general a diminutive meaning: thus, rithlich, ‘reddish,’ fauer- 
lich, ‘somewhat sour,’ ldngfich, ‘longish.’ But some of its derivatives are 
free from the diminutive implication; and a considerable number (see 363.3.) 
are used only in an adverbial sense, the ending having the same value as 
the English /y in similar derivatives from adjectives. 

In a few words—as fold), weld), our such, which—it is greatly corrupted. 
c. It is appended to many verbal roots; and either in an active sense 

(especially with intransitive verbs)—thus, jhädlich, ‘harmful,’ beharrlid, 
‘persistent,’ fterbfich, ‘mortal,’ erfreulich, ‘agreeable’—or, yet more often, 
in a passive sense: as glanblid), ‘to be believed, credible,’ verädhtlic), ‘con- 
temptible,’ begreiflich, ‘comprehensible,’ unfiglic), ‘unspeakable.’ Of this 
class of passive derivatives, many are in use only with the prefix un: e. g. 
there is no fiiglich, ‘speakable. id), as thus used, is closely equivalent 
with bar (above, 1), and it is in part a matter of arbitrary custom, or de- 
termined only by euphony, which suffix shall be employed; in other cases, 
derivatives are formed with both, with a more or less distinct difference of 
meaning. 

13. Gain is our some (in wholesome, noisome, etc.), and is supposed to be 
ultimately the adjective same (now lost in German). It forms derivatives. 
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a, From nouns. mostly of an abstract character: thus, furdjtfam, ‘fear- 
ful,’ gewattjam, ‘violent,’ mühjam, ‘laborious.’ 

b. From verbal roots: thus, aufmertjam, ‘attentive,’ folgfan, ‘docile,’ 
lenfjam, ‘manageable.’ 

c. From a few adjectives: thus, einfam, ‘lonely,’ gemeinfan, ‘common,’ 
langjan, ‘slow.’ : 

14. T, besides one or two isolated adjectives, like dicht, ‘thick, close,’ 
from the root of gedeihen, ‘thrive,’ forms the class of ordinal adjectives from 
numerals below twenty (203). 

15. There are certain words forming classes of derivative adiectives 
which have not yet (like bar, lich, fam, above) lost their independence of 
form and meaning sufficiently to be reckoned as adjective-suffixes, al- 
though approaching very near in value to such. The most noticeable of 
them are 

a. 208, ‘loose,’ our less, forming numerous adjectives of deprivation: 
thus, endlos, ‘endless,’ hrrzfo8, ‘ heartless,’ treulos, ‘faithless.’ 

These adjectives, like those ending in haft, always add ig before feit : 
thus, Treulefigteit, “faithlessness.’ 

b. Voll, ‘full, our fu’, in thankful, fearful, ete.: examples are leidvoll, 
‘sorrowful,’ gedanfenvoll, ‘thoughtful.’ 

c. Reich, ‘rich:’ examples are liebreich, ‘gracious’ (Liebe, ‘love ’), geift- 
reich, ‘witty, full of esprit.’ 

d. Sad), ‘compartment, division,’ forms multiplicatives with numeral 
words, cardinal or indefinite (204): examples are jehnfach, ‘tenfold,’ viel- 
fac, ‘ manifold.’ 

e. Kalt, ‘fold,’ is used in the same manner with fad). But multiplica- 
tives with falt simply are antiquated and unusual: they now regularly take 
the additional adjective ending ig (above, 9), before which the vowel of falt 
(except in two or three words, as mannigfaltig) is modified: thus, gchufal- 
tig, ‘ten-fold,’ vielfältig, ‘manifold.’ 

f. Urtig is, like filtig, an extension of a noun, Art, ‘manner, kind,’ by 
the adjective suffix ig, and forms a considerable class of derivatives deun- 
ting sort or manner: thus, nebelartig, ‘cloudlike,’ fremdartig, ‘of strange 
fashion.’ Other similar formations are förmig, from the foreign noun 
Form, ‘form’ (Lat. forma): thus, infelförmig, ‘island-shaped ; ’—miithig, 
from Muth, ‘mood, disposition:’ as, friediniithig, ‘disposed to peace;’— 
mäßig, from Yas, ‘measure:’ as, tehtnäßig, ‘lawful;’ ete. 

416. Adjectives derived by Prefix. 
The prefixes forming adjectives are, in general, the same with those 

forming nouns (411), namely ge, miß, un, ur, ev3, together with be, 

“ 1. Ge forms a very few adjectives, as bereit, ‘ready,’ bequem, ‘con- 
venient.’ 

2. a. @e aids to form past participles, or verbal adjectives (243.3) ;— 

and sometimes from nouns which do not furnish any other of the parts 

of a derivative verb : thus, geftiefelt, ‘booted (provided with boots), 

gehörnt, ‘horned,’ gefittet, © mannered,’ geftirnt, ‘ starred.’ 

6 It also forms, either without suffix or with ig, a class of adjectives 
fon verbs: thus, genehin, ‘acceptable’ (nehmen, ‘take’), gewiß, ‘certain’ 
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(wiffen, ‘know’), geläufig, ‘current’ (faufen, ‘run’), gewärtig, ‘expectant’ 
(warten, ‘ wait’). 

c. Ge is pretixed to a few simple adjectives without noteworthy change 
of their meaning: thus, gerecht, ‘righteous,’ getreu, ‘faithful,’ geftreng, 
‘severe.’ leid) is thus formed, with abbreviated prefix, from an earlier 
(eich, ‘like,’ 

The other prefixes have the same value in adjectives as in nouns: thus, 

3. Mik forms such adjectives as mißgünftig, ‘grudging,’ miftrauijd, 
‘distrustful’ 

4. Un forms negative adjectives, as unklar, ‘unclear,’ unglüdlic, ‘ un- 
happy.’ 

a. That some of the adjectives formed with un have no corresponding 
positives has been noticed above (415.1 2c). 

b. According to some authorities, the words formed with un always 
have the principal accent on that prefix: others except compounds of par- 
tieiples, as ımbefohnt, ‘unrewarded,’ and of verbal derivatives with the 
suffixes bar, lich, fam, as undenf’bar, ‘inconceivable,’ unend’lich, ‘unending,’ 
umduld’janı, ‘intolerant.’ 

5. Ur forms directly only a very small number of adjectives, from other 
adjectives, adding to the latter an intensive meaning, or an implication 
of primitiveness: thus, urplößlid, ‘very sudden ;’ uralt, ‘of primitive an- 
tiquity.’ 

6. Er; is prefixed, in a half-humorous way, to a few adjectives, with 
intensive force: thus, erzduntt, ‘excessively stupid,’ erzfaul, ‘very lazy.’ 

Derivation of the other Parts of Speech. 

417. :Of the remaining parts of speech, the adverbs are the only ones 

which are to any extent formed in classes, by means analogous with those 

above explained; and they bave been already sufficiently treated (363 etc.) 

under Adverbs. 

The derivation of the rest, so far as it is capable of being shown, is a 
matter for the lexicon to deal with, under each separate word. 

WORD-COMBINATION, COMPOSITION. 

418. A compound word is one that is made up of two (or 
more) independent words, each of which maintains in the com- 
position its separate form and meaning. It is made one word 
by constancy of combination in practical use, by the absence of 
inflection except in the last member, and by being placed under 
the dominion of a single principal accent. 

a. Thus, Jungfrau is distinguished from junge Frat, “young woman,’ by 
the adjective jung being made indeclinable and receiving a marked accent. 
By this means a unity of form is given to the word, to which a unity of 
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idea is then further added by attribution of the meaning ‘virgin,’ which na- 
turally grows out of the other, but yet is not the same with it. 

b. As will appear hereatter (422.20 etc.), other members of a conapound 
than the final one sometimes take an ending of declension, but irregularly 
and superfluously, and without liability to further variation in the inflection’ 
of the compound. There are also a few words which are arbitrarily written 
together as if compounds, while both their parts are declined in full, and 
they are not in fact of a different character from many collocations of words 
which the language writes separately: such are derjelbe and derjenige (168, 
169), Hohepriefter, ‘ high-priest,’ ete. (422.1a), 

c, All derivation and inflection begin with composition. The compound becomes in 
practical use an integral representative of the idea signified by it, its origin is more and 
more lost sight of, and it becomes liable to such alterations of form as more or less dis- 
guise its derivation: thus, Jungfrau has been in popular use abbreviated to Jungfer ; and 
Sungherr (junger Serr, ‘young sir’), in like manner, to Sunfer. And if the final member 
of the compound happens to be one that in practice is added to a large number of words, 
forming a considerable class of composite words, it may be turned into an ending, of deri-, 
vation or inflection. Thus, dritter Theil became the compound Dritttheil, ‘third part,’ and 
this was contracted into Drittel ; and, the same being done with the other ordinal numer- 
als, tel became a“ suffix,” forming fractionals from ordinals (207.2). The conjugational end- 
ing ten, in wir hatten, ‘we had,’ represents in like manner an originally independent conju- 
gational form, /&tumés (yet older daddmasi), ‘we did,’ which has gone through a like pro- 
cess of abbreviation. (See the author’s ‘‘ Language and the Study of Language,” p. 55 etc.) 
Composition therefore forms, in the grammatical treatment of a language, an appropriate 
transitional subject between inflection and derivation on the one side, and collocation or 
aırangement on the other. 

419. Compounds are very much more numerous in German than in 

Tinglish, and the liberty of forming new ones, after the model of those al- 

ready in use, is much more freely conceded than with us. In making prac- 
tical acquaintauce with the language, therefore, we are constantly meeting 

with them, of every class—from those in which the final member has al- 

most acquired the value of a suffix (see above, 415.15), or in which the 

fact of composition is otherwise disguised (as in Jurngfer and Sunfer; or in 
fold) and welch, see above, 415.12), to the chance combinations which each 
speaker or writer forms as occasion arises, and which are not to be found 

explained in any diétionary, however complete. 

a, Compounds are often also formed in German of a length and complex 
ity unknown in English: thus, Feuerverficherungsgejellichaft, ‘fire insurance 
company ;’ Nordfeeichifffahrt, ‘North Sea navigation ;’ Vuftrdhrenfchwindjucht, 
‘bronchial consumption ;’ Neichsoberpoftantszeitungsfchreiber, ‘editor of the 
imperial general postofäce journal.’ Such, however, are for the most part 
met with only in technical and official language. 

b. The parts of a compound—especially if it be a long and cumbrous 
one, or liable to an incorrect division—are sometimes separated by hyphens: 
thus, Fenerverficherumgys-gejeltiaft, or Feuer = verjicherungs - gejellichaft. 
No rules are to be definitely laid down respecting this division, it being 
mainly left to the taste and choice of individual writers. Usage is also 
much at variance as regards the employment of capital letters for the separ- 
ated parts of a compound noun—some writing, for example, Feuer-Verfiches 
rings-Gefellidaft. The preferable method is to avoid as much as possible 
the multiplication of capitals. 

c. Where two or more compound words having the same final member 
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would follow one another, it is the usage in German often to omit that, 
member except in the last word, noting the omission in the other cases by 
a hyphen appended to the former member: thus, alle Goun- und Fefttage 
eines Sagres, ‘on all the Sundays and holidays of a year;’ in diefer bammn- 
und quellenfeeren Einöde, ‘in this treeless and waterless desert;’ von der 
form: und fefttägigen Spasierfahrt, “of the promenade usual on Sundays and 
holidays.’ A similar liberty is even taken with words of foreign origin: 
thus, ai? Die und Defenfivwaffe, ‘as offensive and defcusive weapon’ (R. 
161.13); bu ‘tis not to be approved or imitated. 

Composition of Verbs. 

420. The importance of compound verbs in the general grammatical 

system of German has rendered necessary their treatment under the head 

of verbal conjugation (296-313). Only a brief recapitulation of the dif- 

ferent classes, therefore, is called for here. 

1. Verbs are compounded with the inseparable prefixes be, ent 
or emp, ex, ge, ver, zer ; being conjugated, in general, in the same 
manner as when simple, but losing the prefix ge of the past par- 
ticiple ; retaining, also, their proper accent. See 302-7. 

2. Verbs are compounded with a considerable number of sep- 
arable prefixes, simple and compound—which prefixes, however, 
stand before the verbal form, and are written with it as one word, 
only in the infinitive and participles; or in the personal forms 
of the verb also, when the sentence has the transposed arrange- 
ment. The prefix always has the principal accent. See 298-301. 

a. A few of the separable prefixes, however—namely, durd), hinter, über, 
um, unter, and wider or wieder—form with some verbs inseparable com- 
pounds. See 308-11. 

3. Verbs are compounded with nouns, adjectives, and adverbs; 
either closely, forming compound themes which are conjugated 
like simple roots, or loosely, forming themes which are conjugated 
after the manner of verbs with separable prefixes. Sce 312-13. 

a. There is no fixed line separating compounds of the latter character 
from verbal phrases, and some combinations are treated indifferently as the 
one or the other: thus, Danf fagen or danfjagen, ‘express gratitude;’ 
Statt finden or ftattfinden, “take place,’ 

Composition of Nouns. 

421. With few exceptions (422.6) etc.), compound nouns 
are made up of a noun with a preceding limiting word. The 
final noun determines the gender and mode of declension of the 
compound ; the preceding member of the compound has the ac- 
cent, 
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1. Exceptions as regards gender are 
a. Names of towns, which are neuter (61.2c), even when they are com 

pounds whose final member is masculine or feminine: thus, das Wittenberg 
(der Berg) ; das Ptagdeburg (die Burg). 

b. Many compounds of der Muth, ‘mood, spirit,’ which are feminine : 
for example, die Unmuth, ‘grace,’ die Demuth, ‘humility,’ die Wehmuth, 
‘sadness.’ 

These are, by origin, feminine abstracts from compound adjectives, which 
have lost their suffix of derivation. 

c. A few special words: thus, die Antwort, ‘answer’ (da8 Wort, ‘word’)- 
der Mittivod), ‘ Wednesday’ (literally, ‘ mid-week,’ from die Woche, ‘ week’), 
which has taken the gender of the other names of week-days (61.2a); die 
Neunauge, ‘lamper-eel’ (literally, ‘nine-eyes,’ from bag Auge, eye’): and 
Abjcheu, ‘horror,’ is masculine, and Gegentheil, ‘ opposite,’ is neuter, while 
Scheu, ‘fear,’ and Theil, ‘part,’ are now respectively used in general as 
feminine and masculine. 

422. The varieties of compound nouns are 

1. Nouns made up of a noun and a preceding qualifying adjective: thus, 

Gollmond, ‘full moon,’ Sdelftein, ‘precious stone,’ Hochzeit, ‘ wedding’ (lit. 
‘high time’), @urgiweile, ‘pastime’ (lit. ‘short while’). 

a, A very few nouns are written as compounds of this class, although 
the adjective is declined as an independent word: thus, Hoherpriefter, ‘high- 
priest, Yaugeweile, ‘tedium,’ Geheimerraty, ‘privy-counsellor’ (also Lang- 
weile, Gehetinvath, as proper compounds). 

2. Nouns made up of a noun and a preceding limiting noun: thus, Buchs 

drucer, ‘bookprinter,’ Gefchichtjchreiber, ‘historian’ (lit. ‘bistory-writer’), 

Schullehrer, ‘school-teacher,’ Handfhuh, ‘glove’ (lit. ‘hand-shoe'), Wein- 
glas, ‘wine-glass,’ Baumivolle, ‘cotton’ (lit. ‘tree-wool'), Sagdfeben, ‘life 
by hunting,’ Eichbaum, ‘oak-tree.’ 

a. The relation of the first noun to the second is oftenest that of a geni- 
tive dependent on it; but it may stand in various other relations, often such 
as could not be expressed by any simple case, without the use of words of 
relation: or, the two words may be in apposition with one another. 

db. Often the first noun is put formally in the genitive case: thus, ö- 
nigsfohn, ‘king’s son,’ fandsmann, ‘countryman,’ Wirthshaus, ‘inn’ (lit. 
‘host's house’). 

e. And even, by irregular imitation of such forms, the first noun takes 
an 8 or c8 which does not properly belong to it as an independent word: 
thus, Geburtstag, ‘ birthday,’ Ciebesbrtef, ‘loveletter.’ 

d. The first noun sometimes takes a plural ending: thus, Bilderbuch, 
* picture-book’ (lit. ‘pictures-book’), Wörterbuch, ‘ dictionary’ (lit. ‘ words- 
book’), Mleiderfdjranf, ‘clothes-press,’ Waijenhaus, ‘orphan asylum’ (lit. 
‘orphans’ house ’), Tageburh, ‘journal’ (lit. ‘days-book’). 

e. These endings of declension are introduced in part for their meaning, 

in part for cuphonic reasons ; and insertious of a similar kind are occasion- 

ally made quite arbitrarily: as, Ujdjerntittiwodj, ‘Ash-Wednesday,’ Heidel 
bevve, ‘ heath-berry." en 
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3. Nouns mude up of a noun and a preceding verbal root, having the 

value of a qualifying noun or adjective: thus, Gingvogel, ‘singing-bird, 

Brennglas, ‘burning-glass,’ Schreibfeder, ‘writing-pen,’ Etudirzinmer, 

‘study-room,’ Habfucht, ‘ covetousness’ (lit. ‘desire of having’). 

4. Nouns made up of a noun and a preceding particle, with qualifying 
force: thus, Aufenfeite, ‘ outside,’ Inland, ‘inland,’ Auslaut, ‘ final sound 
(of a word),’ Mtitmenfd), ‘fellow-creature,’ Vortheil, ‘advantage’ (lit. ‘ ex- 
celling part’). 

5. Nouns made up of an infinitive and words dependent upon it: thus, 
das Fürfichfein, ‘the being by one’s self,’ das Zufpätfommen, ‘the coming 
too late.’ These are unusual cases, and not employed in dignified style. 

6. Compounds of a different and peculiar character, which designate an 

object by describing some peculiarity belonging to it, and which may be 

called possessive or characterizing compounds. Such are 

a. A noun with preceding limiting word: as, Kahlfopf, ‘bald-head’ (a 
person or thing having a bald head), Blauftrumpf, ‘ bluestocking’ (person 
wearing such), Schreihals, ‘bawler’ (lit. ‘scream-neck ’), Viered, ‘square’ 
(lit. ‘four-corners ’). 

b. An adjective with preceding qualifying word: as, der Nimmerfatt, 
‘the greedy-gut’ (lit. ‘never satiated’), ba’ Simmergriin, ‘the evergreen.’ 

c. A verb with a following object, or other limiting word or phrase: as, 
Tangenichts, ‘good-for-nothing,’ Störenfried, ‘kill-joy’ (lit. “disturb-peace ’), 
Stelldidein, ‘rendezvous’ (lit. ‘make thine appearance’), Springinsfeh, 
‘romp’ (lit. ‘jump into the field’), Rehrans, ‘closing dance’ (lit. ‘ turn-out’). 

d. One or two more anomalous cases: as, Garaus, ‘end’ (lit. ‘all over’), 

Composition of Adjectives. 

493. Compound adjectives are always made up of an adjec- 
tive with a preceding limiting or qualifying word. Their treat- 
ment, as regards declension, use as adverbs, and the like, is the 
same with that of simple adjectives. The first member of the 
compound takes the accent. 

424. The varieties of compound adjectives are 

1. Adjectives made up of two adjectives, of which the former either is 

co-ordinate with the latter—as in taubftumm, ‘deaf and dumb,’ taiferlidy- 
finigtic), ‘imperial-royal’—or, much more often, limits it in the manner of 
au adverb: as, hellblau, ‘bright blue,’ todtfranf, ‘deadly sick.’ 

2. Adjectives made up of an adjective (usually a participle) and a pre- 

eeding adverb: as, wobfedel, ‘right-noble, worshipful,’ wohlmeinend, ‘ well- 
meaning,’ jogenount, ‘so-called,’ weitausjehend, ‘far-looking.’ 

3. Adjectives made up of an adjective and a preceding limiting noun: as, 

fehreeweiß, ‘snow white,’ troftbcbdiirftig, ‘needing consolation,’ eisfalt, ‘ice- 

cold,’ 
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a. A very frequent form of this compound is made up of a participle and 
its dependent noun: as, heilbringend, ‘salutary’ (lit. ‘health-bringing’), 
pflicjtverqeffen, ‘duty-forgetting,’ gottergeben, ‘god-devoted.’ 

b. The noun in such compounds, as in compounds with a noun (422.25- 
e), often takes the form of a genitive or a plural: thus, Icbensfatt, ‘tired of 
life,’ fobenéwiirdig, ‘praiseworthy,’ hoffnungsvoll, ‘hopeful,’ riefengroß, 'gi- 
gautie’ (lit. ‘giant-great’), finderlos, ‘childless’ (lit. ‘children-less’). 

4, Adjectives made up of an adjective and a preceding verbal root, hav- 
ing the value of a dependent noun: thus, merfiwiirdig, ‘remarkable’ (lit. 
‘worthy of noticing’). 

This form of compound is rare and exceptional, the infinitive being gen- 
erally used, instead of the simple verbal root. 

5. Adjectives formed by appending a suffix of derivation, especially ig 
(415.9), {o the combination of a noun with a preceding limiting word 
(which combination is not itself in use as a compound noun): thus, vier- 
füßig, ‘four-footed,’ großherzig, ‘great-hearted,’ hodjnafig, ‘supercilious’ 
(lit. ‘high-nosed’). 

Composition of Particles, 

425. 1. The modes of formation of compound particles have 
been already sufficiently explained and illustrated, under the 
head of the different kinds of particles (see especially 365). 
Such particles are, in part, cases of compound words, analogous 
with those just treated of; in part, phrases composed of inde- 
pendent and fully inflected words, which have simply run to- 
gether into one by frequent usage; in part, they are combina- 
tions of particles. 

2. «. Compound particles of the last class, and those of the second which 
are made up of a governing preposition and ils governed case, are accented 
on the final member: thus, vorher‘, ‘previously, hervor’, ‘forth,’ gudem’, 
‘besides,’ iiberhaupt‘, ‘in general,’ bergab‘, ‘down hill.’ 

d. Such, on the other hand, as are originally cases of compound words, or 
phrases composed of a noun and a preceding limiting word, are accented on 
the first member: thus, him’melwdrts, ‘heavenwards,’ viel'mals, ‘ often,’ 
fei'neswegs, ‘in no wise,’ der’gejtalt, ‘in such wise.’ 

c. A few are accented on either the first or second member; and either 
indifferently, or according to a difference of meaning: thus, alfo’ or al'fo, 
‘accordingly,’ et'wa or etwa’, ‘perchance,’ ein’mal, when eit means dis- 
linctly ‘one,’ rather than ‘a;’ darum, warum, bievimit, when the em- 
phasis rests on the pronominal element—and so on. 

d. There are occasional irregular exceptions to these rules of accentu- 

ation, which may be left to the dictionary to point out. 
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CONSTRUCTION OF SENTENCES. 

Introductory Explanations. 

496. 1, A sentence is a combination of words having com. 
pleteness in itself as the expression of a thought. 

2. It is composed of a suBJEcCT, designating that cf which some- 
thing is asserted (inquired, desired), and a PREDICATE, expressing 
that which is asserted (inquired, desired) of the subject. 

«. That a thought cannot be signified or communicated without the com- 
pination of a subject and a predicate is not claimed (compare 391); but 
only that this combination is its full and regular mode of expression, the 
norm to which all expressed thoughts may be reduced, or of which they are 
to be regarded as variations. 

b. The division of the predicate, as above defined, into predicate and 
copula (the latter being always a person of the present tense of fein, ‘be: 
compare 316.1a, remark)—for example, of ev {iebt, ‘he loves,’ into er tft lie- 
bend, ‘he és loving ’—though of value in the logical analysis of expression, is 
unimportant in grammatical analysis, and has no bearing upon the construc- 
tion of the sentence. All verbs except fein, ‘be’ (and even that, in some 
of its uses), contain the copula combined with a more or less complcte pre- 
dieatiou of some action, state, or quality: some require more than others a 
complement, to fill out their idea and make a significant predication: a few 
(316.1), so especially as to be called ‘‘ verbs of incomplete predication;” a 

transitive verb is in itself Jess complete than an intransitive, and so on. 

ec. The completeness of a sentence composed of subject and predicate is 
a relative one—namely, as compared with a word, or a phrase not contain- 
ing those two elements. A noun by itself suggests an object of thought; 
a noun with qualifying adjuncts implies certain things as standing in certain 
relations to one another, an object as invested with qualities: so also a verb 
by itself, or with adjuncts, calls up an intelligent conception in the mind ; 
and either, in certain circumstances, has all the value of a complete expres- 
sion, because the mind of the hearer or reader understands, or intelligently 
supplies, whatever is wanting. But we do not feel that anything is really 
said until a verb and its subject are combined, until something is predicated 
of something. 

d. A sentence may signify only a small part of the thought which is in 
the mind of the speaker, and which he sets out to express; it may require 
to be set in connection with other sentences in order to perform its full office, 
as much as a word with other words to form a seutence. And, in the de- 
velopment of language, a means is found by which individual sentences are 
go combined as to form a higher unity—by which, instead of being merely 
set side by side, they are twined together into a complex sentence or period. 
This means is the conversion of independent sentences into dependent clauses, 
having the formal as well as logical value of parts of a sentence (see below, 
435 ete.). For the simple sentence still remains the norm and unit of com- 

plete expression: the dependent clauses have value only as they enter into 
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the stracture of such a sentence, in the quality of adjuncts either to its 
subject or its predicate. They themselves, then, though containing a 
subject and a predicate, become incomplete, because they distinctly imply a 
relation to something else, which requires to be also expressed. 

427. Sentences are of three fundamental kinds, assertive, in- 
terrogative, and optative (or imperative). 

Thus, assertive, du liebft mid), ‘ thou lovest me ;’—interrogative, Tiebft dır 
mich, ‘lovest thou me? ’—optative, liebe du mich, ‘love thou me!’ 

a. Of only the first of these can it be truly said that it involves the pre- 
dication of something of a subject. The relations of the three to one an- 
other are best developed by reducing them to the common form of dependent 
clauses, expressing what is affirmed, inquired, or desired by some detined 
speaker. Thus, we say of another, er behauptet, daß du ihn liebft, ‘he as- 
serts that thou lovest him ;’ er fragt (will wilfen), ob du ihn fiebeft, ‘he asks 
(wants to know) whether thou lovest him; ’ ev verlangt, daß du ihn Liebeft, 
‘he requires that thou love him.’ When, now, we come to speak in our 

own persons, we change ich behaupte, daß du mic) liebft, ‘I maintain that 
thou lovest me,’ into du liebft mich, ‘thou lovest me,’ the assertion of the 
assertion being usually a quite unnecessary formality; id) will wiffen, ob 
dit ınich fiebeft, ‘I wish to know whether thou lovest me,’ becomes Liebft Dut 
mic), ‘lovest thou me?’ the wish to know being intimated by arrangement 
and tone; and ic) verlange, daf} Du mich liebeft, ‘I require that thou love 
me,’ is changed into liebe du mid), ‘love thou me!’ the desire or demand 
being expressed by arrangement, tone, and appropriate verbal form. That 
is to say, the usage of language has established modes of expression by 
which the speaker can signify his desire to know, or his request or com- 
mand, directly, without putting it necessarily, as he may do optionally, into 
the form of an assertion. 

db. All these kinds of sentence alike consist of a subject and a predi- 
cate (save that the subject of the imperative sentence is often omitted as 
superfluous, when of the second person, or representing the individual to 
whom the request or command is ditectly addressed). And the assertive 
sentence is properly assumed as the norm or standard, of which the other 
two may be treated and explained as variations. 

c. The formal construction and logical office of the three kinds of sen- 
tence do not always correspond. A variety of modes of expression (338) 
may be used as intimations of a command; a question may be expressed 
(432.1b) in the form of an assertive sentence; and an assertion may be 
implied in the asking of a question. 

d. The direct assertive force of an asscrtive sentence may be variously 
and greatly modified, either by the mood and tense of the verb or by ad- 
juncts, so that the statement is made uncertain or hypothetical to any 
degree—yet without affecting the grammatical character of the sentence. 
A negative sentence is only one variety of the assertive, in which, of two 
opposite and mutually exclusive things, one is affirmed by the denial of the 
other. 

428. 1. The subject ofa sentence is always a substantive word 
—that is to say, either a noun, or one of the equivalents of a 
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noun (113)—along with such adjuncts (109 etc.) as may be at 
tached to it for its limitation and qualification. 

2. The predicate of a sentence is always a personal form of a 
verb, since this alone has predicative force (232, 314): it may 
be accompanied by the various modifying adjuncts (314 ctc.) 
which it is capable of taking. 

429. The arrangement of the sentence, as thus constituted, 
is subject to stricter and more intricate rules in German than in 
English: which rules will now be set forth, 

a. The differences in construction between the two languages are in 
good part of comparatively modern growth; some of the peculiar rules 
which now domineer German sentences were only tendencies aud preferen- 
ces a few centuries ago. 

d. Hence, in archaic style, as well as in poetry, the rules are much less 
strictly observed than in ordinary prose. 

Jeegular or Normal order of the sentence. 

430. 1. In its ordinary and normal arrangement, the Ger- 
man sentence, like the English, requires the subject to be stated 
first, and to be followed by the predicate. 

a. This rule has reference to the simple assertive sentence; such a 
sentence, as explained above (427.0), being taken as the standard from 
which the other forms are deduced. For the arrangement of the interroga- 
tive and optative sentences, see helow, 432. 

b. Taken in connection with the rules already given as to the order in 
which the adjuncts of a noun aud verb are respectively arranged (110-12, 
319), this rule determines the whole order of the normal sentence; but 
it is desirable to call especial attention to the peculiarities which distinguish 
the German order. 

2. No one of the adjuncts of the predicate is ever allowed to 
stand between the subject and the verb. 

Thus, for English ‘he truly loves justice, and never willingly commits a 
wrong,’ the German must say er liebt treulic) das Recht, und begeht nie wil- 
fig ein Unred)t, : 

u. Rarely, a word or phrase is found inserted between the subject and 
the verb. Such a one, however, is never an adjunct of the predicate, but 
one of the conjunctions having exceptional freedom of position (385.4,5), 
or an asseverative particle, or a phrase of parenthetical force. The words 
fa met with in this position are aber, nämlich, alfo, indeffen, and je 
orf. 

3. Since the infinitive (348.2) and the participle (368) are 
regularly preceded by whatever limits them, and since (319.2) 
the word most closely combined in idea with the verb as sharing 
in its predicative quality is put farthest from it, it results that 
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in sentences containing a compound tense, or a simple form of a 
separably compounded verb, the non-personal part of the verb 
(prefix, participle, or infinitive) stands at the end of the sentence: 
and the same place is taken by an infinitive dependeut on the 
verb of the sentence, or by a word, other than a prefix, separably 
compounded with it, or forming with it a verbal phrase. 

Thus, ev bflicte mit Wohlgefallen auf den emporichauenden Sohn der 
Erde Hernteder, ‘he looked down with complacency upon the upgazing son 
of earth;’ du Haft zwar nicht Flug, aber doc) natürlic) und nad) Findlicher 
Weile gehandelt,‘ thou hast acted, not wisely, indeed, but yet naturally, and 
in childish fashion ;’ ihr werdet euch fo blutig eurer Macht nicht über he= 
ben, you will not presume so cruelly upon your power; ’ id) will mein 
Leben als ein Gejchenk aus curer Hand empfangen, ‘I will receive my 
life as a gift from your hand; ’ ih nahm nichts mehr von der hinter mir 
liegenden Ebene wahr, ‘I perceived nothing more of the plain that lay be- 
hind me.’ 

a, Where there is more than one non-personal part of the verb in the 
sentence, the prefix stands before the participle, or the infinitive, or the 
participle and infinitive; and the participle stands before the infinitive : 
thus, ich gebe e3 auf, ich habe e8 aufgegeben, ich werde es aufgebeit, ich werde 
es aufgegeben haben, e& wırd aufgegeben worden fein — since each element 
is prefixed to that to which it is added as a limitation (314.b). 

b. In the greater number of sentences, therefore, the two parts of the 

verb, the personal and non-personal, form as it were a frame within which 

are set all the verbal adjuncts, according to rules of arrangement (319) 

which are (except the one requiring the personal pronoun to come first) on 

the whole somewhat loosely observed, and liable to manifold variation. 

The three fixed points in the normal order of the sentence are the sub- 

ject, the personal verb, and the non-personal part of the verb (if there be 

one present). 

Inverted order of the sentence. 

431. To arrange all sentences in the manner above described 
would result in an intolerable monotony. The German enjoys 
the same privilege as the English, and with even greater freedom, 
of putting at the head of the sentence any other member of it 
than the subject—for the general purpose of attaining a eupho- 
nious variety ; or, more often, in order to lay an emphatic stress 
upon the member thus removed from its proper place. But, when 
any part of the predicate is thus put in the place of the subject, 
the latter is no longer allowed to stand before the verb, but is 
put next after it instead. This is called the inversion of the sen- 
tence. 

Thus, in normal order, eit Sandmann brachte feinen Kindern aus der 

Etadt jünf Pfirfiche, ‘a countryman brought his children from the city 
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five peaches: ’—inverted, with no other change of meaning than as regards 
emphasis, fünf Pfirfiche brachte ein Landmann feinen Kindern ans der Stadt; 
or, again, aug dev Stadt brachte cit Landmann feinen Kindern fünf Bfivficse ; 
or, feinen Kindern brachte ein Landmann aus der Stadt fünf Pfirfiche, 

a. This arrangement is styled inverted, because, when the sentence con- 
sists of only three members, its effect is compietely to invert their regular 
order: thus, er fiebt mih, ‘he loves me:’ inverted, mid) liebt er; cr ijt gut, 
‘he is good:’ inverted, gut ijt er. In all cases, too, the term is appropriate 
as denoting an inversion of the natural order of the two essential elemeutg 
of the sentence, the personal verb and its subject. 

b. The same inverted order, as occasioned by the same cause, is in Eng- 
lish sentences also more or less usual, only not imperative, except iu cer- 
tain special phrases: thus, we say always “hardly had he gone, when... .,” 
but either “thus was it,” or “thus it was; ” and “slowly and sadly we laid 
him down,” but “few and short were the prayers we said.” In such 
phrases as “said I,” ‘replied he,” “added they,” interjected in the midst 
of a quotation of some one’s words, the inversion (made alike in English, 
German, and French) is best explained as falling under the principle here 
stated, since the part of the words already quoted is logically the object of 
the verb in the interjected phrase. 

c The only words (other than the subject) which are allowed to stand 

at the head of the sentence without causing its inversion are the general 
connectives (384), meaning ‘and,’ ‘but,’ ‘for,’ and ‘either’ or ‘or.’ Even 

the co-ordinating adverbial conjunctions (385) invert the sentence in their 

conjunctional use, as when proper adverbs. 

d. As will appear below (438.3/), an adverbial clause, if placed at the 
head of the sentence of which it forms a part, has the same inverting force 
as a simple adverb. 

Even an adjective phrase belonging appositively to the subject, if placed 
at the head of the sentence, inverts it, being treated as if it were an adverb- 
ial adjunct of the predicate (as it often logically is so): thus, einftrweilen be- 
ruhigt, zog mun das Heer Nifopolis vorüber, “being for the time tranquillized 
(i. e. since it was so), the army now marched past Nikopolis; ’ zart und edel 
entfproffen, wuchs die königliche Blume Hervor, ‘the royal flower, having 
tenderly and nobly sprung forth, continued to grow (¢. e. after springing 
forth).’ 

e. It is not usual, nor in good style, to remove to the head of the sentence 
more than a single connected member of the predicate—which may, how- 
ever, consist of any number of words: thus, not feinen Kindern aus der 
Stavt brachte ein Landmann fiinf Pfirfiche ; —but dort, Hinter diefen Fenftern, 
derträumt” ich den erften Traum, ‘yonder, behind those windows, I dreamed 
my first dream; ’ jett jchnell, ef’ die Brandung wiederkehrt, befiehlt der 
Süngling fid) Gott, ‘now quickly, ere the surge returns, the ycuth commits 
himself to God.’ 

jf. The members of the predicate most often placed at the head of the 
sentence for cmphasis, with consequent inversion, are the object (direct, in- 
direct, or remote), and the various adverbial adjuncts; less often a predica- 
tive adjunct (316); least often one of the non-personal parts of the verb. 
No part of the prodicate, however, is exempt from such treatment, and 
even 
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g. The personal verb itself is sometimes placed first in the sentence by 

inversion, with the effect of emphasizing the predication—that is to say, of 

strengthening the general force of the assertion made. In such an in- 

version, the verb is usually followed by doch, ‘though;’ much less often by 

ja, ‘surely:’ but neither of these particles is absolutely necessary. 

Thus. find doch ein wunderlich Volk die Weiber, ‘surely women are a 
strange race of beings!’ hab’ id) dich doch mein’ Tage nicht gefehen, ‘surely I 
never saw you in my life!’ Na, fo find fie! fchrect fie alles qleich, was eine 
Tiefe hat! ‘Yes, that is the way with them! everything that has any 
depth straightway teriifies them.’ 

h. In general, the inversion of the sentence affects the arrangement only 

of the personal verb and its subject. If, lowever, the subject be a noun, 

and there be a personal pronoun in the sentence as object of the verb, the 

pronoun generally remains next the verb, and is put between it and the 

subject. 
Thus, da verließ mich der Mann Gottes in tiefen Staunen, ‘then 

the man of God left me in deep astonishment ; ’ danad) jchlang jt ch der Lange 
nm fie beide in einen Slreis, ‘after that, the tall fellow twined himself round 
about both of them.’ 

The same thing is customary in the interrogative and the optative sen- 
tence (432): thus, wie haben euch die fehdnen Hepfel geichmedt, ‘how did 
the beautiful apples taste to you?’ bewahre dich der Hint, ‘may Heaven 
preserve thee!’ 

A similar transfer of the pronoun from its proper place is usual also in 
transposed clauses: see 439.1. 

i. When, of two co-ordinate clauses following one another, the first is 
inverted, the second nsually retains its normal order, even though the 
word or phrase which caused the inversion of the one logically forms a 
part of the other also: thus, darauf blieb er figen, und id) ging fort, ‘ there- 
upon he remained sitting and I went away.’ 

432. Interrogative and Optative sentences. 
1. In German, as in English, an interrogative sentence is or- 

dinarily arranged in the inverted order, or with the subject after 

the verb. In a direct question (one requiring “ yes” or “no” 

as an answer), the verb comes first of all; in an indirect ques- 
tion, the interrogative word (pronoun, pronominal adjective, or 
particle), or phrase involving such a word, comes first. 

Thus, wird die junge Schöpfung aufhören, ‘will the young creation 

cease?’ hält fie id nicht mehr, ‘does it no longer confine me ?’—mo ift er, 
‘where is he?’ was {udjt ihr, ‘what seek ye?’ welded Bud) hat er gele- 

fen, ‘what book has he read?’ mit wejjen Geld hat ev es getauft, * with 

whose money has he bought it?’ 

a. When the interrogative word or phrase is itself the subject of the 

verb, the sentence necessarily retains its normal order: thus, wer bat mir 

das gethan, ‘who has done that to me?’ weljen Bud) liegt hier, ‘whose 

book lies here?’ 

d. Often, however (also as in English), a sentence is made interrogative 
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by the tone with which it is uttered, while it has the construction of an 
assertive sentence: thus, ihr jchweigt ? die Ringe wirfen mur zurüd? ‘you 
are silent? the rings only work backward?’ das foll die Antwort fein auf 
meine Frage? ‘that is to be the answer to my question ?’ 

Often or usually, an interrogative sentence so constructed has a some- 
what different force, implying “is it possible that. . .!” or “do you mean 
that. .?” or the like. 

c. An exclamatory sentence sometimes has the interrogative form: thus, 
wie fehin iff dev Wlorgen! wie jcheint die Sone fo warın und mid! ‘how 
beautiful the morning is! how warmly and gently the sun shines!’ 

2. The optative or imperative sentence takes, as in English, 
the inverted arrangement: that is to say, in the second persons, 
singular and plural, of the imperative, and in the various per- 
sons of the subjunctive used optatively or imperatively, the sub- 
ject follows the verb, instead of preceding it. 

Thus, fprich du, und wir hören, ‘do thou speak, and we hear;’ fudy Gr 
den redlichen Gewinn, ‘seek thou (lit. ‘let him seek’) for honest gain!’ 
möge nie dev Tag erjcheinen, ‘may that day never appear!’ wäre e8 hier 
nur nicht fo dunfet, ‘ would that it only were not so dark here!’ möcht’ aud) 
doch die ganze Welt ung hören, ‘ would that even the whole world might hear 
us!’ o wär ic) nie geboren, ‘O that I had never been born!’ Compare 
243.1, 331. 

a. But in the third person singular of the present subjunctive, the subject 
may also stand before the verb, and more frequently does so: thus, jeder 
fontme wie er ift, ‘let each one come as he is.’ 

433. Conditional clauses. 

A clause of a sentence is very often inverted in German to ex 
press the conditionality of a statement—that is, to add the 
meaning of af. 

Thus, hätte ev gerufen, fo hätten fie ihn gefunden, ‘had he cried out (if he 
had cried out), they would have found him;’ hat von euch jeder feinen Iting 
von jenem Vater, ‘if each of you has his ring from his father;’ erhebet ein 
Zvoijt fich, fa quarrel arises;’ hat der Begrabene fchon fich erhoben, ‘if the 
nn. one hath already arisen ;’ ließ ev uns hier zurücd, ‘if he left us behind 
ere, 

a. This mode of signifying the conditionality of a sentence is (as the 
first example shows) not unusual also in English, in the past subjunctive 
teuses dad and were, in the conditional clause of a complete hypothetical 
period (332.1); and it is not wholly unknown under other circumstances: 
but iu German the construction is a very common one, with all the ditier- 
et teusus of verbs of every class. 

6, The same construction is frequent in the conditional clause of an in 
complete hypothetical period, alter an als representing the omitted con- 
clusion (see 332.25): thus, er beyandelte fie, als wären fie feine Untertha- 
nen, ‘he treated them as [he would treat them] if they were his own 
subjects;’ ev nickte mit dent Mopfe, als wolle er jagen: Schon recht, ‘he 
nodded his head, as if he meant to say “quite right] ”? 
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c. Rarely, of two succeeding conditional clauses, only the first is inverted ; 
thus, war e8 dann Winter, umd der Schnee lag rings umber, ‘if then it was 
winter, and the snow lay about:’ compare 431.7. 

Transposed order of the sentence. 

/ 434. The two modes of arrangement heretofore explained 
belong to independent or principal sentences or clauses (except- 
ing only the inverted conditional clauses, treated in the last para- 
graph). The German construction, however, is most peculiar in 
that it has a special mode of arrangement for dependent (some- 
times also called subordinate or accessory) clauses. In these, 
namely, while the other members of the sentence remain in their 
normal order, the personal verb is removed from its proper place 
to the end of the clause. This removal is called transposition, 
and the resulting arrangement is styled the transposed. 

Thus, in normal order, der Tag neigt fich zu feinem Ende ; but, trans- 
posed, wir fehen, daß der Tag fich zu feinem Ende neigt, ‘we see that the 
day is drawing to its close ; '— die Dämmerung verhüllt wie ei duftiger 
Schleier die Höhen und Thaler; but, die Dämmerung, welche wie ein duftiger 
Schleier die Höhen und Thaler verhüllt, ‘the twilight which envelopes 
like a misty vail the heights and valleys;’— die Gonne hatte ihre Bahn 
vollendet; but, als die Sonne ihre Bahn vollendet hatte, ‘when the sun 
had finished its course.’ 

a. The name ‘transposed order or arrangement” is abbreviated, for the 
sake of convenience, from ‘arrangement with transposed verb,” which 
would be more fully and truly descriptive. 

- 485. Dependent clauses. 

1. A dependent clause is one which enters, with the value of 
a substantive, an adjective, or an adverb, into the structure of 
some other clause. 

2. Dependent clauses are of three kinds, according to the parts 
of speech which they represent—namely, substantive clauses, ad- 
jective clauses, and adverbial clauses. 

436. 1. A substantive dependent clause is one which has the 
Jogical value and construction of a noun, 

2. Such a clause is introduced by daß, ‘that,’ ob, ‘ whether,’ the 
compound relative pronouns and pronominal adjective wer, was, 
and welcher (179), or the compound relative conjunctions (386.2), 
wie, wann, wo and its compounds, ete. 

3. A substantive clause stands in various constructions: thus, 

a. As subject of a verb: as, daß er die Gejandten befreite, ift ziwar gut, 
that he has released the ambassadors, is, to be sure, well;’ Wann dieje 
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Sridheinung fich zutrug, welche Kraft den Einbruch beftiminte, tft tief in das 
Duntel der Borzeit gehiillt, ‘when this event happened, what power deter- 
mined the inroad, is deeply hidden in the darkness of antiquity.’ 

bh. As object of a verb: thus, fie fragten, ob fie recht wüßte, wer ihr 
Mann wäre, ‘they asked whether she really knew who her husband was; ’ 
id) will jehen, wo ed liegt, ‘I will see where it lies; ’ nichts Fanın ihm wieder 
Rs was er verloren hat, ‘nothing can make up to him what he has 
ost. 

-c. In apposition with a noun or its equivalent: thus, mit der Entfchufdi- 
aung, daß er zum Kviege beredet worden fet, ‘with the excuse, that he had 
been persuaded into the war;’ ded Gefiihles, da nichts im Leben recht ge- 
fehähe, wenn e& bloß gejchähe, ‘of the feeling, that nothing in life was done 
properly, if it was just simply done; ”—after e8, as preceding indefinite sub- 
ject (154.4): thus, zweifelhaft blieb es jet, welchen Weg man einfdlagen 
folle, ‘it remained doubtful now, which road one was to take; ’—after other 
neuter indefinites, pronominal and adjective (see 179.5): thus, allem, was 
da blüht, ‘to everything that blossoms; ’—explaining a preceding da, that 
represents the case of a relative pronoun governed by a preposition: thus, 
dies trug ohne Zweifel dazu bet, daß nur billiges verlangt wurde, “this 
doubtless contributed to the result that nothing unreasonable was de- 
manded ;’ fie dDadhte nur davanf, wie fie die Menfchen ins Verderben loden 
founte, ‘she thought only of how she could entice men to destruction :’ see 
below, d. 

d. As governed by a preposition: thus, oh ite Daf er ein Glas nöthig 
hatte, ‘without needing a glass;’ harret ihr, bis daß der rechte Ring den 
Dimd eröffıe, ‘are you waiting till [the time that] the right ring shall open 
its mouth?’ außer wer feine Deitjchuldigen fete, ‘except whoever were his 
accomplices.’ 

Only a few prepositions thus govern a substantive clause directly, and 
some of these (377.1), the Da} being omitted, have assumed the character 
of conjunctions: thus, bi8 die Fluthen fid) verliefen, ‘till the floods should 
run out: '—in general, if such a clause is to be placed under the govern- 
ment of a preposition, it is anticipated by a ba in combination with the pre- 
position, aud itself follows, as if in apposition with the da: see just above, c; 
and compare 346.2a. 

e. As dependent on a noun: thus, dies waren die Haupturfaden, 
daß fie nirgends Freunde fahen oder gewannen, ‘these were the chief rea- 
sons [of the fact] that they nowhere found or made friends.’ 

f. A substantive clause not infrequently stands in dependence upon a 
noun or a verb, by a pregnant construction, where a simple substantive 
could not staud without a preposition, or even sometimes more than that, 
to explain its relation to the noun or verb: thus, er erlag dem Schmerze, 
daß jolch Unglück in feinen Tagen einträte, ‘he broke down under his grief 
[at the fact] that such a misfortune should occur in his time ;’ id) dante 
Gott, daß ic) meine Söhne wiedergefunden habe, ‘I thank God that I have 
found my sons again;’ forgt, daß fie nicht aus meiner Kammer kommt, 
‘take care that she does not leave my room.’ 

g. A conditional clause after alg (compare 433.0) is sometimes used with 
the value of a substantive clause: thus, die anmuthige Taujdung, als fei 
e8 die eigene Eriftenz, die in allen diejen Anhängen mitichwebt, ‘the pleasing 
illusion that (lit. ‘as if’) it is our own personality which floats in all these 
appendages,’ 
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437. 1. An adjective dependent clause is one which belongs 
to and qualifies a noun, 

2. Such a clause is introduced by a relative pronoun, der or 
welcher (or a prepositional phrase containing such), or by a rela- 
tive conjunction—namely, the compounds of da and two with pre- 
positions or with adverbs of direction, and the simple conjunctions 
wo, wenn, wanı, da, als, wie (compare 386.3). 

Thus, ein Wunfch, den auch id) in meinen Sünglingsjahren ie ‘a wish 
which I also had in the years of my youth; ’ dag einzige Miährchen, welches 
er gehört hatte und zu erzählen wußte, “the only story which he had heard 
and knew how to tell;’ den Dtenfdjen, für deffen Bertheidigung ihre 
Stammväter kämpften, ‘man, for whose defense their ancestors fought; ’ 
ihr Duellen, dahin die welfe Bruft fich drängt, ‘ye fountains toward which 
the drooping breast presses; ’ einen Vertrag, wonach die Griechen einen 
friedlichen Durchzug erlaubten, ‘a compact, by which the Greeks permitted 
a peaceable transit;’ das and, wo der Brummquell des Glaubens entiprang, 
‘the land where the fountain of faith first sprang up; ’ in der Regenzeit, 
wenn das Delta überjchwenmt ift, ‘in the rainy season, when the delta is 
inundated.’ 

a. Any simple qualifying adjective may be converted by means of a rela- 
tive pronoun into an adjective clause: thus, der gute Yann, ‘the good man,’ 
into der Wann, welcher gut ift, ‘the man who is good: ’—and, on the other 
hand, the German often puts into the form of an attributive adjective (espe- 
cially a participle), with modifying adjuncts, what we more naturally ex- 
press in English by an adjective clause: thus, er befiegte die zur unvorftchtig 
und in einzelnen Abtheilungen vordringenden Ytormainen, ‘he vanquished 
the Normans, who were pressing on too incautiously and in isolated divi- 
sions.’ 

The order of the parts of such a compound adjective is the same with 
that of an adjective clause: thus, die Jormannen, welche zu unvorfichtig und 
in einzelnen Abtheilungen vordrangen. . . 

6. The German not infrequently uses an independent clause, introduced 
by a demonstrative pronoun, where our idiom requires an adjeetive clause, 
with a relative: thus, da ift einer, der fam mehr als ich, ‘there is one—he 
can do more than I’ (for ver mehr als ich fann, ‘who can do more than I’). 
The difference of arrangement shows plainly enough what such a clause 
literally means. 

c. An adjective clause is often employed, as in English, not so much to 
describe or qualify a noun, as to add to the sentence, in a more intimate 
way than by a simple connective, something relating to anoun: thus, die 
nationale Leidenfehaft waffuete fich gegen ihn ; der evumterlag, nachdem... ., 
‘the national passion armed itself against him; to which he succumbed, 
after... .’—instead of und diefer unterlag er, ‘and to this he succumbed.’ 
Or, what has logically a different value, as of a ground or reason, is cast 

into the shape of a descriptive clause: thus, deshalb bejejloß der Katler, 

dem daran lag, fchnell zu feinem Sohne zu fommen, ‘accordingly the em- 
peror, who was desirous of getting quickly to his son, resolved... —in- 

stead of da es ihm daran (ag, ‘since he was desirous.’ 

433. 1, An adverbial dependent clause is one which performs 
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the part of an adverb, by qualifying a verb, an adjective, or an- 
other adverb, 

2. It is introduced by one of the subordinating conjunctions 
mentioned and classified above, under Conjunctions (386.4). 

3. a. An adverbial clause, in most cases, qualifies a verb. 
Thus, as adverb of place, wo in der Wildniß alles jchwieg, vernahm ich das 

Gclaute wieder, ‘where in the wilderness all was silent, I heard the pealing 
again; —of time, al8 mun die Morgendämmerung begann, berührte Cloah den 
Echlummernden, ‘when now the morning twilight began, Eloah touched the 
slumberer ;’ eh’ e8 zwölf fchlug, faßen fie wie vorher, ‘before it struck twelve, 
they sat as before ;’—of manner, du magft alles fchaucn, wie ich dir gelagt 
habe, ‘thou mayest behold everything as I have told it thee ;’ es rafchelt mit 
den Weften, Da mein Gaunt toll wird, ‘it rustles with the branches in such 
wise that my horse becomes frantic; '—of cause, ich blieb um fie, weil fie 
feeundlich gegen mich war, ‘I hung about her, because she was friendly 
toward me;’—of purpose, der muß mitgehen, damit wir den Felfen weg- 
fthaffen, ‘he must go along, in order that we may gel the rock out of the 
way; ’—of condition, wenn du mir dienen mwillft, jo form mit, ‘if you would 
like to serve me, then come along; ’ obgleich fie ihm nahe waren, fountert 
fie ihn doch nicht erbficten, ‘although they were near him, they yet could not 
espy him; ’—of degree, je heißer es ift, defto mehr frier’ ich, ‘the hotter it is 
(in proportion as it is hotter), so much the colder am I’ 

b. An adverbial clause qualifying an adjective is usually one of degree or 
manner, introduced by wie or als, ‘as’ or ‘than,’ or by fo daß: thus, jolche 
Berinzyungen, wie er fie vorzufchlagen gewagt hat, ‘such conditions as he 
has dared to propose;’ ein Stab, leiht umfaßt, fo daß feine Bewegungen 
einigen Spielraum haben, ‘a staff lightly grasped, so that its movements 
have some play ;’ ich habe fo heffe Augen daß ich durch die ganze Welt fehen 
fan, ‘I have so clear eyes that I can see through the whole world;’ dag 
it pelle alg ich von ihm erwartet hatte, ‘that is better than I had expected 
of him 

Where a fo is present, it strictly qualifies the adjective as an adverb, and 
is itself qualified by the adverbial clause. 

ce. An adverbial clause qualifying an adverb is for the most part either 
introduced by daß as correlative to jo, or it follows a demonstrative adverb 
of the same kind with that by which it is itself introduced, and correlative 
to the latter: thus, fie hob dag eine Bein fo hoch empor, daß er c8 durchaus 
nicht finden Eounte, ‘she lifted one leg so high up that he could not find it 
at all; ’ ev Forte Schon da, wo die Brücke aufhörte, den hellen Tag erbficen, 
‘he could already see the bright day at the point where the bridge ended;’ 
mmoarıım, weil cine Serle vorhanden tft, ‘ only for the reason that a soul 
is present ;’ er fpottete der Idee überall, wo fie nicht feines Simues war, 
‘he mocked at ideas in all cases in which they were not of his way of think- 
ing;’ ich Fam fie erft dann ftellen, wenn die Griechen andere austiefern, 
‘T can only furnish them at the time when the Greeks deliver up others.’ 

In the latter class of cases, the preceding adverb is often superfluous, and 
tle adverbial clause logically qualifies the verb. 

d. Out of the frequent use of jo with a following adverb in the principal 
clause, and limited by a succeeding adverbial clause introduced by alg—for 
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example, er ift fo bald gefommen, als ich ih rief, “he came as soon as I 
called him’—has grown a very common construction in which the adverbial 
clause is itself introduced by fo and the adverb (often combined into one 
word), and the al is usually omitted: thus, in Afrika, fowcit wir ca 
fennen, ‘in Africa, so far as we know it; fo bald der Mtenfeh fich dem Price 
der duperften Nosh entwunden hat, ‘as soon as man has relieved himself 
of the pressure of extreme need;’ fo lang’ ein ra’ noc weinen, cin 
Herz noch brechen fan, fo lange wallt auf Erven die Göttin Boefic, ‘so long 
as an eye can yet weep, a heart yet break—so long walks upon earth the 
goddess Poetry.’ 

e, A similar construction is sometimes made with an adjective, predi- 
cative or attributive : thus. aber fo großen Muhm tiefer Sieg auch den 
Bılgern bradjte, ‘but, great as was the fame this victory brought to the 
pilgrims,’ or ‘however great fame this victory brought,’ ete.—literally, ‘go 
great fame as it even brought.’ 

In both these classes of cases, the implication of the omitted als is 
clearly shown by the transposed arrangement of the clause; and they are 
thus readily distinguished from the cases where foba{d, fo lange, etc., have 
simply their literal meaning. 

f. If an adverbial clause, or an inverted conditional clause (433), be put 
at the head of the sentence, the principal clause takes the inverted ar- 
rangement, just as after a simple adverb (431): thus, wie er das hörte, ftand 
er anf, ‘when he heard that, he arose ;’ wenn die Grasdede in Staub zerfal- 
ten ift, Hafft dev erhivtete Boden auf, ‘when the covering of grass has fal- 
len into dust, the hardened earth cleaves open;’ ehe fie zur Natur zurüc- 
fehrt, fommt fie zum Manier, ‘before it returns to nature, it becomes man- 
nerism; ’ weil mir dieß jehr mißbehagte, danfte ich ihm ganz kurz, "as this 
was very disagrecable to me, I thanked him quite curtly.’ 

> g. Aftera prefixed adverbial clause, the principal clause is very often in- 
troduced by a particle—{o, da, or the like ; esvecially jo—correlative to the con- 
junction of the former, and rendering easier the inversion : thus, wein das ift, 
Jo funn ich dich brauchen, ‘if thavis the case, (then) I can make use of you; ’ 
a8 cr ote Hand zurüczog, da hob fich die Scholle, ‘when he withdrew his 
hand, (then) the clod rose.’—A fo stands in like manner as correlative to 
the implied wenn, ‘if of an inverted conditional clause: thus, fann euch 
das nüßen, fo will ich euch gern dienen, ‘if that can help you, (then) I will 
gladly serve you.’ 

And the inversion of the principal clause comes so to depend in ap- 
pearance upon the correlative particle, that, when the particle is omitted, 
the clause not very infrequently retains (improperly) its normalorder: thus, 
hätte er den Frieden gewünfcht, c8 wäre feinem Neiche vortheilhaft gewejen 
(for wäre e8, or jo wäre e8), ‘had he wished peace, it would have been ad- 
vantageous io his realm.’ 

h, An independent clause is often employed in German where our 
usage requires a dependent adverbial clause. Thus, for example, usually 
in a clause after one containing faum, ‘hardly:’ as, faun war der Sater 
todt, fo kommt cin jeder nit feinem Jing, ‘hardly was the father dead, 
when (lit., ‘then ’) each one comes with his ring.’ 

i. Anadverbial clause, like an adjective clause (437.c), is sometimes made 
use of toadd something to the seutence—thus, dod) plünderten einige aus Ue: 
bermuth: weshalb die Zufuhr aufgörte und Mlangel entitand, ‘yet some, out 
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of wantonness, committed pillage: on which account the supply ceased, 

and want arose’—or to make an antithesis—or for other purposes not 

wholly accordant with the office of a simple adverb. 

439. Additional rules respecting dependent clauses in general. 
1. In the transposed, as in the inverted (431.R) order of the sentence, 

a personal pronoun as object of the verb not infrequently stands before the 
subject: thus, dafür, daß ihnen die chriftlichen Kirchen in Paläjtina einges 
rät wersen follten, ‘on condition that the Christian churches in Palestine 
should be placed in their possession; * ein Cand, wo fich alles in Fülle vorfindet, 
‘a land where everything is found in abundance;’ ala wenn fie thm der 
Tod geraubt hätte, ‘than if death had snatched her from him.’ 

2. When a clause ends with two or more infinitives, of which the last is 
used in place of a participle (240.!c), the transposed verb is pnt next before 
instead of after them: thus, wel ich nicht Habe gehen Fünnen, ‘because I 
have not been able to go;’ denn ihr wißt, daß ihr mich Habt ermorden 
laffen wollen, ‘for you kuow that you have wanted to have me murdered.’ 
Compare 348.2a. 

By imitation of this construction, the transposed verb is also sometimes 
placed before a participle and infinitive, or two participles. 

3. a. In w dependent clause, the transposed auxiliary (haben or fein) of 
a perfect or pluperfect tense is very frequently omitted: thus, früher 
als ihr gedacht Lhattet], “ewlier than you had thought;’ daß hie und 
da ein Slücklicher gewefen [tft], “that here and there has been one happy 
manz;’ imden er zwei nicht [hat] drücden mögen, ‘as he has not wished to do 
injustice to two; ’ was Feuers Wuth thm auch geraubt [habe], ‘whatever 
the fire’s fury may have taken from him.” 

b. Much more rarely, the transposed copula (a form of fein, ‘be’) is in 
like manner omitted? thus, daß mir es immer unerfldrt [it], ‘that it 2 ever 
unaccountable to me;’ weit des Fragens ihr nicht mii’ [feid], ‘if ye are 
not weary of asking;’ die Wege, auf welchen das Befte zu haben [ijt], ‘the 
ways iu which the best is to be had.’ 

4. a. An exclamation often has the arrangement of a dependent clause: 
thus, wer mit end) wanderte, ‘if one could bu: go with you!’ (it. [how 
happy he] who should’ ete); wie er fich windet, ‘how he twists himself!’ 
b. A question may be asked in the same manner: thus, ob fie wohl 

horcht, “[I wonder] whether she is perhaps listening?’ 
5. Whether a dependent clause shall be placed within the framework of the 

one upon which it depends, or outside that framework, is determined mainly 
by rhetorical or euphonie considerations: Lut it is much more usually placed 
outside: thus, dad alleverfte, was fie in diefer Welt hörten, als der Deel von der 
Edjachtel genommen wurde, in der fie lagen, war das Wort: „Zinnfoldaten |” 
‘the very first thing that they heard in this world, when the cover was taken 

from the box in which they lay, was the word “tin soldiers!” ’—not was fie in 
diefer Welt, als der Deckel von der Schachtel, in der fie lagen, genommen wurde, 
hörten, which would be excessively awkward. But, as the example shows, 

clauses qualifying the subject of a sentence have to be brought in before the 
predieate—unless, indeed, as is often done, the principal clause is inverted. 

6. In general, no sentence in German takes the transposed arrangement, 
as a dependent clause, unless it be grammatically as well as logically Ae- 
pendent—that is to say, unless it be introduced by a word (conjunction or 
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relative pronoun) which gives it distinctly and formally a dependcnt char- 
acter. Many a clause is logically dependent (especially as a substantive 
clause) without being so formally: thus, ic) dDächte, e& wäre um defto gittlt- 
cher (or, daß es unt defto göttlicher wäre), ‘I should think it was so much 
the more divine’ (or, ‘that it was’ etc.). 

Exceptions are 

a. A clause following another dependent clause, and implying the same 
subordinating word by which the former was introduced: thus, hiezu fam, 
dag die Könige von Sieilien mit Hofränfen fümpfen mußten, der Norden zu 
fern lag, und Spanien fic) kaum der näheren Feinde eriwehren konnte, ‘to this 
was added, that the kings of Sicily had to contend with court intrigues, 
[that] the north lay too far away, and [that] Spain could hardly defend her- 
self against nearer enemies.’ 

b. The cases explained above (438.3d,e), where alg is omitted after fo 
followgd by an adverb or adjective. 

c. A number of words (adverbs, prepositions, and so on) which were 
formerly construed with substantive clauses introduced by daß, ‘that’—or, in 
part, are sometimes still so construed—have now won the character of con- 
junctions, and themselves introduce a dependent clause directly, the daß 
being omitted: thus, bis, ‘until’-(for bi8 daß, ‘as far as the time that’); 
ungeachtet, ‘although’ (for ungeachtet daß, ‘it being disregarded that’); 
num, ‘now’ (for nun daß, ‘now that’), and others: compare 377.1. 

d. It may be remarked here that an inverted conditional clause (433) is 
really a dependent clause, both logically and formally—as much so as if it 
were introduced by weni, ‘if,’ and had the transposed order of arrauge- 
ment; only its dependence is shown in another and peculiar manner. 

Summary of the Rules of Arrangement. 
2 

440. For the convenience of both teacher and learner, the leading 

rules respecting the arrangement of clauses, those which it is most import- 

ant to commit to memory and keep constantly ready for application, are 

presented below in summary. 

441. 1. There are three modes of arranging the sentence in 
German : 

a. The normal, or regular ; 
b. The inverted ; 

5. The transposed. 

2. The first two belong to independent clauses, the third to de- 
pendent. 

3. Their character is determined by the position of the simple 
predicate, or the personal verb: 

a. In the normal arrangement, the personal verb immediately 
follows the subject; 

b. In the inverted arrangement, it precedes the subject 
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c. In the transposed arrangement, it is at the end of the clause, 

442. The order of the normal sentence is 

1. The subject; 

2. The simple predicate, or personal verb; 

3. The various modifying adjuncts of the predicate, as objects, 
adverbs, predicate noun or adjective; 

4. Finally, the non-personal part of the verb (if there be one) 
—namely, prefix, participle, or infinitive: and, if more than one 

be present, they follow one another in their order as here men- 
tioned. : = 

Among the modifying adjuncts of the predicate, standing after 
the personal verb, or between it and the non-personal part of the 
verb, 

a. A personal pronoun directly dependent on the verk regu- 
_ larly comes first; 

b. An accusative object precedes a genitive, and more usually 
follows a dative; = 

c. An adverb of time ordinarily comes before one of pläce, 
and both before one of mahner ; 

d. A predicate noun or adjective, especialiy a factitive predi- 
cate, usually comes last. 

More special rules would be too liable to exceptions to be worth giving. 
Examples of a normally arranged senteuco: 

1. 2. 3. 4 

ev fcjictt ; 
er Shit das Bud) ; 
ev hat mir das Buch gefchict ; 

mein Freund wird mir das Buch bald nach Haufe zurücgeichiet haber : 
that is, ‘he sends;’ ‘he sends the book;’ ‘he has sent me the book;’ 

‘my friend will soon have sent the book back home to me.’ 

443. The order of the inverted sentence is the same with 

that of the normal sentence, except that the subject comes next 
after the personal verb, instead of next before. 

The inverted order is followed 

1, When any part or adjunct of the predicate is put in the 
place of the subject, at the head of the sentence ; 

2. Rarely, for impressiveness; with the personal verb first, 
and usually with dod) or ja, ‘surely,’ somewhere after it; 
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3. In interrogative sentences, or when a question is asked ; 

4. In optative or imperative sentences—that is, when a com- 
mand or desire is expressed ; 

5. Often in conditional sentences, or to give the meaning of if. 

Special rules, a. The general connectives, meaning ‘and,’ 
‘but,’ ‘for,’ or ‘or,’ are the only words which, save in rare and ex- 
ceptional cases, are allowed to precede the subject without invert- 
ing the sentence. 

b. In an inverted sentence, a personal pronoun as object is 
often put before the subject. 

Examples of inverted sentences: 

1. mir hat er das Buch gefchidt ; 

das Buch Hat er mir gefdhictt ; 
geichieft Hat er mir das Bud): 

that is, ‘he has sent me the book ’— with varying emphasis, first on ‘me,’ 
then on ‘the book,’ last on ‘sent.’ 

2. hat er mir doch das Buch gefdict : 
that is, ‘surely he has sent me the book.’ 

3. hat er mir das Buch gejdhidt? 

was hat er mir gefchict? 
wert hat er das Buch gefchidt ? 

that is, ‘has he sent me the book?’ ‘what has he sent me?’ ‘to whom 
has he sent the book?’ 

4. fdjidte er mir das Buch! 
that is, ‘let him send me the book!’ 

5. fehiet er mir das Buch, fo thut er wohl: 
that is, ‘if he sends me the book, he does well.’ 

b. hat mir mein Freund a8 Buch gefdhictt ? 
that is, ‘has my friend sent me the book?’ 

444, The order of the transposed clause is the same with 
that of the normal sentence, except that the personal verb is 
removed from its proper place to the very end of the clause. 

The transposed order is followed in dependent clauses—that 
is to say, in such as, being introduced by a subordinating word 
(relative pronoun or conjunction), are made to enter as members 
into the structure of some other clause. 

Such a clause has the value either of a noun, an adjective, or 
an adverb, and is accordingly reckoned as a substantive, adjective, 
or adverbial dependent clause. 

1. A substantive dependent clause is either the subject or ob- 
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ject of a verb, or in apposition with or dependent upon a noun, 

or governed by a preposition. 

It is introduced by daß, ‘that,’ ob, * whether,’ or a compound 

relative pronoun or particle. 

Example of a substantive dependent clause (objective) : 

ac) weiß, daß er mir bas Buch geldhict hat : 

that is, ‘I know that he has sent me the book.’ 

2. An adjective dependent clause belongs to and qualifies a noun. 

It is introduced by a relative pronoun or a relative particle. 

Example of an adjective dependent clause : 

das Buch, welches er mir gefdhidt hat : 
that is, ‘the book which he has sent to me’ 

3. An adverbial dependent clause qualifies usually a verb, some- 

times an adjective or an adverb. 

It is introduced by a subordinating conjunction of place, time, 

manner, cause, purpose, condition, or degree, 

Examples of an adverbial dependent clause: 

al er mir das Buch fdjictte ; 
wenn er mir da8 Buch geichidt hat : 

that is, ‘when he sent me the book;’ ‘if he has sent me the book’ 

Special rules. a. In a transposed sentence, a personal pro- 
noun as object is sometimes put before the subject (if the latter 
be a noun). 

db. If the sentence ends with more than one infinitive, the 
transposed verb is put next before instead of after them. 

Examples: 

w. ob mir mein Freund das Buch gejchickt hat ; 
d. weil er mir das Buch nicht hat fchicden wollen : 

that is, ‘whether my friend has sent me the book;’ ‘because he has not 
wanted to send me the book.’ 

Concluding Remarks, Ki 

445. It must not be supposed that the rules of arrangement, as 
drawn out in the preceding pages, are always and everywhere strictly 
observed, even in prose. The demands of euphony, the suggestions of 
style, even sometimes the arbitrary and unexplainable choice of a writer, 
lead to their not infrequent violation. A few cases of such violation, of 
sufficiently prevalent occurrence to constitute exceptional classes, have 
been pointed out above; but to show in detail the different degree of obli- 
gatory force belonging to the different rules, and how and under what 
circumstances their neglect is permitted, would require a treatise. 

NN 
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446. The construction of sentences has been taken up and treated 
here only on its grammatical side. To treat it on its rhetorical or stylistic 
side—to explain how and to what extent clauses may be put together so 
as to form adinissilile or harmonious sentences aud periods—is vot the duty of 
agrammar. ‘There is, in theory, no limitation to the expansion of a simple 
sentence; for both its subject and predicate may involve a variety ol’ mo- 
difying adjuncts in the shape of words, phrases, and clauses; and each part 
of these clauses may take on further clauses as adjuncts—and so on, ad 
infinitum, The usages of the language, gradually established under the in- 
fluence of a regard for euphony and for convenient intelligibility, practi- 
cally set bounds to this indefinite expansion. But the bounds are very 
differently drawn in different styles of composition, in every language; 
and the variety in German is notably greater than in most other languages, ~ 
Between the style of simple narration, and that excessive involution and 
intricacy in which many German writers love to indulge, there is an im- 
mense interval. It is because poetry is intolerant of involved periods that 
German poetry is, upon the whole, decidedly easier to the learner than 
German prose. No one, of course, can put together German periods 
which shall be tolerable—much less, elegant—after study of the rules of 
construction in a grammar: familiarity with the language as spoken and 
written, the acquisition of what seems an instinctive feeling for the har- 
mony of construction, but is in fact an educated habit, the product of much 
reading and hearing, can alone enable one to compose such sentences as 
Germans compose. 

RELATION OF GERMAN TO ENGLISH. 

447. 1. A part, and the most essential part, of our English 
language—namely, that derived from the Anglo-Saxon—is of near 
kindred with the German, 

a. That other and very important part of our language which is more 
directly akin with the French and Latin was brought in and grafted upon 
the Anglo-Saxon in consequence of the conquest of England by the Nor- 
mans, in the 11th century. The Normans were of Germanic (Scandinavian) 
race, though they had been settled in France long enough to have substi- 
tuted the French language for their own. Thus our Germanic blood is purer 
from intermixture than our Germanic speech. 

2. This part akin with German includes, along with the most fie- 
quently used and familiar words in our vocabulary, nearly the whole of the 
grammatical apparatus of English—that is to say, all its endings of injlection 
(393), most of its endings of derivation, its suffixes and prefixes (394-5), 
and the larger part of its indeclinable particles, or words of relation. 

448. Kindred in language, as elsewhere, implies descent 
from a common ancestor: the English and German are modern 
dialects of one original language. 

a, That is to say, there was a time when the forefathers of the English- 
speakers and those of the German-speakers formed together a single com- 
munity, of uniform speech. By its division, under historical causes, ıuto 
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separate and independent communities, and by the consequently discordant 
changes which these communities have wrought each upon its own speech, 
the various dialects now spoken have gradually come to exhibit the differ- 
ences which characterize them. (Sce, for the causes affecting the growth 
of dialects, the author's “ Language and the Study of Language,” p. 153 etc.) 

b. Thus, the Englishman and the German both use the words sing, sang 
(fing’, fang) in the same sense, because each has received them with this 
sense by unincerrupted tradition—going down from father to son just as 
language goes nowadays—from ancestors who lived together and differed 
in their talk no more than we ourselves and our immediate neighbors. 
Thus, on the other hand, the one says sluy, slew, and the other jchlag’, 
fchlug (‘strike, struck’)—words originally identical in pronunciation and 
meaning, though now different in both—because these words have, in the 
eourse of their tradition, become differently altered in the one and the 
other line, in the same manner as words are altered nowadays. 

449. The English and German are joint members of a group 
or sub-family of diaivets called the eurmanic (often also “Teu- 
tonic”); which, again, is a member of a larger family, called 
the INDo-EUROPEAN (also “Indo-Germanic,” “ Japhetic,” or 
* Aryan”), 

450. The Indo-European family includes most of the lan- 
guages of Europe and southwestern Asia, Its divisions are 

1. The Germanic (451); 

2. The Slavic (Russian, Polish, Bohemian, Servian, etc.) and 
Lithuanic ; 

3. The Celtic (Welsh, Irish, Gaelic, etc.); - 

4. The Italie (Latin, ete.; and, as modern representatives of 
the Latin, the Italian, French, Spanish, etc.) ; 

5. The Greek (ancient and modern) ; 

6. The Persian (Zend, Modern Persian, etc.) ; 

7. The /ndian (ancient Sanskrit, Pali, Prakrit ; modern Hindi, 
Bengali, Marathi, etc.). 

a. The resemblances and differences of these languages are of the same 
kind with those of the English and German, and due to the same causes. 
If, where we say sis and the German fcch8, the anciént Roman said sex, the 
ancient Greek hea, the ancient Hindu shash, and so on, it is all for the same 
reason for which the Germans and we say sing and sang (above, 448.b). 
Only, in this wider family, of races whose separation is much more ancient, 
the remaining correspondences are proportionally fewer and less conspicu- 
ous, the discordances more numerous and deeper. 

db. Although relationships for the languages here named have been sur- 
mised, and are often claimed, on a yet wider scale (for example, with the 
Hebrew and the other “Semitic” languages), they have not been demon- 
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strated. See, for the Indo-European family in general and in particular, the 
author’s ‘ Language and the Study of Language,” p. 186 ete. 

451. The divisions of the Germanic branch of this great 
family are as follows: 

1, The Low-German, occupying the lowlands of northern Germany. 

To this division belong—the English, as modern representative of the Anglo- 

Saxon, which was carried into England, and made to displace the Celtic, 

by the invading tribes from the northern shores of Germany, in the fifth 

century; the Dutch, or literary language of the Netherlands; the aucient 

Saxon and Frisian, no longer cultivated; and the various dialects now 

spoken amoug the people in northern Germany, whose literary language is 

the cultivated High-German, or “ German.” 

2. The Zigh-German, occupying central and southern Germany. The 

only existing cultivated dialect of this division is the one which we know 

as “the German” language; its history will be given with a little more 

fulness farther on (462 etc.). 

3. The Scandinavian, occupying the peninsulas of Denmark and Sweden 

and Norway, with the island of Iceland (colonized from Norway in the 

ninth century). Its languages are the ancient Icelandic or Old Norse, and 

the modern Norwegian, Swedish, and Danish. 

These are all the divisions represented by existing languages. Besides 
them, however, is to be noticed 

4, The Gothic, represented by parts of a Gothic version of the Bible 

made in the fourth century of our era in the dialect of the Goths of Moesia 

(generally called, therefore, the Mceso-Gothic), by their bishop Ulfilas. Of 

all the extant monuments of Germanic language, this is by two or three 

centuries the oldest, and therefore of the highest value in all inquiries into 

the history of the whole Germanic family of languages. 

452. 1. The more immediate connection of English is thus 
seen to be with the Low-German languages; but its relation to 
the German is very near, as compared with that to the other Eu- 
ropean tongues, and the correspondences of word, grammatical 
form, and meaning, between the two are numerous and striking. 

2, These correspondences—beside their intrinsic interest, and 
their value as historical evidences bearing upon the development 
of both Janguages, the relations of the races speaking them, and 
the growth of ideas and institutions among those races—have 
also a practical value, as a help to the scholar to whose attention 
they are brought in retaining the meaning of the German words 
he is endeavoring to learn. 

3. It is the proper duty of a German-English dictionary to point out in 
detail the English words which are to be regarded as identical, or of kindred 
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elements, with German words (a duty sought to be fulfilled in the vocabu- 
lary to the author's German Reader). But no small part of the correspond. 
ences are readily to be discovered by the scholar himself, especially if his 
researches are guided at first by a judicious and enlightened teacher. 

4. The varieties of difference, both of form and meaning, which distin- 
guish German words from their English correspondents, are much too great 
to allow of their being set forth here. To exhibit with fulness even tho 
more important among them, and explain their reasons (so far as these ad- 
mit of explanation), would be the work of a professed comparative gram- 
mar of the Germanic languages. There is, however, one set of differences 
which are so regular in their occurrence, and which are of such prime im- 
portance for one who undertakes to compare German words with English, 
that they may not be passed without notice. 

a 
The Law of Progression of Mutes. 

453. The law of progression of mutes (in German, the Pant: 
berfchiebung, ‘pushing of sounds out of place:’ generally called 
“Gvrimm’s Law,” after the great German grammarian Jacob 
Grimm, who was the first clearly to illustrate and establish it) is 
one of the most striking and characteristic features of the whole 
body of Germanic languages, affecting the original mutes of those 
languages with a regular but intricate system of changes, 

454. The original mute letters of the Indo-European langua- 
ges are nine in number, and of three classes—lingual or t-mutes, 
palatal or k-mutes, and labial or p-mutes: each class containing 
a surd mute (¢, %, p), an aspirate (th, kh, ph—more originally 
dh, gh, bh), and a sonant (d, g, b). Thus, 

surd. aspirate. sonant. 

lingual mutes t dh or fh d 

palatal mutes i gh or kh g 

labial mutes P. bh or ph b 

a. These aspirates are to be understood as uttered in the way they are 
written—that is to say, with an h or aspiration audibly following the mute 
letter which begins them: and not, for instance, as we are accustomed to 
pronounce our th and ph. These last are not aspirated mutes, but sptrants, 
simple continuable sounds, which have grown out of the aspirates, but are 
phonetically of quite another character. Any aspirate in the Germanic 
languages which had become a spirant was no longer liable to the law of 
progression. 

455. It is found now that, as a general rule, in the ereat body of 
the Germanie languzecs (Gothie, Scandinavian, Low-German), each 
of these mutes has been pushed forward one step in its own class, 
the surds having become aspirates, the aspirates sonants, and 
the sonants surds; while, in the Hivh-German languages (includ- 
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ing the “German”), each has been pushed forward two steps, the 
surds having become sonants, the aspirates surds, and the sonants 
aspirates. 

456. 1. This rule would in strictness require that 
ER lingual labial palatal 

original t, th, d p, ph,b k, kh,g should have become 
English th, d, t ph,b, p kh,g, k and 
German d, t, th bp, ph g, k, kh; 
but to the regularity of this result there are many exceptions: 

a. Original p and k, in whole classes of words, at their first change 
were converted into the spirants fand h, instead of the aspirated mutes 
ph and kh, and so remained unaltered by the second change. 

b. The High-German dialects in general took the second step of progres- 
sion less completely and less strictly in the labial and palatal than in the lingual 
series. Inthe two first, some dialects, at a certain period, were more faithful 
to the requirements of the rule than were others; but, in the modern Ger- 
man, the authority of the latter has prevailed. Thus, for bin, ‘be,’ the 
older monuments give pim (p for b)—and so in a great number of other 
cases. 

¢ In the lingual series, the German has converted the aspirate th, 
regularly required as the correspondent of English ¢ into a sibilant, 
f or 3. 

2. Hence, the actual correspondence between English and 
German, so far as concerns the law of progression, is in general 
as follows: 

3 lingual labial palatal 

to English th, d, t J, 6, p h, 9, & correspond 

German d, t, {3 bf, b, fp b, g, f, 

Even these correspondences, however, do not hold strictly in 
all cases: thus, 

a. A mute is often protected from alteration by combination with an- 
other letter: thus, d by nor 2: asin and, land, wandern, wander; Gold, gold ; 
—t by s, h (ch, gh), f: asin Stein, stone, Haft, haste; Nacht, night; Kraft, 
craft. 

b. Even the oldest English and Germaw(the Anglo-Saxon and the old 
High-German) have their irregular exceptions to the rules of correspon- 
dence; and these exceptions have become much more numerous in later 
times, as each language. in the course of its history, has suffered anoma- 
lous changes in some of its words and letters. 

457. Below are given examples of the more important correspondences 

between German and English consonants—those which result from the law 

of progression, and a few others. 

458. Lingual series. 

1. Din German answers regularly to English ii: thus, das, that, dentei, 
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think, did, thick, doch, though, Durft, thirst, drei, three, Bad, bath, Bruder, 
brother, Erde, earth. 

a. The most important exception is that of a d after n or I, as noticed 
above (456.24). 

2. T (or th: see 37) in German answers regularly to English d: thus, 

Tag, day, tief, deep, Tod, death, thun, do, liebte, loved, Gottheit, godhead, 
felten, seldom, Wort, word, unter, under. 

a. Exc&ptéd especially is a t after f, ch, f, which (as noticed above, 
456.2a) usually corresponds to an English ¢. 

3. The lingual sibilants in German, 8, ff, ß, 3, often correspond to Eng- 

lish ¢: thus, das, daß, that, heiß, Rot, e8, it, aus, out, befjer, better, Fuh, foot, 
zwei, two, zu, to, Zeit, tide, Zahl, tale, Zoll, toll. 

a. But the sibilants are also in numberless cases the representatives of 

original sibilants, and are therefore found alike, or with but slight variations, 

in German and English: thus, fing, sing, jo, so, dies, this, Stein, stone, Scham, 
shame, Schnee, snow, jchelten, scold. 

459. Labial series, 

1. a. 8, in German, when initial, regularly answers to English &: thus, 

Bad, bath, Bruder, brother, Blut, blood, geboren, born. 
db. In the middle of a word, or as final, it is usually represcnted in Eng- 

lish by f or v: thus, ab, of, of, halb, half, taub, deaf, Weib, wife, lieb, lief; 

— Taube, dove, fterbei, starve, fieben, seven, Stuabe, knave, über, over, Fieber, 
Jever. 

2. B in German answers, with very few exceptions, to English p: thus, 

paffen, pass, Pech, pitch, Ylaye, plague, Spieß, spit, {pringen, spring. 

3. a. %, like b, agrees with English f when initial: thus, fallen, fall, 
Filch, fish, Fup, foot, fliegen, Ay, frei, free. 

b. Elsewhere in a word, it usually corresponds to English p: thus, tief, 

deep, Schlaf, sleep, auf, up, reif, ripe, jchaffen, shape, helfen, help, werfen, 
warp, offen, open. 

4, Bf is a peculiar German combination, occurring with great frequency 

in words anciently derived from the Latin, as representing a Latin p: thus, 

Pflanze, plant (Lat. planta), Pforte, ‘door’ (Lat. porta), Pfeil, ‘arrow’ (Lat. 

pilum), ‘Pfeffer, pepper (Lat. piper), Pfund, pound (Lat. pondus). But it is 

also found in a good many words of Germanie origin; thus, Apfel, apple, 
Licht, plight, Schnepfe, snipe, hüpfen, hop, Pfropf, prop. 

4€0. Palatal series. 

As a general rule, the letters of this series—namely, q, t, h, also nf and 
ng—are the same in German and English: thus, Gott, god, vergeffen, forget, 
qin green, Wagen, wagon ;—talt, cold, dic, thick, wirken, work, flav, clear, 
‘cube, kaave ;— Haar, hair, Herz, heart ;— finten, sink, fingen, sing. 
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Exceptions, however, of a more irregular kind, are very numerous. 
Thus, 

a. English ch is found not infrequently where the German has f: thus, 
Kinn, chin, Strede, stretch. 

b. German d) is variously represented in English, by &, gh, tch, etc.: 
thus, Buch, book, doch, though, leicht, light; ‘Bech, pitch. 

c. An original q, which the German has retained, has very often under- 
gone manifold corruption or loss in English: thus, Tag, day, liege, liige, 
fie, mag, muy, Weg, way ;—Hiigel, hill, Ziegel, tile, Vogel, fowl ;—folgen, 
follow, Balg, bellows, Sorge, sorrow, borgen, borrow ;—and so on. . 

d. 5, as has been pointed out, is in German very often a mere ortho- 
graphical device for signifying the long’ quantity of the neighboring vowel. 
Of course, where it has this character, nothing corresponding with it in Eng- 
lish is to be looked for. 

461. Into the discussion of the general tendencies and the special 

causes which have led to the harmonies and discrepancies of German and 

English words, and have produced either classes of correspondences or 

single and apparently anomalous cases of difference, we cannot here enter: 

such subjects would be in place in a historical grammar of German, or a 

comparative grammar of the Germanic languages in general. 

BRIEF HISTORY OF THE GERMAN LANGUAGE, 

462. The German language is, as has been seen, one of the 
dialects of the High-German sub-division of the Germanic division 
or branch of the Indo-European family of languages. 

a. Every cultivated or literary language is, in the same way, by origin 
one of a group of more or less discordant dialects—one to which external 
circumstances have given prominence above the rest. 

b. Since unity of speech cannot be maintained over a wide extent of 
country, or through a numerous community, except by aid of the unifying 
influences of high civilization and literature, it is only a matter of course 
that Germany, at the beginning of the historical era, was filled with a 
variety of dialects—many of which are yet far from being extinct. 

c. Germany was first brought to the knowledge of the rest of the world 
by the Romans, whose attempts to conquer the country, as they had con- 
quered Gaul (France), proved in vain, partly owing to the stubborn resistance 
of the German tribes, partly because of the remoteness of the country, and 
the decay of the aggressive force of the Roman empire. Later, nearly all 
the European provinces of the empire were overwhelmed, one after an- 
other, by roving hordes of Germans; but these nowhere established them- 
selves in sufficient numbers tu maintain their own speech. Thus the 
dialects of the Goths, the Vandals, and other noted German races, became 
extinct, by the absorption of those races into the communities of other 
speech among whom they settled. 

d. The introduction of Roman Christianity, civilization, and letters into 
Germany (beginning in the fifth century), the establishment of the Frank- 
ish empire under Chlodowig over nearly all the German tribes (about the 
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end of that century), and its yet more brilliant renewal under Charlemagne, 

three centuries later (A. D. 742-814), produced in the country a state of 

things favorable to a unity of customs, institutions, and language. It Te- 

mained then for circumstances to determine which of the many existing 

dialects should win such importance in the eyes of all the German peoples 

as to be accepted by them as their literary language. 

463. The history of the High-German dialects falls into 

three periods : m 

1. The Old High-German period (Althochdeutfch), down to the 
twelfth century ; 

2. The Middle High-German period (Mittelhochdeutich), cov- 
ering four centuries, from the beginning of the twelfth to the 
time of Luther; 

3. The New High-German period (Neuhochdeutfch), from the 
Reformation down to our own days. 

464. 1. The Old High-German period commences with the 
eighth century ; from which, however, only fragments have come 
down to us. 

a. As the oldest of these is regarded the Hildbrandslied, a pre-Chris- 
tian poem, in the alliterative verse which appears to have been the origi- 
nal form of poetic expressign of the whole Germanic race. 

2. The literature of this period is chiefly Christian, and con- 
sists of versions from the Latin, collections of words or glosses, 
paraphrases and comments of Scripture, and the like. 

a. The most noteworthy productions of this class are Otfried’s Krist 
(A. D. 868), a harmony of the four Gospels, in the first rhymed verse; a 
prose version of Tatian’s harmony of the Gospels, of about the same 
period; the works of the monk Notker (about A. D. 1000) and his school, 
especially his prose version and explanation of the Psalms; Williram’s 
(about A. D. 1075) prose paraphrase and explanation of Solomon’s Song. 

b. Besides these, there are a few songs, forms of imprecation, and other 
like remnants of a more popular and native class of productions. 

3. The leading Old High-German dialect was the Frankish, as 
being the language of the ruling race and dynasty; but there was 
no prevailing literary dialect accepted through the whole country: 
each writer used his own native idiom, 

a. Other dialects represented in this period are the Alemannic and Swa- 
pian, and the Bavarian and Austrian. 

465. 1. In the Middle High-German period, the literary dia- 
lect was the Swabian. 

u. Because it was the court-language of the empire under the Swabian 
emperors, Conrad and Frederick Barbarossa and their successors (A. D, 
1138-1268). 
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b. The grand difference distinguishing the language of the Middle period 
from that of the Old, is the reduction of the former full and distinct vowels 
of the endings of words to the indifferent and monotonous e. Thus, gebe, 
‘I give,’ was in the first period gibu; geben, ‘to give,’ was géban; Fijdjen, 
‘to fishes,’ was viscwm; blindes, ‘blind’ (neut. sing.), was blindaz; blinden 
(gen.pl.) was blindéno; and so on. In this respect the Middle and New 
High-German stand nearly upon the same level. 

2. The literature is abundant and various, and of a very high 
order of merit. 

It may be divided into 
w. The works of the Minnesänger (‘love-singers’), of whom more than 

three hundred are more or less known. Some of the most eminent among 
tliem were Hartmann von der Aue, Wolfram von Eschenbach, Heinrich von 
Ofterdingen, Walther von der Vogelweide, and Gottfried von Strassburg. 
They wrote songs of love and chivalry, epics (chiefly founded un French 
and Provencal subjects), didactic poems, fables—almost everything except- 
ing dramas. 

b. The popular legendary epics, new workings-up of stories—half-mythi- 
cal, haif-historical—which had long been current among the German races, 
and even in part belonged to the whole Germanic race. Their authors are 
unknown. Chief among them is the Lay of the Nibelungen (Nibelungenlied), 
a magnificent poem; others are Gudrun, and the lesser tales which make 
up the Heldenbuch (‘Book of Heroes’). 

c. The works of the Meistersänger (‘master-singers’). These were poets 
by trade, organized into guilds, and carrying on their handicraft in a very 
regular and very uninteresting manner, in the fourteenth and fifteenth cen- - 
turies (and later), after the decay of the national literature which had 
flourished under the Swabian emperors. Their productions have mostly 
gone into merited oblivion. 

466. During the time of literary depression which occupied the last 

century or two of the Middle period, the foundations were laying for the 

New. The wearing-out of the feudal system; the rise of the cities to im- 

portance and wealth; the awakened sense for Art, both in architecture and 

in painting; the establishment of universities; the impulse given to classi- 

cal learning through Europe in consequence of the capture of Constantinople 

by the Turks; the invention of printing, which put literature within the 

reach of a vastly increased class—all these circumstances prepared the way 

for a national culture which should be as much wider and deeper-reaching 

than that of the preceding period, as this than that of the first. Aud 

whereas in the Old period literature had been the property chiefly of the 

church and the priests, with complete diversity of dialects; and, in the 

Middle, the property of courts and the great, with acknowledged pre-eni- 

nence of the court-dialect; so now, it was to be shared in by the great 

body of the people, and to possess for its use something like a true national 
language. 

4671. The New High-German period begins with the grand 
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national movement of the Reformation, and especially with the 

writings of Luther. 
a. The dialect which Luther used was not a continuation of the Swa 

bian, which had long since sunk into insignificance, while each author had 
again begun to write in his own idiom; nor was it the precise spoken 
language of any part of the country: it was, as he himself states, the languago 
of public affairs in Saxony, and used by the various courts throughout 
Germany. It had grown up in a measure on paper, in learned and lite- 
rary use, and united in itself some discordant dialectic elements. 

d. It was the nationality of Germany that created the possibility of a 
national language: it was the excited and receptive state of the national 
mind at the time of the Reformation, the inherent force and vigor of style 
in the writings of Luther and his coadjutors, the immense and immediate 
circulation which they won among all classes of the people, and the adop- 
tion of his version of the Bible as a household book through nearly the 
whole country, that gave to the particular form of speech used by him an 
impulse toward universality which nothing has since been able to check or 
interfere with. It has become more and more exclusively the language of 
education and learning, of the courts, the pulpit, the lecture-room, the 
school, the press; and in the large towns and cities it has to some extent 
extirpated or deeply affected the old popular dialects, which are now 
hardly met-in purity except among the rude country population. Thus 

468. The language of Luther, not a little modified in spel. 
ling, utterance, and construction, and greatly enriched by new 
formations and additions, is now the speech of the educated in 
all Germany (both High-Germany and Low-Germany), and there- 
fore entitled to be called the GERMAN LANGUAGE. 

a. To illustrate the alteration which it has undergone during the 
three centuries and a half of its existence, is here added Luther’s version 
of the Lord’s Prayer, as given in his first edition of the German New 

Testament (1522): Vufer Bater Hun dem Hymel, Deyn Name fey heylin; 
Dey Reyes) fomes Deyn Wille gefchehe auff Erden wie yun dem Hymel; 
Unfer teglidh Brott gib wud heuttz; Und vergib uns umjere Schulde, wie 
wyr umferun Sehuldigera vergeben; Unnd fure und nitt yun VBerfucung ; 
Sondern evlofe uns von dem Bbel; Dewi deyy ift das Neych, und die Krafft, 
umd die Herlideyt in Ewideyt, Wien. 

b. The former dialects not only still subsist in Germany among the 
uneducated, but their influence more or less affects the literary speech, 
especially as regards its pronunciation, so that the educated even, from 
differeut parts of the country, do not speak precisely alike. 

469. To give any history of the language, its cultivation, and its 

literature, during this its modern period, will not be attempted here: even 

to mention the names of the principal writers who have distinguished 

themselves by their contributions in German to literature and science would 

require pages. Such are their merits that to possess no knowledge of 
German is to be cut off from one of the most important sources of knowl- 
edge and culture within our reach. 
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GERMAN WRITTEN CHARACTER. 

The German written letters are as follows: 

Cap. small. equiv't. small, equiv't Cap. small. equiv’t, 

a Pa Pa 4 I fF bP 8 

b De L£ i ar | t 

ee ae 

Gi, 

a | ae 

a 0|C ss 

Ce 2 ye Ft 
WZ» 2 ¢ 2 

Bie ke SAGH SQ GAN KA we IS a N & N \ N 

ey 

id 82 

The general peculiarity requiring especial notice in this character is the 

-prevalence of angular instead of rounded strokes among the small letters. 

Owing to this, 7 is distinguished from ¢ only by its dot; also 4 from 2 only 

by the round stroke above the former (which stroke, however, is omitted 

as unnecessary when the % is modified). Further, e is distinguished from 

n ouly by the strokes being made much closer together. For the same reason, 

thea, g, 0, q are not entirely closed at the top. 

The use of the two forms of small s corresponds precisely with that of 

tlie two forms of the same letter in printed text: tbe first is to be every- 

where written for |, aud the other for 8. 

For sz is written a peculiar character (as shown in the table), instead of 
a combination of those for s and z. Special forms of combination of ss 

and st are also sometimes made. 
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Examples: 

RE LE + GG Ger 

Pica ioe ae a 7 

Ei > 7 
Ay Een: Me wy. 
Ce m Fl Hd, 2 Gegen: Een 

Wa hd ll iff. 

Be Dre foe 

Fe etl DE, ee ha 

= Ee ee ipa born for re 

on “5 ca ee 4 

Me Ga Zo Vas QZ. 

L680 Gy Lf pope Boe Goal 

ae Wipe A YL. a 
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OS LH zer u 

ZB ee a ay ; 

Dias fn eat BEG 

ED A“, ed? AL En Gr 

Cpr Gun ae a feed, 

a La GL. bef dA 

Den REN Zr fate 

Heine. 

UL te. Gale UY IEH, 
CL tC Lil BE 

ttn naan sh 
EZ. Lion Poke Jf + : REAL, 

EB BR 

LH ex wh 
©öthe, 
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ALPHABETICAL LIST OF 

VERBS OF THE OLD CONJUGATION, 

AND OF THE IRREGULAR VERBS OF THE NEW CONJUGATION. 

Explanations.—In the following table are given the principal parts of all 
the verbs of the Old conjugation, together with the preterit subjunctive ; 
also the second and third singular indicative present and the second singu- 
lar imperative, whenever these are otherwise formed than they would be 
in the New conjugation. Forms given in full-faced type (thus, gebacken) 
are those which are alone in use; for those in ordinary type (thus, bädt, 
bat) the more regular forms, or those made after the manner of the New 
conjugation, are also allowed; forms enclosed in parenthesis are especially 
unusual, poetical, or dialectic: a subjoined remark gives additional explana- 
tion, if any is needed. The number of the class and division to which each 
verb belongs (see 263-6) is added at the end. 

For convenience, the forms of the modal auxiliaries and other irregular 
verbs of the New covjugation are included in the List, with refereuce at the 
end to the paragraph in the grammar where their conjugation is explained. 
They are distinguished by being put in ordinary type throughout. 

No verb is given in the list as a compound. If found only in composition, 
hyphens are prefixed to all its forms, and an added note gives its com- 
pounds. 

Infinitive. pres’t indic. sing. pret. indic. pret. subj. imper. past part. class. 

Baden, ‘bake’ bädjt, batt but bitte gebacken 112 
often of New conj., especially when transitive ; except the participle. 

zbaren, zbierft, =biert zbar zbave ebier zboren 1.3 
only in gebären, ‘bear, bring forth’ (formerly geberen). 

Beißen, ‘bite’ — — bif biffe —  gebiffen TIL1 
Bergen, ‘hide’ birgft, birgt barg nasse birg geborgen 13 

ürg 
Berften, ‘burst’ birfteft, bixft barft bärite birft  geborften 13 

borit börjte 

Biegen, ‘ bend’ _ bog böge —— gebogen TIL.3 

Dieter, ‘offer’ Cbeutft, bent) bot bote (heut) geboten 111.3 

Binden, ‘bind’ —_ — band bande —— gebunden 11 

Bitten, ‘beg’ — bat bäte —— gebeten Lt 

Blafen, ‘blow’ bläfeft, Last blies bliefe ——  geblafen 1.3 

Dleiben, ‘remain? — blieb bliebe —— geblieben TIL? 

DPrfeichen, ‘bleach’ — — blich bliche —  gebliden Ill 
as intransitive, of either conj. ; as transitive, of New only. 

Braten, ‘roast’ brätit, brat briet briete —— gebraten 11.3 

Brechen, "break? brichjt, bricht brach bräche  brich gebrochen 1.3 

Brennen, ‘burn? — — brannte brennte 2 —— gebrannt 249 

Bringen, ‘bring’ — — brachte  brächte —  gebradt 250 

adeiben —_ — dieh Diebe —  dichen III? 
obsolete except in gedeihen, ‘thrive.’ 
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Infinttive. pros’t indic. sing. pret. indic. pret. subj. 

Denten — dachte dachte 

zderben zbirbit, =Divbt zbarb ebarbe 
zbiirbe 

., only in verderben, * perish ; 

Dingen, * engage’ —_ — dung dünge 
(ang) 

Drefchen, ‘thresh’ brifcheft, richt peal drafche 
dro} dröjche 

drichen — (-breupt) :drof dröfje 
only in verbrießen, ‘ vex.’ 

Dringen, ‘press’ — — drang range 
Dinfen, ‘be permitted’ darf, darfit, Darf burfte dürfte 

Ejien, ‘eat’ ifjert, ift af äfe 

Fahren, *go? fabrft, fährt fuhr führe 

Fallen, ‘fall’ fallyt, fällt fiel fiele 
Fangen, ‘catch’ fdngft, fängt fing finge 

fieng fienge 

Fechten, ‘fight’ fichteft, ficht focht _ füchte 
fehlen sfieblft, fieblt  =fahl fable 

only in befehlen, ‘command,’ empfehlen, ee 

Finden, ‘find’ —— fand fände 

Flechten, ‘twine’ flichtft, flicht flocht flochte 

Fleigen, ‘apply’ ——= flift fliffe 
antiquated except in in fie) befleigen, ‘exert one’s self. 

Fliegen, ‘fy’ (fleugft, fleugt) flog flöge 

Wlichen, ‘flee’ (feucht, fleuht) floh flöbe 
Fliegen, ‘flow’ (fleupeft, fleupt) flog flo fje 

Fragen, ‘ask’ fragft, fragt frug früge 
properly a verb of the New conj. only. 

Freffen, ‘devour’ friffeft, frißt frat fräfte 

Frieren, ‘freeze’ — Ss fror fröre 

Gähren, ‘ferment? — — gohr göhre 
also spelt garen etc., without }, 

Geben, ‘give’ giebit, giebt gab gäbe 
j Sibi, gibt 

Gehen, ‘go’ — ging ginge 

Gelten, ‘be worth’  giltft, gilt galt sälte 
göfte 

zgeffen caiffelt, gift cgaft zqdfie 
only in wergefjen, ‘forget.’ 

Giefen (geupeyt, geupt)  goft goffe 

zginnen — — zgann  zgänne 
zgonne 

only in beginnen, ‘begin.’ 

“leichen, ‘resemble’? —— —— ti glide 
usually of New conj. when transitive, ‘make similar.’ 

‘Metter, ‘glide’ —_ — glitt glitte 

Siimmen, ‘gleam’? = — — glomm  glömme 

Sraben, ‘dig’ gräbit, grabt = grub griibe , 

which, as transitive, ‘destroy,’ is of New conj. 

imper. past part. class. 

gedacht 250 

sbirb =dorben 1.3 

——  gedungen 1216 

drifh  gedrofchen 13 

(ebreuß) =drofien 111.3 

——  gedrungen 11 

wanting gedurft 251 

if gegefien Ind 
— gefahren IL2 

— gefallen 11.3 

—— gefangen 11.3 

fiht  gefochten 111.5 

:fiehl =fohlen nc} 

’ fehlen, ‘ fail,’ is another word. 

— gefunden Ta 

flit geflechten  II.S 
—  geflifjen L1 

(fleug) geflogen IIL3 

(fleud) geflohen 111.3 

(fleup) gefloffen 1113 

— gefragt 112 

friß  gefveffen ILı 

—  gefroren 111.3 

—  gegobren 11.5 

gieb gegeben IL1 
gib 

— gegangen 267 

gilt  gegolten 13 

sgiff  zgeffen Ind 

(geuß) gegofien 11.3 
—  zgonnen 12 

—  gegligen, uL1 

—  geglitten IIL1 

——  geglommen IILS5 

—  gegraben IL.2 



m co lon} 

Infinitive, 
Greifen, ‘gripe’ 

Haben, ‘have? 

Salten, ‘hold’ 

Hangen, ‘hang’ 

LIST OF IRREGULAR VERBS. 

sometimes confounded in its forms with 

Sauen, ‘hew’ 

Heben, ‘raise’ 

SHcigen, ‘call’ 

Selfen, ‘help’ 

Seifen, ‘chide’ 

Gennen, ‘know’ 

Kiefen, ‘choose’ 

Klenmen, ‘press’ 

Klicben, ‘cleave’ 

Silimnien, ‘climb’ 

Klingen, ‘sound’ 

RKneifen, ‘pinch’ 

Kneipen, ‘pinch’ 

Kommen, ‘come’ 

Können, ‘can’ 

Kriechen, ‘creep’ 

Kieren, ‘choose’ 

Laden, ‘load’ 

Lafjen, ‘let’ 

Laufen, ‘run’ 

Leiden, ‘suffer’ 

feiben, ‘lend’ 

Lefer, ‘read?’ 

Liegen, ‘lie’ 

pres’t indic. sing. pret. indic. pret. subj. imper. past part, 

— griff griffe gegriffen 

haft, hat hatte hatte — gehabt 

bältit, hält hielt bielte — gehalten 

Cina dung) Dieng_ bienge sal 
angen, ‘hang’ (trans. ), New conj. 

— — hieb hiebe — gehauen 

— — hob hobe — gehoben 
hub hiibe 

—_ — bic biefte —  gebcifien 

bitfit, bilft half bälfe bilf geholfen 
bülfe 

—_ — tiff fijfe —  gefiffen 

— — Fannte  Eennte — = gefannt 

—_ — Fos fofe —  gefojen 
antiquated, and most often met in Ae : füren is the same word. - 

— — flomm flomme —- — geffommen 
forms of Old conj. very rare except from betlemmen. 

—_ — fob Flöbe —  gelloßen 

— — flomm flomme — _ — getlommen 

— — Hang flange —  getlungen 
Hunge 

rarely of New conj., especially when transitive. 

— — £niff fniffe —  gefniffen 

—_ — fnipp Inippe —  gefnippen 

(kömmft, fommt) fam fame —  gefommen 

fann, Fannft, ann fonnte tounte wanting gelonnt 

(treuchft, freudjt) Eroch froche — (freud)) geFrodyen 

_ for tore ——  geforen 

Ladft, Ladt Iud Tide -— geladen 

laffeft, lage lief Tiefe —  gelaffen 

laufft, läuft lief liefe — gelaufen 

en litt litte — gelitten 

— lich liche ——  gelichen 

licfeft, Vieft las life Ties gelefen 

— lag Täge — gelegen 

— :lor löre —  oloren zlieren 

allngen 

only in verlieren, ‘lose.’ 

Tofch Löfche 

lungen zlänge 
only found in gelingen, ‘succeed,’ en ‘fail: used in in third person only. 

Löjchen, ‘extinguish’ Lifcheft, Tifcht lif gelojchen 
the forıns of New conj. preferably limited to transitive meaning. 

Zügen, ‘lie’ 

Mahlen, ‘grind’ 
the forms of Old conj. now in use only in the participle. 

shun’ Meiden, ‘ 

Melten, ‘milk’? 

Mefjen, ‘measure’ 

Mögen, ‘may’ 

(leugft, leugt) log 

mäbtjt, m abtt mubl 

== mich 

Caniltjt, mifft) molE 

miffert, mißt maf 

mag, magft, mag mochte 

löge 

mübfe 

micde 

mölfe 

mäfe 

möchte 

(leug) gelogen 

— gemahlen 

—  gemieben 

(mild)  gemolfen 

mif  gemefien 

wanting gemodt 

class. 

IIL1 

239 

IL$ 

113 

11.4 

IIL5 

112 

13 

III. 

249 

111.3 

IIL5 

111.3 

IIL5 

Ll 

IIL1 

IIL1 

267 

251 

IIL3 

113 

1123 

11.3 

11.4 

TIL1 

1112 

IL1 

14 

111.3 

Ll 

IIL5 

113 

112 

111.3 

TIL5 

IL1 

251 
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Infinitive. pres’t indie. sing. pret. indic. pret. subj. imper. past part. class. 

Müffen, ‘must’ mus, mußt, muß mußte müßte wanting gemußt 251 

Nehmen, ‘take’ nimmft, nimmt nahm nähme nimm genommen 13 

Nennen, ‘name’ <= nannte — nennte —— genannt 249 

enejen . — — nad znäje —  nefen IL. 
only in genefen, ‘recover, get well.’ 

chiefett Caneußeft, eneupt) noß nöfie (eneuß) -nofjen 111.3 
obsolete, except in geniegen, ‘enjoy.’ 

Wieifen, ‘whistle’ — pfiff pfiffe —  gepfiffen TIL. 

Phegen, ‘cherish?’ — — pilog pflöge —  gepflogen TIL.5 
pilag 

Preifen, ‘praise’ — — ries pricfe —  gepriefen 111.2 
forms of the New conj. are occasionally met With, 

Quellen, ‘gush’ quillft, quilft auoll quölle quill gequolfen TII.6 
of New conj. when transitive, ‘swell, soak.’ 

Machen, ‘avenge’ —_ — (rod) (riche) —— geraden IIL5 
forms of Old conj. very rare, except the participle. 

Rathen, ‘advise’ rathft, rath tieth riethe —  gerathen 11.3 
Reiben, ‘rub’ _ rich riebe — gerieben 1112 

Neipen, ‘tear’ — — rift riffe — _ gerifjen TIL.1 

Neiten, ‘ride’ — — vitt ritte —— geritten IIL1 

Nennen, trun’? _— — rannte vennte 2 ——  gerannt 249 
(eennte) (gerennt) 

Micchen, ‘smell’ Creuchft, reudt) rob roche (veudy) geroden 111.3 

Ningen, ‘wring? —— rang ränge ——  gerungen 11 
rung rünge 

Ninnen, ‘run’ — — rann ränne ——  geronnen 13 
rönne 

Rufen, ‘call? — rief tiefe — gerufen 1.4 
rarely of New son) in preterit, 

Saufen, ‘drink’ faufft, fäuft foff foffe —  gefoffen IIT.4 

Saugen, ‘suck’ _— — fog fage —__ gefogen 111.4 
forms of New conj. occasionally met: sometimes confounded with faugen, suckle.’ 

Schaffen, ‘create’ 2— —— schuf fife gefdaffen IL2 
generally of New conj. when meaning ‘ be busy,’ or ‘ procure.’ 

Schallen, ‘sound’ — —— {hot fille — geholfen 111.5 

sfchehen, zfchieht  =fchah fete —  zfchehen IL1 
only in gejchehen, “happen: used in third person alone. 

Scheiden, ‘part’ _— — Schted fchiede —  gefchieden 111.2 
of New conj. when transitive, ‘disjoin.’ 

Scheinen, ‘appear? ——- — fehien  fchiene ——  gefchiener IIL2 
Geheltei, ‘scold’ fchiltfe, file fchalt i ae hilt  gefcholten 13 

hölte 

Scheren, ‘shear’ föterft, fehiert fhor  fchöre hier gefchoren ILS 
Echieben, ‘shove’ — fchob Ihöbe ——  gefchoben 1113 

Echiefen, ‘shoot’ Ciheupeft, Sheupt) fchoß fchöfte  Giheuß) gefehoffen  IIL3 

Schinden, ‘flay? —— fchund  fehünde gefunden IIL.6 

geichlafen IL3 

geidlagen 12 
geichliyen IILI 

Schlafen, ‘sleep’ fchläfft, fchläft fehlief  fehlicfe 

Schlagen, ‘strike’  fchlägft, feblagt fchlug  fchlüge 

Schleihen, ‘sneak’ — —— fchlich  fchliche Ale 



Infinitive. 

Schleifen, ‘whet’ 

LIST OF IRREGULAR VERBS. 

pres’t indic. sing. 

in other senses than ‘whet, sharpen,’ properly of New conj. 

Schleifen, ‘slit? 

Echliefen, ‘slip’ 

Schliegen, ‘shut? 

Schlingen, ‘sling’ 

Echmeifen, ‘smite’ 

Schmelzen, ‘melt’ 

(jchleufeft, [hleußt) fchlof 

schmitzeft, Schmitt Schmolz 
usually and properly of New conj. when transitive. 

Sıhnauben, ‘snort’ 

Schneiden, ‘cut’ 

Schrauben, ‘screw’ 

Schrecken, ‘be afraid’ fchrickit, fchrickt 
vf New conj. as transitive, ‘ frighten. 

Schreiben, ‘write’ 

Sehveien, ‘cry’ 

Schreiten, ‘stride’ 

Schwären,'suppurate’ (fdwierft, fhwiert) fchwor 

Schweigen, "be silent’ — —— 
sometimes of New conj. as transitive, ‘silence.’ 

Schwellen, ‘swell’ Schritt, jchwiltt 
of New conj. as transitive. 

Schwinmen, ‘swim’ 

Schwinden, ‘vanish’ 

Schwingen, ‘swing’ 

Schwören, ‘swear’ 

Schen, ‘see’ 
Sein, ‘be’ 
Senden, ‘send’ 

Sieden, ‘boil’ 

Singen, ‘sing’ 

Ginken, ‘sink’ 

Ginnen, ‘think’ 

Giten, ‘sit’ 

Eollen, ‘shall? 

Speien, ‘spit’ 

Spinnen, ‘spin’ 

Spleifien, ‘split’ 
Sprechen, ‘speak’? 

Spriefen, ‘sprout’ 

Springen, ‘spring’ 

fiehft, ficht 
bin, bift, ift 2c. 

fol, follft, fot 

rarely, of the New conj. 

fprichft, fprid)t fprach 

(fpvenpeft, fpreupt) fprog 

pret. Indic. pret. subj. imper. past part. class, 

{ehtiff fohliffe geihliffen IL 

fehlik fchliffe — gefdhliffen III 

fhloff fchlofie — gefchloffen IIL3 

fchlöffe Cichleuß) gefchloffen  IIL3 
fchlang fehlänge —  gefchlungn 11 

fhmiß fchmiffe —  gefchmiffen IIL1 

fhmblge Schmilz gefhmolen IIL5 

fchnob fchnöbe ——  gejhnoben 111.4 

fehnitt fehnitte ——  gefchnitten IIL1 

fchrob fhröbe —  gefchroben III.4 

Nörat {hrate frie gefdjrocten 13 

fcbvieb fdricbe —— gefchricben IIL2 

fchrie fchriee —  gefchrieen IIL2 

fchritt  fehritte ——  gefdhritten IILI 

fehwöre —— gefehworen IIL5 

fehwieg fchiiege ——  gefchwiegen IIL2 

fhwoll  fchwölle fchwill gefchwollen IIL5 

fchmwann fchwänıne — 
fehivonint fhrwönme 

fehwand fchwände 
fchwund jchmiünde 

fchwang fhwinge — 
fhwung fchwünge 

gefchwonmen 12 

gefehwunben 11 

gefhwungen I1 

fchwor fchwöre ——  gefchworen IIL5 
fchwur  fchiwüre 

fah fäbe fieh — gefeben Th 

war wäre fei gewefen 239.2 

ae fendete — = gefandt 249 
endete gejendet 

fott fiedete ——  gefotten IIL3 

fang finge 2 —  gefungen Il 

fant fante —  gefunten I 
fann färme ——  gefpninen 12 

fönne 

faft fäße —  gefeffen 1.4 

follte follte wanting gefolft 251 

fpie fpiee —— _ gejpieen TIL2 

fpann fpäinne —— — gefponnen 12 
fpönne 

piiß fpliffe —  gefpliffen TILA. 

fprache  fprich gefprochen 13 

fprdffe  (ipreuß) gefproffen IILI 

fprang fpränge —  gefprungen 11 
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Infinitive. pres’t indic. sing. pret. indie. pret. subj. imper. past part. class, 

Stechen, ‘prick’ ftichät, fticht ftach ftäche ftih  geftechen 13 

Stecfen, ‘stick? fticfjt, ftictt ftat ftate ftit  gejtosfen 1.3 
usualiy of New conj., especially when transitive, 

Stehen, ‘stand’ — ftand Stände —— — geftanden 267 
ftund ftiinde 

Siehlen, ‘steal’ ftieblft, ftieblt  ftabl ftäble ftichl geftoblen 13 
ftobt ftoble 

Steigen, ‘ascend’? = —— —— ftieg ftiege —  geftiegen 111.2 

Sterben, ‘die’ ftirbft, ftirbt ftarb ftärbe ftirb geitorben 13 
frürbe 

Stieben, ‘disperse?’ —— —— ftob ftöbe ——  geftobern 113 
Stinken, ‘stink’ _— — ftant ftänfe ——  geftunten Li 

ftune ftünfe 

Stofien, ‘push’ ftdfieft, ftoRt ftieß ftiefe —  geftofen IL4 

Streichen, ‘stroke’ = — —— ftrich ftriche ——  geftrichen IL 

Streiten, ‘strive’ — — ftritt ftritte ——  geftritten TIL1 

Thun, ‘do’ — = that tbäte —  gethan 267 
the pret. indic. thät is common in dialectic German, especially as auxiliary. 

Tragen, ‘carry’ trägft, trägt trug trüge —— getragen IL2 

Treffen, ‘hit’ triffit, trifft traf träfe triff getroffen 13 

Treiben, ‘drive _— — trieb triebe —— getrieben 112 

Treten, ‘tread’ trittft, tritt trat träte tritt getreten IL 

riefen, ‘drip’ (treufft, treuft) — troff tröffe (treuf) getroffen 1113 

Trinken, ‘drink’ — — trané tränfe ——  getrunfen Ll 
trunE  trünfe 

Triigen, ‘deceive? —- — trog tröge ——  getrogen 111.3 

Wachen, ‘grow’ mächjeft, wächftt wuchs wiüchfe —— gewadhfen 11.2 

Wiigen, ‘weigh’ —_ — mog möge —— gewogen IIL5 
sometimes of New conj. : compare wegen and legen, which are the same word. 

Wachen, ‘wash’ wäjcheft, waft  wufch wüjhe ——  gewafchen 112 

Weben, ‘weave’ —_—_ — wob mwöhe —  gewoben 111.5 

siege _- 20g smwöge —  zmwogen IIL5 
only in bewegen, “induce;? bewegen in other senses is of New conj. 

Weichen, ‘yield’ —— wid) wiche —  gewiden TIL1 
of New conj. when meaning ‘soften’ (as trans. or intrans.). 

Weifen, ‘show’ — — wies wiefe —— _ getwiefen 111.2 

Wenden, ‘turn’ —— wandte wendete —— gewandt 249 
wendete gewendet 

Werben, ‘sue’ voirbft, wirbt warb wirbe wirb geworben 13 
würbe 

Werden, ‘become’ wirft, wird wardete. würde —— geworden 239.3 

Werfen, ‘throw’ wirfft, wirft warf w irfe wirf geworfen 13 
wiirfe 

Wiegen, ‘weigh’ —— mog möge —— __ gewogen 111.3 
the same word with wägen and -wegen : wiegen, ‘rock,’ is of New conj. 

Winden, ‘wind’ — — wand wände —— gemunden 11 

swinnen — — wann  zwänne —— siwonnen 12 
sone 

only used in gewinnen, ‘ win.’ 
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Infinitive, 
Mifen, ‘know’ 

Wollen, * will’ 

Beiben, ‘accuse’ 

Sieben, ‘draw’ 

Bingen, ‘force’ 

LIST OF IRREGULAR VERBS. 

pres’t indie. sing. 

weiß, weißt, weiß 

will, willft, well 

(geudhft, zeucht) 

pret. indie. pret. subj, 

mußte 

wollte 

ich 

309 

givang 

müßte 

wollte 

giche 

30ge 

sroange 

imper.. past part. 

gewußt 

gewollt 

gezichen 

Geuh) gezogen 

gezwungen 

class, 

260 

251 

111.2 

TIL3 

L1 
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VOCABULARY TO THE EXERCISES. 

ad), adjective. 
ado, adverb. 

art. article. 

conj. conjunction, 
5. feminine noun, 

Abbreviations, 

trreg. irregular. 
m, masculine noun, 

mn, neuter noun, 

N. New conjugation, 
” num. numeral, 

O. Old conjugation. 
prep. preposition, 

pron, pronoun. 

refl. reflexive, 

v. verb. 

In the case of verbs of the Old conjugation, their class and division (263-6) is added in 
parenthesis after v. O. References are frequently made to the Grammar, by paragraph 

and division, in the same manner as in the Grammar itself. Unusual meanings of a word 
are referred to the exercise and sentence where they occur. 

To each noun is added the ending of the genitive singular (except in the case of femi- 
nines), and the nominative plural (68). 

English words which are historically identical or nearly akin with the German translated 
by them are in full-faced letter; and, to help the recollection of the German word, 

its English correspondent is sometimes prefixed, in parenthesis, to its translation. 

aber, conj. but. 
abfaufen, v. N. buy from. 
abreifen, v. N. journey 

off, depart. 
abfchreiben, v. O(IIL2). 

copy. 
Adler, m. =t8, =t. eagle. 
Advokat, m.=ten, ten, ad=- 
vocate, lawyer. 

all, pron. (193). all.— 
alle, nom. pl.—aller, 
gen. pl. 

allerhärteft, from hart 
(142.2). 

als, conj. as; when; after 
a comparative, than. 

alfo, ady. accordingly. 
alt, adj. (& in compari- 

son). old. 
Alter, n. evs, <r, 
am = an dem (65). 
an, prep. at; om; in. 
ander, adj. other.—anbdez 

ren, dat, sing. fem. 
anderöwo,adv. elsewhere. 
anfangen, v. O(IL3). be- 

gin. 
angenehm, adj. pleasant, 
anfleiden,v. N. refl. dress 

one’s self. 

age. 

anziehen, v. O(IILS). 
draw on. 

Apfel, m. =[8, Nepfel. ap- 
ple. 

arbeiten, v. N. work. — 
arbeitet, works. 

Arın, m. zmed, me. arm. 
arın, adj. (a in compari- 

son). poor. 
auch, conj. also. 
auf, prep. on, upon; 

4.3). 
Aufgabe, f. =ben. task, 

exercise, 
aufgeben, v. O. (267). (go 

up) rise. 
aufheben, v. O(IIL5). 
(heave up) lift, raise. 

aufftchen, v. O. (267). 
(stand up) get up. 

Auge, n. =ges, gen. eye. 
aus, prep. out of; of 

(Ex. 5.1). 
ausgehen, v. O. (267). go 

out. 
ausiprechen, v. O(L3). 
(speak out) pro- 
nounce, 

Badh,m. -he8, -äche. brook. 
bald, adv. soon. 
Ball, m. -es, -älle. ball. 
Band, m. =de8, -ände. vol- 

ume. 
Bank, f. zante. bench. 
Baum, m. med, zaume, 
(beam) tree, 

Bäumchen, n. =n$, =n. lit- 
tle tree. 

beginnen, v. O(L2). be- 
gin. 

behalten, v. O(IL.3). keep. 

Bein, ru. =neß, ne. (bone) 
lex. eg. 

befprehen, v. O(L3). 
speak of. 

beffer, adj. (139.1). bet= 
ter. 

beft, adj. (139.1). best. 
beitehen, v. O. (267). con- 

sist. —bejteht, consists. 
betragen, v. O(IL.4). be- 

have. — beträgt, be- 
haves. 

Bett, n. =tte8, =tten. bed. 
Bibliothek, f.=ten. library. 
Bild, n. -de8, -der. picture, 
Bitte, f. =tten. request. 
Blatt, n. =<tte’,  zätter. 

(blade) leaf. 
blau, adj. blue. 
Blei, n. zeied. lead. 
bleiben, v. O(IIL2). re- 

main. 
blind, adj. blind. 
bus, adj. bad. 
Bote, m. =ten, =ten. 

senger. 
brechen, v. O(1.3). break. 
Breite, f. ten. breadth. 
Brett, nn.  ztted, tier, 
board, shelf. 

Brief, m. -fed, =fe. letter. 
bringen, v. WV. irreg. (250). 
bring.—bringe, bring! 

Brod, wv. =de8, -de. bread. 
Bruder, m. ders, züber, 
brother. 

mes- 
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Buch, mu. hes, 
book. 

Biicherbrett n. =tt8, =tter. 
book-shelf. 

-tuher. 

Chemie’, f£ chemistry. 
Ehriftus, m. =ti, — (107). 
Christ. 

Dadh, n. ches, -Ader. roof. 
dann, adv. then. 
davon, adv. (166.4). 

thereof, of it. 
dein, poss. adj. 

deines, of thy. 
denn, conj. for. 
der, die, das, art. the.— 

demonstr. adj. and 
pron, that, thatone.— 
rel. pron. who, which, 
that. 

derjenige ete., determ.adj. 
and pron. (168). that 
one. 

deutlich, adj. 
Deutfch, adj. 
Deutfch, n. indecl. 
man language. 

dick, adj. thick. 
dienen, v. N. serve.— 

diente, served. 
Dies, demonstr. adj. and 
pron.(165). this, that. 
— Dicfeds, Diefer, Diefe, 
cases of dies. 

dir, pron, from bu. 

thy.— 

lain. 
erman. 

Ger- 

Dom, Mm.  zmed, zme, 
dome. 

dreißig, num. thirty. 
drucken, v. N. print. 
du, pron. (151). thou. 
dünn, adj. thin. 
dürfen, v. N. irreg. (251). 

be allowed. 

echt, adj. 
ebe, con). 
ehrlich, adj. 

genuine, real. 
before. 

honest. 
ein, art, a, am.—num. 

one. 

einander, pron. indecl. 
one another. 

einig, pron. adj. —pl. 
einige, some, 

Gifen, n. -n8, =n. iron. 
empfangen, v. O(IL3). 

receive, 

er, pron. (151). he, it. 
Erde, f. den. earth. 
erinnern, v. N. refl. re- 
member. 

erkennen, v. N. irreg. 
(249). recognize.—erz 
Fennijt, recognizest. 

erit, adj. first. 
es, pron. it. 

efien, v. O(IL1). eat. 
etwas, pron. (188). sofhe- 

thing. 
euch, pron. (151). you. 
euer, poss. adj. (157). 
your. 

fallen, v. O(IL3). fall. 
Familie, f. =lien. family. 
fand, from finden. found 
Safe, 2. =ffes, -äfjer. cask. 
faul, adj. lazy. 
Februar, m. red, re. 
February. 

Feder, f. =ın. (feather) 
pen. 

fein, adj. fine. 
Feind, m. =de8, -be, (fiend) 

enemy. 
Feld, 2. =des, der. field. 
Fenfter, n.=18, =v. window. 
finden, v. O(L1). find. 
Fifch, m. zjches, «che. fish. 
Fläche, f. hen. surface. 
fleißig, adj. industrious, 
fliegen, v. O(IU.3). fly. 
Flof, n. =e8, -dpe. raft. 
Flügel, m. =18, -1. wing. 
Flug, m. =ffes, üfle, river. 
fort, adv. forth, away. 
fortgehen, v. O(267). go 

away. 
fragen, v. N. ask. 
Frau, f. zauen. woman, 

wife. 
Bränlein,n. -n8, sn. young 

lady. 
freuen, v. N. refl. rejoice. 

— freue mich, am glad. 
Freund, 12. bes, zbe, 

friend. 
frifch, ar). 
froh, adj, 
Frofch, m. 

frog. 

führen, v. N lead — 
führt, leads. 

für, prep. for. 
Fuß, m. hes, -üße. foot. 

fresh. 
cheerful. 
zfches, =ifdje. 
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gab, from geben. gave. 
Garten, mn. ne, zarten, 
garden. 

Gatte, ın. ztten, ztten. hus- 
band. 

Gebirge, N.  <9¢8, 
mountain range. 

gebären, v. O(L5). bear, 
— geboren, born. 

geben, v. O, (236.2). gives 
— gebe, (I) give. 

geboren, from gebären. 
gebrochen, from brecyen. 
Geburt, f. =ten. birth, 
Gefahr, f. ren. danger. 
Gefährte, m. zten, zten. 

comrade. 
gefalten,v. O(IL3). please. 
— gefällt, pleases. 

gefunden, from finden. 

ge, 

gehen, v. O. (267). gow 
— geht, goes. 

Geift, m.  <te8, — eter. 
(ghost) spirit. 

gelehrt, adj. learned. 
gefchehen, v. O(IL1). hap- 

pen. — gefchah, hap- 
pened, took place. 

gefehen, from  feben. 
seen. 

geftern, adv. yesterday. 
gethan, from thun. 
geweiht, part. of weihen. 

— wurde geweiht, was 
consecrated. 

gewift, adj. sure, certain. 
gieb, from geben. give! 
giebt, from geben. gives. 
gleich, adv. immediately. 
glücklich, adj. happy. 
Gold, n. -de3. gold. 
Gott, m. <ttes, zötter, god. 
Grab, n. <bed, <aber, 
grave. 

Graf, m. =fen, «fen. count. 
groß, adj. (d in compar- 

ison). great. 
gut, adj. good. 

habe, from haben. have. 
haben, v. N. irreg. (239.1). 
have. 

balten, v. O(IL3). hold. 
—halt fich, holds, keeps 
itself. 

Hammer, m. 
hammer. 

Hand, f. zände. 

=r8, ämıner. 

hand. 
— Buß, feet (211.2). hangen,v O(IL3). hang. 
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bart, adj. (& in compar- 
ison) hard. 

haffen, v. WV. hate. 
bat, from haben. has. 
hatten, from baben, had. 
Haus, n. =jed, zAufer, 
house. 

heben, ©. O (TIL 5). 
(heave) raise, lift. 

Held, m. den, =den, hero. 
helfen, v. O(L.3). help. 
herannagen, v. N. draw 
nigh. 

Herr, ın. errn, <vren (93). 
master. 

heute, adv. to-day. 
Herz,n. =jeng, zen. heart. 
bier, adv. here. 
bilf, from belfen (270.2). 
bineinwerfen, v. O(1.3). 
throw in. 

hoch, adj. 
comparison). 

bobe, from bod. 

(139.1) (6 in 
high. 

boven, v. N. hear. 
Horn, N. ned, — -drner. 
horn. 

Hut, m, =te8, ziite, hat. 

id), pron. (151). I. 
ihnen, pron., from er. 
ihr, poss. adj. (157). her, 

its, their.—ibre, ihrem, 
ibren, ihrer, ihres, cuses 
of ihr. 

Shr, poss. 
your. 

im = in dem (65). 
immer, ad». always. 
in, prep. "im, into. 
ins = in das (65). 
ift, from fein (239.2). is. 

adj. (157). 

Jahr, n. =res, zre, year. 
Januar, m. z18, re. Jan- 
uary. 

ie, adv. ever, 
ied, pron. adj. (190). 

each, every. — jedem, 
jeder, cases of jed. 

Sedermann, pron. (187). 
every one. 

jen, pron.adj. yon, that. 
ießt, adv. row. 
jung, adj. (ü in compari- 

son). young. 
Falt, adj. (a in compari- 

ton). cold. 

fann, from Eönnen. 
Kafe, nr. =je8, =je. cheese. 
faufen, v. N. buy. 
Eennen, v. N. a (249). 

(ken) know. 
Kind, mw. -de8, -der. child. 
Kirche, f. hen. church. 
Kleid, wv. =ded, eter. gar- 

ment. 
flein, «dj. small, little. 

nabe, 7. =ben, =ben. boy. 
fommen,v.0(267).come. 
fonnen, v. N. irreg. (251). 
cal. 

Kopf, m. =fe8, zdpfe. head. 
toftbar, adj. precious. 
frant, adj. (4 in compar- 

ison). sick. 
Kreuz, n. =7e8, =je. cross. 
friechen,?. O(IIL3).crawl. 
Krieg, 91. 2ge8, =ge. war. 
Kugel, f. »geln. ball. 
Furz, adj. (ü in compar- 

ison). short. 

lagen, from liegen. 
lahm, adj. lame. 
lang, adj. (a in compar- 

ison). long. 
Lange, f. «gen. length. 
lafien, v. O(IL3). let. — 

läßt, lets. 
leben, v. N. live. 
Lehrer, m. =18, sr. teacher. 
Leib, m. =be&, «ber. body. 
leicht, adj. light, easy. 
leiden, v. O(ILL.1). suffer. 
leiden, v. O(IIL2). lend. 
— feihe, (I) lend. 

lernen, v. V. learn. 
legt, adj. last. 
Leute, m. pl. (100.2). 

people. 
Licht, n. =te3, «ter. light. 
licb, adj. dear. 
lieben, v. N. (236.1). love. 

— liebt, loves. — licbet, 
love ye! 

Lied, n. -de8, ber, 
liegen, v. O(1.4). 
lint, adj. left. 
loben, v. N. praise. 
Kuft, f. =üfte. air. 

song. 
lie. 

machen, v. N. make. — 
machte, made. 

Mädchen, n. =n$, 
maiden, girl. 

en. 

oe 
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man, pron. (185). one. 
Mann, m. ennes, -anner, 

Iman. 

mein, poss. adj. (159.2 
my.—meinenm, meinen, 
meiner, meines, cases of 
mein. 

meinen, v. N. mean. 
Menich, m. zjhen, =fohen. 
man. 

Meffer, 7. -r8, <r. knife. 
Metall’, n. =les, -We. me= 

tal. 
nich, from id). me. 
Mild, f. milk. 
mir, from ih. tome, 
mit, prep. with. 
möchten, from, mögen. 
mögen, v. N. irreg. (251). 
may. 

Monarch, m. schen, -hen, 
monarch. 

Monat, m. et, — «te, 
month. 

morgen, adv. to-mor- 
row. 

Miller, m. =18, st, mil- 
ler. 

müffen, v. N. irreg. (251). 
must. 

Mutter, f. sitter. mo- 
ther. 

nach, prep. after. 
Nachbar, m. <8, ern. 
neighbor. 

Nation’, f. nen. nation. 
Neffe, m. =fen, fen. mes 
phew. 

neu, adj. 
neulich, adv. recently. 
nicht, adv. not. 
nichts, pron. 

nothing. 
nie, adv. never. 
niedrig, adj. low. 
noch, adv. yet. 
noch, conj. nor (after wee 

new. 

(188). 

der). 
nur, adv. only. 
nüglic), adj. useful. 

Ochs, m. <fen, =jen. 
oder, conj. Or. 
oft, adv. often, — fo oft, 

as often as. 
Onfel, m. =18, =[. uncle. 
Ort, m. ted, ete. place, 

ox. 
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Papier’, n. v8, re. 
per. 

Pevjon’, f. nen, person. 
Petrus, ın. Peter.— Per 

tri, Peter’s (107). 
Pferd, 12. <de8, de. horse. 
Plafter, n. =13, -t. pave- 

ment. 
pflücken,v. N pluck.— 

pflückt, plucks. 
Pole, ın. zlen, zlen, Pole. 
Pojt, f. ster. post, post- 

office. 
Preufie, m. 
Prussian. 

Bult, 2. =tes, =te, 

pa- 

chen, Ben. 

desk. 

reden, v. N. (248). talk. 
redlich, adj. honest. 
recht, adj. right. 
reich, adj. rich. 
reif, adj. ripe. 
Neihe, f. «ben. row. 
Mock, ın. -fc8, zöde, coat. 
Nom, 2. 28, Rome. 
Mofe, f. =jen. rose, 
roth, adj. (d in compari- 

son). wed. 
Nubhm, mn. med. fame, 

credit. 
rund, adj. round. 

fagen, v. N. say. 
fah, from fehen. saw. 
Saifet, adj. Saint. 
fangen, from fingen. 
faßen, from figen. 
fhaden, v. N. (scathe) 

injure. 
fHhamen, v. N. refl. be 
ashamed. 

fchattig, adj. shady. 
fchauen, v. N. look. 
febicken, ». N. send.— 

fchickte, sent. 
fchlecht, adj. bad. 
Schnabel, m. =18, zäbel. 

bill. 
fchen, adv. already. 
fchön, adj. beautiful. 
febveiben, ©. O(IIT.2). 

write. —fehreibt, writes, 
—fehreibe, (I) write; 
write! 

Schub, 17. =he8, -he. shoe. 
Schüler, m. -v8, -v. scho= 

lar, 

fdhwach, adj. (& in com- 
parison). weak. 

fhwarz, adj. (A in com- 
parison). (swart) 
black. 

fchwimmen, 9. O(L2). 
swim. 

fecha, num. SEX. 
fegnen, v. WV. bless. — 

fegnet, bless ye! 
feben, v. O(IL1). see.— 

fee, (I) see. 
fehr, udn. very. 
fein, poss. adj. his, its. 

— feine, feinem, feinen, 
cases of fein. 

fein, v. O. (239.2). be. 
feinig, poss. adj. (159.5). 

his, its. 
felber, pron. adj. (155.5). 

self. 
fic), ref. pron. (155.3). 

himself etc. 
fic, pron. (151). they, 

them, she.—Gie, you. 
fieht, from fehen (268.1). 
find, from fein, v. are. 
fingen, v. O(L1). sing. 

—fingt, sings. 
fisen, ». O(L4. sit. 

fist, sits. 
fo, adv. so.—fo oft, as 

often as. 
fobald, conj. as soon as. 
fogleich, adv. immedi- 

ately. 
Sohn, m. -ne8, -dhne, som. 
Soldat, ın. sten, =ten. sole 

dier. 
foflen, v. N. irreg. (251). 

shall. 
Sommer, m. «18, -t, sum- 

mer. 

Sonne, f. «nen. sun. 
fpanifch, adj, Spanish. 
fpat, «dj. late, 
Spiegel, ın. =18, -f. mirror. 
Spielzeug, 2. 298, =ge. 

plavthings. 
Sprache, f. hen. (speech) 

language. 
fprachen, from fprechen, 

spoke. 
fprechen,v. O(L3). speak. 

— fpricht, speaks. — 
fprachen, (they) spoke. 

Stadt, f. <adte. city. 
Stahl, m. <le8, zähle. steel. 
ftark, adj. (a in compari- 

son). strong. 
ftehen, 7, 0.(267). stand. 

—fteht, stands. 
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Storch, m. zhes8, zörıhe 
stork, 

Stube, f. eben. room. 
Student’, 12. zten, zten, 

student. 

ftudiven, v. NM. study.— 
ftudivt, studied. 

Stuhl, m. «led, 
(stool) chair. 

ftügen, v. N. rest. —ftütt, 
rests. 

füß, adj. 

zühle, 

sweet, 

tadeln, v. N. blame. 
Tag, m. =g08, -ge, day. 
Tajehe, f. =jhen, pocket. 
Teller, m. -rB, <r. plate. 
Thal, n. 2le8, =äler, dale, 

valley. 
That, f. ten. deed. 
Thor, n. -re8, «re. (door) 

gate. 
Thor, m. sren, even. fool. 
thun, 7. O. (267). do, put. 

—thut, puts. 
Tinte, f. =ten. ink. 
Tisch, 17. =jcheß, =che. table. 
Tochter, f.-ödhter. daugh- 

ter. 

tragen, v. O(11.2). carry; 
bear, ‘wear. — trägt 
(268.2), carries, wears. 

träge, adj. lazy. 
Tuch, re. ches, sche. 
Tugend, f. eden. 

cloth. 
virtue. 

über, prep. over, above, 
Ueberfchub, m. =58, che. 
overshoe. 

überfeg’en, v. N. trans- 
late, 

unt, prep. around, about; 
by (Ex. 13.1). 

und, conj. and. 
Ungar, 22. sen, -tn. Hun- 

garian. 
Unglück, n. =d8. 

tune. 
Universitat, f. ten. umi- 
versity. 

unreif, a7j. unripe. 
uns, pron, (151). us. 
unfer, poss. adj, (159). 

our. 

unfrig, poss. adj. (159.5). 
our. 

unter, prep. 

misfor- 

under. 

Bater, m. er8, zäter, fae 
ther. 
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Baterland, mm. =ded, che. 
one’s country. 

verfolgen, v. N. persecute. 
vergelten, ». O(L3). re- 
ward. — vergeltet, re- 
ward ye! 

vergeffen, v. O(IL1). for- 
get. 

vertanfen, v. N. sell. 
verlangen, v. N. require, 
verfprechen, v. O(1.3). pro- 

mise. ; 
verftchen, v. O. (267). un- 
derstand. 

viel, pron. (192). much, 
many. 

vier, num. four. 
Bogel, m. 218, zögel, 

(fowl) bird. 
Bolk, n. -fc8, -dlfer. (folk) 

people. 
vollenden, v. N. finish 
von, prep. of, from. 
vom = von den (65). 
vor, prep. before, out- 

side (Ex. 2.6). 
vurlefen, v. O(IL1). read 

to.—vorlieft (268.1). 

wählen, v. N. choose. — 
wählt, chooses, 

Wahrheit, f. zten. truth. 
Wald, m. -de8, zälder, for- 

est, wood. 
wann, adv. when} 

wandern, v. N. wander. 
war, from fein,v. was. 
waren, from fein, 7. were. 
warm, adj. (& in com- 

parison). warm. 
was, pron. what, 

was für, pron. what 
sort of. 

Wafler, n. 18, sr. water. 
weder, conj. neither, 
Weib, n. =beg, ber, (wife) 
woman. 

weich, adj. (weak) soft. 
weiben, v. N. consecrate. 
weil, conj. because. 
Wein, m. -nes, «ne, wine. 
weife, adj. wise. 
weiß, adj. white. 
weiß, from wiffen, know, 

knows. 
weit, adj. (wide) far. 
welch, pron.who, which. 
wenn, conj. when, if. 
wer, pron. who. 

werden, v. O. (277). be- 
come. 

Werk, n. =fe8, fc, work. 
wie, conj. as, like. 
wieder, adv. again; in 

return. 
wie/dergeben, v. O(IL1). 
give back. —wiederga= 
ben, gave back. 

wiederholen, v. N. fetch 
back. 

EXERCISES. 2 H5 

wiederho'fen, 7. N. repeat. 
will, From wollen. 
Winter, ın. 218, -r. wins 

ter. 

wir, pron, (151). we. 
wifien, v. N. irreg. (260). 

know. — weifi, know, 
knows. 

wo, adv. where? where. 
wohin, adv. whither. 
wollen, v. N. irreg. (251). 

will, wish. 
Wort, n. =tes, =te 07 zörter, 
word. 

mwünfchen, v. N. wish. 
Wurm, m. zmed, zürmer. 
worm. 

zerbrechen, v. O(L3). 
break in pieces. 

Biege, f. zen. goat. 
Simmer, n. =18, =t. room. 
zu, prep. to; at (Ex. 

13.5).—3u_ haben, to be 
had (343.IIL1). 

zufrieden, adj. contented, 
zugleich, adv. atthe same 

time, at once, 
zur = zu der (65). 
zurücktonunen, v. 0.(267)r 
come back. 

zufammen, adv. together. 
zwei, num. two. 
zwölf, num. twelve. 
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a, pronunciation of, 8. 
4, pronunciation of, 15. 
ablative, dative in sense of, 222.1.3. 
Ablaut, 400. 2, 
accent, 55. 
accessary clause, see dependent. 
accusative case. general office of, 59.4, 

226; with transitive verbs, 227. Le 
with intransitive, 227.2 double 
accus., with verbs, 297.3; accus, 
with prepositions, 228, 375-6; with 
adjectives, 229; accus.. of measure 
and time, 230.1,2; accus. absolute, 
or of accompanying circumstance, 
230.3. 

active voice of verb, 233.3. 
address, use of pronouns in, 153. 
adjective usual adjunct of noun, 110; 
when declined, 114-73 rules of adj. 
declension, 118-28 ; origin of double 
declension’ of adj., 1323 adj. as 
noun, 129; en 130, 363.1,2; 
adj. with etnng, wag, nicht, 129.5: 
comparison of adj., 133-423; modi- 
fying adjuncts of adj., 143-6 ; their 
place, 147 :—agreement of adj., 62, 
209; are dependent on adj., 
217; dative do., 223; accusative 
do., 229:—primitive adj., 413; de- 
rivative, 414-6 :—compound adj, 
423-4. 

adjective clause, 437, 444, 110.1c. 
adjective phrase, compound, 437.2a, 

147.2, 338. 
adverb, office of, 361; usual adjunct 

of adjective, 144; of verb, 3173 of 
noun, 110.2, 369.3; of preposition, 
369.1 ; complement of preposition, 
379; place of adv., 370; classifica- 
tion of adverbs, 362; derivation, 
363-7; ordinal adv., 207.3; com- 
parison, 368; ; adjective as adv., 
130, 363.1,2; comparison of adjec- 
tives by ady.. 141. 

adverbial clause, ASS, AAA, 144.2, 
adverbial predicate, adjective 

116.10, 316.20. 
We, see a. 
Meu, see du. 

as, 

at, pronunciation of, 49-1. 
all, 193. 
aller, prefixed to superlatives, 142.2, 
alphabet, German, 1-3; its origin, 13 

written character, A, pp. 231-3, use 
of capitals, 5. 

als, in sense of ‘as if,’ 332.2b,c, 433b; 
do. in substantive clause, 4367 ; 
omission of als after jo and adverb 
or adjective, 488.3d,e. 

ander, 194. 
appositive adjective, 110.16, 116.2,4; 

do. noun, 111.2. 
arrangement of the sentence, rules for, 
429-39 ; summary of rules, 440-443 3 
additional remarks, rhetorical ar- 
rangement, 445-6, 

articles, declension, 63-4; combina- 
tion with prepositions, 65; rules 
for use, 66; place, 67. 

Aryan languages, see Indo-European. 
assertive sentence, 427. 
attributive adjective, 110.1a, 115. 
au, pronunciation of, 20. 
äu, pronunciation of, 21.2. 
auxiliaries, of tense, 239-415 3 of mood, 

see modal auxiliaries ; causative 
auxiliary, 242.2; omission of auxi- 
liary of tense, 439.3. 

ay, pronunciation and use of, 19.3. 

6, pronunciation of, 23; English coı- 
respondent of, 459. 

be-, derivation and use of, 307.2. 
beide, 1990. 

¢, pronunciation and use of, 24. 
capitals, use of, 5; in pronouns of ad- 

dress, 153.3-5. 
cardinal numerals, 197-201 ; ad de- 

rivatives, 202-8. 
cases of declension, their uses 59, 

212-30: and see accusative, dative, 
genitive, nominative. 

cansative auxiliary, 242.2; causative 
derivative verbs, 404.11. 

Celtic languages, relationship of, 450. 
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6, pronunciation of, 43; English cor- 
respondents of, 460. 

d, pronunciation and use of, 30, 44. 
classes, under first declension, how 

determined, 69; first class, 75-80; 
second, 81-6; third, 87-90. 

cognate accusative, 227.2a, 
collective noun, agreement of verb 

with, 322.2. 
comparative degree, 134 ff.; declen- 

sion of, 140.1. 
comparison, of adjectives, 133-42; 

degrees and endings, 184-53; modi- 
fication of vowel, 136; irregular 
and defective comparison, 139; de- 
clension, 140:—of participles, 355; 
of adverbs, 368. 

composition or combination of words, 
4183-25. 

compound adjective phrase, 437.2a, 
147.2, 358. 

compound forms of verb, 238-42. 
compound verbs, with prefixes, 233.4, 
296-311; with other elements, 
312-3. 

compound words, 4183; their fre- 
quency in German, 419; ortho- 
graphy, 419),c; pronunciation of 
finals and initials in, 53; accent, 
55.2-4; rules of formation of com- 
pound verbs, 420; nouns, 421-2; 
adjectives, 423-4; particles, 425, 
365. 

conditional clauses, inversion in, 433, 
4AB.D, 

conditional tenses, formation of, 
240.2c; their use, 334-6. 

conditional use of subjunctive, 332. 
conjugation, defined, 231; rules re- 

specting, 232-3133 conjugations, 
distinction and origin of, 246; New 
conjugation, 247-60; Old conjuga- 
tion, 261-73; mixed conjugation, 
272. 

“eonjunctions, 382; their classification, 
383; general connectives, 384; ad- 
verbial conjunctions, 385; subordi- 
nating conjunctions, 386. 

consonants, pronunciation of, 23-54. 
copula, 316.1a, 426.2; omission of, 

in dependent clause, 439.3. 
correspondences between English and 
German words and letters, 452-61. 

countries and places, declension of 
names of, 103. 

b. pronunciation of, 25; English cor- 
respondent of, 458.1. 

ba, added to relative pronoun, 182.2. 
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ba or bar, in combination with preposi- 
tions, as substitute for pronoun of 
third person, 154.2,3; for demon- 
strative, 166.4; for relative, 180. 

dative case, general use of, 59.3, 2213 
dat. with verbs, 222; in ablative 
sense, 222.13; of possession, with 
werben, ete., 222.1l.lZ,; with im- 
personal phrases of condition, 
222.11.10, 292.4; of interest or con- 
cern, 222.IIL; possessive dat., 
222.1Ha.b; dative with adjectives, 
223; with prepositions, 224, 374, 
376; with nouns, 225.1; in exclama- 
tions, 225.2:—use or omission of e 
in dat. of nouns, 71.10, 83; old 
dat. sing. fem. in n, 95. 

day of the month, expression of, 
216.5D. 

declension, defined, 57; rules of decl. 
58-208; decl. of articles, 63; 0 
nouns, 68-108; of adjectives, 118- 
28, 140; of pronouns, 151-95; of 
numerals, 198-208; uses of the 
forms of decl., 209-30. 

defective declension of nouns, 100; 
defective theme in declension, 98. 

definite article, see articles; use in 
generalizing sense, 66.1,2; in sense 
of possessive, 66.3, 161. 

demonstratives, 163-71; use of, in 
sense of personal or possessive pro- 
nouns, 171. 

denominative verbs, 405. 
dependent clauses, 426.2d, 435, 4443 

their arrangement, 434-9, 444; 
their introduction in 3 period, 438.5; 
omission of auxiliary or copula in, 
439.3. 

der, as definite article, 63; as demon- 
strative adjective or pronoun, 164 
1,2, 1663 as relative, 177-8. 

derer, 164. 
‘derivation of words, 393-417. 
Dero, 162, 4 
determinative pronouns, 167-71}; use 

of, instead of personal or possessive 
pronouns, 171. 

dies, 163,165-6. 
digraphs, vowel, 18-22; consonant, 

43-51. 
dimidiative numerals, 207.1. 
diphthongs, pronunciation of, 18-22. 
doubled vowels, 7.1, 53; modified 

vowels not doubled, 14.2; doubled 
consonants, 7.2, 52.2, 53. 

dürfen, 251, 253. 

e, pronunciation of, 9, 
ei, pronnnciation of, 19.2, 
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ein, as indefinite article, 63; as indef. 
pronoun, 195.1; as numeral, 198. 

einig, 189. 
emp=, derivation and use of, 307.3. _ 
emphasis or impressiveness, inversion 

for, 4319, 443.2. 2 
endings of inflection and of derivation, 

origin and relation of, 393-5. 
English language, relation of German 

to, 447-52; correspondences be- 
tween English and German words 
and letters, 452-61. 

ent-, derivation and use of, 307.3. 
er=, derivation and use of, 307.4. 
es, special uses and constructions of, 

154.4; omission of, as impersonal 
subject, 293. 

eitih, 189. 
etwas, 1883 form of adjective with, 

129.5. 
etweld, 189. 
eu, pronunciation of, 21.1. 
Cw., 162. 
exclamation, construction of, 391, 

432.1c, 439.4a. 
expletive personal pronoun in dative, 

156. 
ey, pronunciation and use of, 19.3. 

f, pronunciation of, 26; English cor- 
respondents of, 459.3. 

factitive predicate, noun as, 316.15, 
ime adjective, 116.1c, 316. 

0, 
feminine, see gender: classification of 

fem. nouns in declension, 69.2, 70; 
fem. noun invariable in singular, 
71.1a; exceptions, 95. 

first declension, of nouns, 69, 74-90 5 
its first class, 75-80; second, 81-6; 
third, 87-90 :—of adjectives, 118- 
28. 

foreign nouns, declension of, 86, 92. 
le, 2c, 97.3, 1013 gender, 61.5, 

foreign words, pronunciation of, 543 
of y, ie, ¢, t, ch im, 13, 18, 24, 37, 
43.3, accent, 55.5. 

fractional numerals, 207.2. 
für in was für, 175, 177. 
future perfect tense, how formed, 

240.20; its use, 328. 
future tense, how formed, 240.2a; its 

use, 328; present in sense of future, 
3244. 

9, pronunciation of, 27, 43; English 
correspondents of, 460. 

gez, derivation and use of, 307.5; use 
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as prefix of participle, 243.3; its 
origin as such, 243.3¢. 

gegefien, 271.3. 
gender, 60; general rules for, in nouns, 

61; in adjectives etc., 62; of com- 
pound nouns, 421.1; gender of per- 
sonal pronoun, 154.1. 

genitive case, general office of, 59.2, 
215; gen. with nouns, 216; its 
place, 216.6; with adjectives, 217; 
with prepositions, 218, 373; with 
verbs, 219, 220.2-4; substitution of 
dative with von for, 216.4; adverbial 
gen., 220.1; predicate gen., 220.2; 
en. with interjections, 220.5 :— 
orm of gen. determines declension 

of a noun, 69.1, 70; use of ¢8 or 8 
in, 83; of en orn, 93; old gen. sing. 
of feminines, in n, 95; omission of 
sign of genitive, 101.5; gen. of sec- 
ond adjective declension used instead 
of first, 121.3. 

Germanic or Teutonic group of lan- 
guages, 449-50; its divisions, 45135 
progression of mutes in, 453-60. 

German language, relation of, to Eng- 
lish, 447-613; history of, 462-9. 

Gothic language, relationship of, 451.4 
Greek language, relationship of, 450. 
Grimm’s law of progression of mutes, 

453» 

§, pronunciation of, 28; used to de- 
note a long vowel, 7.1; English cor- 
respondents of, 460. 

haben, conjugation of, 239.1,4a; useas 
auxiliary, 240-1; origin of use, 
240.4. 

Hebrew etc., not related with Ger- 
manic languages, 450.75. 

hier, compounded with prepositions, in 
sense of demonstrative, 166.4. 

High-German subdivision of Germanic 
group of languages, 451.2; its his- 
tory, 463-9. 

hour of the day, expression of, 211.3. 
hypothetical period, construction of, 

332.1,2. 

i, pronunciation of, 10. 
ie, pronunciation of, 18. 
Shro, 162. 
imperative mood, 235.4, 237.5; filled 

up from subjunctive present, 243.1; 
use, 8373; substitutes for, 338. 

imperative sentence, see optative. 
imperfect tense, see preterit. 
impersonal verb, 233.2, 291-53 rela- 

tion to passive, 294; omission of 
imp. subject, 293. 
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impressiveness or emphasis, inversion 
for, 4819, 443.2. 

indeclinable words, 56.3, 360. 
indefinite article, see articles. 
indefinite pronouns and numerals, 

184-95. 
indefinite subjects of verbs, 154.4, 

166.3; agreement of verb after, 
154 Ad, 322.3, 

Indian (Hast) languages, relationship 
of, 450. 

indicative mood, 235.2; uses of its 
tenses, 823-8; use of indicative in- 
stead of subjunctive, 330c, 332.5c, 
333.5. 

indirect statement, subjunctive of, 
333. 

Indo-European family of languages, 
449-50. 

infinitive, verbal noun, 235.5, 339; 
ending, 237.1a; juas sign of, 243.2, 
341; perfect inf, 240.1d; use of 
inf. for participle in perfect and plu- 
perfect, 240.lc, 251.40; inf. as 
noun, 340:—inf, as subject of a 
verb, 3423 as object, 343; subject- 
accusative of inf, 343.1.5a; active 
inf. in sense of passive, 343.1.5c,d, 
TIL.1; more special cases, 343.1. 6: 
inf. of purpose or design, 343.III. 1; 
inf. dependent on adjective, 3445 on 
noun, 345; on preposition, 346; in 
absolute construction, 347; inf. 
clauses, 348; with preposition, 
346.2; "place of inf., 348.2, 819.20 ; 
—two infin., place’ of transposed 
verb with, 439. 2, 444.3, 

inseparable prefixes, 297.2, 307; con- 
jugation of verb with, 302-6; de- 
us verbs formed with, 403. 

interjections, 56.4, 887-9; interjec- 
tional use of other parts ‘of speech, 
390; interjectional or exclamatory 
construction, 391; construction of 
cases with inter}. 4 392. 

internal change as means of inflection 
and derivation, 400. 

interrogative pronouns, 172-6; their 
use as relatives, 176.1; as indefinites, 
176.2, 

interrogative sentence, 4273 order of, 
432.1, 448.3, 439.40. 

intransitive verb, 233.1, 227.1a,b; 
construction of accusative with, 
227.2, 288.1; impersonal passive 
from, "279.2; ‘reflexive from, 288.2, 

inverted order of sentence, 431-3, 44 1, 
443; inversion after adverbial 
clause, 438.37; after appositive ad- 
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jective phrase, 431d; in exclama- 
tory clause, 432.1c. 

irregular declension of nouns, 96-160 ; 
irr. comparisen of adjectives, 189 5 
irr. conjugation of verbs, 27.9- 60. 

irregular verbs, list of, pp. 2440. 
Italic languages, velationship of, 450. 
iterative numerals, 206. 

j, pronunciation of, 29. 
ja, 360a. 
jed, jeder, 190. 
jedermann, 187. 
jedweb, jedweder, 190. 
jeglich, 190. 
jemand, 186. 
jen, jener, 163, 165-6. 

f, pronunciation of, 30; English cor- 
respondents of, 460. 

fein, 195.2. 
fünnen, 251, 254 

I, pronunciation of, 31. 
Latin language, relationship of, 450. 
letters, German, see alphabet. 
Low-German subdivision of Germanic 

languages, 451.1, 452.1. 
Luther's influence on German lan- 

guage, 467-8. 

m, pronunciation of, 31. 
man, 185. 
mand, 191. 
masculine, see gender. 
measure, use of singular instead of 

plural in expressing, 211.2; noun 
of measured substance not in geni- 
tive, 216.5a ; accusative of measure, 
230.1. 

mehr, 192. 
Meistersänger, works of, 465.2c. 
Middle High-German period, dialects, 

literature, 463.2, 465; transition to 
New, 466. 

Minnesiirger, works of, 465.2a. 
mif, as prefix, 313. 
mixed conjugation, 272; declension 

of nouns, 97; of adjectives, 124. 
modal auxiliaries, 242.1, 251-9. 
modified vowels, origin, 14, 400.1; 

pronunciation of, 15-7, 21.2; in de- 
clension of nouns, 69, 78, 84, 875 
in comparison of "adjectives, 1363 
in inflection of verb, 250.2, 251.0, 
268.2, 269.IL1. 
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mögen, 251, 255. 
Meeso-Gothic, see Gothic. 
moods, 235.2,4, 240. 
multiplicative numerals, 204. 
miffen, 251, 256. M 
mutes, progression of, in Germanic 

languages, 453-6; correspondences 
of, in English and German, 457-60. 

n, pronunciation of, 32. 
nzdeclension of nouns, 733; of adjec- 

tives, 132. 
nein, 3604. 
neuter, see gender. 
New conjugation, characteristics and 

origin of, 246.2,3; rules of, 247-60 ; 
irregular verbs of, 249-60. 

New High-German period and dialects, 
463.5, 467-9; transition from 
Middle to, 466. 

ng, pronunciation of, 45; English cor- 
respondent of, 469. 

Nibelungen-lied, 465.20. 
nichts, 188; form of adjective with, 

129.5. ; 
niemand, 186. 
nominative case, uses of, 59.1, 212-4. 
normal or regular order of sentence, 

319, 430, 441-2. 
noun, declension of, 68-73; first de- 

elension, 74-90; second declension, 
91-5; irregular declension, 96-100 ; 
foreign nouns, 101; proper names, 
102-8 ; moditying adjuncts of the 
noun, 109-12; equivalents of, 113; 
adjective used as noun, 129; infini- 
tive, 340; noun as adjunct of ad- 
jective, 145, 147.3; genitive de- 
pendent on a noun, 216; dative do., 
225; syntax of nouns, see the sev- 
eral cases:—primitive nouns, 407; 
derivative, 408-12; compound, 421 
2. 

numbers, in declension, 583 rules for 
use, 210-113 in conjugation, 235.3 ; 
rules for use, 322; of verb or adjec- 
tive with Gie, ‘you,’ 153.4. 

numerals, 196-208; cardinals, 197- 
202; ordinals, 203; multiplicatives, 
204%; variatives, 205; iteratives, 
206; dimidiatives, 207.1; fraction- 
als, 207.2; indefinite, 189-95. 

vo, pronunciation of, 11. 
ö, pronunciation of, 16. 
De, see b, 
Old conjugation, characteristics of, 

246.1, 261; changes of radical vow- 
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elin, 262; classification of verbs of, 
263-7; rules of inflection of, 268- 
71. 

Old High-German period, dialects, 1i- 
terature, 463.1, 464. 

omission of auxiliary or copula in de- 
pendent clauses, 439.3; of certain 
endings of adjective declension, 126; 
of subject of impersonal verb, 293. 

optative or imperative sentence, 427 
its arrangement, 432.2, 443.4. 

optative use of subjunctive, 331. 
ordinal numerals, 203; their derivas 

tives, 207; ordival adverbs, 207.3, 

p, pronunciation of, 33; English cor- 
respondents of, 459.2. 

participles, verbal adjectives, 235.6, 
349; forms, 237.6,7, 243.3; use aa 
adjectives, 131, 148; as adverbs, 
356; comparison of, 355; participi- 
al clauses, 357-8:— present part., 
form, 237.6; use and office, 350, 
353, 355-8:—past part., form, 
237.7, 246; use of ge as sign of, 
243.3; valueand office, 351, 354-8; 
certain special uses, 359 ; adjectives 
in form of past part., 351.3 :—fu- 
ture a part., 278, 352. 

parts of speech, enumeration and clas- 
sification of, 56. 

passive voice, 233.3, 274; its forms, 
275-7; future pass. participle, 278, 
352 ; pass. formed from what verbs, 
279; cases used with, 280; infre- 
quency of its use, 281; distinction 
‘of pass. from past participle with 
fein, 282; pass. use of active infini- 
tive, 343.1.5c,d, IIL. 10. 

perfect tense, 240.la,c; use, 3263 
omission of auxiliary of, 439.3. 

Persian languages, relationship of, 
450. 

personal forms of the verb, 314a. 
personal pronouns, declension of, 
151-2 ; use in address, 153; other 
rules respecting, 154 ; reflexive use, 
155; expletive dative of, 156; pos- 
sessive dative of, 161, 222.IIId ; de- 
clension of adjective after, 125.2; 
place of, 319.3b; do. in inverted 
and transposed clauses, 431/, 439.1, 
448.50, AANA, 

persons of verb, 235.3,4; endings of, 
237.2,3,5; rules respecting use, 321, 

persons, declension of names of, 104-8. 
pf, pronunciation of, 46.1; origin, 

459.4. ‘ 
ph, pronunciation of, 46.2. 
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pluperfeet tense, 240.10,c; use, 327; 
omission of auxiliary of, 439.3. 

plural, its ending determines class un- 
der first declension of nouns, 69; 
irregular formation of, in nouns, 
97.2, 99, 100, 101.3-5; singular 
used for, in expressions of measure, 
211.2. 

pusitive degree of adjectives, 134. 
possessive dative, 222.11Ia,d, 225.1. 
possessive pronouns or pronominal ad- 

jectives, 157-8; declension, 159; 
used as nouns, 160; definite article 
or poss. dative used for, 1613 old- 
style expressions and abbreviations 
for, 162; used instead of genitive of 
pronoun, 158.2, 216.3. 

potential use of subjunctive, 332.3. 
predicate of a sentence, 426.2, 428.2. 
predicate adjective, 116.1, 316.2; its 

form in superlative, 140.20. 
predicate noun, 213, 316.1. 
prefixes of verbs: separable, 297.1, 

208; inseparable, 297.2, 302, 307; 
separable or inseparable, 297.3, 
308-9, ; 

prepositions, $71; classification, 372 ; 
prep. followed by genitive, 218, 
373; by dative, 224, 374 3 by accu- 
sative, 228.1, 375; by dative or ac- 
cusative, 224.2, 228.2, 376; by in- 
finitive, 346.1; by infinitive clause, 
846.2; by substantive clause, 377, 
436d; by adverbs, 378; taking ad- 
verb as complement, 379; combina- 
tion of prep. with definite article, 
65. 

prepositional phrase, 3803; as adjunct 
of noun, 1123 of adjective, 146; of 
verb, 318. 

present tense, 235.1; use, 324; in 
sense of our preterit, 324.25 of per- 
fect, 324.3; of future, 324.4. 

preterit tense, 235.1 ; its origin, 246.3 ; 
use, 325; in sense of our pluperfect, 
325.2; of perfect, 325.3. 

primitive words, 402; verbs, 403; 
nouns, 407; adjectives, 413; ad- 
verbs, 367. 

principal parts of verb, 237.1. 
progression of mutes in Germanic lan- 

guages, 453-60. 
pronouns, substantive and adjective 

use of, 149; classification, 150; 
personal pron., 151-6; reflexive, 
155; possessive, 157-62; demon- 
strative, 168-713; determinative, 
167-71; interrogative, 172-6; re- 
lative, 177-83; indefinite, 184-95, 

pronunciation, 6-55, 
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proper names, declension of, 102-8. 

q, pronunciation of, 34, 39. 
question, see interrogative sentence, 

t, pronunciation of, 35. 
reciprocal use of reflexive pronoun, 

155. 
redundant declension, 99. 
reflexive use of personal pronouns, 

155 ; reflexive pronoun, 155.3 ; reci- 
procal reflexive, 155.4. 

reflexive verb, 233.2a, 2833 conjuga- 
tion of, 284-5; from what verbs 
formed, 286-7; from intransitives, 
288; cases used with, 289; re- 
flexives with reflexive object in da- 
tive, 290. 

regular or normal order of sentence, 
319, 430, 441-2. 

relative pronouns, 177-83 ; compound 
rel, 179.1-3; indefinite, 179.4; 
compound relative used for our sim- 
ple, 179.5; agreement of verb with 
rel, 181, 321.2. 

root of verb, 237.1a; roots of lan- 
guage, 398. 

f, pronunciation of, 36; English cor- 
respondents of, 458.3. 

Sanskrit language, relationship of, 
450. 

Scandinavian languages, relationship 
of, 451.3. 

id, pronunciation of, 48. 
Se., 162. 
second declension of nouns, 70, 91-53 

of adjectives, 119-28, 
fein, conjugation of, 239.2,40; use aa 

auxiliary, 240-1; origin of use, 
240.4. 

felber, felbft, added to reflexives, 155.5, 
169.3. 

sentence, definition and constituents, 
426, 428; kinds, 427; arrange- 
ment, 429-46, 

separable prefixes. 297-8; conjuga- 
tion of verbs with such, 299-3013 
lace of prefix, 299.1, 319.2c,d; 

Eenentinatire verbs formed with, 
405.112. 

fih, 155.3. : 
simple predicate adjective, 116.1a, 

316.2«. 
Slavic or Slavonic languages, relation- 

ship of, 450. : 
fo, as relative pronoun, 182.1; with 

als omitted after, 438.3d,¢. 
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folch, 170. 
jollen, 251, 257. 
Er., 162. 
ff, 6 pronunciation and use of, 49; 

English correspondents of, 458.3 ; 
f romanized as ss, 4. J 

“strong” and ‘weak’? declensions, 
78, 1323 do. conjugations, 246.3. 

subject of a sentence, 426.2, 428.1. 
subjunctive mood, 235.2; nature and 

use, 329-30; optative subj., 3313 
conditional and potential, 3323 of 
indirect statement, 333; other less 
frequent uses, 332.9. 

subordinate clause, see dependent. 
substantive, see noun, 
substantive dependent clause, 113.3, 

436, 444. 
suffixes, see endings. 
superlative degree, of adjective, 134 

ff.; declension of, 140.1,2; predi- 
cate form, 140.2b; adverbial form, 
140.2c, 363.2; sup. absolute and re- 
lative, 142.1; do. in adverbs, 363. 
2c; sup. intensified by aller, 142.2. 

t, pronunciation of, 37; English cor- 
respondent of, 458.2. 

tenses, simple, 235.1; compound, 240 
-1; use of, indicative, 324-8. 

Teutonic languages, see Germanic. 
th, pronunciation of, 37, 50; English 

correspondent of, 458.2, 
thun, as auxiliary, 242.3. 
time, accusative of, 230.2; genitive, 

220.1. 
transitive verb, 233.1, 227.1a,D. 
transposed order of dependent clauses, 

434, 441, 4443 limited to clauses 
grammatically dependent, 439.6; of 
interrogative and exclamatory claus- 
es, 439.4. 

%, pronunciation of, 51. 

u, pronunciation of, 12. 
it, pronunciation of, 17. 
Ue, see it. 
ui, pronunciation of, 22. 
umlaut, 400.1. 

v, pronunciation of, 38. 
variation of radical vowel in Old con- 

jugation, 400.2, 262-7. 
variative numerals, 205. 
vetz, derivation and use of, 307.6. 
verb, essential characteristic and office 

of, 232, 814; classification, 233; 
simple forms of, 235-7; principal 
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parts, 237.1; compound forms, 238 
-41; auxiliaries, of tense, 239; ot 
mood, 242.1, 251-93; other, 242.23; 
Old and New conjugations, 245-73; 
passive voice, 274-82; reflexive 
verbs, 283-90; impersonal, 291-5; 
compound, 296-313, 420:—ad- 
juncts of verb, 315-8; their order, 
3193; object, 315; predicate noun 
or adjective, 316; adverb, 317; pre- 
positional phrase, 318; genitive 
case with verbs, 219, 220; dative, 
222, 225.1; accusative, 227, 230: 
—primitive verbs, 403; derivative, 
404-6, 

viel, 192. 
vocative, nominative in sense of, 214. 
voices, active and passive, 233.3. 
voll, as prefix, 313. 
vowels, pronunciation of, 7-223 quan- 

tity, 7; modified vowels, 14-7, 

w, pronunciation of, 39. 
was, 172-3, 176, 1793 was für, 175, 

177, 179. 
“weak” declension of nouns, 73; of 

adjectives, 132; ‘‘weak” conjuga- 
tion of verbs, 246.3. 

weld, 172, 174, 176-9. 
wenig, 192. 
wer, 172-8, 179. 
werden, conjugation of, 239.3,4c; as 

auxiliary of future and conditional 
tenses, 240.2,4; of passive voice, 
275-7. 

wiffen, 260, 
wo or wor, combined with prepositions, 

in interrogative sense, 173.2; in rel- 
ative sense, 180. 

wollen, 251, 258. 
word-combination or composition, 418 

-25. 
word-formation or derivation, intro- 

ductory explanations, 393-7; prin- 
ciples, 398-4023; means of deriva- 
tion, 399-400; rules of derivation, 
a G 

written character, German, 4, pp. 
231-3. ” i: 

% pronunciation of, 40. 

y, pronunciation and use of, 13, 19.3, 
Al. 

% pronunciation of, 42; English cor- 
respondents of, 458.3. i 

getz, derivation and use of, 307.7. 
ju, as sign of infinitive, 341, 
giween, go, 199a, 
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INTRODUCTORY NOTE. 

Tue Exercises here given form an appendix to the author’s German 
Grammar, although also capable of being used independently of that work. 
Owing to other absorbing occupations, I have been obliged to put out of my 
own hands the preparation of the text of them, which has accordingly been 
done, under my detailed direction, by a gentleman well qualified for the task 
(Mr. B. G. Hosmer, of New York). They are divided, as will be noticed, 
into four Series. The first may be written through, if the instructor chooses, 
in connection with the pupils’ first lessons in the Grammar; I should not 
myself, however, make use of them, preferring to let a class learn the whole 
body of essential principles of grammar, and read more or less, before be- 
ginning to turn English into German at all. The second Series is designed 
to help enforce the rules of construction of the sentence; it begins with the 
simplest elements of which the sentence is composed, and brings in, one 
after another, the other elements, ending with the most intricate and highly 
developed of them all, the dependent clause. I trust that it will be found 
upon the whole well adapted, and sufficiently full, to teach and impress 
the main peculiarities of German sentence-making. The third Series calls 
attention to the more important specialties of the grammar, etymological 
and syntactical. This, in particular, would admit of almost indefinite exten- 
sion beyond the rather restricted limits to which I have confined it; but 
perhaps enough is given to prepare the pupil for dealing with sentences and - 
paragraphs of a miscellaneous character, the difficulties and nicer points of 
which shall be explained as they occur. In an abbreviated course, indeed, 
the whole Series will admit of being passed over; or only the Exercises 
deemed more important may be written out, and in such order as the teacher 
shall prefer (that in which they are set down is simply the order of subjects 
inthe Grammar). Material for general practice is offered in the fourth Series, 
the Exercises in which are founded on passages in the author’s Reader, 
These passages are supposed to have been first thoroughly read, and their 
vocabulary and phraseology mastered by the pupil, who thus becomes re- 
sponsible for the proper construction and grammatical correctness of his 
task, while his choice of expressions is guided or prescribed by the model 
passage. Of exercises of this character I have in my own teaching made 
especial use, and those here given are intended partly as examples of what 
each instructor may profitably do for his class, in connection with any text 
which they may be reading, devising either general illustrations of construc- 

tion, or exemplifications of particular points—drilling exercises upon individ- 

ual difficulties of German idiom which may from time to time present them- 
selves. 
A complete vocabulary (which, however, turns out of greater length than 

was anticipated) forms a necessary part of such a set of Exercises as this, 
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which does not suppose in the pupil enough familiarity with the language 
to enable him to choose the right expression for himself in the larger Eng- 
lish-German dictionaries. But that here given does not include those words 
and phrases in the fourth Series which occur in the foundation-passages; it 
being an essential part of the plan that the pupil master the passage and 
turn it into its new shape, with help only upon the new words and phrases 
which may bave beeu introduced. 
No one, I trust, will suppose me to assume that these Exercises, and 

such as these, are going to enable the scholar to write German idiomat- 
ically and freely. They are strictly auxiliaries to the grammar, helps to a 
thorough and practical coraprehension of the rules of German construction, 
and will require to be supplemented by an indefinite amount of reading and 
writing, if one is to attain anything like a command of German style. 

No given set of exercises can have a universal or a lasting usefulness. 
Each teacher really wants his own, adapted to his style of teaching and to the 
particular needs of his classes. I am not at all confident of having here met 
the precise wants of any very large number of instructors; I only hope to 
have furnished what will be of some service to many—enough, perhaps, to 
repay the labor which their preparation has cost, and furnishing ground 
for experiment and criticism which may lead to the substitution by and by 
of something fuller and better, 



EXERÜCISES, 

EXPLANATIONS. 

English words in /talics are to be omitted altogether in rendering. 
Words superfluous in the English, but requiring to be introduced in the German, are in- 

serted in brackets, 
Words connected below by the sign _ are to be rendered by a single German word. 
Words numbered by “superior” figures are to be put in the order indicated by the 

figures; and, in a few cases, a single word so marked with 1 is to be put at the beginning 
of the clause. 

Occasional suggestions and references are introduced in parenthesis, 

SERIES I. 

EXERCISES TO ACCOMPANY (IF DESIRED) THE FIRST LESSONS IN 

THE GERMAN GRAMMAR. 

(INVOLVING ONLY WHAT IS IN THE LARGEST PRINT.) 

Exercise 1. 
Nouns, first declension, first class (75-9); also articles (63), and 

present indicative of fein (239.2). 

1. The daughters are in the convents, and the mothers are in 
the gardens. 2. The cheeses are on the plate, the plate is on the 
cushion, and the cushion is on the floor. 3. The girl’s father is 
an Englishman. 4. The brothers of the priest are here. 5. The 
owner of the little house is an American, but the tenants are 
Italians. 6. The birds are in the gardens on the mountain-range. 
7. The young lady is in the garden with the gardener’s spade. 
8. In the garden there are little_trees, and on the ground under 
the little_trees there are apples. 

Exerciıse 2. 

Nouns, first declension, second class (81-5); also present indica- 
tive of haben (239.1). 

1. September, October, and November are the autumn_months. 
2. On the river there are rafts and boats, and the boats have sails 
and oars. 3. The gardener’s daughter has shoes, but the beg- 
gar’s son has neither shoes nor stockings. 4. The axes are under 
the benches. 5. The savings (sing.) of the workmen are in the 
trunk yonder. 6. The horses have oats (sing.) and the dog has a 
bone. 7. The tree is not far from the little house, and the 
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little house is not far from the brooklet. 8. He has meetings 
with his friends. 9. The sons of the peasant are at the brook 
with a pail and a basket; in the pail is water, and in the basket 
are fish. 

Exercise 8. 

Nouns, first declension, third class (87-90) ; also present indicative 
of lieben (236.1). 

1. [The 66.1] men love riches, [the] women love splendor. 2. 
God loves the man_of_honor, but not the villain. 3. The child’s 
guardian has a house in the valley, 4. The trees in the field and 
in the forest have leaves. 5. [The 66.2] death and the grave are 
the termination of [the] life. 6. The artist loves pictures and 
books. 7. The little child has a song-book and loves the 
songs. 8. The girl has dresses and rings; the girl’s brother has 
a horse and a little dog. 9. In the forests are trees, and leaves, 
and nuts. 10. The inhabitants of the village are robbers. 

Exercise 4. 

Nouns, second declension (91-4); also present indicative of geben 
(236.2). 

1. The messenger gives the Frenchman a letter. 2. The Ba- 
varians are in the house, the Hungarians i in the yard. 3. God 
gives [the 66.1] man [the] speech, [the] virtue, and [the] reason. 
4. The students of the university are Prussians, Saxons, and Poles. 
5. [The 66.2] truth is a mark of the man_of_honor. 6. 
Cares are the companions of the monarch. 7. The lawyers give 
the students books. 8. The princesareindanger. 9. The hunter 
gives the soldier a musket. 

Exercise 5. 
Adjectives, of both declensions, in attributive and predicative use 

(114-24). 
1. The old wine-bottles are upon the wooden table in the large 

room. 2. The good doctor gives the child the medicine ; for the 
child has a bad cough, and is very ill. 3. The spirited horse is in 
the stable with the quiet cows. 4. In the dark-blue bottle yonder 
is poison. 5. The snake is not poisonous. 6. The murderers 
of the prince have ugly faces. 7. The little son of the emperor 
has a leaden bullet, os is very tranquil. 8. The flowers are blue, 
and white, and red. 9. The blue flowers in the little basket are 
very beautiful. 
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Exercise 6. 

Adjectives used as nouns (129) and as adverbs (130), and compared 
(134-40). 

1. The good man is not always happy, but the wicked man 
is more unhappy than the good. 2. The pretty child has a little 
red apple in the right hand. 3. The Englishwoman is handsome, 
but the American woman is yet handsomer. 4. The weather 
is quite fine. 5. The landlord’s oldest daughter is prettier than 
the merchant’s younger sister. 6. The water in the great river 
yonder is not quite so clear as it is here in the little brook. 
7. To-day is a remarkably fine day, and much warmer than yester- 
day. 8. The hero loves the noble-and the dangerous. : 9. The 
entire house is entirely finished. 10. The little hill behind the 
little_forest is the highest in the vicinity; for the whole coun- 
try is detestably flat. 11. A good sensible teacher loves an in- 
dustrious boy. 12. The good teacher gives the industrious boy 
beautiful books and a little book-case; and the boy is very glad 
and thankful. 13. The father has heavy cares, but the son is 
free_from_care. The workman has a white house, with 
small cleanly rooms. 15. The grandfather is a sickly old man, 
but the grandmother is a strong healthy woman. 16. The grand- 
son is a quiet well-behaved child. 

Exercise 7. 

Pronouns, personal and possessive (151-9). 

1. Iam well, but he is unwell, and she is very ill. 2. IIe loves 
them, but they love him not. 3. You give yourself unnecessary 
trouble. 4. Our choice is an extraordinarily happy one. 5. My 
old friend and his youngest brother are dead. 6. He gives them 
a costly present. 7. The merchant gives me my bill, and I give 
him his money. ' 8. The girl has a small dog, and it is very saga- 
cious and faithful. 9. We give ourselves great trouble. 10. Have 
you my book? I gave it to you. 

Exercise 8. 

Pronouns, demonstrative, interrogative, and relative (163-17). 

1. My house is not so fine as this one, nor as that rich mer- 
chant’s house. 2. This hill is much lower than that mountain, 
3. The man whose pieture you have is either an Englishman or 
an Irishman. 4. Who gives thee this permission? -5. That 
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(166.3) is the brother of our new friend. 6. Which brother? the 
elder? 7. No, the younger; and his little_sister, whom he 
greatly loves, is ‘with him. 8. This is an old friend of my father, 
and a man, moreover, whom he warmly loves. 

EXERCISE 9. 

Cardinal and ordinal numerals (197-203). 

1. The parson has three sons; the eldest is just sixteen years 
old; the second is in the twelfth year of his age, and the third 
is five years and three months old. 2. The professor has over 
seven thousand books in his library. 3. The boy has four apples, 
and his father gives him besides two oranges. 4. There (= e8: 
154.45) are six hundred and seventy-three families in this town. 
The date is the twenty-fifth of (216.50) January. 6. The first 
house .on the left side of the street has only four windows, wi 
sixty-four panes, and the door is very small. 

A 

Exercise 10. 

Simple forms of the verb (236.1,2). 

1. She would give (pret. subj.) willingly, but she has nothing. 
2. When I give, I’ give’ publicly. 3. It is not true that they 
gave’ us’ nothing’. 4. The father loved his ungrateful sons, and 
gave them everything. 5. These men are now enemies, but for- 
merly they? loved’ one another. 6. Give, as_often_ as (= fo 
oft) thou hast? occasion’. 7. To give when one loves is easy; 
but to give without loving (= zur lieben) is difficult. 8. Those 
girls are loving and loved daughters. 9. Who gives more than 
our friends gave? 

Exercise 11. 

Compound forms of the verb (240, 244). 

[Note the rule for arrangement 319.2a; 430.3.] 

1. He has been a (66.8) soldier, and has had wounds. 2. He 
will not give much, for he is not generous. 3. He might have 
had great honor, had he (swdj.) been true. 4. They will give a 
great performance. 5. When will that be? 6. It would be to- 
morrow evening, if they were already’ here”. 7. Our friends will 
not give the concert; and that is a pity, for it would have been 
(pp. subj.) very fine. 8. Thou hast the book; give it to me. 
9. No, I have had it, but now I’ have’ it’ no longer. 
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ExErcıse 12. 

Verbs of the New conjugation (245-8). 

1. He has wandered far? to-day’. 2. Ihave always praised and 
loved him, but now I’ shall’ love him no longer. 3. She has 
bought the dress, and I have made it. 4. The youth hopes for 
the future, the ınan values the present, the old_man loves the 
past. 5. He (= der: 166.20) would not have said it; he is too 
prudent. 6. I have a cousin who talks® too’ much’, and no_one 
heeds what he says. 7. She will have made her (= die: 161) 
toilette earlier than we wished. 

Exercise 13. 

Verbs of the Old conjugation (261-73). 

1. Our parson’s daughters have sung pretty songs, but they did 
not sing so finely as your sisters. 2. We shall sit to-day where 
we sat? yesterday’. 3. I fear the mad dog will bite some one be- 
fore they (= man: 185) catch’? him’. 4. It has already bitten 
some_one. 5. I have read in the newspaper that the hostile army 
has’ fled’. 6. The children were very glad, for their (= der: 161) 
father had come home from the war. 7. We have fought well, 
but many have fallen on our side. 8. Who has thrown the stone 
and broken this window-pane? 9. A boy who has’ run’ around 
the corner threw the stone. 10. The travellers slept on the floor, 
for there (= c8: 154.45) were not enough beds in the house. 

Exercise 14, 

Passive, reflexive, and impersonal verbs (274-92). 

1. It is a great (= hoch) happiness to have been so loved. 2. 
He was loved by all who saw” him’, 3. He would be loved, if he 
were‘ not! so’ haughty®. 4. Your arrival bas rejoiced me much, 
and your friends will also rejoice. 5. The whole nation had won- 
dered at (= über) these transactions. 6. It rained yesterday 
evening very hard. 7. Itseemsto us to° be* very’ doubtful’, 8. 
It will be advantageous’ to you’. 9. He is a selftormentor; he 
worries too much. 

Exercise 15. 

Compound verbs (297-311). 

1. It ceases to snow, and begins to rain. 2. The performance 
has already begun. 3. The time of their liberation draws nigh. 
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4. The whole family has gone_off to Europe; and, as I hear, 
our neighbors will also soon depart. 5. They have the habit 
of taking_a_journey (infin.) every summer (aceus.:230.2). 6. The 
ship has gone down, but the passengers are saved. 7. You 
have begun too late; it is almost ten o’clock. 8. The servant_ 
girl has overturned the inkstand. 9. The king was shamefully 
deceived by his state-counsellor, although he had? honored’ him 
with his confidence. 

SERIES I. 

EXERCISES IN THE CONSTRUCTION OF SENTENCES. 

A. SIMPLE ASSERTIVE SENTENCES IN THE REGULAR ORDER (430.1-3), AND IN- 
TERROGATIVE AND OPTATIVE SENTENCES IN THE INVERTED ORDER (432.1,2). 

Exercise 16. 

Verb in simple tense, with simple subject (noun or pronoun, accom- 
panied only by article, or by demonstrative or interrogative). 

1. Frederick comes. 2. The man went. 3. Which man went? 
4, Thismangoes. 5. Is that boy sleeping? 6. The little_child 
is awake. 7. He ran, but I remained. 8. Let us begin. 9. Is 
the house burning? 10. Remain ye. 11. John, be_silent! 12. 
The soldiers marched. 13. Come! 14. I am coming; is she 
coming too? 15. They might go. 16. Ye may be. 17. The 
father loved. 18. Let him talk; we hear. 

Exercise 17. 
Verb in compound tense, and compound verb (297 etc. ; 430.3). 
1. Frederick has come. 2. Anna goes away, and Louisa comes 

back. 3. The criminal has disappeared. 4. Would you go? 
5. I should have gone. 6. The messenger will have come back. 
7. Which tree was felled. 8. [Had the deed been done? 9. He 
would have been praised. 10. Come back. 11. Will ye come 
back? 12. Wilt thou have come again? 13. He went back; I 
staidaway. 14. Isathunder-storm drawing nigh? 15. Will the 
child beloved? 16. It might havecome. 17. They had departed. 

Exercise 18. 

Verb with single object, direct or indirect (316.1,2; 227.1; 222.11; 
219.5), 

1. The hunter took the gun and shot it off. 2. Which book 
are you reading? 3. Lamreading thy book; read thou my news: 
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papers. 4. Will yehavereadthenewspapers? 5. Please, take off 
chy overcoat. 6. The snow had covered the fields and paths. 
7. The girl will have shut the windows. 8. He mocks at his 
chains. 9. The people need our help, and we shall help them. 
10. Heed ye not the road? 11. The future is waiting for us, 
and we strive toward it. 12. The guide knows the road; follow 
thou after him. 13. The churches and palaces, the antiquities 
and ruins pleased the strangers. 14. I confess it, your friend 
was_disagreeable_to me. 15. Has he escaped his pursuers? 
16. Which pupil has the teacher met? 17. Your mode_of_ 
life would injure my health. 18. I know, tby brother will stand 
by thee. 19. He drew on his (= the: 161) shoes, put on his 
(= the: 161) hat, and began the journey. 20. Will they copy 
our letters? 21. The boy defied his father, and obeyed him not. 

Exercise 19. 

Verb with double object, direct and indirect, or remoter (316.3; 
219.2,3; 222.11,1I1.; 319.2¢,30). 

1. He robbed us of our repose. 2. The officer has accused a 
soldier of the murder, 3. Your father will relieve me of my respon- 
sibility. 4. I had acquitted mvself of your commission. 5. Has 
he applied himself to the sciences? 6. Our friend enjoys his (161) 
life. 7. Dost thou recollect this event? 8. Has my cousin sent 
you back your letter? 9. He might be useful tome. 10. Your 
brothers_and_sisters resemble you. 11. Grant me my request. 
12. He must render you this service. 13. Is she reading aloud 
to her nephews and nieces? 14, Let us assure him of our sym- 
pathy. 15. He charges his comrades with this crime. 16. The 
chancellor interests himself for him, and will take pity on his 
helplessness. 17. Has the police taken possession of his proper- 
ty! 18. He should be ashamed of this deed. 19. Pardon him 
his misdemeanor. 20. Can you lend me your dictionary? 21. 
I have lent it to my guardian. 

EXERCISE 20. 

Nouns with limiting adjectives (110.145). 

1. The old letter-carrier has brought me five long letters. 2, 
Our little cousin enclosed her photograph in her charming little 
letter. 3. Our neighbor is a good and provident man, and re- 
joiecs in a long and happy life. 4. He is a clever general, and 

will avail himself of all possible means. 5. It was a beautiful 
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May_evening, clear and calm. 6. Be mindful of those times, 
the happy ones/ 7. The heaviest fate has its bright_sides, and 
the most enviable lot its shadows. 8. The little_brook flows 
noisy and rapid down. * 9. May he have mercy on his unfortunate 
fellow-men! 10. The true hero goes_to_face every necessary 
danger, 

[Exercises 5, 6 may be added as further practice.] 

Exercise 21. 

Verbs and adjectives with adverbial adjuncts (317; 144.1; 370; 
319.25; 147.1). 

1. These peaches look well and taste badly. 2. Confess it; 
thy opponent has behaved excellently. 3. Why do you come so 
late? 4. Do you call this late ? it is not? yet’ seven o’clock. 5, 
It will not have become very late; was it not early enough? 6. 
Does your watch go right? 7. It has almost always gone quite 
right. 8. Shall you go thither to-day? 9. Iam probably not 
going there to-day ; and Henry is also not going to-day. 10. His 
work is getting on but slowly ; thou wouldst doubtless do it more 
quickly. 11. His family is pretty comfortably settled there; he 
still remains here for_the present. 12. I shall be there to- 
morrow very early. 13. His plan was finely devised and well 
executed. 14. Such a father is always fervently loved. 15. My 
uncle will not buy the corner-house ; it is not large enough [for 
him]. 16. Do you do it willingly? 17. Yes, indeed; I do it 
very willingly. 18. Only don’t tell it to her, and all will go well 
enough. 

Exercıse 22. 

Noun or adjective with noun as adjunct (111.1; 216.1,2,6; 217; 
223; 145.12). 

1. This evil habit of his son’s grows daily. 2. The number of 
the troops is not mentioned. 3. The rattling of the heavily laden 
wagon was heard afar. 4. A man of excellent character will fill 
the place. 5. Have you not yet seen this ornament of our city ! 
6. Inhabitants of all the citics of the realm meet together here. 
7. She has felt the _ :catest of all earthly sufferings—the loss of 
her husband and her children at once. 8. I am tired of the car- 
rying on. 9. He is considered guilty of the crime. 10. The 
manager of the property is finally weary of the incessant com- 
plaining of his workmen; he is worthy of their confidence, and 
they are conscious of his honesty. 11. T have examined the 
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house and the garden, and they just suit me. 12. The whole 
affair was for our poor Albert incomprehensible and inconceivable. 
13. You and yours are always welcome to me. 14. The new 

boots are too tight for me, but they fit my brother excellently. 
15. He stands firm, like a rock. 

Exercise 23. 

Noun, adjective, or verb, with prepositional phrase (112; 146; 318; 
373-6; 216.4; 219.6; 222.1V.; 223.7). 

1. Both parties have great hope of a good result. 2. The 
cities in the West increase in population very rapidly. 3. The 
inclination to truth is strengthened by a good education. 4. She 
waited in vain for the messenger. 5, I sincerely rejoice at your 
unexpected good_fortune, 6. Rely in this matter completely upon 
me; I shall conduct it happily to an end. 7. The day dawns in 
the east. 8. He looked at me with sparkling eyes, and called to 
me with trembling voice. 9. A compact of so grave importance 
is not made in this manner. 10. The goal of my wishes lies 
beyond those mountains. 11, The sentinel is standing outside the 
gate. 12. Act in_accordance with your promise. 138. Two 
high trees stand opposite my window. 14. I shall get through 
even without his assistance. 15. That is without doubt repug- 
nant to you. \16. He seated himselfupon the bench. 17. [stood 
beside him on the terrace. 18. He has ennui, and strolls about 
in the house; why does he not go to the concert? 19. Will you 
also go to the theatre? 20. Think upon the reward, not upon 
the danger, 21. The emperor drove through the streets of Paris. 
22. The whole village rejoiced at his return. 23. He leaves his 
Bible behind for bis old mother. 24.-That is assuredly very 
unpleasant for you. 

Exercise 24. 

Predicate noun and adjective (316; 213 ; 227.30,c; 116.1). 

1. He is called Henry, and his father and grandfather were 
also called Henry. 2. Would she have called me her enemy? 
3. He has always been inclined to this belief 4. This man is 
poor and unfortunate, but nota rogue. 5. The elder brother has 
always remained professor, but the younger wants rather to be- 
come a (66.8) practising physician. 6. The colonel reviled him 
as a coward. 7. Do you consider this Rhine_wine genuine? 
8. No, I should not exactly like to call it genuine. 9. Those (= 
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dag: 166.3) were happy days, innocent and hopeful. 10. The queen 
sat there sweet and mild. 11. They all? went! noiseless past, 
12. You have evidently sung yourself hoarse. 13. The sunbeam 
has kissed the flowers awake. 14. Did you not see him sur. 
rounded by the enemy? 15. I had believed the story long since 
forgotten. 16. Our presence seemed to make the horse shy. 

B. SIMPLE ASSERTIVE SENTENCES IN INVERTED ORDER (431a-6, e-A). 

Exercise 35. 

1. Beautiful she is not, but good and noble. 2. This estate the 
young duke has recently bought; the other they (= man: 185) 
had sold long ago. 3. That will not be done so easily, said my 
friend. 4. Him I have never? yet’ trusted; but now I shall be 
obliged to trust him. 5. Proud and hopeful he went forth; sad 
and dejected he returns. 6. Those he has praised, these he loves. 
7. We, added the others, will also accompany you. 8. Then we 
shall be very unhappy. 9. Assist him I shall not, for he has never 
been my friend, and besides, no one respects him. 10. Against 
that (166.4) I have something to object. 11. Thus his victims 
escaped him. 12. Surely I have told you so (= 08: 154.4e) 
already. 13. Soon the other soldiers joined themselves to these, 

[For further practice, the sentences of the previous exercises may be 
recast, in inverted order.] 

C. COMPOUND SENTENCES, CONTAINING DEPENDENT CLAUSES. 

Exercise 26. 

Inverted conditional clauses (433 ; 332.25; 438 f; 439.6d). 

1. If you have got what is needful (129.3), then go directly 
away. 2. They boast, as if their opponents had no strength. 
3. He acts as if he were discontented ; were he truly contented, 
he would not conduct thus. 4. Had he not himself insisted 
upon_it (154.3) so obstinately, we should have consented. 5. If 
the children are well-behaved, I shall bring them a present, 
6. Hadst thou been here, my brother had not died. 7. If you 
did not go too far, I should gladly go along with you. 8, She 
listens to him with rapt attention, almost as if he were a prophet, 
9. If he does not soon yield, he must be forced to_it (164.3) 
10. The afflicted all’ come’ to me, as if I could help them. 
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Exercise 27. 

Substantive dependent clauses (436 ; 113.3). 

1. Tam rejoiced that he finally, after his long suffering, has got 
well. 2. He assured me that he would not fail_to come. 3. I 
really do not know who isright, you or I. 4. He speaks too 
indistinctly ; it is impossible to understand what he savs. 5. That 
you cannot comprehend this, is incomprehensible tome. 6. Ask 
him minutely, how he came (perf.: 326.2). 7. Where on earth 
the fugitive may be now, is unknown to me. 8. He who has 
taken the jewels must also have taken the casket. 9. He is, to_ 
be_sure, not yet here; could you not, however, perhaps tell me 
when he is expected? 10. Whence they come and whither they 
go are both (neut. sing.) secrets, x11. Whether he comes or stays 
away is indifferent to me. 12. You must take care that the 
enemy does not surprise you. ‚13. It is not through our own fault 
that we have got into prison. 14. Our host has provided every- 
thing excellently by means of his reliable servants, without once 
needing to go there himself. 15. I do not in the least doubt of 
(= an) your loving me. 16. All the world shall learn what base 
means he has made_use of. 17. The spy stepped in under the 
pretext that he was looking for something. 18. The prices in 
this watering-place are increased by (= burd)) so many rich people 
staying here. 19. What I have just told you is connected with 
the former story. 20. What we at_that_time did voluntarily, [that] 
is now for us a forced labor. 21. I know nothing of how he bas 
escaped. 22. When we recover what we have lost is less certain 
than that we shall recover it. 23. Are you quite sure that it was 
they (154.4)? 24. They insisted on his turning back with them, 
and would hear nothing of his staying there. 25. The worthy 
old woman has just told me what a great misfortune has befallen 
her, and how no comfort is left her, save that she knows herself 
to be innocent. 26. Will you have the kindness to tell me what 
sort of a building that is? 27. That a new guest came in at that 
moment, I knew well; but who he was, I did not know. 28, She 
thinks only of (= auf) how she may be able to sacrifice herself to 
the welfare of her feliow-beings. 29. I should perhaps take this 
road; but I do not know whither it leads. 30. That is something 
which (179.5) the master will in no case allow. 31. What you 
see there is all that (179.5) the poor man has left in the world; 
aud he has great apprehension that he will soon lose this also. 
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Exercise 28, 

Adjective dependent clauses (437; 110.1). 

1. London is a city which has an enormous extent. 2. The 
boys, who had been looking everywhere, finally found the place 
where their sister lay hidden. 3. Death is a means whereby all 
diseases are healed. 4. This is the second misfortune that hag 
happened to me to-day. 5. She is speaking of a place where 
(= whither) I have all my life longed to be. 6. The vulgar man 
does not understand the goal toward which (180) the noble man 
strives. 7. This is the man whom he produced to me before his 
departure, as one upon whom I could absolutely rely. 8. Alone 
I should not like to go so far; but he (166.24) is a companion 
with whom I could journey_over the whole world. 9. Tell me 
the way in_which (— wic) it happened. 10. The eventide, when 
everything betakes itself to rest, had drawn near. 

Exercise 29. 

Adverbial dependent clauses (438.1,2,30-6,f,9): 

1. We rested ourselves where a large oak spread_abroad a 
grateful shade. 2. The railway-train goes_roaring off while the 
friends at the station look after it. 3. I do it because it pleases 
me. 4. The company got out of the carriage, while the horses 
were unharnessed and led into the stable. 5. My dear friend 
stands now before my mind’s eye exactly as I have so often seen 
her in reality. 6. Although he overwhelmed me with entreaties, 
I could not accompany him. 7. If thou ‘art my friend, then 
furnish me now the proof. 8. If you do not know anything sen- 
sible (129.5) to say, then keep silent. 9. Henry stood still, in_ 
order_that the others might pass by him. 10. The lady’s an- . 
swer was very low, so that it (169.2; 171) scarcely reached his 
ears. 11. The more friendly I grow, the more repelling does 
he become. 12. The band played beautifully to-day, as I have 
never yet heard it play. 13. It is so fine an (67) evening that I 
can not_possibly stay at home. 14. A beavy fate seems to fol- 
low him everywhere, wherever he may go. 15. No, we are not 
going to-day [thither] where we were day_before yesterday. 
16. I believe he is attached to him only [for this reason] because 
he hopes to gain something. 17. Your success may vary, accord- 
ing as you are yourself active about it or not. 18. Before they 
could return, we were already gone. 19. Because he is personally 
disagreeable to me, I do not invite him. 20. If it is you (154.4/), 

epee 
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do (= dodj) come to me! 21. When I aimed at the little_bird, 
it flew off. 22. If I can be of_assistance to you, call upon me. 
23. As the bridge is not quite safe, we prefer not to go over if, 
24, He is at heart a good lad, although he does not always obey 
his parents. 25. Brave warriors do not give way until there is no 
hope left. 26. The more the clumsy fellow exerts himself, the 
less his undertaking appears to succeed. 

SERIES II. 

EXERCISES ON SPECIAL POINTS IN THE GRAMMAR. 

Exercise 30. 

Use of the articles (66-7). 

1. Patience is a rarer virtue than courage. 2. Last winter ıt, 
was not very cold, and he made a journey in Turkey. 3. Asa 
student, he lived in Charlotte St.; but now he has become a par- 
son, and has moved to Potsdam St. 4. Then he dipped his 
hand into the water, passed it over his face, wiped it, and thrust 
it into his pocket. 5. My cousin takes a music-lesson twice a 
week. 6. He comes very often in the morning to seeme. 7. Have 
you seen Lucca in Faust? 8. Jesting aside, we must be there at 
evening. 9. The merits of Augusta are great. 10. Otto Moltke, 
the bearer of this, is a colleague of mine (= me). 11. As the 
agent of your father, I cannot permit it. 

Exercise 31. 

Declension of foreign and proper names (101-8). 

1. Our professor has a great collection of minerals. 2. The in- 
habitants of New York are from all parts_of_the_world. 3. 
Frank’s portfolio and Mary’s books are still lying on the sofa in 
the drawing-room. 4. Conrad’s prospects have unfortunately 
grown worse. 5. In how many volumes is the edition of Hein- 
rich Heine’s works? 6. In the saloon are two sofas, a large and 
asmall one. 7. The lords have all voted against it. 8. He has 
made the ascension of Jesus Christ [to] the subject of a painting. 
9. That was formerly a castle of King Frederick the Great. 10, 
The influence of this climate is in many cases beneficial. 
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Exercise 32. 

Peculiarities of adjective declension (125-8; 129.5). 

1. Thoufoolish man! howcanstthouactsoimprudently? 2. We 
dwelt in the beautiful open country, several Jong miles distant from 
the city. 3. It is bad weather; I believe the expected guests will 
stay away on that account. 4. Ye good men cannot comprehend 
such an injustice. 5. Below atthe shore lay a pretty little wooden 
boat, and the children got in and went out upon the lake. 6. The 
temple, built of splendid white marble, stood upon an eminence, 
7. He has, indeed, spoken much, but has said nothing good and 
of _solid_value. 8. I have just seen something beautiful and 
heard of something dreadful. 

Exercise 33. 

Specialities of use of pronouns (154.2-4; 155.4; 161; 166.2,3, 171, 
179.4,5; 181). 

1. I knew nothing of it, for no one had told me anything about 
it. 2. It looks very black; there is probably a storm coming; 
but whether it will rain or hail we can not yet say. 3. I answer 
for it that he does not deceive you. 4. If it is you, step nearer. 
5. This moment decides whether we shall love or hate one an- 
other. 6. I have read too much; my eyes pain me. 7. Her I 
do not mean; I am speaking of her sister. 8. Mrs. Steinthal is 
in [the] town; if you want to see her, come to our house day_ 
after_to-morrow. 9. I make it a (= zum: 316.26, em. ; 66.7) 
principle not to believe him, whatever he may say ; for all that he 
has said to me hitherto was false.~ 10. He persecutes me, who 
have never harmed him; and he loves thee, who canst not love 
him in_return. 11. They have loved one another since [the] 
last summer, when they saw one another for the first time. 12. 
These were the considerations which moved us to it. 

Exercise 34. 

Expressions of measurement and of time (211.2,3; 216.54,b). 

1. The baron lives alone in his castle; it lies four miles from 
the city, on a hill about two hundred feet high (147.2) ; he has 
ninety casks of wine in his cellar, and a thousand head of cattle 
in his fields; and his little army of retainers is a hundred and 
seventy-five men strong. 2. Can yon tell me how many pounds 
that weighs? 3. We must be there punctually ; the doors are 
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closed at eight o’clock. 4. Allow me to offer you a glass of this 
good wine. 5. Besides his house, a large piece of fertile land be- 
longs to him. 6. These peasants dine at twelve o’clock, and ga 
to bed about half past eight. 7. The whole family has been 
(324.3) here since the first of August; on the twenticth of Sep- 
tember they intend to make an excursion into the country. 8. 
Please try a cup of this genuine Russian tea. 9. Wo, I thank you. 
I lave already drunk two cups of tea, 

Exercise 35. 

Special uses of the genitive (220). 

1. In the morning I write in my room; in the evening I go 
to walk. 2. One evening, as we sat cosily together, he told me 
the wonderful story_of_his_life. 3. What I say to you, he 
said to me in all seriousness. 4. Only be of good (121.3) courage; 
a real danger is by_no_ means imminent. 5. I believe, his 
health is perfectly restored ; when I saw him last, he was in very 
good spirits. 6. In this case, I cannot be of your opinion. 7. My 
cousin Frederick has had (324.3) for years the habit of dining 
(345.3) with me on Sunday. 8. Alas, the fate that we have to 
endure! 9. I was not present, because I was unexpectedly called 
away shortly before the appointed time. 10, He has never, to 
my knowledge, been concerned in it. 

Exercise 36. 

Special uses of the dative (222.111a,d; 225). 

* 1, Even if you have no inclination to it, do it to oblige your 
friend, 2. In honor of you the children were released from school. 
3. Hail to the conquerors of our foes and defenders of our honor! 
4, Alas for him! the reseue comes too late. 5. The hero, an ex- 
ample to us and to our children, has departed_from_Jife. 6. 
Welcome to every honorable guest who treads our threshold! 7. 
To those who follow our banner, glory and honor! - 8, He looked 
in the eyes of one, and whispered in the ear of another; then he 
wiped his own eyes, and put on his spectacles. 

Exercise 37. 

Special constructions of the accusative (227.2; 229-30). 

1. He sleeps the sleep of the righteous. 2. Now the rider gets 

down from his horse, and wishes to rest himself in the inn, for 

he has ridden himsclf tired. 3. He fought his way cheerfully 
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and courageously through life, attained a great age, and died a 
peaceful and painless death. 4. I should much like to take part 
in your mountain-excursion, but I am no longer used to such an 
exertion. 5. We can no longer suffer tive rude, inconsiderate beha- 
vior of these men; we have at last had enough of it. 6. The 
travellers had to wait several minutes in this vestibule before they 
were let m. 7. The fellow ran rapidly down the stone steps, al- 
most before we noticed it; and soon we had lost him from sight. 
8. For ten months.the leader of the band_of_robbers was in prison. 
9. The lake is in this spot fifty feet deep. 10. We went first 
along a straight road, then turned to the left. 11. We were in 
the same town the whole summer through, without meeting each 
other a single time. 12. He continued standing (343.16) there 
a_long_time, his head bared, his eyes fixed upon the stone. 

Exercise 38. 

Modal auxiliaries in compound tenses, and used independently 
(251.4-6; 259). 

1. You can have as much of it as you will; I have not wanted 
to reserve anything for myself. 2. William, why could you not 
have kept silence? you ought not to have told your father what 
you think of his design. 3. The hostler went to the stable in 
order to saddle the horse; but he could not get in, because the 
door was locked. | 4. I am curious to know whether you can do 
that; I have not been able to do it. 5. If the girls knew Italian, 
they would more easily come to an understanding with the violinist. 
6. The children may not go further; it has been [already] often 
forbidden them. 7. I have had to act thus, because my brother 
wished (perf.) it; in this affair I do not venture to act against his 
wishes. 8, The physician would gladly have decided as you wish, 
but his opinion differs somewhat from yours. 9. What means 
this standing and waiting; are you not allowed to go away? 10, 
We are allowed everything; but, for reasons which I cannot im- 
part to you at this moment, we would rather not. 

Exercise 39, 

Passive verbs (2718-82), 

1. The king has received the emperor’s ambassador with a dis- 
eourtesy hardly to be expected. 2. Our whole family was yester- 
day evening at a private_ball at Mr. Mohrenschild’s; there was 
much dancivg and eating, but remarkably little drinking, 38, Is 
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this errand performed according to my wish? 4. Sir, it is Just_ 
now performing in accordance with your wish. 5. As soon as 
(438.34) the lamp was lighted, the interrupted work was taken up 

ain. 6. The event which is to be feared has not occurred. 7. 
The boys who had stolen the apples were already long since dis- 
covered by the gardener, before they were driven out of the gar- 
den. tS The professor was last night kept awake so long by some 
noisy boys that he feels quite weary to-day, and cannot give his 
romised lecture. 9. I am regularly provided by him with new 
bock and periodicals. 10. He is provided for his journey with 
a pair of dark glasses, which are to protect his eyes from the daz- 
zling snow. 

Exercise 40. = 

Reflexive verbs (286-90). 

1. The exile longs for his native country. 2. Is not the dis- 
honest shopkeeper ashamed of his behavior? © 3# Whoever risks 
such a thing, relies upon an accident. 4. Carefully beware of a 
repetition of this evil. 5. This stuff wears well; I have often. 
worn it. 6. The little _summer-house on the hill among the trees 
looks quite prettily.| 7. Call the girls away; they are danenTe 
themselves tired. 8. It is good walking on this handsomely 
levelled path. 9. I tried to recollect his name, but I positively 
could not do it. 10. Can you remember the title of the book 
which we read (perf.) together on our journey? 11. To oppose 
the royal dominion is diflicult, but to submit to it is impossibie. 
12. Unawares we near the fateful hour. 

Exercise 41. 

Impersonal verbs (292-3). 

1. Are there no Jews in thistown? 2. O yes, there are some; 
but they are not numerous, and they all? live’ in a certain quarter 
of the town. 8. It appears to me highly improbable that you 

should ever succeed in that. 4. I did not, it is true, succeed 
in it the time before, but methinks I shall carry it through this time. 
5. How are you now? 6. I am already quite well, but you are 
certainly still feeling badly. 7. I am constantly getting colder; 
tlere must be a draught_of_air somewhere. 8. The wanderer 
was bungry and thirsty; the night was coming on, and he knew 
_of no way_out. 9. I wonder that my neighbors do not leave a 
hense where they fecl themselves uncomfortable. 10. There have 
been far fewer accidents on this railway than upon the others. 
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Exercise 42. 

Use of the tenses (324-6). 

1. The family of which you speak came to America, but went 
back again, and has been now for eight years in Germany. 2. 
How long have you been waiting for us here? 3. We had been 
waiting for two hours when you arrived, and we should soon have 
given you up. 4. Only go on_ahead, I will follow directly. 5. 
We start this evening at eigbt o'clock 3 shall we not see each 
other at the station? 6. No, unfortunately we must take leave 
of each other now; I am going at seven o’clock into the suburb, 
and shall not come back until nine. 7. We had been there only 
about a quarter of an hour when they came past. 8. Did you 
attend the festival lately? I thought [I saw you there. 9. You 
were not mistaken; and how did it please you on the whole? 
10. The children were not in school yesterday ; their mother was 
ill, and they staid at home to nurse her. 

a 

Exercise 43. 

Optative subjunctive (331). 

1. May we soon be freed from this odious imprisonment! 2, 
God grant that the lovers soon meet again! 3. Let him go where 
he will; we shall not follow him. God bless our land and our 
people! 5. Between us be ini 6. O that we had remained 
united! 7. Zong live the young king, the friend of the people! 
8. Oh, had we availed_ourselves_of the precious opportunity, 
which will never be repeated! 

Exercisz 44, 

Conditional and potential subjunctive, and conditional (332, 335), 

1. If the weather were not so hot, I should be able to work 
better. 2. It would have been pleasanter’, however, if we had 
made the excursion_into_the_ country without guides. 3. What 
should we not have gained, had we remained faithful to our ori- 
ginal determination! 4. O that this day were past! 5. The 
neighbor’s child avoids us, as if it were afraid of us. 6. I would 
at once give you the necessary money, but I have just been pay- 
ing a bill, and must first get some. 7. It might perhaps not yet 
be too late. 8. He has, I should think, blundered egreviously. 
9. I should like myself also to have taken part in the war. 10. 
Put the bouquet into the water, that it may not fade. 11. Iti 
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to be hoped (343.111.18) that the session be soon broken up. 12. 
It would be imprudent to go further. 13. The wine would not 
suffice, if the company were increased by one person. 

Exercise 45. 

Subjunctive of indirect statement (333). 
1. He says he has had nothing to do with it. 2. Our messenger 

doubts whether he can arrive at the proper time. 3. The mother 
cried out aloud for fear that her child would drown. 4. You will 
never compel your friend to coufess that he was himself to blame 
for it. 5. We did not believe that the illness was so bad, and 
that he so much needed our help. 6. The people through (= in) 
the whole country complained that a downright famine threatened 
them. 7. Have you read to-day’s paper? they say that it con- 
tains an important piece_of news. 8. It is my urgent wish that 
he may never return. 9. Ye would have done it? If I had only 
known that! 10. The schoolmaster imagiues he is very learned, 
11. My brother writes me he has arrived safely, and will soon 
send me a book which our uncle has given him for me. 12. He 
admonished us that only those who fought bravely could hope for 
deliverance; but all who fled the danger must perish in it. 

Exercise 46, = 

Infinitive constructions (343-8). 
1. To be able to enjoy life is surely a fine thing. 2. It is use- 

less to dwell upon such thoughts. 3. What shall we have for 
dinner to-day? 4. Whatever you choose to order will suit me. 
5. I left them lying in the same spot where I found them. 6. 
Dost thou not hear some one cali? 7. Charles was very kind to- 
day; he helped me copy these letters. 8. He is prepared to an- 
nihilate everything that gets into his way. 9. If you will let that 
happen, you must take upon yourself the whole responsibility. 
10. He no longer questions and doubts anything, but accustoms 
himself to believe everything, even the incredible. ‘11. Why 
would you not like to have this article printed? 12. I caused 
the book to be read aloud to me by my brother. 13. Have the 
coachman called and the carriage driven up; 1 have an errand to 
attend to in the city. 14. I have caused him to be looked for 
everywhere, but he is not to be found. 15. Such a horse is not 
easily to be obtained. 16. Without heeding my express com- 
mands, he has run away, in order to amuse himself somewhere, or 

to attend to his own affairs, 
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Exercise 47. 

Participial constructions (350-59). 

1. The dead victims of his rage return as ghosts to plague 
him. 2. The high-grown trees shaded the road. 3. The foam- 
ing drink quevched our thirst and refreshed us. 4. The bystand- 
ers hastened to snatch the knife out of the hand of the madman 
(222.1112). 5. Those who had arrived knocked long at the bolted 
door, but in vain, 6. The exile was advised (281) to direct a pc- 
tition to the Queen. 7. Filled with love and devotion, the unfor- 
tunates resigned themselves (4314) to their fate. 8. Engaged 
more and more by this pious design, he furthered it in every pos- 
sible way. 9. The horses, panting and sorely wearied, bore their 
riders up the mountain. 10. We called both? the’ (67) boys up 
to us; they came running. 11. I call that maturely considered. 

Exercise 48. 

Adverbial forms of adjectives (363). 

1. He spoke well, it is true, but did not convince his hearers. 
2. According to that which (179.5) I hear, the crew defended 
(326.2) itself bravely. 3. Will you please to reach me the but- 
ter? 4. At another time he would be exceedingly welcome, but 
now he comes extremely unseasonably [for me]. 5. I will tell 
you what has struck me most.) 6. I do not feel myself in the least 

offended. “7. Tt would’ be pleasantest for us, if he had dinner 
served in the open air. 8. 1 have nothing to reproach him for; 
he has behaved most handsomely. 9. In_the_first_place, I don’t 
know what the fellow’s name is; and secondly, he did not tell me 
where he lives. 

Exercise 49. 

Prepositions governing dative or accusative (376). 

1. Henry crept behind the house, and hid himself from the sol- 
diers. 2. Where is my book? IJ laid it on the table. 3. It has 
fallen upon the floor; it is lying there under the table. 4. Be- 
tween the two houses stands a high tree. 5. I cannot think ot 

_ that hour without becoming (346.1) sad. 6. The government will 
“ in no case permit that, 7. The blind man directed his eyes up- 

ward, as if he could perceive the glorious spectacle. s. The lad 
swam over the river, and his large dog swam along after him. 9. 
We went into his dwelling to look for him, and found him in the 
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first room. 10. The miser buried his treasure under this flat stone, 
11. The little_birds hover in the air over the roofs of the houses. 

SERIES IV. 

ExERCISES FOUNDED ON PASSAGES IN THE READER. 

Exercise 50. 

Reader, p. 20, ll. 11-23. 

In a certain house lived a little boy, and this boy had some tin 
soldiers, which had been given (281) him on his birthday. They 
were twenty-five in number, but they had only forty-nine legs, for 
one of them had to stand upon one leg, because the tin had not 
held out when he was moulded; but he was no less steadfast than 
the others who had two legs, and his remarkable history we will 
now read. The soldiers lay together in a box, until the boy took 
them out and set them up upon the table. There they stood now, 
in their splendid red and blue uniform, and each one held his 
musket on his arm. 

Exercise 51. 

Reader, p. 27, 1. 3—p 28, 1. 21. 

When my horse at last held still, and I had seated myself 
Bra in the saddle, I saw beside me a very strange and ugly 
ittle man. He was all yellow, and his nose was at least a foot 
long. He asked me for a piece of money, and said he had checked 
the course of my horse. That was a lie, but I gave him a gold- 
piece, in order to be rid of him, and trotted on. He followed after 
me, and cried “false money!” I galloped as fast as possible, 
but he was the whole time by my side. Then I stopped and 
wanted to give him another, but he would not take it. And he 
showed me the goblins under the earth, how they played with 
silver and gold; and he showed them my gold-piece, and they 
laughed and hissed and climbed up toward me, stretching out their 
dirty fingers. A horror seized me, and I rushed a second time 
madly into the wood, 

Exercisge 52. 

Reader, p. 30. 

Hast thou seen the lofty castle by the sea, with the rosy clouds 

that hover over it? “Ihave seen it; and above it stood the moon, 

and far around the mist.” Hast thou heard the wind, and the 
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surging sea, and festive song from the halls? “No; the 
wind did not blow, the waves lay quiet, and out of the castle 
came a song of mourning.” Didst thou not see the king and 
queen, with their red mantles and golden crowns? and was (= went) 
not a maiden of splendid beauty with them? “I have indeed 
seen the’ parents‘, but they wore no glittering crowns, and had 
put on black mourning-garments. The maiden was not there.” 

Exercise 53, 

Reader, p. 31. 

There were (154.45,@) once three students, who (438.3/) crossed 
the Rhine, and came to an inn where they were accustomed to 
ut up. And as they went in, the hostess came to meet them, 

and asked them what they would have. “Beer and wine,” an- 
swered they; “and your pretty little daughter we should also’ 
like to see.” “Fresh beer and clear wine ye can indeed have; 
but my daughter is no longer living; here she lies upon the bier.” 
Now [the] one of the three students had long loved her, and, 
while the others gazed sadly at her, and even began to weep, he 
kissed her pale mouth, and swore to love only her for ever. 

Exercise 54 

Reader, p. 37. 

Tam sad, and I cannot comprehend why I am so (154.4e). The 
sun is setting, and the air is cool; the Rhine flows quietly past 
my feet; the evening sunlight illumines the summit of the moun- 
tain, and I am thinking over and over an old legend. Up there 
sits a beautiful maiden; and as she combs with a golden comb 
her down-flowing golden hair, she sings a wondrous and mighty 
song. When the sailor in the little ship hears this song, a wild 
pain seizes him; he no longer sees the rocks about him; he no 
longer marks the track on which he has to sail. If I am not mis- 
taken, the sailor with his boat will sink; and the Lorelei, the 
beautiful maiden who is singing up there, will have done it. 

Exercise 55. 

Reader, p. 39. 

This stream is well known to me. [Already] many years ago 
I once crossed it. The castle, the weir, the whole landscape is 
unchanged. When I was here for the first time, I did not come 
alone, as Inow come. In this boat two companions rode with 
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me—an elderly, fatherly man, and a hopeful, gladsome youth. 
The former passed quietly through the remainder of his life, just 
as he had till then quietly lived: the latter, in_accordance_with 
his natural_character, fell in stormy battle. Whilst I at the pre- 
sent hour transport myself back to those old happy days, I pain- 
fully feel_the_loss_of my dear companions, snatched away by death 
(147.2), Yet Death cannot snatch away friendship from me: for 
he (166.25) has to do only with the body, while I am still always 
in communion with the spirits. Take then, ferryman, a triple 
fare ; for with me have crossed two others, who remained invisible 
to thee. 

Exercise 56. 

Reader, p. 40. 

Dost thou still remember the times when we were merry little 
children, and played together? Then we took a great chest which 
lay in the yard, and papered and furnished it, and made of it our 
dwelling. Often, the neighbor’s cat used to visit us, and acted very 
courtly and aristocratic; while we curtseyed to her, and inquired 
most anxiously (363.28,c) after her health. And as we sat there in 
our cosy house, we talked together not less sensibly than old 
people do [it]. In our time, we lamented, everything was (333) 
better; neither coffee was dear, nor money scarce; nor had love 
and faith vanished from the world, as [it] was (333.4a) now the 
case, 

Exercise 57. 

Reader, p. 41. 

Who shall conduct us over into the Silent Land? The evening 
sky grows ever cloudier and darker, and on the shore where we 
are to land are piled up the wrecks of others’ vessels. Yet we 
would fain go over, to the land where there is free space for the 
ennobling of every beautiful soul, that has faithfully endured here 
the struggle of life. Where the great dead live, thither will a 
gentle messenger, sent by our fate (147.2), conduct us. 

Exercise 58. 

Reader, p. 49. 

We (185) have two ears and one mouth, in order to be able to 
hear much and say little. We have two eyes and one mouth, 
that we may see far more than we talk about. Likewise we have 
twe hands and one mouth, because we are to work at least twice 
as much as we eat. 
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Exercise 59. 

Reader, pp. 62-4. 

In ancient times, when singers (66.1) still wandered through the 
world, two singers once came to a beautiful lofty castle, surrounded 
with fragrant gardens (147.2). In this castle ruled a rich and 
proud king. Gloomy and pale he sat; terrible were his thoughts 
and furious his looks. As the two drew near to the castle, the old 
man, who, sitting on a handsome steed, held in his hand a harp, 
spoke to the lad, who, fresh and blooming, walked at his side: 
“Get ready to collect all your force and to strike up your fullest 
tone. We must select our deepest songs, for the stony heart of 
this king is not easy to touch.” 
Now the singers stand in the splendid hall before the terrible 

king and the mild queen. Wonderfully the old man strikes the 
chords; richer and richer swells the sound upon the ear, while the 
clear voice of the youth blends gloriously with the hollow, ghostly 
singing of the old man. All scoffing dies out on the lips and in 
the hearts of the courtiers, the insolent warriors bow down, and 
the queen, deeply moved, takes the rose which she had worn upon 
her breast, and casts it down to the noble pair. 

But the king, trembling with (vor) rage, sprang up from his 
throne; the singers had, he cried, enticed away from him (222.13) 
first his people, and now even his wife. Thereupon he hurled at 
(auf) the youth his flashing sword; it pierced his (171.2) breast ; 
and out of the mouth from which had poured forth golden songs, 
gushed now a red stream of blood. 

Soon the youth had breathed his last in the arms of the old man 
his master, and the latter, casting his mantle about him, and bind- 
ing him upright upon the horse, left the castle. Yet he went not 
far; in the gate he stopped, and, after he had dashed his harp in 
pieces on one of the marble pillars, he called down from heaven 
with ringing voice a curse upon castle and gardens, and upon the 
infamous murderer. 

Heaven heard the cry of the old singer; the castle, with its 
halls and lofty columns, is totally destroyed; even the land round 
about is desolate; not a tree grows there; the springs are dried 
up; and the king’s name is forgotten. 

Exercise 60. 
Reader, pp. 65-70. 

The king casts a golden cup down from the summit of the clift 
into the howling sea, and asks if any one has the courage to plunge 
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into the abyss and fetch out the cup. Whoever dares to do this, 
may keep it (171) as his own. 

The knights and the squires are all silent, and it appears as if 
(436.39) no one cared to win the cup. But finally, after the king 
has asked a third time, one of the squires, a glorious youth, steps 
forth (fervor) and throws aside his cloak. And while all gaze 
wonderingly upon him, he steps boldly to the edge of the abyss, 
where the water boils and roars fearfully, and the crowding waves 
spurt their foam to the sky. He looks down a_long_time, and 
waits, till the waves are drawn downward again, and a bottomless 
chasm yawns before him: then he leaps from the rock, and quickly 
disappears in the dark water. 

They (185) stand and linger upon the shore; they speak of the 
high-spirited youth, whom they never think to see again; they 
tell one another (155.4) how that the king’s crown were no reward 
for such a decd ;—but suddenly the flood again approaches roaring, 
and they see a white arm rise out of the water and joyously wave 
the cup. It is the brave youth, who has saved his soul alive out 
of the horrible abyss of waters. 
He kneels down before the king and gives him the cup; the king 

has it filled by his lovely daughter with sparkling wine and handed 
to the youth; upon which the latter begins his story. He relates 
how the furious current had dragged him down; but God had 
showed kim a jutting rock ; this he had seized and so had escaped 
[an] immediate death; and so he had also found the cup, which 
was hanging close by on the point of a coral-branch; otherwise 
he would never have found it, for the bottomless depth lay there 
in purple darkness beneath him. Also he told what hideous 
monsters were there to be seen (343.1/18); and how, terrified, he 
had let go the rock; but at just the time when the eddy was ready 
to drag him upward. 

The king, astonished at this, presents him the cup, together_ 
with a precious ring, and begs him to try it once more, and briny 
up tidings from the yet deeper bottom of the sea. But the gen- 
tle daughter_of_the_king implores her father to rest content, 
since the noble youth had [though] already undergone what no 
one besides dared undergo. 
Thereupon the king quickly seizes the cup and hurls it down 

into the whirlpool, with the promise that he will (333.3e) make 
the squire [to] the first of his knights, and give him his daughter 
as spouse, if he will get it (171) again. 

The youth sees the maiden turn pale and sink to the ground; 
love seizes his soul and gleams from his eyes; he determines (= 
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will) to win the precious prize or to die, and he plunges once 
more down. 

The breakers come back with thundering noise, the waters rise 
and fall roaring, but in vain do they bend down to see the diver ; 
the waves never bring him again. 

EXERCISE 61. 

Reader, pp. 75-6. 

When two French grenadiers, who had been prisoners in Russia, 
heard that France had lost, and that the emperor was a prisoner, 
they wept together over this sad news. Then said [the] one of 
them, who was wounded: “My old wound burns agam and pains 
me sorely; I shall not live much longer.” “ Thou canst die,” re- 
plied the other, “for thou bast neither wife nor child at home, 
who would have to go begging, but for thee.” “ Wife or child 
concerns me not,” said the first again, “ when my emperor is taken. 
If thou comest to France, grant me this last request; have me 
buried in French earth, with my musket in my hand and the cross 
of honor on my breast (230.3), that I may lie there and listen till 
my emperor shall ride (332.5d) over my grave; then I will come 
forth armed, to protect him.” 

EXxErcisE 62. 

Reader, p. 104, 11. 5-21. 

Within, in the house, the modest housewife governs wisely, 
surrounded by her children. She teaches the girls to be indus- 
trious (343.15), and controls the rude boys. Her presses become 
filled with treasures which she has herself made of snowy linen 
and of glistening wool. What is the gain of the husband with- 
out the ordering sense of the wife? What is the good that 
he gathers without the beauty that she adds to it? 

EXERCISE 63. 

Reader, p. 108, ll. 3-18. 

Death hath dissolved forever the tender bonds of this house- 
hold, in_that he hath led away the faithful wife and mother into 
the dark land of shadows. The blooming children whom she bore 
to ber husband, and who have grown up under her faithful manage- 
ment, will henceforth have to do_without her care. A stranger, 
ae love can never equal hers, will govern in the orphaned 
vuse, 
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Exercise 64. 

Reader, p. 154, 1. 30—p, 155, 1. 14. 

When the signal is once given, every one begins to be foolish, 
yes, crazy, and to permit himself all_sorts_of liberties and imper- 
tinences toward high and low. The birth of Christ, the Roman 
thinks, has indeed been able to put off for a few weeks the ancient 
festival of the Saturnalia, but its (171.2) privileges have not by_ 
that_means been altogether abolished. If thou hast thyself been 
present at the carnival, I shall do thee a service, in_that I bring 
before thy imagination a lively depiction of its already enjoyed 
pleasures: if the journey is still in prospect for thee, thou wilt be 
able better to overlook and enjoy the crowded and noisy festival 
by reason of the few leaves which I now send thee. 

EXeERcIsE 65. 

Reader, p. 159, 1. 18-32. 

An advocate, who declaims as if he were standing before the 
court, presses rapidly through the crowd. Every promenader 
(dat.) whom he can seize is threatened with a law-suit. This one 
is claimed to have committed sundry absurd crimes, which are re- 
hearsed to him and to all the bystanders; to that one his numerous 
and enormous debts are exactly specified. His piercing voice and 
fluent tongue put every one to shame. You think perhaps that 
he will soon stop, when he has really only just got a going; he 
turns about and begins again when you suppose that he has at 
last gone away. While he does not address this one, whom he 
has gone directly at, he seizes another one, although the latter is 
already past. It grows maddest (140.20), however, when two 
such fellows fall in with one another. 

EXERCISE 66. 

Reader, p. 165, 11.7-18. 

The practice of pelting (345.3) each other with confetti probably 
took its origin from some fair one’s having (346.2) once pelted 
her good friend, as he went past her without noticing her, with 
real sugarplums; and from the person hit having then turned 
round, as was quite natural, and discovered her who thus assailed 
him. Now, however, it has become a universal custom. [teal 
confectionery, to_be_sure!, is no longer wasted in this manner; a 
kind of gypsum pellets, made specially for such use, is carricd 
about for sale in baskets. 
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Exercıse 67. 

Reader, 168, L 31—p. 169, 1. 27. 

The horses which are to run never have a covering on their 
bodies. When the handsomely decorated grooms lead them into 
the lists, they are for the most part fiery and impatient, and but 
for the dexterity of the grooms, they would not be to be restrained 
(343.11115) at all. They are unmanageable because of their 
eagerness to begin the race; they are skittish because of the pre- 
sence of so many people. As soon as the rope falls, they start off. 
At first each horse seeks to get ahead of the rest, but soon they 
come into the narrow space, where all emulation becomes fruitless, 
In a few moments they have disappeared, and the race-course is 
filled up again by the in-crowding people. At the other end of 
the course, where they are waited for (281), they are dexterously 
caught, and the victor receives the prize. _ 

EXERCISE 68. 

Reader, pp. 201-2 

What Shakspeare wished to portray, we see clearly from these 
words: a soul which is not equal to a great deed that is laid upon 
it. We see how an oak, planted in a flower-vase (147.2), destroys 
the vase by the expansion of its mighty roots. That which is 
required of him would be to a hero no heavy burden; but Hamlet 
is not a hero, and he cannot bear it. Neither can he throw it off, 
for it is to him a duty ; and to a pure and noble character, such 
as (= wie e8) Hamlet is, every duty, even the heaviest, is sacred. 

The hero of the historian or the poet always acts independently, 
executes all that he undertakes, sets aside every obstacle, and at- 
tains infallibly to his great purpose. Life, however, teaches us 
differently ; that the atrocious deed rolls onward in its consequences, 
involving the innocent and the guilty; and not until the hour of 
judgment comes, does the villain fall; but then the good man also 
falls with him ; a whole race is cut down by fate, in order that 
another may spring up. 

EXERCISE 69. 

Reader, p. 202, 1. 29-p. 208, 1. 8. 

Often, when one looks upon the treeless plain, lighted by the 
rapidly rising and sinking constellations (147.2), one believes that 
the great shoreless ocean is spreading itself out before him. The 
prairie, hardly less than the ocean itself, fills the mind with the 
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feeling of infinity, and with the higher spiritual impuises which 
develop themselves out of this feeling. But while the ocean-sur- 
face, on account of its light-moving waves, has a friendly aspect, 
the prairie, on_the_contrary, lies stiff and desolate, almost as if it 
were the rocky crust of a dead planet. 

Exercıse 70. 

Reader, p. 230, 1. 18-p. 231,1. 6. 

The generations of beasts arise and pass away, without (436.34) 
a thought of the significance of their life and of its particular 
period ever arising in them. With all races of men, on the other 
hand, we notice that every leading event—as, for example, the 
birth of a child, marriage, death, and burial—is distinguished by 
an appropriate ceremony. The farther we look back into antiquity, 
the more exactly prescribed and sharply defined do the forms of 
such ceremonies become. ‘The feeling lies at the bottom of these 
usages (222.IIIa) that nothing would be rightly done or could be 
looked upon as complete, if it were not legitimated in this manner. 



ENGLISH-GERMAN VOCABULARY. 

EXPLANATIONS. 

Verbs of the Old conjugation, and of the New if irregular, are so noted (by an added O, 
or N. irr. respectively); their forms are to be sought in the List of Irregular Verbs, 
Verbs taking fein as auxiliary have an j added after them. Verbs of which the character 
as separably or inseparably compounded would be otherwise doubtful have their accent 
marked (311). 
Nouns have the sign of their gender appended, and the endings of their genitive singular 

(except of feminines) and nominative plural. 
If the vowel of an adjective is modified in comparison, the fact is noted. 
Adverbs in -ly derived from adjectives and having the same form as the adjectives (130) 

are not separately entered. 
The case governed by a preposition, and, in many cases, by a verb or adjective, is noted 

in parenthesis after it. 
Figures in parenthesis refer to the Grammar ; others, to the Exercises, 

able :--be able, fünnen N. ivr. 
about prep., (= round about) um 

(ace.), um... hers; (a. such a time) 
unt (ace.); (= respecting, concern- 
ing) über (acc.); about it, dabei 
29.17.—adv. (= nearly, not far from) 
etwa, ungefähr; round about, 
rings herum ; stroll about cfc, see 
the verbs, 

abroad: — spread abroad, ver: 
breiten. 

absolute, unbedingt. 
accident, (= chance) Bufall m. -18, 

zälle ; (= mishap) Unglücksfall m. -18, 
alle. 

accompany, begleiten. 
ace ordance :— in ace. with, gez 
mäß (det, B74), nad) (dat.) 39.4. 

according :—acc. as, je les 
acc. to, nach (dat. 3745). 

account:—on ace. of, wegen (Jen. 
3755), om that ace., deshalb. 

acemse, anlagen (ace, gen.). 
accustom (= habituate), gewöhnen ; 

be ace’d, pflegen. 
aequit, entledigen (ace. gen. Je 
act, handeln; (= bear one’s self) thin 

0. 56; (= behave) fich betragen O, 
active, tätig. 
add, hinzufügen. 

admonish, ermahnen. 
advantageous, vortheilhaft (for, 

dat.). 
advise, rathen O. 
afar, weit. 
affair, Sache f. zen; Gefchaft n. =t8, -te, 
afflict, bedrangen. 
afraid :—be afr. of, fidy fürchten 

vor (dat.). 
after prep., nad) (dat.); along af., 

hinter. .. (dat.) ber.—conj., nachden. 
again, wieder. 
against, gegen (acc.). 
age, Alter n. =v8, =v. 
agent, Gefchäftsträger m. =18, st. 
ago, vor (prep., governing in dat. the 

noun which ago follows); lomg 
ago, Lingft. 

ahead :—on ah., voran. 
aim v., zielen (at, auf, ace). 
air, Luft f. -ijte; draught of air, 

Luftzug m. 298, -üge ; open air, Fret 
(nent, adj. as noun), 

alas, ach (gen.), webe (dat.). 
Albert, Albrecht. 
all, alt; all my life, mein Lebenlang. 
allow, erlauben ; be allow’d, dürfen 

N. tin: 
almost, faft, beinahe. 
alone, allein. 
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along prep,, entlang (after ace,).— 
adv, al. after, sce after. 

wioud, laut; read al., vorlefen O. 
already, fchon ; vorhin 34.9. 
also, auch. 
although, obgleich, obfchen, 
altogether, ganjtich. 
always, immer. 
ambassador, Gefandt adj. as noun, 
America, Amerika n. =u8. 
American vorn, Amerikaner m. =18, 

vt; Am. woman, Amerikanerin f. 
snnen. 

among, ziifchen (dat. or ace.). 
amuse, unterhalten O, 
an, cin. 
and, und, 
Anna, Anna. 
annihilate, vernichten. 
another, cit ander; one another, 
einander ; fich, ums, euch (155.4). 

answer, Antwort f. ten, —v., antiwors 
ten; ans. for, ftehen O, für (ace. 

antiquity, Alterthum n. nd, zümer. 
any:—-anything, etwas; mot... 
an.,nicht3; no longer an., nichts 
mehr. 

appear, fcheinen O. 
apple, Apfel we. 18, Wepfel. 
apply :—ap. one’s self to, fich be: 

fleifien O. (gen.). 
appoint, beftimmen. 
apprehension, Angft f. 
approach :—ap. roaring, heran: 

branfen S. 
appropriate adj,, entfprechend. 
are, find (\ 
aristocratic, vornehm. 
around prep., un (dee). 
army, Seer 7. ered, -ve; Mrinee, f. zen. 
arrival, Ankunft f. 
arrive, anfonmen O. f, 
article, Artikel m. 218, lf. 
artist, Künftler m. =r8, tr. 
as, wie; (= as being, or in the shape 

of, or when) als; (= since) da; (= 
while) indem; (in twice as, not as) 
fo; as sf, als ob, ald wenn, ald with 
Jollowing inverted clause, 

Ascension, Simmelfahrt f. 
ashamed:—be a. of, fich fhämen 

(gen). 

aside, bei Seite. 
ask (= ingnire), fragen; (= request) 

bitten O. (for, um acc.). 
assail, angreifen 0, 
assist, unterftits ‘en. 
assistance, Beiftand m. -d8; of ass., 

behilflich adj. 

» iw) 
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assure, verfichern (ace. yen), 
assuredly, gewiß. 
at (at the stut.on, a ball), auf (dat.); 

(at the brook) an (ded.) ; (wunder or 
rejoice at) über (aer.); (at such 
o'clock) um; (at this moment ete.) 
in (dat.); (at one’s [house]) bei 
(dat.); (at heart) von (dat.); (hurl 
or aim at) auf (ace.) ; (knock at) an 
ace.) ; (ab a time) zu. 

attached, anhdnglich. 
attain, erreichen. 
attend, (= be present at) beimohnen 

(dut.); att. to, beforgen (acc.); 
nachgeben ©. |. (dat,) 46.16. 

attention, Yufmerffamkeit fi 
August, Auguft m. =t8, 
Augusta, Wugufta. 
autumn: — autumn 

Herbftmonat m. =t8, =te, 
avail one’s self of, fich bedienen 20.4 

(gen.) ; benugen 43.5 (acc.). 
avoid, vermeiden 
awake adj., wach; be aw., wachen. 
away, weg, fort. 
axe, Urt f. Uexte. 

month, 

back adv., zurüd; wieder: see the 
verbs. 

bad, fchlecht; fchlimm 45.5. 
ball :—private b., Privatball m. =I8, 

calle. 
band, (of music) Kapelle f. zen; be 

of robbers, Nauberbande f. zen. 
banner, Fahne f. zen, 
bare 7., entblofen. 
baron, Baron ın. 218, zue, 
base, adj., bös. 
basket, Korb m, =58, -ivbe; Little b- 

Körbehen wm, 208, en, 
Bavarian, Baier m, ern, ern. 
be, fein (239.2); as aux'y with pres. 

part., not to be rendered (324 ete.) ; 
be to, follen (257.2). 

bear v., tragen 
bearer, Ueberbringer ın. 8, <r, 
beautiful, fchön. 
beauty, Zchönbeit f. =ten. 
because, weil; bec. of, wegen (gen.). 
become, werden 0. f. 
bed, Bett r. -tes, =ten. 
befal, begegnen (dat) f. 
before prep., vor (dat. or are, 376), 

—couj., che, bevor.—in adj, sense, 
vorig 41.4 

beg, bitten 0. 
beggar, Settler m. -t8, st. 
begin, anfangen O., beginnen O 
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behave, fid) benchnien O., fic) halten 
0.488 

behavior, Setragen v. =n8, Hands 
fintgsweife fi 40.2. 

behind udn, hinter, zurüc, sce the 
verbs.—prep., binter «lat, or ace 
976). 

belief, Glauben m. 
believe, glauben. 
beiong to, geboren (dad. ). 
below ade, unten. 

bench, Dane r. zanfe, 
beneficial, wohlthuend. 
beside, neben (dal. or acc. 376). 
besides prep., außer (dat. ).—adv. auz 

ficerdem; mo one b., fonft niemand, 
betake ome’s self, fid) begeben O. 
better, beffer. 
between, jiwifehen (dat. or ace, 376). 
beware of, fich hüten vor (dai. ). 
beyond, jenfeits (yer. ). 
Bible, Bibel fl 
hill, Nechnung f. zgen. 
Dir a, Vogel wm. 18, zögel; 

Ragelehen nm, en, =n, 
bite, beifen O. 
black, fiywarz. 
blame:—be to bl. for, Schuld fein 

an (dat.). 
blend, fich verbinden O, 
Dless, fequen. 
blind, blind, 
blue, blau. 
blander, fich täufchen. 
boast v., ficy rühmen. 
boat, Boot n. =te8, -te ; Kahn m. nee, 

zahne 32.9. 
bolt »., verriegeln. 
bone, Knochen rn. zn, en. 
book, Buch v. =ch8, zücher. 
book-case, Biücherfchrane m. -f8, ante. 
boot, Stiefel m. =18, =l or ein, 
both, beide, 
bottie, Flefche fl zen. 
bottom, Grund m. -de8, -ünde ; at b., 

zu Grunde. 
bouquet, Blumenftrauf m. =Be8, zäufße, 
boy, Sinabe ın. cen, =en. 
brave, tapfer. 
break, brechen O.; br. up, aufheben 

en 

zu. 

little b., 

bridge, Brücke fl =en. 
bright:—br. side, ra zen. 
bring, bringen WV. ir, (= bring 

along) mitbringen 26.5. 
brook, Buch wm. -hes, cade; Little 

br, Vachlein n. 2n8, en. 
brooklet, Bächlein ». 2n8, en. 
brother, Bruder. 18, über ; broth- 

ers and sisters, Gefchwifter pl. \ 

EXERCISES. 

build, aufführen 32.6. 
building, Gebäude n. =e8, =e, 
bullet, Kugel f. ein, 
burn, brennen N. ir. 
bury, vergraben O. 
but con)., aber.—adv. (= only), nur; 

but for, obne (acc.). 
butter, Butter f. 
buy, farien. 
by, von (dat.); (= by means of, as re- 

sult of) durch (ace.); (denoting mea- 
sure of difference, increase or diminu- 
tion, etc.) um (acc); (= beside) bei; 
(transition) an (dat) vorüber. 

bystander, Umftchend adj. used as 
noun. 

call (= name), nennen N. irr.,; (= cry 
out to, summon) rufen O.; be call- 
ed (= have the name cf) beißen; c. 
down, berabrufen; c. away, ab: 
rufen 55.9, fortrufen 40.7; c. to, zus 
rufen (dat.); c. upon (= apply to), 
fich berufen auf (acc.). 

calm, rubig. 
can, Fünnen N. ivr. ; cannot, nicht 

fonnen X. irr. 
care, Sorge f. zen; free from c., 

forgenfrei ; take c., fih in Acht 
nebmen O. 

careful, forgfaltig. 
carriage, Wagen m. 2n8, en. 
carry :—c. through, dDurd)y’fiibren. 
carrying on n., Treiben n. =n3, 
case, Fall m. =I8, -alle; im no c., auf 

fcinen Fall. 
cask, Faf 2. =fjes, =äffer. 
casket, Raytchen n. 2n8, =n. 
castle, Schloß, 2. =fjes, zöjjer. 
catch, fangen O. 
cattle, Nind 2. =des, =der. 
cause. (overning another verb in 

infin.), laffen O, 
cease, aufhören. 
cellar, Keller m. =18, et. 
certain (= sure, secure) gewiß, fiber ; 

= indefinite, not further specified) 
gewiß. 

certainly, gcwift. 
chain, Kette f. sen. 
chancellor, Kanzler m. =18, sr. 
character, Charakter m. =r?, re, 
charge with, bejchuldigen (ace. gen.) 
Charles, Sarl. 
Charlotte St., Charlottenftraße, f. 
charming, reizend, 
cheerful, frob. 
cheese, Rife 11. =08, ze, 
child, Kind n. =te8, =der , Liddle ch., 

Kindlein n. zn, en. 
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choice, Wahl f. =Ien. 
choose to, wollen X. irr, 
church, Kirche f. cen. 
city, Stadt f. -adte. 
cleanly adj., veinlich, 
clear, klar. 
clever, tlug (it in comp.). 
climate, Klima x. =a’8, 
close »., fhlichen O. 
close :—elose by «dv., Daneben. 
clumsy, ungeichickt. 
coachman, Kutjcher m. =18, <r. 
cold, talt (a i comp.). 
colleague, College m. zen, zen. 
collection, Sanunlang f. =gen. 
colonel, Oberft m. =ten, ten. 
come, fonmen O. f.; ¢. back, zurück: 
fommen, wiederfommen; e. in, herz 
einfommen ; e. on, heranfommen; c. 
past, vorbeifonmen; Lail to c., 
ansbleiben 0. f. 

comfort, Troft ın. =te8, 
comfortable, bequent, 
command, Befehl ın. -18, <le. 
commission, Auftrag m. =98, zäge. 
compact, Vertrag m. =98, zäge, 
companion, Gefährte m. cn, sen. 
company, Gefellfchaft f. =ten. 
compel, zwingen O, 
complain, Klagen. 
complaining, Rlagen n. =n8. 
complete, vollftändig. 
comprehend, begreifen O. 
comrade, Kanıcrad m. =b8, den. 
concerned, betbeiligt (in, bei). 
concert, Concert rn. =18, te, 
conduct, (= guide) führen; (= behave) 

fich betragen O. 
confess, geiteben O. 
confidence, Bertrauen 7. =n8. 
connect :—be connected, 
menbangen O. 

conqueror, Befieger m, =18, =r, 
Conrad, Konrad. 
conscious, fich (dat.) bewußt. 
consent, jufagen. 
consider (= meditate), tiberle’gen ; 

(= regard as, deem) erachten, halten 
O für (ace) 24T. 

consideration, (= reason) Grund m. 
008, zünde, 

constantly, imnter. 
contain, enthalten O. 
contented, zufrieden. 
tontinue, bleiben 0. f. 
contrary :—on the c., hingegen. 
convent, Kflofter 7. =18, öfter, 
convince, lberzeu’gen. 
cock, Kochut FÜ aunen. 
copy, abjehrriben O. 

jufam= 
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corner, Ede f. zen; c. house, GeFz 
haus n. =jes, zäufer. 

cosy, traulich. 
costly, foftbar. 
cough, Suften m. =n®. 
counsellor :—state c., Staatsrath 

ne. thd, zäthe. 
country, tand n. =des, cinder; nae 

tive c., Baterland n. -d8; excur- 
sion into the c., Landpartie f. cen. 

courage, Muth m. =thes. 
couragcous, niuthig. 
course, Hanf rn. 2fe8, 
courtly, höflich. 
cousin, Vetter m. 
Goufine f. sen. 

cover, verdecen. 
cow, Rub f. =übe. 

18, =r; (female) 

coward, Feigling m. =98, ge. 
creep, friechen O. 
crew, Mannfchaft fi ten. 
crime, Verbrechen 2. 2n8, =n, 
criminal, Verbrecher m. =18, =r. 
cross (= go over), binüberfahren O. f. 
ery, NRufm. =fe8, -fe—ery out, aufs 

fehreien ©. 

curious, neugierig 
cushion, Rifjen mm, =n8, en. 

daily, täglich. 
dance v., tanzen. 

danger, "Gefahr. 
dangerous, gefährlich. 
dark, dunkel; 3 d. blue, dunkelblau. 
date, Datum mn. «ms, zta. 
daughter, Tochter f. zdchter; da. of 

the king, Koönigstochter f. söhter. 
dawn v., gramen. 
day, Tag in. =908, =g0. 
dazzle, blenden. 
dead, todt, geftorben 47.1. 
death, Tod in. =ded. 
deceive, hinterge’ben O., betrügen O, 
decide, entjcheiden O, 
deed, That f. =ten. 
deep, tief. 

defend, verthcidigen. 
defender, Bertheidiger m. -t8, st. 
defy, trugen (rat.). 
dejected, niedergefchlagen. 
deliverance, Mettung f. 
depart, verreiien f. ; d. from life, 

abjcheiden O. f. 
departure, Ubreife f. 
depiction, Zchilderung, f. zen. 
design, Vorhaben n. =n3, en; Abficht 

J. ten IEN. 

desir e, Lust f. 
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determination, Entfchluß m. =fje8, 
züfje, 

detestable, abfcheulich. 
devise, ausdenfen „Y. irr, 
devotion, Ergebung f. 
dictionary, Wörterbuch 2. =h8, zücher. 
die, fterben 0. |. ; die out, verftium: 

men). 
differ, abweichen O. f. 
dificult, fewer. 

eine, zu Mittag effen O., fpeifen. 
dinmer :—for d., zu Dittag. 
Qip, tauchen. 
dircet, richten; d. to, einlegen bei 

(dat.) 47.6. 
directly, gleich, 
disagreeable, unangenehm; be d. 

to, mifsfallen O. (dat.). 
disappear, verfchwinden O. f. 
discontented, unzufrieden. 
discourtesy, Unhoöflichkeit f. 
discover, entdeden. 
disease, Krankheit f. =ten, 
dishonest, unehrlich. 
displease :—be displeasing to, 

mißfalten O. (dat.). 
distant, entfernt. 
do, thun O., machen 21.10, fchaffen O. 

55; do without, entbehren (gen.); 
be done, gefdeben O. jf. 25.3; 
(strengthening a request) dach 29.20 : 
as auxy in questions, negative 
phrases, and imperative, not to be 
rendered, 

doctor, Arzt m. =te8, Wergte. 
dog, Hund sw. =d68, de; little d., 

Simndchen 7, zn$, en. 
dominion, Serrfchaft fi 
dcor, Thür f ven. 
doubt, Zweifel m. =18, =1.—v. bezweiz 

fel; d. of, zweifeln an (dat.). 
doubtful, zweifelhaft. 
doubtless, wohl. 
down, nieder, unter, hinunter, ede. : see 

the verbs. 
down-flowing, herunterfließend, herz 

niederflichend. 
downright, wahr. 
draught :—dr. of air, Luftzug m. 

298, züge. 
draw :—dr. near or nigh, beranz 

naben f., fidy näbern 59; dr. on 
(clothes ete.), angichen O. 

drawing-room, Gefellfchaftszinmer 
N. 2¥8, =v. 

dreadful, fchrecklich. 
dress, Kleid a, 2de8, =der. 
drink »., trinten O.—noun, Getvant 

n. 2¥8, ote, 
drive, (= drive away) forttreiben 9, ; 

EXERCISES. 

(= go in a carriage) fahren O. f.; 
be driven up, vorfahren O. f. 

drown, ertrinfen 0. f. 
duke, Derzog i. =98, zge. 
Aawell, wohnen; dw. upon, nad 

bangen O. (deat.). 
dwelling, Wohnung f. =gen. 

each :—e. one, jed; e. other, einanz 
Der; fich, uns, euch (155.4). 

ear, Ohr n. -res, sven. 
ehrlier adv., eher. 
early, früh. 
earth, Erde; on e., auf Eiden (95). 
earthly, ivdiich. 
east, Often, m. zn8, 
casy, leicht. 
eat, effen O. 
edge, Nand m. -b8, zänber. 
edition, Ausgabe f. zen. 
education, Erziehung f. ~*~ 
egregiously, gewaltig. 
either conj., entweder, 
eight, act. 
elder, älter. 
elderly, dltlich. 
eldest, älteft. 
eminence, Anhöhe f. zen. 
emperor, Kaifer im, 218, =t, 
enclose in, beilegen (dat.). 
end, Ende a. =e3, zen, 
endure, erleiden OÖ. 
enemy, Feind an. =d8, de; Feindin f. 

ennen 24.2. 
engaged by, ergriffen von 47.8. 
Englishman, Engländer m. =18, <r. 
Englishwoman, &ngländerin f. 

ennen. 
enjoy, fich frenen (gen.). 
ennui, Langeweile f. 
enormous, iingeheuer. 
cnough, genug; have en. of, fatt 

haben (ace.). 
entire, ganz. 
entreaty, Bitte f. sen. 
enviable, beneidenswerth. 
equal v., gleichEommen OT. (dat.). 
errand, Auftrag m. =98, zäge. 
escape v., entgehen O. |. (dat.), entflie- 

ben ©. f. (dat.), entlaufen O. |. 
estate, Gut». =18, züter. 
Europe, Europa n. =a’8. 
even, auch, felbft 36.1, fogar 59. ° 
event, Greignif 72. -ffe8, -fje; leads 

ing ev., Sauptereigniß 72. -f[es, <ffe 
evening, Nbend a, =dE, «de; May 

ev., Maiabend un. =d8, =de ; this ev», 
beute Abend. 

eventide, Ubendzeit fü 
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ever, fe, jentals. 
every, jed (100); every one, jeder: 
mann (187); everything, alles ; 
exerywhere, überall. 

evident, offenbar. 
evil adj., übel.—noun, Uebel n. 218, zl. 
exactly, gerade, ganz 29.5. 
examine, betrachten. 
example, Beifpiel n. -18, -fc, Borbilb 

N. =d8, der ; for ex., zum Beifpiel, 
exceedingly, bodhft. 
excellent, vortrefflich, ausgezeichnet. 
excursion, Wlusflug m. =98, züge ; exe. 

into the country, 2andpartie f. 
zen; mountain-excursion, Berg: 
partie f. zen, 

execute, ausführen. 
exert, beftreben. 
exertion, Unftrengung f. =gen. 
exile (= banished person), Serbannt 

adj. as noun, 
expect, erwarten, 
express adj., ausdrücklich. 
extent, Ausdehnung f. 
extraordinary, außerordentlich. 
extreme, duferft. 
eye, Auge rn. =e8, zen, 

face, Geficht n. =13, =ter.—v. go to 
face, entgegengehen O. f. (dat.). 

fade, verwelfen |. 
fail:—f. to come, ausbleiben O. jf. 
fain :—would f., möchte (pret. subj.). 
faithful, getreu. 

fall, fallen ©. f. 
false, falfch. 
family, Familie f. zen. 
famine, Sungersnoth f. 
far, weit, fern. 
farther, weiter. 
fate, Sdhickfal n. -[8, Te. 
fateful, verhängnifvoll. 
father, Vater m. =18, zäter. 
fault, Schuld f =den. 
Faust, Faust m. =18. 
fear v., fürchten, befürchten 39.6.— 

noun, Angft f. 
fearfal, fürchterlich. 
feel (= be sensible of) empfinden O. ; 

(= find one’s self) fi) fühlen 39. 8, zu 
Muthe fein 41.6. 

fell, fällen. 
fellow, Burfche m. =en, =en ; Kerl m, 

218, zle 48.0. 
fellow-being, fellow-man, Mit: 

mensch i. =jeben, schen. 
fertile, fruchtbar. 
fervent, innig. 

festival, Brit 7. stieß, cle. 
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fetch out, berausholen. 
few, wenig; a few, cinige pl. 
Geld, Feld rn. -des, zder. 
Afth, junit. 
fifty, fünfzig. 
fight, fechten Q., ftreiten O. 45.12; f 

one’s way, fich fchlagen O. 
m: m (an office etc.) beFleiden 

finally, endlich. 
find, finden O. 
fine, fchön. 
finished, fertig. 
firm, feft. 
first adj., evft.—adv. erft, zuerft 37.10; 

at f., am Anfang 67; in the f 
place, erftens. 

fish, Gifch m. -fches, -fce. 
fit v., pafien (dat.). 
five, fünf. 
fix, heften (on, auf). 
flat, flach). 
flee, fliehen O. f. 
floor, Fufboden m. zn8. 
flour, Mehl n. =Ies. 
flow down, hinunterflicßen O. f. 
flower, Blume f. zen. 
fly off, fortfliegen 0. f. 
foam v., fchäumen. 
foe, Feind m. zde8, be, 
follow, folgen |. (dat.), SEN 

(dat.) 43.3, nachEommen O, |. 42.4 
f. after, nachfolgen f. (dat.). 

foolish, thöricht. 
foot, Fuft m. -fes, =üße, 
for prep., für (ace.) 23.24; (wait, hope 

for) auf (acc.); (for fear) vor (dat.); 
(for reasons) aus (dat.); (for first 
time) zu (dat.); (for a certain time 
until now) feit (dat.) 85.7, 42.1; (= 
during) lang (after acc.) ; (ask for) 
unt: often to be omitted, the noun 
being put in the dative. 

for conj., denn. 
forbid, verbieten O. 
force, zwingen; EG impose by violence) 

aufdringen O. 27.20. 
forest, Wald m. ded, älter ; little fi, 

Wäldchen nm. zn, =n, 
forget, vergeffen O. (gen. or acc.). 
former, früher; the f. (opposed to 

latter) jen (166.1). 
formerly, früher, vormals. 
forth, fort. 

fortune :— good f., Ghiick n. 18. 
four, vier. 
Frank, Franz m. =jen8. 
Frederick, Friedrich mn. =h3. 
free adj., frei; L. from care, forgen 

frei.—v., befreien (from, aus). 
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French, franzöfifch. 
Frenchman, $ranjofe m. =en, zen. 
friend, Freund on. -de8, =de ; Freundin 

J. sunen. 
friendly, freundlid). 
from, von (dat.); aus (dat.) 31.2, 

36.2; (hide, protect from) vor (dat. ). 
fugitive, Flüchtling mn. 298, =ge. 
furious, miithend. 
furnish, (= deliver) liefern; (= pro- 

vide with furniture) mobliren. 
further adv., weiter.—v, befördern. 
future noun, Bukunft f. 

gain v., gewinnen 0. 
garden, Garten m. -n8, zärten, 
gardener, Gärtner m. -18, er. 
gate, Thor n. zveß, re, 
general, Feldhert m, zn, sven. 
generous, freigebig. 
gentle, zart (a in comp.). 
genuine, echt. 
Germany, Deutfchland n. =d8. 
get, (= obtain) befommen 0.5; (= 

fetch) holen 44.6; (= become, grow) 
werden O. |. ; (get into prison) Fomz 
men O. |. ; (getiin the way) treten O. 
f. 46.8; get ready, fich bereit mas 
den; get in, bineinfteigen O. \.; 
get down, berunterfteigen OT 
get on, vorwärts gehen O. f.; get 
oat of, fteigen O. f. aus (dat.) by. 4; 
get through, en O7. 

ghost, Geift m. tes, eter. 
ghostly, geifterhaft. 
girl, Mädchen n. =n8, -n; servant- 

girl, Dienflmadcyern n. 2n8, en. 
give, geben O.; (give a lecture) hal: 

ten O.; give up, aufgeben; give 
way, qengeset 

glad, froh; be g. to, gern adv, 
gladly, gerne. . 
gladsome, lebensfroh. 
glass, Glas n. -fe8, <dfer; pair of 

glasses, Brille f. zen. 
glorious, herrlich, gar herrlich 59. 
glory, Nuhn m. mes. 
50, gehen O. f.; go away, fortgeben, 

weggeben 5 go "pack, zurüegeben ; 
go down, untergehen ; go to face, 
entgegengehen (dat.), go off, verreiz 
fen f.; go on, tmeitergeben; go on 
ahead, vorangeben; go out, bine 
ausfahren O. f.; go over, hinüber: 
geben; go past, vorübergehen ; go 
there or thither, hingehen 21.8, %; 
go along with one, mitgeben ; 
gone, fort 29.18. 

goal, Biel n. =Ie8, -le. 

EXERCISES. 

God, Gott m. =te8. 
good, gut; g- fortune, Glüd n. -f8, 
government, Negierung f. =gen. 
grandfather, Grofvater m. -18, zäter, 
grandmother, Großmutter f. <iitter, 
grandson, Entel m. =I8, <1. 
grant, gewähren, geben O. 43.2. 
grateful (= agreeable), wohlthuend. 
grave noun, Grab n, -bes, -aber. 
grave adj. (= heavy), groß (5 in 

comp. ). 
great, ant (5 in a a ), bod) (120.4, 
189.1) 14.1, 37.8 

greatly, co 
ground, Boden m. -n8. 
grow, wadjen O. f. ; (= become) ters 

den; gr. up, anfwachfen; gr. 
worse, fic) verfchlechtern; high- 
grown, hochgewachien, 

guardian, Bornmund m. 2b8, -ünder, 
guest, Gaft m. «tc8, =äfte. 
guide, Führer m. =13, <r, 
guilty, fchuldig. 
gun, Büchfe f. en. 
gush, hervorftrömen f. 

habit, Gewohnbeit f. -ten. 
hail (of weather), hageln. 
hail! Seil! 

half, halb; h. past eight, halb neun. 
hand, Sand f. -ände ; om the other 

h., dagegen. 
handsome, fchön. 
happen, gefchehen O. f. ; h. to, begegs 

nen f, 
happiness, Glück n. -f8. 
happy, gliicflic). 
hard, ftarf (a in comp.) 14.6. 
hardly (= scarcely), faunt. 
harm v., foaden (dat.). 
hasten, fic) beeilen. 
hat, Sut m. =tes, züte, 
hate, hafjen. 
haughty, dochnnithig. 
have, haben N. irr. ; as aux’y, haben 

or fein O.|.; have to (with infin. 
343.IIL1c) haben zu, u (with 
obj. and past part.) laffen O. (with 
infin. ). 

he, er (151), der (166.25); he who, 
wer 27.5. 

head, Ropf m. =fe8, -dpfe. 
heal, heilen. 
health, Gefundheit f. 
healthy, gefund. 
hear, hören. | 
hearer, Buhörer m. =18, «vr, 
heart, Ser; 2. =jon®, gen; at heart, 

von Herzen. 
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heavy, fchwer. 
heed, achten (gen.) 18.10; achten auf 

(aece.) 12.6, 46.16. 
ey v., helfen O, (dat.).—noun, Sül 

ef. 
helplessness, Sülfiofigkeit f. 
henceforth, fünftig. 
Henry, Seinrich. 
here, bier. 
hero, Held m. =den, =den. 
herself, fich or felbit or felber (155). 
hide, verbergen O., verftecten (from, 

vor) 49.1. 
high, hod (120.4, 139.1); high- 
grown, hochgewachfen. . 

highly, höchit 41.3. 
hill, Hügel m. -18, =I. 
himself (rejl. obj.) ficy ; (in appos’n) 

felber, felb ft. 
his, fein (157), der (161). 
history, Gefchichte f. zen. 
hitherto, bis jet. 
hoarse, heifer. 
hold :—h. still, ftifl halten O. 

home (= to one’s home), heim; ath., 
zu Haufe. 

honesty, Ehrlichkeit f. 
honor, Ehre f. zen ; in h., zu Ehren 

(95); man of h., Ehrenmann m. 
218, zänner.—v. beehren. 

henorable, ehrbar. 
hope v., hoffen (for, auf), —noun, 
Hoffnung f. =gen (of, auf). 

hopeful, heffnungsvoll. 
horse, Pferd n. =des, =be. 
host, Wirth m. -thes, -the. 
hostile, feindlich. 
hostler, Stallfnedjt m. =18, =te. 
hot, heiß. ~ 
hour, Stunde f. en; quarter of an 

h., Biertelftunde f. zen. 
house, Hans n. feds, säufer ; corner 

h., Gehaus n. =je, -äufer ; Little 
h., Häuschen n. -n8, =n ; to our h., 
zu uns 35.8. 

hover, fchweben. ARE 
how, wie; how many, wieviel. 

however, aber, Doch 44.2. 
hundred, hundert. 
Hungarian, Ungar m. 218, sin, 
hungry :—be h., hungern. 

hunter, Zäger m. =18, -t. 
hurl. werfen 0. (at, auf). 
husband, Mann m. nd, sänner. 

ich (151). ; 

ee ae expressed by the inverted 

order (133). 

ill, frank (a i comp.). 

4] 

illness, Krankheit f. =ten. 
illumine, beleuchten. 
imagine, fic) (dat.) einbilden, 
immediate, augenblicklich. 
imminent, vorhanden. 
impart, mittheilen. 
implore, anfichen. 
importance, Wichtigkeit f. 
important, bedeutend. 
impossible, unmöglich. 
imprisonment, Gefangenfchaft f. 
im probable, unwahrscheinlich. 
imprudent, unvorfichtig. 
in adv., (= in hither) herein.—prep., 

in (dut.); (in yard, country, castle, 
spot) auf (dut.); (= in respect to) an 
23.2, 50; (concerned in) bei; in this 
manner or way, auf diefe Weife; 
in that conj., indem. 

incessant, unaufhörlid). 
inclination, Neigung f. -gen ; Luft 6 

36.1. 
inclined :—be i. to, zugeneigt fein 

(dat. ). 
incomprehensible, unbegreiflic). 
inconceivable, undenkbar. 
inconsiderate, rickfichtslos. 
increase, (= make higher) erhöhen; 

(= make more numerous) vermehren 5 
(= become greater) zunehmen O. 

incredible, unglaublid,. 
indeed, wohl, zwar 32.7, 64. 
independent, jelbftändig. 
indifferent, gleichgültig. 
indistinct, undeutlich. 
industrious, fleißig. 
infallible, unfehlbar. 
influence, Einfluf m. =fje8, süffe. 
inhabitant, Einwohner m. -r8, et 

31.2, Bewohner m. =18, ev 22.6. 
injure, fchaden (dat.). 
injustice, Unrecht n. =18. 
inkstand, Tintenfaf n. =fjes, =äfjer. 
inn, Wirthshaus nr. -fe8, zäufer. 
innocent, unfchuldig. 
insist on, befteben O. auf (acc.) 26.4, 

dringen auf 27.24. 
intend, beabfichtigen. 
interest one’s self for, fic) annel- 

nen O. (gen.). 
interrupt, unterbredy’en O. 
into, in (acc.) ; (into the country) auf 

(acc.). 
invisible, unfichtbar. 
invite, einladen O. 
Irishman, Jrländer m. =r8, <r. 
is, ift (289.2). 
it, es, er, fie (154.1), derfelbe etc. (171). 
Malian adj., italienifh.—noun, Ita: 

liener m. z18, <r, 
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January, Januar m. =18, 
jesting noun, Scherz m. 2308, z38. 
Jesus Christ, Jefus Chrijtus, gen. 

Sefu Ehrifti etc. (107). 
Jew, Jude m. zen, zen. 
jewel, Juwel m. =I8, «len. 
John, Johann m. =n8. 
join one’s self, fich gefellen. | 
journcy, Neife f. =ın ; take a j., vers 

reifen.—v., J. over, beveifen. 
June, Juni m. =i8. 
just adv., (= precisely, exactly) gerade, 

eben ; (= just now) foeben ; j. mow, 
foeben ; j. as, ebenfo wie 55. 

keep, erhalten O.; k. silent or si- 
lence, fchweigen O. 

kind adj., freundlicd). 
kind noun :—a k. of, eine Art f. =ten. 
kindness, Gefätligkeit SJ. «ten. 
king, König m. 298, -ge; daughter 

of the k., Königstochter f. =öhter. 
kiss v., Hiffen. 
knife, "Mefier N. 208, =t. 
knock, pochen (at, an acc.) 47.5. 
know, (= be acquainted with) Fennen 

N. irr. ; (= be aware of, apprehend) 
wiffen N. irr. ; (a language) fonnen 
N. irr. ; know of, wifjen 41.8. 

known, bekannt. 
knowledge, WWiffen r. -n8, -n; tomy 
kn., meines Wifjens. 

labor, Arbeit f. ten. 
lad, Junge m. zen, zen. 
laden, beladen. 
lady, Dame f. sen; young 1., Fräus 

lein n. =u8, =n. 
lake, Gee m. =08, zen. 
lamp, Lampe f. zen, 
land, Land 2, =de8, «de or -änder.—v. 

landen. 
landlord, Wirth m. =th8, =the. 
landscape, Landfchaft f. ten. 
large, groß (d in comp.). 
last, lest; (= preceding the present, of 

times) vorig 30.2 ;—adu. (= the last 
time) zufegt 35.5.; at L., endlic). 

late, fpdat. 
lately, neulich. 
lawyer, AdvoFfat m. =ten, =ten, 
lay, legen. 
lead v., führen. 
leaden, bleiern. 
leader, Führer m. =18, <r. 
leading event, SHauptereignif x. 

=ffe8, -fie. 
leaf, Blatt n. =t8, -atter. 

EXERCISES. 

learn, erfahren O. 
learned adj., gelehrt. 
least, mindeft; im the 1., im min: 

beften; at 1., wenigftens. 
leave, laffen O. 46.5 ; (= quit) verlafjen 

oh behind, zurüeklaffen. —noun, 
take 1. of, Übfchied nehmen O, von 
(dat.). 

lecture, Borlefung f. gen. 
left, Ge remaining) übrig; be 1., bleiz 
ben O. f.; have l., noch haben N. 
ore, 2 (= not right) linf; to the 1. 
nad) links. 

legitimate 6. 
lend, leihen O. 
less, weniger. 
let, lafjen O. ; 1. in, einlaffen; before 

an infin., in imperative sense, to be 
rendered by imperative. 

letter, Brief m. -fe8, -fe; little 1., 
Briefchen n. =n8, =n ; letter-carrier, 
Briefträger ın. 18, er, 

level v., ebnen. 
liberation, Befreiung f. 
library, Bibliothe£ f. -fen. 
lie, liegen O 
life, eben n. nd; all my 1., mein 

Lebenlang ; mode ofl., Kebensweife 
J. ; story of (one’s) 1., Lebensge- 
Schichte f. zen. 

light (= kindle), anftecten. 
like adj., gleich (dat.).—v. should L., 

möchte (pret. subj.). 
likewise, ebenfalls. 
listen to, zuhören (dat.). 
little, (= small) Hein ; often to be ren- 

dered by adiminutive in schen or cletn 
(410.1); (= a little) wenig. 

live, wohnen. 
living : — manner of L, Lebens: 
weife f. 

lock, zufchliefen O. 
London, London 7. zn8, 
long adj., lang (4 in comp.); 1. since 

or 1. ago, längft, fehon lange 39.7; 
al. time, lange adv. 

long v., fic) fehnen (for, nach dat.). 
longer’ t—no 1, nicht mehr; not 
much L., nicht mebr lange. 
or ®. ‚Schauen, fehen O. (in, in acc.) 

a te search) fuchen; 1. after, 
nach een O. (dat.); 1. at, anfeben 

‚1. back, zurüchblichen ; 1. for, 
fuchen ; ; (= aed ausfehen O., fi) 
ausnchmen O. 40.6 

look noun, Blick m. :Te8, =fe, 
lord, Lord m. =d8, -d8. 
lose, verlieren O. :—loss, Berluft m. 
lot, Loos n. =fe8, =fe. [=t8, <le. 
Louisa, Lowe f cons, 

, legitintiven, 
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love »., lieben; 1. in return, wieder: 
lieben. —noun, Liebe f. 

lover, Liebend adj. as noun. 
low, (= not high) niedrig; (= not 

loud) leife. 
Lucca, Lucca f. 20’8, 

mad, toll. 
madman, Nafend adj. as noun. 
make, machen, machen 3 33.9; (m. a 

compact) fehließen O. ; m. use of, 
‚ fich bedienen (gen.). 
man, Mann m, -n8, zänner; (= human 

being, of either sex) Menfch m. fen, 
{hen ; m. of honor, Ghrenmann m. 
eng, canner or =nleute (100.2) ; old m., 
Greis m. <fe8, =fe. 

manager, Verwalter m, =18, <r. 
manner, Weile f. zen; m. of living, 
Lebensweife f. ; im this m., auf diefe 
Weife. 

many, viele pl. ; how m., wieviel. 
marble, Marınor m. 218. 
march, marfchiren. 
mark v., uterfen.—noun (= peculi- 

arity), Gigenfchaft f. sten. 
Mary, Marie f. =ens. 
master, Meifter m. =13, =t. 
matter, Angelegenheit f. =ten. 
maturely, teiflich. 
May, Mai m. -aies; May evening, 
Maiabend m. =d8, de. 

may, (wishing, conjecture) mögen N. 
irr. ; (possibility) fonnen WV. irr. 29. 
17; (permission) dürfen N. irr. 38.6: 
often to be omitted, the following 
verb being rendered by pres. (or 
perf.) subj. 

mean v., meinen, follen N. irr. 38.9. 
means, Mittel n. <(8, -1; by m. of, 

durch (acc.) ; by no m., Feinesweged 5 
by that m., dadurd). 

medicine, Mediein f. 
meet, begegnen |. (dat.) ; m. again, 

fid) wiederfehen O0. 43.2; m. to= 
gether, zufammentreffen O. f.; come 
to m., entgegenfommen 0. f. (dat.). 

meeting, Bufammenkunft f. sünfte, 

mention, nennen N. irr, ß 
merchant, Kaufmanfn. nd, sänner 

or zflente (100.2). 
mercy :—have m. 

(gen.). 
Er rpienft 7m. =te8, =te, 

Baer tts a Mm. zen, zen, 

on, fi) erbarmen 

messenger, 
2 u 

inkks, mich Dünkt. . 

nn, (possibility) fonnen N. irr.
: 

often to be rendered by pret. (or 

plup.) sulj. 3 compare may. 

43 VOCABULARY. 

mighty, mächtig. 
mild, mild. 
mile, Meile f. =en. 
mind, Geijt su. -jtes. 
nn :—be m. of, gedenken (gen.) 
NUR 

mineral, Wineral 2. =I3, lien. 
minute, (of time) Minute f. zen, 
minutely, genau, 

misdemeanor, Vergehen n. -n8, en. 
miser, Geijhals m. =jeg, =älfe, 
misfortune, Unglück n. =t8, 
mistaken :—be m., fic) irren, 
mock at, fpotten (gen.). 
mode of life, Lebensweife f. 
moment, Augenblic® m. =£3, fe. 
monarch, Monard) m. schen, schen, 
money, Geld n. =des, =ber. 
month, Monat m. -t8, -te; autumn 

m., Serbftmonat m. =t8, =te. 
more, mehr; m. and m., immer 
mehr : before adj. or adv., to be ren~ 
dered by the comparative degree. 

moreover, übrigens, 
morning, Morgen m. =n8, =n. 
most, (adv.) am meiften 48.5: before 

adj. or adv., to be rendered by the 
superlative degree. 

mother, Mutter f. =ütter, 
mountain, Berg m. =ge8, =ge; me 
range, Gebirge n. =ed, =e; m, ex= 
cursion, Bergpartie f. zen. 

move, (intr.) ziehen O. jf. 30.4; (tr) 
bewegen O. 

Mr., Dery m. zr, : 
Mrs., Frau. 
much, viel ;. (adv. qualifying verb or 
participle) febr; (much like) gern 
37.4. 

murder, Mord m. =de8, 
murderer, Mörder m. =18, er. 
music-lesson, Mufifftunde f. zen, 
musket, Gewehr n. 218, re. 
must, müjlen N. irr, 
my, mein (157 ete.). 
myself, mid) or felöft or felber (155. 

2,5). 

name, Name m. =en$, sen; be m. of, 
(nom.) beifen O. 

nation, Bolf n. =fe8, =ölfer, 
native country, Baterlarıd 7. =d8, 
natural character, Natur f. 
near adj., nah.—v., fich nahen (dat.); 
draw n., berannaben f. 

necessary, nothwendig 20.10, nöthig 
6 

need, v., bedürfen N. irr. (gen.), nö: 
thig haben N. irr. (acc.) 27.14. 

needful, nöthig. 
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neighbor, Nacdybar m. =18, sın, 
neither adv., weder, aud... nicht 68. 
nephew, Neffe, m. zen, =en. 
never, nie, nimmermehr 60. 
new, neu. 
news :— piece ofn., Nachricht f. ten, 
nmewspaper, Beitung f. -gen. 
niece, Nichte f. =en. 
nigh :—draw nigh, herannahen f. 
night, Nacht f. cachte, 
ninety, neunjig. 
no, (negative answer) nein; adj., fein 

(195.2); mo less, nicht weniger ; mo 
longer or no more, nidjt mehr; 
no longer... anything, nichts 
mehr 46.10; mo one, Nientand (186). 

noble, edel. 
moiseless, geräufchlos. 
noisy, lärmend, 
nor, nod). 
not, nicht; m. a, Fein (195.2). 
nothing, nichts. 
notice v., gewahr werden O. f. (acc.), 

bemerfen 66. 
November, November m, =18, 
now, jest, nun 53. 
number, Anzahl f.; im n., an ber 

Babl. 
numerous, zahlreich. 
nurse, pflegen. 
nut, Nuff. züfe, 

oak, Eiche f. en. 
oar, Nuder n. =18, et, 
oats, Safer m. =18, 
obey, gehorchen (dat.). 
object v., einwenden. 
oblige to ob., zu Gefallen (any one, 

dat, ); be obliged, müffen N. irr, 
obstinate, eigenfinnig. 
obtain, befommen O. 
occasion, Gelegenheit f. ten, 
occur, eintreffen O. f. 
o’clock, Uhr (211.3). 
October, October m. 18. 
odious, verhaft. 
of, von (dat.); (hope of) auf (ace.) ; 

(make of) aus (dat.): generally to 
be omitted, and the governed noun 
put in the ‘genitive, 

off, weg, davon; go off, verreifen f. ; 
go roaring off, davonbraufen ; 
shoot off, abfchiefen O, ; take off 
(clothes), ausziehen O 

offend, beleidigen. 
offer, anbieten O. 
officer, Officier m, -r8, -re. 
often, oft, öfters 40.5; as of. us, fo 

oft. 

EXERCISES. 

an alt (& in comp.); old man, Greis 
m. =fe8, =fe. 

on, auf (acc. or dat., 376); (on a day) 
an (dat.); draw on, anziehen 0.3 
get on, vorwärts gehen O. f.; put 
on, auffegen. 

once, einmal; o. more, nod einmal; 
at o., zugleich, gleich 44.6. 

one, ein (198) ; (= they, people) man 
(185) ; ome another, uns, euch, fich 
(155.4). 

one’s oe fih or felber or felbft 
(155.2, 

only, lite 
open, frei 32.2; op. air, Frei, newt, 

adj. as noun. 
opinion, Meinung f. =gen, Unficht f. 

=ten. 
opponent, Gegner m. «18, =r. 
opportunity, Gelegenheit f. =ten. 
oppose, fich widerfesen (dat.). 
opposite prep., gegentiber (dat. 374). 
or, oder. 
orange, Apfelfine f. en. 
order noun :—in o. that, dantit, unt 

dai; im o. to, um... 3.—v., bes 
ftellen. 

origin, Urfprung m. 298, 
original, urfprünglich. 
ornament, Bierde f. zen. 
other, ander. 
ought, follen N. irr. 
our, tnfer (157 etc.). 
ourselves, uns or felber or felbft 

(155.2,5). 
out :—out of, aus (dat.); get out 

of, fteigen O. f. von (dat.). 
outside prep., außerhalb (gen.). 
over adv. | biniber 29.23; 0. and o., 

fort und fort.— —Prep., (2 above) tiber 
(dat.) ; across) über (acc); (= 
more then) über. 

overcoat, Ucherrock m. =!8, öde, 
overturn, unmer’fen O. 
overwhelm, überhäu’fen. 
own adj., eigen. 
owner, Befiser m, v8, er, 

pail, Eimer m. =18, er, 
pain v., fehmerzen. 
painful, fchmerzlich. 
painless, fehmerzlos. 
painting, Gemälde n. =08, ze. 
pair of glasses, Brille f. zen, 
palace, Palaft m. =t8, zäfte, 
pane, Scheibe f. zen; window-p., 

Fenfterfcheibe f. zen, 
pant, Feuchen. 
paper, (= newspaper) Beitung f. «gen, 
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pardon, verzeihen O. (dat. acc.). 
parents, Eltern pl. 
Paris, Paris, 

parson, Pfarrer m. -r8, <r. 
part, Theil m. or n. =Ies, cle; p. of 
the world, Welttheil m. =I8, =Ie ; 
take p. in, Theil nehmen O. an 
(dat.), mitmachen (acc.) 44.9. 

party, Partei f. =eien. 
pass, gehen O. |, 55; p. by, vorbeige: 

hen an (dat.); p. [something] over, 
fahren O. . mit [etwas] über (acc.) 30.4 

passenger, WPaffagier m. -r8, re. 
past noun, Vergangenheit f—adv., 

vorüber, vorbei; go p., vorüberge: 
ben O. |. ; flow p., vorüberfliefen O. 
f. an (dat.); half p. eight, halb 
neun. 

path, Weg m. =ge8, <ge. 
patience, Geduld f. 
pay, bezahlen. 
peaceful, friedlic). 
peach, Pfirfiche f. =en. 
peasant, Bauer m. =18, ern. 
people, (= nation) Bolf n. =fe8, =ölfer ; 

(= folks) Geute pl. 
perceive, gewahren. 
perfeet adj., vollftändig. 
perform, verrichten. 
performance, Borftellung f. =gen. 
perhaps, vielleicht. 
periodical, Beitfchrift f. ten. 
perish, um’fommen O. f. 
permission, Erlaubnif f. 
permit, zugeben O., erlauben 49.6. 
persecute, verfolgen. 
person, Perfon f. nen. 
personal, perfünlich. 
petition, Bitte f. en. ’ 
photograph, Photographie f. sen. 
physician, Arzt m. =te8, Mergte. 
picture, Bild n. -de8, ber. 
piece, Stüd n. =f8, -fe; p. of news, 

Nachricht f. =ten. 
pile up, aufhäufen. 
ious, fromm. 

Bites (= something to be regretted) 

Schade; take p. on, fich erbarmen 
en. ). 

pices Beane f. zen, Ort m. -te8, zte or 

Derter; in the first pl., erftens. 

lague, plagen. : 

eh Klan m. ned, zäne. 

plate, Zeller m. 2¥8, et. 

play v., Lg 
t, ange a 

ease | = be pleasant to) gefallen O. 
- (in polite request) bitte (for 

Kt N bes), gefäftigft a
dv. 48.8. 

pocket, Tafcye 
f. en. 
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poison, Gift n. =te8, ste. 
poisonous, giftig. 
Pole, Pole m. zen, zen. 
police, Polizei f. 
poor, arm (4 in comp.). 
population, Bevölkerung f. 
portfolio, Mappe f. en. 
positively, wahrhaftig. 
possession :—take p. of, fid) bemäd)s 

tigen (gen.). 
possible, möglic) ; not possibly, uns 

möglich. 
Potsdam St., Potsdamerftrafe f. 
pound, Pfund n. -des, zde, 
practice, Gewohnheit f. ten. 
practising, praftifd). 
praise, loben. 
precious, foftbar. 
prefer to, lieber adv. 29.23. 
prepare, vorbereiten. 
presence, Gegenwart f. 
present noun, (time) Gegenwart f. , 

(gift) Gefchent n. =f8, -fe; for the 
pr., vorldufig.—adj., gegenwärtig, 
55, anwefend 35.9.—v. (= give) fchens 
fen. 

pretext, Bormwand m. <b8, -dnde. 
pretty adj., niedlich, hübfch.—adv. 

(= tolerably), ziemlich. 
price, Preis ın. =jc8, =fe. 
priest, Priefter m. =18, er, 
prince, Fürft m. =ten, =ten, 
principle, Grundfag m. =&e8, age. 
print, drucken. 
prison, Gefängniß n. =fjes, =fje. 
private ball, Privatball m. =I8, Alle 
probable, wahrfcheinlich. 
produce, vorführen (to, dat.). 
professor, Profeffor m. -r8, sven 
promise v., verfprecdhen O.—noun, 

Berfprechen 7. -n8, en. 
proof, Beweis m. =jes, =fe. 
proper, recht. 
property, Eigenthunt 2. =m8. 
prophet, Prophet m. =ten, =ten. 
prospect, Ausficht f. sten. 
protect, befyüsen (from, vor). 
proud, ftol;. 
provide, (= supply) verfehen O.; (= 

have on hand) beforgen lafjen O, 
provident, vorfichtig. 
prudent, vorfichtig. 
Prussian, Breufe m. sen, zen. 
public, dffentlidy. 
punctual, pünttlid). 
pupil, Schüler m. =18, <r, 
pursuer, Verfolger m. =18, er, 
put, thin 0. 44.10; put on, auffegen 

13.19, 56.8, anlegen 52. 
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quarter:—qu. of an hour, Viertel: 
ftunde f. en; qu. of the town, 
Stadttheil m. =18, =Ie. 

queen, Königin f. -nnen, 
quench, ftillen. 
question noun, Frage f. zen.—v., bes 

fragen. 
quick, fchnell. 
quiet, friedlich, ruhig 6.16. 
quite, ganz. 

raft, Flo 2. -fe8, dhe. 
rage, Wuth f. 
railway, Eifenbahn f. «nen; railw. 

train, Eifenbahnzug m. <98, züge, 
rain v., vegnen. 
rapid, gefchwind, rafch 23.2, 
rapt, gefpannt. 
rare, felten. 
rather, lieber. 
rattling, Nafjeln n. =n8. 
reach, (= hand) reidyen; (= attain) 

erreichen. 
read, lejen O. ; r. aloud, vorlefen. 
ready :—get r., fid) bereit machen. 
real, wirklich. 
reality :—in r., leibhaftig. 
realm, Neich 2. =ches, =the. 
reason, Bermunft f.; (= cause, mo- 

tive) Grund m. =D8, <iinbe ; for this 
r., darum. 

receive, empfangen O., erhalten O. 67. 
recentiy, neulich. 
recollect, fich entfinnen O. (gen.). 
recover, wiedererlangen, 
red, roth (3 in comp.). 
refresh, erquicen. 
regular, regelmäßig. . 
rejoice, (= give pleasure to) erfreuen 5 

(= be glad) fich freuen (at, tiber acc.) ; 
rej. in, fidy erfreuen (gen.); be re- 
joiced, fic) freuen. 

relate, erzählen. 
release, entlaffen O. (from, aus). 
reliable, zuverläfig. 
relieve, entledigen (acc. gen.). 
rely, fich verlaffen O. (upon, auf acc.). 
remain, bleiben O. f. 
remainder, Neft m. =te3, 
remarkable, merfwürdig. 
remember, fid) befinnen O. auf (acc.) 

40.10, fich erinnern (gen.) 56. 
render, leiften. 
rcpeat :—be repeated, fid) wieder: 

bo’len. 
repel, abftogen O. 
repetition, Wiederholung f. -gen. 
reply, antworten, verfegen. 
repose, Nube f. 

EXERCISES. 

reproach one for, einem vorwerfen 
O. (ace.). 

repug nant to, zuwider prep. (dat, 
374). 

request, Bitte f. =en. 
rescue noun, Rettung f. 
resemble, gleichen O. (dat.). 
reserve, vorbehalten OÖ. (for, dat.). 
resign one’s self to, fich fügen in 

(avec). 
respect v., achten. 
responsibility, VBerantwortlichkeit f. 
rest, Nuhe f.—r. one’s self, fic) aus: 

ruben. 
restore, wiederherftellen. 
result, Erfolg m. =98, =ge. 
retainer, Bafall m. =Ien, =Ien. 
return v., zurück£ehren [.—noun, Wies 
derEchr f.; Love in r., wiederlieben. 

revile as, f&helten O. (2 acc.). 
reward, Lohn m. nes, <ne, 
Rhine wine, Stheinwein m. -n8, zne, 
rich, reich. 
riches, Neichthun m. m8, sümer. 
rid :—get r. of, [v8 werden O. |. (acc.), 
ride, (on horse) reiten O. ; (in vehicle) 

fahren O. f. 
rider, Reiter m. =18, <r. 
right, adj., (= correct) richtig ; (= not 

leit) recht; be r., Necht haben N. irr. 
righteous, gerecht. 
ring, Ting m2. =ge3, =ge, 
risk, wagen. 
river, Slug m. =ffe8, «üffe, 
road, Weg m. =908, =ge. 
roar :—approach roaring, heraus 

braufen f.; go roaring off, davon: 
braufen f. 

rob, berauben (acc. gen.). 
robber, Rauber m. 2x8, 15 band of 

r’s, Räuberbande f. 20s 
rock, Gelfen ın. =n8, zn. 
rogue, Schurfe m. zen, zen. 
root, Dach n. «hes, zächer, 
room, Simmer n. 18, <1, Stube f. zen 

e 

royal, föniglich. 
rude, voh. 
ruin, Ruine, f. zen. 
rule, herrfchen. 
run, rennen N. irr., laufen O..; run 
away, davonlaufen; run down, 
Dinunterlaufer. 

Russian, ruffifd. 

sacrifice, aufopfern. 
sad, traurig. 
saddle v., fatteln, 
safe, ficher, 
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safely, glüclicy 45.11. 

sagacious, flug (ü in comp.). 
sail u Segel m. -18, =-I,—v, fahren 

saloon, Gaal m. =Ie8, Gale. 
same :—the s., derfelbe (169). 
save v., retten. —prep., aufier (dat.) 

27.28. 
savings, Erfparniß f. fe, 
Saxon, Sadhfe m. zen, en. 
say, fagen. 
searcely, faum. 
school, Schule f. sen; im s., auf der 

Schule. 
schoolmaster, Schulmeifter m. =13, -v. 
science, Wiffenfchaft f. =ten. 
seat v., fesen. 

d, zweit; Aly, zweitens. 
secret, Geheimnif n. =|je3, Ije. 
see, feben O., erfehen 68.1; see again, 

wiederfehen. 
seem, fcheinen O. 
select, wählen. 
self-tormentor, Selbftquäler m. =18, 

Ba 
sell, verkaufen, 
send, fenden N. irr., fchiefen; send 
back, jurückfchicken. 

sensible, verftändig, gefcheidt. 
sentinel, Sdhildwache f. =en. 
September, September, m. =18. 
seriousness, Ernft m. =te8. 
servant, Diener m. =18, -v; s.-girl, 

Dienftmädchen nv. end, =n. 
serve up, ferviven. 
service, Dienft m. =te8, =te, 
session, Sigung f. gett. 
set, (of sun) un’tergehen O. f. 
settle, einrichten. 
seven, ficben. 
seventy, fiebenzig. 
several, nichrere pl. 
shade, Schatten m. end, en.—v., bez 

fchatten. 
shadow, (= dark side or aspect) 
Schattenfeite f. =en. 

shall, follen N. irr. :—generally to be 
rendered by the future tense of the 
verb to which shall is auxiliary. 

shameful, fehändlich. , 
she, fie (151), Die (166.20) 33.7, diefelbe 

(171) 83.8. 
ship, Schiff n. -fes, -fe. 
shoe, Schub m. =5e8, zhe, 

shoot off, abjdicfer O. 
shopkeeper, Krämer m. 218, 20. 

shore, Ujer ie en ) 
ass (ü in a 
alter: N. ivr. 19.18: general- 

ly to be rendered by cond’l: com- 
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pare shall; sh. like, möchte (pret, 
subj.). 

shut, zumachen. 
shy, fcheu. . 
sickly, Eränflich. 
side, Seite f. en; 

feite f. zen. 
sight, Geficht x. 

dem Geficht. 
silent :—be or keep s., fhweigen O. 
since prep., feit (dat.).—adv., long 

Se, längft. 
sincere, aufrichtig. 
sink, untergehen O. f. 54. 
sing, fingen O. 
single, einzig. 
Sir, mein Serr. 
sister, Schwefter f =ın; little s., 

Schwefterchen n. zn8, 21; brothers 
and sisters, Gefchwifter pl. 

sit, figen O. 
six, fechs. 
sixteen, fechözehn. 
sixty, fehzig. 
sleep v., fhlafen O.—noun, Schlaf m. 

zfes. 

slow, langfam. 
small, Klein. 
snake, Schlange f. zen. 
snatch, reifen O. 
snow, Schnee m. =e3.—v., fchneien. 
so, fo, es (154.4e) 25.12, 54. 
soldier, Soldat m. =ten, =ten, 
solid :—of s. value, gediegen. 
some, adj. or pron., cin 66, einige pl. 5 
pron. welch (176.2) 41.2, 44.6 ; some 
one, Jemand (186). 

something, etwas. 
somewhat, etwas. 
somewhere, irgendwo. 
son, Sohn m. -ncs, zöhne, 
song, Lied N. zbe8, zder ; s.«book, Lies 

Derbuch 2. =ch3, zücher. 
soon, bald ; as soon as, fobald. 
sopha, Sopha n. =u’8, =a3., 
sorely, fehwer, heftig 61. 
sort :— what s. of, was für (175) ; all 

sorts of, allerlei (indecl. adj. 415.11). 
sound forth, ertönen. 
spade, Spaten m. =n3, =n. 
sparkle, funfeln, 
speak. fpreden 0. 
specially, eigens. 
specify, fpecificiren, angeben O. 
spectacie, (= show) Schanfpiel 7. -18, 
7 ; spectacles, (= glasses Brille 
sen. 

speech, Sprache f. 
spirit:—in good 

Dinge. 

bright side, Licht- 

218; from s., ans 

guter spirits, 
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spiriued, mutbig. 
splendid, prachtvoll. 
splendor, Glanz m. 2308. 
spot, Stelle f. zen, leck m. =Te3, =Te 46.5. 
spread:—sp. abroad, verbreiten ; 

sp. out, ausbreiten. 
spy, Spion m. zn$, ne, 
stable, Stall m. (es, =älfe, 
stand, fteben O. ; st. by, beifteben O. 

(dat.); st. still, ftehen bleiben O. j. 
standing noun, Stehen n. =n3. 
start, abfahren O. f, 
state-counscllor, Staatsrath m. =th8, 

zathe, 
station (railway), Bahnhof m. =f8, 

zbfe. 
stay, bleiben O. f., fich aufhalten O. 

27.18; st. away, wegbleiben, fort: 
bleiben, ausbleiben 32.3. 

steal, ftehlen O. 
step v., treten O. f. ; st. im, eintreten. 
—noun, Stufe f. =en. 

still adj. :—stand st., ftehen O. blei: 
ben O. f. ; hold st., ftill halten O. 

still adv. (= yet), noc). 
stocking, Strumpf m. -fe8, <impfe. 
stone, Stein m. ned, -ne. 
stony, fteinern. 
storm, Gewitter 2, 18, <r. 
stormy, ftürmig. 
story, Gefchichte f zen. 
straight, gerade. 
stranger, Fremd adj. as noun. 
street, Strafe f. en, 
strength, Kraft f. zäfte. 
strengthen, ftärfen. 
strike, (the attention of any one) auf: 

fallen O. |. (dat.). 
strive, ftreben ; st. toward, entge= 

genftreben (dat.). 
stroll about, fic herumtreiben O. 
strong, ftark (4 in comp.). 
student, Student m. =ten, =ten. 
stuff, Stoff m. =feB, =fe. 
subject, Gegenftand m. -b8, zände. 
submit, fic) bequemen. 
suburb, Borftadt f. übte. 
succeed, gelingen O.: used only in 

third pers., e.g., I succeed, e8 gelingt 
mir, 

success, Erfolg m. =98, =ge. 
such, foley (170) ; s. a, cin folder; s. 

a thing, fo etwas. 
suffer, dulden. 
suskering, Leiden . un, en, 
suffice, binreichen. 
suit, recht fein O. f. (dat.). 
summer, Sommer m. 18, st; sume 
mer-house :—little 8., Garten: 
bänschen zu. zn, en. 

EXERCISES. 

sunbeam, Sonnenftrahl m. -18, =Ien 
Sunday, Sonntag m. =98, ge. 
sure, ficher ; to be s., gwar, freilich 60 
surely, dod) 46.1. 
surprise, tiberrafdy’en. 
surround, wmving’en, umge’ben O. 59, 
swear, feyworen 0. 53. 
sweet, füß. 
swim, fchwinmen O. 5. or f. 
sympathy, Theilnahine f. 

table, Tifch m. =e8, =e. 
take, nehmen O. ; (take a road) ein: 

ichlagen O.; t. care, fid) in Adi 
nehmen; t. a journey, verreifen f. ; 
t. off, ausziehen O. ; t. out, heraus: 
nehmen; t. part, Theil nehmen (in, 
an); t. part in, mitmachen 44.9; t. 
pity on, fic) erbarmen (gen.); t. 
Possession of, fic) bemächtigen 
(gen.); t. up, aufnehmen. 

talk, reden ; t. about, befpredyen O. 
taste, fchmecen, 
tea, Thee m. =e8, 
teacher, Lehrer m. =18, <r, 
tell, fagen, erzählen 27.19, 28.9. 
temple, Tempel on. =I8, el. 
ten, zehn. 
tenant, Bewohner m. =18, <r. 
termination, Schluß m. =fjes, züffe. 
terrace, Terraffe f. sen, 
terrible, fchreclich. 
than, als. 
thank, danken (dat.). 
thankful, dankbar. 
that pron. or pron’l adj., jen (when 

opposed to this, 165-6), der (166.2) 
8.5, 11.5; died 10.8; (as antee’t of a 
relative) derjenige (168) 45.12.—conj. 
daß; (= in order that) damit; in 
comp'n with prep ns, daz (365.80). 

the art., der etc. (63).—adv., the... 
the... (before comparatives), ie... 
defto... 

theatre, Theater n. =18, =t. 
then, dann, (correl, to if) fo, alfo 55, 

da 56; till th., bis dahin. 
there, dort, da; there is, are etc, ¢3 

ift etc, (154.46,@), c8 giebt (acc. 292. 
3a); go th., hingehen O, 

thereupon, darauf. 
they, fie (151); (= people, one) man 

(185). : 
thing :—such a th., fo etwas. 
think, denken N. irr. (of, auf; upon; 

an); (= entertain an opinion) hal: 
ten O, 38.2; (= suppose one's self) 
glauben (followed by infin.). 

third, dritt, 
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thirst, Durft 72, -te3, 
thirsty :—be th., dürften. 
this, dies (165-6); der (166.2) ; th. 
evening, heute Abend. 

thither, dahin; go th., hingehen O. f. 
thou, du (151). 
thought, Gedanfe m. zens, zen, 
thousand, taufenbd. 
threaten, drohen (dat. acc.). 
three, drei. 
threshold, Schwelle f. zen. 
through prep., durdy (acc). —adv., 

hindurch 37.11; get th., durchEom:= 
men OV. f, 

throw, werfen O, (at, auf, acc.). 
thrust, ftecfen. 
thunderstorm, Gewitter 2. =18, <r. 
thus, alfo 25.11, fo 26.3, 
thy, dein (154 eic.). 
tight, eng. 
till :—t. then, bis dahin. 
time, Beit f. -ten ; (= turn, succession) 
Mal n. =[8, «le; a long t., lange; 
this t., diesmal; at that t., damals. 

tired, müde (of, gen.). 
title, Titel m. 18, =I. 
to, zu (dat.); (to a place) nad) (dat.) ; 

(to a concert, theatre) in (acc.): very 
often to be omitted, the governed 
noun being put in the dative: (as 
sign of infin.) 343 in order to, um 
ooo Fle 

to-day, heute; to-day’s, der heutige 
45.7. 

together, zufammten, beifanmen ; 
meet t., zufammentreffen O. |.; t. 
with, fammt (dat.). 

toilet, Toilette f. cen. 
to-morrow, morgen. 
too, (qualifying adj. or adv.) zu; (= 

also) aud). 
totally, gänzlich. 
toward, gegen (acc.) ; (toward a place) 

nach (dat.); (= to meet) entgegen 5 
strive t., entgegenftreben (dat.). 

town, Stadt f. -ädte; quarter of 
the t., Stadttheil m. =13, zle, 

track, Bahn f. nen. 
tranquil, rubig. 
transaction, Vorgang M. =98, zänge. 
transport back, (in thought) zurück 

Denken N. irr. : 

traveller, Neifend adj. as noun. 

tread, betreten O 

treasure, Sdab m. 2he8, süße, R 

tree, Baum, m. mes, =äume; little 

t., Bäumchen n. nd, on, 
treciess, baunılos. 
tremble, beben. 
troop, BU sen. 
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trouble, Mühe f. 
trae, wahr, (= faithful, trusty) treu; 

it is t., zwar. 

truly, wabrlich. 
trunk, Koffer m. =18, =t. 
trust, trauen (dat.). 
truth, Wahrheit f. =ten. 
try, probiven 34.3, verfuchen 40.9, 
Turkey, Tiürfei f. 
turn, biegen O. 37.10; t. back, zus 

rückfehren.! 
twelfth, zwölft. 
twentieth, zwanzigft. 
twenty, zwanzig. 
twice, zweimal. 
two, zwei; the two, die beiden 49.4, 

59. 

ugly, haflic). 
unawares, unverfehens. 
unchanged, unverändert. 
uncle, Onfel m. =I8, <I. 
uncomfortable, unheimlid. 
under, unter (dat. or acc. 376). 
understand, verfichen O. ; come to 
an understanding, fid) verftändis 
gen. 

undertaking,Unternehmen 7. =n8, en. 
unexpected, unerwartet; unexpect- 

edly, unerwarteter Weife. 
unfortunate, ungliclid); unfor- 
tunately, leider. 

ungrateful, undanfbar. 
unhappy, unglicklid), 
unharness, auéfpannen, 
united, einig. 
university, Univerfität,f. «ten. 
unknown, unbekannt. 
unnecessary, unnöthig. 
unpleasant, unangenehm. 
unseasonable, ungelegen. 
until, bis; not until, erft... weit, 

erft 42.6. 
unwell, unwohl. 
up, hinauf 47.9; heran 47.10; herauf 

60: see the verbs. 
upon, auf (dat. or acc. 376); (think 

upon) an (acc); upon which, 
worauf. 

upward, in die Söhe 49.7. 
urgent, inftändig. ; 
use:—make u. of, fid) bedienen 

(gen.).—v. use to, pflegen zu. 
used, (= accustomed) gewohnt (acc,), 
useful :—be u. to, migen (dat.). 
useless, unnüß. 

vain :—in v., vergebens. 
valley, Thal n. =les, =äler, 
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value v., fhägen.—noun; of solid 
v., gediegen. 

vary, verfchieden fein O. f. 
venture, dürfen N. irr. 
very, febr, recht 25.8, 
vestibule, Borfaal m. =I8, =fäle, 
vicinity, Nabe f. 
victim, Opfer 2. =18, -r  * 
village, Dovf 7. =fe8, zörfer. 
villain, Böfewicht m. =t8, =ter. 
violinist, Violinfpieler 7, =18, <r, 
virtue, Tugend f. -den, 
voice, Stimme f. cen. 
volume, Band m. =des, sände, 
voluntary, freiwillig. 
vote, ftimmen. 
vulgar, gemein. 

wagon, Wagen m. n8, en. 
wait, warten; w. for, warten (gen.) 

18.11, warten auf (acc.) 23.4, 42.2. 
waiting noun, Warten n. -n8, 
walk, gehen O. |. 40.8; go to w., fpaz 

zieren geben (343.1.6). 
wander, wandern h. o7 |. 
wanderer, Wanderer m. =18, <r, 
want to, wollen N. irr. 
war, Krieg m. 988, =ge. 
warm, warm (din comp.); warmly, 

innig 8.8. 
warrior, Krieger m. =18, =t. 
watch, Uhr f. ven. 
water, Wafer 7. =r8, <r. 
watering-place, Bad n. =de8, -äder, 
way, (= road) :—w. out, Ausweg m. 

298, =ge; give w., nachgeben O. ; 
fight one’s -w., fich fehlagen O. ; 
—(= manner) Art und Weife f ; im 
every w., auf jede Weife. 

we, wir, man (185) 33.2. 
wear, (as clothes) tragen O. ; (= last) 

fich halten O. 40.5. 
weary adj., müde, überdrüffig (gen.). 

—v, ermüden. 
weather, Wetter n. =18. 
week, Woche f. =eıt. 
weigh, wiegen O. 
welcome adj., willfommen.—noun, 

Willkommen n. zn. 
welfare, Glüd n. -f8, 
well adv., wohl, gut 13.7, 21.1; well- 
behaved, artig; be w., (einem) 
wohl fein 41.6.—adj., (= healthy) 
wohl 7.1, gefund 27.1. 

West, Weften m. -ns, 
what pron. interrog. or comp. rela- 

tive, was (173 ete.).—adj., was für 
60; wh. sort of, was für; what 
is (before adj.), das 26.1. 

EXERCISES. 

whatever, wa3...and, (179.4) 33.9, 
was 46.4, 

when, interrog. or comp. relative, 
wann; relative, wenn 28.10, wo 33, 
11, alé 29.21, wie 35,5; conditional, 
wenn 10.2,7. 

whence, woher. 
where, wo ; (= whither) wohin 43,3; 
whereby, wodurd. 

wherever, wohin... aud) 29.14. 
whether, ob. 
which, welch) (174 etc.) ; with preposi- 

tions, wo= (173.2); (way) in wh,, 
wie 28.9. 

while or whilst, während, indem. 
whisper, flüftern. ' 
white, weiß. 
whither, wohin. 
who, interrog. or comp. relative, wer 3 

relative, der, welcher. 
whoever, wer 40.3. 
whole, gan; ; on the wh., im Gans 

zen. 
why, warum. 
wicked, bos. 
will, (= want, intend) wollen N. irr. ; 

expressing futurity simply, to be 
rendered by future of the principal 
verb. 

William, Wilhelm m. =m8. 
willingly, gern or gerne. 
window, $enfter 7. 18, =r ; w.-pane, 

Tenfterfcheibe f. zen. 
wine, Wein m. =ne3, «ne ; w.-bottle, 

Weinflafehe f zen; Rhine w., 
Mheinwein m. =n8, ene. 

winter, Winter m. -r8, <r. 
wipe, abwifchen, wifchen. 
wish, Wunfd) m. «foes, zünihe,—”., 

winfchen, wollen N. irr. 38.7. 
with, mit; (= at the house of) bei; 

= among) bei 70; (with rage) vor. 
without, obne ; ohne daft 70. 
woman, Weib nm, =be8, =ber; Frau fl 

zauen 6.15, 27.25; American w., 
Amerikanerin, f. nen, 

wonder, fidy wundern (at, über acc.); 
impersonally, I wonder, e8 run: 
dert mich, etc. 

wonderful, wunderbar. 
wooden, hölzern. 
work, (= labor) Arbeit,f. =ten ; (liter- 

ary) Werk n. =te8, -fe.—v., arbeiten. 
workman, Arbeiter m. =18, <r. 
world, Welt f. «ten; part of the 

w., Welttheil m. =18, le; im the 
w., auf der Welt 27.31. 

worry, fic) plagen. 
worse :—grow w., fich verfchledhtern, 
worthy, würdig (gen.), werth 27.25. 
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would, as aux’y, to be rendered by 
pret, subj. or cond l of principal 
verb ; Ww. rather, möchte pret. subj., 
möchte licber 35.10. 

wound, Wunde f. en. —v., verwunden. 
write, fchreiben O. 

yard, Hof m. =fes, =öfe. 
year, Jahr n. =te8, «re; for years, 

feit Jahren. 
yes, ia; dod) 41.2. 
yet, noc), dod 55. 

yesterday, geftern; day before y., 
vorgeftern. 

yield, nachlaffen O, 
yonder, dort. 
you, ihr, Zie (155). 
youngys jung (iin comp.); y. lady, 

Fraulein vu. -n8, en. 
your, euer, Ihr (155.4). 
yours, der Sbhrige ete. (159.5). 
yourself, cuch, fich (155); felber or 

felbjt (155.5). ‘ 
youth, (= young man) Siingling m. 

298, ge. 
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